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ABSTRACT

This ethnographic study of a single, second grade, public

school classroom explores students' ownership of their writing as

they negotiate their dual roles of active writer and compliant

student.

Writing process advocates such as Calkins (1987), Graves

(1983), and Murray (1968, 1985) stress the need for student writers

to assume ownership of their work by writing from personal

experience and by making the decisions governing direction of the

text. This involvement encourages awareness of self as learner and

as person, and stimulates cognitive and identity development. Robert

Brooke (1991). in a study of college students, points out that the

power differential between teacher and student creates a dilemma for

the student who is required to be both enterprising learner and obedient

student. The current study examines primary grade children's

negotiation of student/writer roles.

The expressive writing of twenty-one students, eleven girls

and ten boys, in a middle/upper-middle class suburban school was

tracked over a seven-month period. Two writing classes per week

were audio-taped, students and teacher were interviewed, and the

children's writing was photocopied.

The children established ownership of writing in person

specific and gender specific ways. Most boys wrote stories about

dangerous adventures and competitive sports, while girls generally





wrote about relationships (e.g. friendships, marriage, birth), and

problems solved by cooperation rather than competition.

Teacher response to the stories demonstrated how the

student/teacher relationship is embedded in a socio-cultural

context. The girls were marginalized by the teacher's emphasis

on problem/solution stories. Since the boys tended to write this

type of story they were subtly being privileged.

Student control over texts was further jeopardized by whole-

class peer critiquing, and lengthy, overly directive conferences.

Approaching the children's writing as a reader rather than a fellow

writer, the teacher viewed resistance to correction as a behavior

problem rather than an outgrowth of ownership. Emphasis on what

was right with stories could have provided students with the

language of constructive critique and sustained their pride of

authorship. This research demonstrates how easily children

can lose confidence in their writing instincts and accept the

teacher's instruction without question.
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INTRODUCTION

All through the 1960's she came into my classroom pushing a

pump organ before her. Corpulent, immaculately groomed, with

thirty-five years of experience in the school system, she arrived

every Thursday morning at 10:30 to instruct my students in music.

Yet the sound of singing rarely filled the room, for the instruction

was focused on tone matching skills, and insistence on every

child's assuming an identical posture: feet flat on the floor, hands

resting in laps, eyes focused on the instructor. But during every

class some children deviated from the established pattern of

response. The instructor, convinced that these children were

trouble makers, responded with a firm, "Not your way, my way."

Not your way, my way! is the essence of authoritarian

instruction; the students empty their heads of their own

thoughts, intuitions, experiences, interests, and plans so that

they can be filled with the instructor's knowledge. This is, in

Paulo Freire's (1986) words,

the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift

bestowed by those who consider themselves

knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know
nothing (p. 58).





VI

Freire's liberatory education is based on changing the

antagonistic character of the teacher/student relationship to one

of mutual respect where "both are simultaneously teachers and

students" (p. 59). This respect for students and their experiences,

and the refusal to divide education into opposing components

connects Freire's thought with John Dewey's, though Freire and

Dewey are widely separated by geography and time. "It was the

weakness of the 'old education", wrote Dewey in 1902, "that it

made invidious comparisons between the immaturity of the child

and the maturity of the adult" (1959, p. 99). Dewey urged us to

consider the interaction between student and teacher but he

recognized that

[I]t is easier to see the conditions in their

separateness, to insist upon one at the expense of the

other, to make antagonists of them, than to discover a

reality to which each belongs (p. 92).

This thesis explores the problems encountered in a writing

classroom where the teacher tries to establish the new

relationship between herself and her students that Dewey and

Freire advocate.





CHAPTER 1

THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT

This chapter broadly outlines some of the influences on

current progressive writing instruction. It then proceeds to

discuss in some detail the process model of writing instruction.

The value of students writing about personal interests and

experiences is explored, since use of the personal develops

"voice" and a sense of "ownership". When coupled with the

ability to control the direction of writing, use of personal

material promotes reflection and awareness of self as learner

and as person. This awareness promotes cognitive and

identity development.

However, in a school setting, children's authorial

decisions are constrained by the pressure to conform to the

teacher's requirements. Hence the children must negotiate the

"ownership" of their work, by balancing their needs to express

their own ideas with the need to accommodate the teacher's

goals.





Piaget, Bruner, and Moffett

Progressive composition instruction is not informed by a

single theory, but draws from a number of complementary

theories. The term "progressive" is most often associated with

Dewey's (1959) educational philosophy which focused on

recognizing the needs of the child in designing the curriculum. As

he explained:

The child is the starting point, the center, and the end.

His development, his growth, is the ideal. It alone

furnishes the standard. To the growth of the child all

studies are subservient; they are instruments valued

as they serve the needs of growth (p. 95).

But how should growth be fostered? Dewey was concerned

with integrating the child's cognitive, social, and aesthetic growth.

Other progressive educators, while agreeing with the broad outline

of Dewey's intergrative approach, have focused attention on

specific aspects of development.

The cognitive growth of the individual student was

emphasized at the 1959 Woods Hole conference of scientists,

scholars, and educators to discuss the improvement of science

education. Jerome Bruner, who directed the conference,

summarized its conclusions in The Process of Education. (1960),

which stressed education as a process of discovering the

structure of a discipline, established by experts in the field. This





concern with process had begun with Jean Piaget's research on the

stages of children's intellectual development which informed

Bruner's thinking. Piaget regarded children as valuable

informants. Fascinated by their ideas, he respected their errors

as windows through which the workings of their minds could be

discerned. Knowledge, Piaget believed, must be constructed by

each individual child interacting with her environment, and this

process of discovering meaning is expedited by stimulating

surroundings with which the child becomes actively engaged.

Bruner stressed the role of intuitive thinking and making

guesses, then subjecting the guesses to thoughtful analysis, as

part of the learning process. For this the student needs to

develop courage:

A person who thinks intuitively may often achieve

correct solutions, but he may also be proved wrong

when he checks or when others check on him. Such

thinking, therefore, requires a willingness to make

honest mistakes in the effort to solve problems.

One who is insecure, who lacks confidence in

himself, may be unwilling to run such risks (p. 65).

James Moffett (1968) translated the spiral curriculum

advocated by Bruner - whereby the basic principles of a discipline

were introduced to young children and then reexamined at

increasing levels of difficulty as the children progressed through

the grades - to the writing classroom. Moffett organized writing

assignments, which originated as an experimental curriculum for

his students at Phillips Exeter Academy in the 1960's, so that they

introduced students to a wide range of rhetorical practices from





first person stream of consciousness free writing to theoretical

position papers written to influence the opinions to others.

Although the exercises move the student writer in a Piagetian

progression from sense impressions to logical abstractions,

Moffett did not intend them to be introduced in rigid sequence, nor

did he imply that objective writing is superior to subjective.

Rather, he wanted students to experience the range of rhetorical

expression, and combine rhetorical stances to accomplish a single

writing task.

Moffett's curriculum, published in Student-Centered

Language Arts and Reading K-13 (1976) and Active Voice (1981)

stressed the need for:

* teaching writing as a process which involves

prewriting, drafting, revising, and editing.

* individualizing writing instruction,

* the teacher to model writing,

* students to work with partners or small groups to

obtain audience feedback on texts in progress,

* integrating writing instruction with the study of

literature,

* writing in classes not designated as English classes,

* writing for purposes which connect writing to the

world beyond school.

Graves' Approach to Process Writing

Cognitive aspects of literacy learning were recognized at

the Dartmouth Conference in 1966 when British and American

educators met to discuss English instruction. Also advanced at





this conference was the importance of expressive writing. As

Anne Ruggles Gere (1987) explains:.

American educators active in the emerging academic

reform movement confronted British educators for

whom student response was more important than

close reading of literature, tentativeness more valued

than precise formulation in language, and process

more significant than product in writing (p. 28).

American educators embraced the British approach, but

introduced it into classrooms with varying emphases. Small

writing groups as a way of providing response to works in

progress was an important part of reform pedagogy. Gere points

out that only two years after the conference (in 1968) three

books advocating writing groups were published: Writing to Be

Read by Macrorie, Teaching the Universe of Discourse by Moffett

and A Writer Teaches Writing by Murray. However, each of the

authors stressed different values of writing groups. Macrorie

saw them as socially useful "helping circles" whereby students'

experience of supporting each other's attempts to create

authentic writing would translate to a supportive stance toward

others in the world beyond school. Moffett saw the groups as

enhancing the cognitive development of the writer by helping her

move beyond an egocentric view of her work, while Murray

considered groups a training ground where student writers

learned the skills of professional writers (Gere, pp. 22-29).

Donald Murray's views on writing instruction strongly

influenced Donald Graves, his colleague at the University of New





Hampshire. Graves had pioneered research into the writing of

primary grade children in his 1973 doctoral dissertation on the

writing processes of seven-year-old children. Janet Emig had, in

her own doctoral dissertation in 1969, studied The Composing

Processes of Twelfth Graders . In England Britton researched The

Development of Writing Abilities (11-18) (1975). (The

contributions of Emig and Britton will be discussed in more detail

in Chapter 2.)

Graves' work with second graders and later his two-year

National Institute of Education study with Calkins and Sowers in

Atkinson, New Hampshire extended knowledge of the writing

process by providing descriptions of the writing behaviors of

children aged six to ten in natural classroom settings.

Graves distilled his findings in Writing: Teachers and

Children At Work (1983). Viewing writing as both a cognitive

activity which develops the ability to analyze and synthesize

information, and a means of developing initiative and self-

confidence as a learner, he discussed the elements of writing

process instruction as:

* helping children to recognize their experiences and

interests as worthy topics for their

compositions
* allowing children to make their own writing

decisions
* individualizing writing instruction by conducting

brief (five to ten minute) conferences with each

student in the class.

* teacher modeling all aspects of the writing process.





* helping children keep records of their work so they

can see progress and learn to evaluate it

independently.
* sharing work in various stages of development with

peers as well as teachers to get reader response.
* children choosing some of their writing for careful

revision and "publishing" so it could be added to

the collection of professionally published books
in the classroom available for the enjoyment of

classmates

Addressing the varying concerns of the individual student

writer struggling with her text was of paramount concern to

Graves but, like Macrorie, Moffett, and Murray, he saw social

interactions - students conferring informally with one other

child or a small group, or reading texts to the entire class - as a

valuable part of the writing process.

Whole Language and Social Construction of Literacy

The Whole Language Movement has become interwoven with

teaching writing as process. As articulated by Don Holdaway and

Marie Clay in New Zealand and Australia and by Ken and Yetta

Goodman in the United States, it focuses on reading instruction,

but stresses the need to integrate the instruction of reading,

writing, speaking, and listening. Whole Language is based on

socio-linguistic research in language acquisition demonstrating

how effectively pre-school children acquire language in an

environment providing frequent interactions with skillful
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language users, tolerance for approximations, and abundant access

to writing and reading materials. Advocates seek to establish in

schools the conditions that nurture pre-school literacy growth.

They urge - as Graves does - surrounding children with literature,

introducing them to a wide variety of literary genres.

Perhaps the most important congruence with writing

process advocates is their emphasis on meaning making. The child

is encouraged to concentrate on making sense of her own or

another's text before she worries about mechanical perfection.

Indeed her errors are recognized as yielding valuable instructional

information, helping the teacher to understand what the child

knows, what she needs to know, and what strategies she employs

in trying to acquire literary skills.

Yet another similarity between Whole Language and writing

as process is the concern for "empowerment" of children and the

need for them to develop a sense of "ownership" of their work.

Goodman (1986) writes:

School programs should be seen as part of the

empowerment of children. . . Helping pupils become
literate will not in itself give them power if society

denies them power. But helping them to achieve a

sense of control and ownership over their own use of

language and learning in school, over their own
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and thinking, will

help to give them a sense of their potential power
(1986, p.lO).

"Empowerment" is implied, but not specifically stated, by

the discussion of "ownership" found in Graves (1983) and Calkins

(1986). They emphasize the child's personal empowerment.





ownership occurring when: "You're the mother of your story"

(Calkins, p. 6).

Heath (1983), Taylor (1983), and Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines

(1988) have investigated the influence of social and cultural

constructions of literacy outside of school on the child's ability to

gain competence through school literacy. Their research draws

attention to the relationship between social, cultural, and

economic factors in the lives of young children and school success

or failure, underscoring the impossibility and undesirability of

separating school from the realities of life outside school.

Freire's definition of "empowerment" calls for a more

political view of the social construction of literacy. He envisions

a radical restructuring of society when he discusses empowering

illiterate peasant workers. His Pedagogy of the Oppressed , first

translated from the original Portugese in 1968, has been widely

quoted by social constructivist educators such as Stuckey (1991)

who calls for a realization that:

[IJiteracy is more than self-fulfillment. It is also

social and political and economic in nature . . .

Literacy neither imprisons nor frees people, it merely

embodies the enormous complexities of how and why
some people live comfortably and others do not (p.

68).

How the individual learner is connected to society is the

question social constructivists probe. Their answers reveal a

broad spectrum of concern ranging from revolutionary politics to

interactions between small groups of students and individual
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students with their teacher. Progressive classrooms operate in

a pedagogical climate which is a mix of expressivist, cognitive,

and social constructivist theories.

Valuing the Personal

No matter how progressive educators position the student in

relationship to society, the personal interests and experiences of

the individual child are valued. Dewey (1938) stressed the

importance of this:

I have taken for granted the soundness of the

principle that education in order to accomplish

its ends both for the individual learner and for

society must be based upon experience - which is

always the actual life-experience of some
individual (p. 89).

More recently the chemist and philosopher Michael Polanyi

(1958), whose work is widely quoted in support of progressive

pedagogy, emphasized the essential personal quality of learning

in his preface to Personal Knowledge :

into every act of knowing there enters a passionate

contribution of the person knowing what is being known,
and . . .this coefficient is no mere imperfection but a

vital component of his knowledge (p. viii).

In writing classrooms Dewey's and Polanyi's insights have

taken the form of an emphasis on writing from personal

experience. Graves (1984) explained:
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when children discover what they know in their

own experience, whether it be fashion, lasers, or

space stories, then write and defend their

topics, they learn to think and speak with

authority. They become aggressive learners, and
their new found strengths spread to other

subjects (p. 174).

Writing which grows from the child's life and interests,

develops "voice" which Graves tells us "is the dynamo of the

writing process", providing the energy for revision and

contributing to the pride of ownership. Atwell (1987) and Calkins

(1986, 1991) also stress the need for the child to connect writing

to lived experience. "Right from the first day of kindergarten,"

says Atwell, "students should use writing as a way to think about

and give shape to their own ideas and concerns." When they do

this, their voice is authentic. They "own" their writing.

This process of expressing what is personally meaningful

when combined with the ability to make choices stimulates

cognitive development. Vygotsky (1986) and Donaldson (1978)

explain that helping a child develop the ability to consciously

reflect on language in order to deal with the decontextualized

ideas contained in written language is one of the purposes of

school. Reflection develops awareness. Making choices begins

the process of reflection and awareness.

In the writing classroom allowing the child to choose

which of her experiences to write about and choose the manner in

which she writes about them develops an awareness of herself as

learner and writer. Awareness of her own thinking, Donaldson

reminds us, helps the child to develop the kind of "inner control".
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involving the ability to direct and sustain attention, which Clay

(1991) believes is essential to independence in both reading and

writing. This control of mental processes leads to the ability to

think abstractly. Therefore using personal material which

Calkins, Graves, Murray, and many other writing process teachers

advocate is no superficial matter. The involvement of self which

contributes to a feeling of control or ownership of writing, also

involves the child's feeling that - to some extent - she can

control her mind, that she owns it.

Cognitive processes are not the only issue here. George

Kelly in The Psychology of Personal Constructs (1955)

emphasized that while learning is a process, a person is also a

process, developing as she constructs theories about the way the

world works. Making writing choices about topics and subject

matter, she becomes aware of herself not only as a learner but as

a person. The question: Who am I? is interwoven with less

significant concerns of organization, grammar, and spelling

throughout the process of writing.

This development of cognitive processes and awareness of

identity are serious matters for adults. However, Moffett and

Wagner (1993) suggest that from the child's point of view they are

more like play, an exploration of possibilities and problem

solving.

This literacy that we educators and

researchers tend to make heavy weather of

is for children a game like any other game.

It's hard for life-long readers and writers,

especially academic people, to appreciate the
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marvel that children feel at first about the idea

of converting speech and letters back and forth

into each other. It's stunning to discover that a

second way exists to give and get meaning - an

equivalent out there of this familiar body

activity of talking.

For the beginner, literacy is about secrecy and

sorcery. Letters, phonemes, and words are play tokens

as well as symbols. Knowing that putting them

together can also tie into meaning does not in the

child's mind conflict with this but, rather, enhances

it. The meaning sometimes riding on the play tokens

simply make literacy a very resonant doublegame

whereby children crack a code and sport with a new

medium at the same time ... all the while exercising

the play of the mind (p. 35, italics in original).

As children "play" with the writing process what are the

choices they make after they decide on their topic? If we apply

Kelly's theory of constructs, we can surmise that they make

"choices in favor of what offers greater possibility for extension

and definition or both" (p. 66). In other words they move forward

with a preliminary idea, perhaps discovering new possibilities

within it. Or they may stretch the rules they have formulated to

guide their work to include new information, or perhaps move

beyond their original idea, to explore a new one. This is a

creative process.

Boden (1991) defines creativity as Moffett and Wagner

define play - as an exploration of possibilities. Boden. whose

theories are based on research in artificial intelligence, argues

that the romantic notion (originating with Plato) that creativity

is a divine spark bestowed only on exceptional people, is false:
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"we all share some degree of creative power, which is grounded in

our ordinary human abilities." Very young children are especially

creative because

[t]hey have an unjaded curiosity, generating all manner

of mental adventures, challenging the limits of the

possible .... All human infants spontaneously

transform their own conceptual space in fundamental

ways so that they come to be able to think thoughts of a

kind they could not have thought before. Their creative

powers gradually increase, as they develop the ability

to vary their behavior in more and more flexible ways

and even to reflect on what they are doing (p. 63).

But as children explore the possibilities of writing, flexing

their creative muscles, and making their own decisions, they will

inevitably venture beyond the safety of prescribed formats.

Risking independent thought, they also risk criticism. Kelly

reminds us that

For each of us the exercise of ingenuity leads

[the student] directly to a confrontation with his

personal responsibility for what happens. But of

course, he can avoid that distressing

confrontation if, through his conformity to

rules, he can make it appear that he has

displaced the responsibility to the natural order

of the universe (quoted in Britton, 1970, p. 278).

Exploring writing by using the raw material of their

personal lives and concerns, encourages children to reflect on the

writing process and their experiences, and assists their

development as thinkers. Yet when this exploration takes place

within an institutionalized hierarchical authority structure it may
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jeopardize the child's standing with her teacher. What if the

teacher does not recognize the value of what the child is trying

to do? As Duckworth (1987) points out in discussing a boy

who destroyed a light bulb in order to prove a theory he had

constructed:

the teacher had to accept not only the fact that Hank

had a good idea that even she did not have, but also

that it was worthwhile to destroy a small piece of

property for the sake of following through an idea

(p. 7).

Exercising ingenuity may teach the child responsibility for

her actions, as Kelly suggests, but if she pays too steep a price

for her ingenuity, she may abandon it - at least in school. We

turn now to a discussion of the type of teacher/student

relationship which supports risk taking.

The Role Dilemma

A supportive relationship between teacher and student is a

commonality in progressive writing classrooms. Teachers,

coaching rather than commanding, step back from center stage

allowing children to explore what they already know as a way of

moving forward toward new learning. In this environment, where

the student has control over writing choices, including topic

selection, a natural development of competence is promoted

(Calkins, 1986; Graves, 1983; Murray, 1968, 1985.). As Murray
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explains, the teacher's job is to get out of the student's way "to

give the student the maximum amount of room so that the student

can instruct himself or herself" (1985, p. 154).

Teaching writing as a process the teacher instructs children

through brief individual writing conferences. Calkins describes

the teacher's role in this way:

I try to act as a backboard, sending the ball back into

the student's court. I nudge students into "re-vision",

into looking through what they have said to see what

they can discover . . . they should shuttle between the

roles of involved writer and detached critic (1986, p.

119).

Calkins is trying to provide for the student writer what

Bruner (1986) has termed a "scaffold" for learning or a "loan of

consciousness" whereby the teacher helps the student move beyond

what she is presently capable of doing to what she - with

assistance - is able to attempt. As Vygotsky tells us:

The only good kind of instruction is that which

marches ahead of development and leads it; it must be

aimed not so much at the ripe as at the ripening

functions . . . instruction must be oriented toward the

future, not the past (pp. 188-9).

The frequently cited model for this scaffolding is the mother

instructing her toddler, challenging the child but also supporting

her in performing those things which are in what Vygotsky calls her

Zone of Proximal Development; tasks she is ready to try. While the

theory behind this instruction is sound, transferring a learning

model derived from the relaxed and informal home setting to school
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with its structured curriculum, specific time constraints, and

written evaluations, poses problems. Regardless of how nurturing a

teacher tries to be, she wields considerable authority and the

student none. Standing out of the way and allowing a student to "be

the mother of her story" does not, can not, erase the fundamental

inequality between teacher and student. The teacher does not

accept the child's writing merely on it's own terms, but evaluates

it on her terms.

Murray (1985) points out the difficulty the "coaching" teacher

faces. In order to give the student support, the teacher responds to

her as an equal, giving her center stage, acknowledging and

respecting her opinions. Murray writes:

The best way to encourage student response in the

conference is to allow it. Shut up. Be quiet. Wait.

When a student makes a comment, then you can pick up

on that (p. 153).

But the teacher, by definition, has superior knowledge on which

the authority to evaluate rests. As Murray reminds us:

The teacher is, after all, the teacher, and has the

whole range of responses to a text available. It is

insulting and patronizing to encourage work that is not

good ... (p. 154).

What happens to the student's sense of authorship when her

work is judged "not good"? How does she proceed from there?

Does she accept the teacher's evaluation, since the teacher knows

more about writing than she does? Does she "resist", insisting

that the teacher's evaluation is not accurate? Does she try to
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reconcile the teacher's evaluation with her own? Does she give up

on writing altogether? These are questions which must be

addressed if we are to understand the dynamics of a child's trying

to preserve a sense of herself as a student and a sense of herself

as a writer.

Students don't merely shuttle between the roles of "involved

writer and detached critic"; they must also negotiate the role of

student. No matter how much the teacher tries to get out of the

way, the student recognizes the teacher's authority. When

teachers try to channel their students' thinking as they "nudge"

them "into re-vision", students feel the pressure of this

channeling. They want to accept the teacher's standards in order

to be accepted by the teacher, yet they also want to make their

own decisions regarding their writing. Consider this exchange

during a writing process conference, reported by Graves:

Greg: I think I'll just quit right here, but will

you help me with the spelling?

Teacher: OK, but first I want you to find seven words

that are spelled right (underline those) then

circle six that you think you need help with

(1983, p. 121).

The teacher is setting requirements for Greg's proofreading

procedure. No, says the teacher, he cannot quit. He must first

work on his spelling on his own. Greg must decide if he will

follow these recommendations - underlining seven correct words

and circling six incorrect words - or alter them by circling all the

words, the correct in blue crayon and the incorrect in red. Or
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maybe Greg will draw a smiley face above the correct words and a

frowning face above the incorrect words. He might decide not to

mark any of the words until the next writing class, spending the

rest of the writing period, beginning a new story. Greg is

negotiating two distinct - and conflicting - roles: writer and

student. Being a student means following the instructions of the

teacher, being a compliant follower, trusting that teacher knows

best. Being a good writer means taking control of the process of

writing, being an assertive decision maker, trusting one's own

instincts.

Graves, in discussing his own reaction to writing

conferences, admits that as an activist he "simply can't resist

leaving my mark, my finger prints, or my initials in the corner of

the work" (1983, p. 127). Children, born activists, cannot resist

that impulse either; actively seeking ownership, they are eager to

make a statement uniquely theirs.

Yet regardless of how supportive the environment is, the

teacher is invested with authority which limits the child's

decision making powers. How does this affect the child's sense of

"owning" her work? How does it affect her sense of herself?

Robert Brooke (1991). recognizing the conflict in the dual

role of student/writer in college-level writing workshops, has

explored it in terms of "identity negotiation". He uses this term

to highlight two important aspects of this theory: a

focus on identity, a term often used to denote what is

most central or important about the self, but a

corresponding focus on the negotiations which create
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identity, a term which denotes attempts to mitigate

the clash between opposing forces, to compromise

between conflicting camps, to satisfy groups with

different demands (Italics in original, p. 12).

Brooke draws from the work of Erving Goffman (1986), the

social theorist who explored social encounters in everyday life in

terms of "frames" which are the "principles of organization which

govern events". Goffman does not analyze children's behavior, nor

does he explore the rules which frame activity in the schoolroom.

But his insights cast light on the child struggling to write within

the constraints of a particular classroom:

When an individual is lodged in a stream of

framed activity, he sustains some check upon

his immediate, spontaneous involvement in it.

This will vary in degree with boredom at one end

. . . nearly full engrossment at the other. Along

with affective reserve . . .there is likely to be a

measure of cognitive reserve also, a wisp of

doubt concerning framework and

transformations, a slight readiness to accept

the possible need to reframe what is occurring;

and this reserve, as well as the emotional kind,

varies.

When for whatever reason, the individual

breaks frame and perceives he has done so, the

nature of his engrossment and belief suddenly

change. Such reservations as he had about the

ongoing activity are suddenly disrupted, and,

momentarily at least, he is likely to become

intensely involved with his predicament (p. 378).

Students are ambivalent about staying within the frames

which the teacher has set up for the classroom. Staying within

the teacher's boundaries offers rewards: a feeling of safety, of
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knowing what to do to gain praise and good marks from the

teacher. But students also want to "break frame", experimenting

with the boundaries of their writing assignment and declare: "I

am here, this is me writing. I'm special, different from every

other kid in this room."

To provide a scaffold for growth which supports and does

not inhibit learning, we must first recognize the conflicting

demands which the classroom places on the child.

Summary

The literature on children's writing recognizes that the

creation of personal voice is closely connected to the student's

feeling of control over her text, and the word "ownership" is used

to define this sense of control. The writer "owns" her text if she

makes the decisions which define it. Encouraging the child to make

her own writing decisions and dignifying her personal interests and

experiences by encouraging her to use them in her writing is not

indulging the child. Rather, close ties between the child and her

work increases involvement, promotes reflection and awareness

which leads to cognitive growth.

While writing process theorists stress the need for students

to experience a sense of ownership and control over their texts,

and they recognize that the teacher can take away this ownership

by being too directive, they have not explored the implications for
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primary grade students of the dual active writer/passive student

role which Brooke has identified in college students. The power

differential between teacher and primary grade writers and how

this affects the child's sense of "owning" her text, has not been

considered in discussing the microdynamics of the writing

classroom.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter will review pertinent research dealing with

the concept in process education of student "ownership" of

writing and with the type of student/teacher relationship which

sustains "ownership". Since this relationship is embedded in a

pedagogical and a socio-cultural context, many factors intersect

to influence both teacher and student. In negotiating with the

teacher for authority over the text, the child also negotiates her

identity as both student and writer.

Ownership

The belief that students should be able to exercise control

over their texts by writing on topics which have meaning to their

lives is not a new one. Connors (1987) contends that nineteenth

century educators rejected the broad, abstract, impersonal topics

which had been standard assignments in English classrooms, in

favor of compositions based on students' observations and

experiences. Personal writing has continued to be at the heart of

composition classes since the 1890's. However, the teacher often
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assigned the type of experience the student should address,

provided strict guidelines on how the writing should be structured,

and was the principal evaluator of the writing. Theoretically,

writing about personal experience was a validation of that

experience, connecting the student's life outside school with what

went on in the classroom. In reality the student was given very

little control over the text, and school based writing often became

a matter of producing the text which the teacher - not the student

- wanted. Since expressive qualities are difficult to assess,

grammatical and orthographical correctness became the measure

of excellence.

Composition textbooks encouraged this emphasis on the

mechanical aspects of writing. Emig's (1969). research revealed

that advice to student writers found in composition texts

conflicted with the writing processes of successful working

writers. Textbooks frequently urged students to outline before

writing, emphasizing that thought should be fully formulated

before words were put on paper. Professional writers, however,

reported that they started writing with vague feelings and

sketchy ideas, their topics becoming clear only after much

exploratory writing.

Graves (1984), in a study of language arts textbooks for

elementary students conducted in 1977 found that little attention

was paid to writing; few activities were devoted to the child's

own writing, and the largest percentage of space was devoted to

mechanical aspects of writing: punctuation and grammar. A

follow-up study conducted by Graves' research colleague. Valjean
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Olenn in 1983, found that textbooks at that time continued to de-

emphasize writing, and the few suggested writing activities

included outlining, filling in blanks, or arranging sentences in the

correct order.

The textbooks reflected the fact that until the 1970's and

80's little was known about the process of writing. English

teachers could not draw on their personal knowledge of the

process of writing because they were rarely writers themselves

(Emig, 1969; Petrosky, 1986). Art teachers practiced the

techniques they taught and music teachers were knowledgeable

about music. But since language instruction focused on literature

and written responses to it, English teachers needed to be readers

not writers (Berlin, 1990; Daniels and Zemelman, 1985).

Emig (1983) recounts her difficulty in writing up her

research on the composing processes of twelfth graders because

of the prevailing view that writing was a skill that could not be

analyzed and therefore wasn't worth researching. Her work,

however, helped to lay a foundation on which future research on

the writing process could build. Contrasting the "self sponsored"

writing of twelfth graders in her sample with "school sponsored"

writing, she found the writers were both "committed and

exploratory" when writing for themselves, but "detached and

reportorial" when fulfilling school assignments. Peers were often

the most important evaluators of personal writing while school

writing was written specifically for teacher approval. Since

teachers had little experience as writers. Emig concluded, they

were imperfect writing guides for their students, oversimplifying
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the process, reducing planning for writing to outlining and

revising to corrections of minor errors.

Concurrently with Emig's research, Britton (1975) and his

research associates studied from 1966-1971 the development of

writing abilities in English secondary students aged 11 to 18

concentrating, as Emig did, on how students actually composed

rather than on how they should compose. He and his associates

concluded that the preponderance of transactional writing in

schools, performed to satisfy the teacher's requirements,

"preventCs] any but minimal development into the more abstract

levels of the informative", and inhibits independent thinking (p.

197). Therefore, Britton advocated more expressive writing in

schools, because the writer becomes fully involved in writing she

makes her own, daring to experiment, and risking speculations.

Ownership, Emig and Britton pointed out, grew from personal

involvement in the writing task and this involvement promoted

cognitive growth.

Graves' (1973) research confirmed the importance of

personal involvement and choice in the writing process. He

examined daily over a period of four months the writing behaviors

of 94 seven-year-olds as they occurred naturally in four

classrooms, two "formal" and two "informal", to discover

thematic choices, writing frequency, and the differences between

assigned and unassigned writing assignments. Graves concluded

that in informal classroom environments, which allow children to

make more choices, students wrote more and at greater length

than when given specific assignments. His case study of Michael
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demonstrates how a child interweaves experiences into

unassigned writing, connecting school with home and family life.

Michael's themes: sports, fires, witches, violence, hunting,

painting, and a plane crash grew out of events in his life as

interviews with Michael's parents revealed.

— Graves' two-year study, 1978-1980, with Sowers and Calkins

of the writing processes of children in grades one to four at

Atkinson Academy in New Hampshire revealed not only that children

wrote more when given freedom of topic choice, but they

experimented with different genres. They seemed to interpret the

researchers interest in their writing as a sign of confidence in

their ability, a factor which enhanced their sense of authorship

(Sowers, 1985). When asked to sum up the essential message of

this study. Calkins (1983) reports that Graves replied: "When people

own a place they look after it. When it belongs to someone else,

they couldn't care less." Therefore, promoting the children's sense

of authority over their writing is fundamental to teaching the

writing process. By comparing "owning" writing to owning

property. Graves stresses that ownership is no frivolous matter,

for with it comes responsibility. With it also comes cognitive

growth as Calkins (1983) explains by detailing, in her case study of

Susie, the expanding dimensions of the writer's field of concern

Greene (1985), in her study of an elementary school postal

system, cites incidences of text ownership when the children

played "either with the language or with the rules of the letter

writing form" . Writers experience a feeling of ownership, she

claims, when they experience "a sense of command over their
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writing", when they are able to "make the medium work for them,

rather than feeling controlled by it" (pp. 293-294).

However, Spaulding (1989) is skeptical of the literature

promoting ownership as a universal good for all writing students.

She cites studies in social psychology which

^
have found that control opportunities by themselves

are not a sufficient condition for a highly engaged

state to ensue. In addition to actual control

opportunities, individuals must also perceive

themselves as being capable of exercising those

control opportunities successfully (p. 417).

Spaulding connects ownership with identity, pointing out

that the student's sense of herself as a student is interwoven

with her sense of herself as a writer. Students want to complete

their writing assignments successfully, Spaulding says, but their

ability to do this varies with their level of expertise in the

writing topic. Students, therefore, need to "own" their topic in

order to "own" their writing about it, an assumption shared by

progressive educators with varying agendas (Calkins, 1986, 1991;

Brooke, 1991; Freire, 1986; Graves, 1983; Macrorie, 1984). Since

students are experts on their lives. Graves, Murray, and Calkins

argue, writing about personal experience is a way to assist the

development of a confident writing identity, stimulating

commitment to the writing task and a desire to write more.

Increased practice promotes a sense of command over the

composing process.
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Ownership in Writing Conferences

The development of literacy is a process that occurs in

relationship (Bruffee, 1986; Bruner, 1986; Gee, 1987; Heath,

1983; Scribner, 1984; Shaughnessy, 1977; Vygotsky, 1934). The

natural learning model advocated for teaching school literacy

(Goodman, 1986; Holdaway, 1973) is based on the success of

children learning how to speak. When they are able to hear talk

and have responses to their own fledgling attempts at

conversation, children develop the ability to communicate with

others (Brown, 1973; deVilliers, 1979). Even children from

homes labeled as "linguistically deprived" receive valuable

literacy training (Tizard, 1981; Wells, 1986). Therefore

progressive educators have inferred that writing instruction

should occur in a school environment that simulates a nurturing

home.

The writing conference can provide the supportive

interaction that encourages growth (Calkins, 1983, Graves, 1983;

1986; Giacobbe, 1986; Murray, 1968, 1985; Sowers, 1985). These

short, informal conversations between teacher and student are the

replacement for formal lesson presentations - teacher talking,

student listening - which have dominated traditional pedagogy. In

a successful teacher/student conference the focus should be on

what the child - rather than the teacher - has to say about her

writing. This involves the teacher's listening, permitting silence
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so that the child is more likely to feel free to express herself

(Calkins 1983, 1986: Cazden, 1988; Graves, 1983; Murray 1978,

1985). By adopting a positive tone, looking for possibilities rather

than problems, asking the child questions rather than making

statements, limiting the number of suggestions for improvement, a

climate of trust develops that helps the student gain confidence

that she has something important to say (Beaven, 1977; Britton,

1975; Calkins, 1991; Emig, 1983; Johnston, 1987).

The goal of conferences is to teach students to teach

themselves, promoting independence and the ability to evaluate

their own writing (Graves, 1983; Murray, 1968). Donaldson

(1978), maintaining that children have a powerful inner drive to be

competent and independent, cites research by M. R. Lepper showing

that extrinsic rewards such as gold stars (and Graves would add

"praise sprinkled liberally and indiscriminately like sugar on

breakfast cereal") decreases a child's interest in an activity.

Children whose only reward comes from the activity itself are

more likely to want to continue it. For, Donaldson argues, rewards

from outside feel like control and interfere with one's sense of

being in charge of and owning the task.

But how can children move beyond their present level of

skill? Traditional pedagogy assumed this was done by the

teacher pointing out errors. Though awareness of error is

important, avoidance of error is not (Donaldson. 1978). This has

been the rationale for encouraging children to use inventive

spelling in their compositions. By postponing orthographical

correctness until the editing phase of writing, children can focus
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on meaning during composition, while also experimenting with

the graphophonic system, allowing them to become active

constructors of their own learning. Children's natural desire for

competence, combined with numerous opportunities to observe

conventional spelling in reading materials pushes them toward

the use of spelling conventions (Bissex, 1980, 1984; C. Chomsky,

1971, 1976; Clay. 1991; Graves, 1983; Goodman, 1986; Harste,

Woodward, and Burke, 1984). Research in the pre-school

development of writing (Bissex, 1980; Clay, 1975, 1987, 1991;

Harste, Woodward, and Burke, 1984; Newman, 1984) has revealed

the gradual progression of a child's ability to communicate

intelligible written messages without direct instruction, leading

process educators to advocate instruction which views the child's

approximations as developmentally appropriate steps toward

literacy.

In writing conferences teachers can provide individualized

help, using the child's approximations to see where the child is

and moving her ahead by scaffolding her learning. Scaffolding is

grounded in Vygotsky's concept of the Zone of Proximal

Development - that area where, with assistance, the learner can

move to a higher level of competence. The teacher leads the child

to the next stage of proficiency, providing support which can be

internalized so that the child learns to scaffold her own thinking

(Britton, 1975; Bruner, 1986; Sowers. 1985; Vygotsky. 1978).

Sometimes, Sowers writes, just the physical presence of the

teacher provides needed support for an insecure child. The total

environment of the class can also act as a scaffold. It must be.
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Murray (1985) claims, an environment in which the teacher feels

comfortable, for once the teacher is at ease, her students can be

also.

Since Calkins, Graves, and Murray aim to encourage teachers

to try new pedagogical strategies, they present their

recommendations for student/teacher conferences with the

implication that if their suggestions are honored, success will

follow. Now that the basic tenets of writing process instruction

have been accepted in many classrooms, complexities of

student/teacher conferences must be examined. Bruner (1986)

acknowledges that scaffolding is not an easy process. What is

involved, he says, is "not a simple act of will but a negotiable

transaction" (p. 76). And the negotiations are not always smooth.

Students do not always respond positively even when teachers

stand back and allow them to make choices. Furthermore, teacher

scaffolding may lead students in the wrong direction:

Is the Zone of Proximal Development always a

blessing? May it not be the source of human
vulnerability to persuasion, vulnerability because the

learner begins without a proper basis for criticizing

what is being "fed" to him by ones whose

consciousness initially exceeds his own? (p. 148).

Assistance is not difficult to offer in spelling where the

stages of progression - from representing a word by a single

consonant, to initial and final consonants, to initial, medial, and

final consonants, to conventional spelling - are easily discerned.

But the progression of meaning in a child's story is not so easy to
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see, and each child's development of meaning follows a different

path.

Searle (1984) and McClure (1991) draw attention to the

tendency of teachers to place their own mental models of what

constitutes good writing over students' papers. Searle reminds

us that the value of the metaphor "scaffolding" for teacher help

with a student text depends on "who is constructing the edifice".

All too often a student feels obliged to fit her ideas into the

teacher's structure. McClure contends that once words are

committed to paper, the reader holds control of the text, not the

writer. This is the reason, she says, students dislike revision;

they fear that by acceding to the teacher's suggestions, they give

up authorship.

Cazden (1988) in her analysis of classroom discourse

stresses the inequality of the typical classroom. She points out

that while students usually need permission from the teacher to

speak, the teacher can speak at any time, in any tone or volume of

voice. In the typical classroom lesson the teacher asks questions

to which she knows the answers to test the child's understanding,

following a pattern of teacher initiation, student response,

teacher evaluation. In most class discussions, Cazden reports,

teachers talk two/thirds of the time.

In writing conferences allowing students more chance to

talk does not mean they will feel comfortable enough to admit

their ignorance by asking for more information or clarification.

Only when the teacher eases her control over what counts as
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knowledge, do the dynamics of the teacher/student interaction

change. (Cazden, pp. 63-66).

However, children respond to classroom dynamics in

different ways. Some young children may need the security of

knowing exactly what the teacher thinks is important. Fitzgerald

and Stamm (1990) have researched the effects of conferences in

which the teacher met with a group of students. The teacher held

conferences once every other week for four months with a group

of eight first graders to read and discuss possible changes in

their stories. Those children who did the least amount of

revision initially and were judged the least advanced in writing

skills, did the most revision at the end of the four months. This

result corroborates Goodman's (1990) study which showed marked

improvement in writing skills by six students judged low in idea

generation and organization (in grades second through sixth),

when trained in specific organization skills such as brain

storming and story maps.

However Fitzgerald and Stamm, pointing out that more

advanced students in their study did less revising than the less

skillful writers, hypothesize that the confident writers may have

found the conferences "intrusive," a conjecture supported by

McClure's contention that students resist revision in order to

retain ownership of their writing.

The tension between teacher and student alluded to by

Bruner (1986), Fitzgerald and Stamm (1990), McCIure (1991), and

Searle (1984) points up the power inequity inherent in the writing

conference. While the writing process teacher is urged to listen
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more than she talks, ask questions rather than making statements,

limit the number of suggestions, and maintain a positive tone, she

is still responsible for helping the child become a more competent

writer. Her responsibility for learning progress gives her the

power described by Cazden (1988). But this power, Searle reminds

us, causes some students to give up ownership by acquiescing to

the teacher's suggestions or to try to maintain ownership by

resisting (Fitzgerald and Stamm, McClure).

Children's Minds and Adult Minds

Piaget (1969) believed that children's' minds were distinct

from adult minds, adults being able to "decenter" or mentally

shift perspective while young children can not do this. Therefore,

children experience difficulty in making inferences which require

a flexible point of view. Donaldson (1978) cites research,

however, showing that when Piaget's experiments were

performed using slightly different language, the results changed

significantly. Six-year-olds were shown four toy cows, three

black and one white, which were lying on their sides. Piaget had

asked the question: Are there more black cows or more cows?

The children's response approximated the response received by

McGarrigle when he performed the same experiment asking the

same question: only 25% of the group answered correctly. Piaget

concluded that the children were unable to mentally shift
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perspective from the small to the larger group of which the small

group was a part.

McGarrrigle, questioning Piaget's conclusion, changed the

question to: Are there more black cows or more sleeping cows?

48% answered correctly, leading McGarrigle to conclude that the

adult's failure to communicate intentions in a way that made sense

to a child, not the child's lack of reasoning ability, was responsible

for the child's not answering the question correctly. What seems

obvious to an adult, may not be obvious to a child (Donaldson, p.

40).

Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) conclude from their

research in literacy development that children's minds are not that

different from adult minds. Piaget's misconception, they claim,

was separating language and thought, seeing cognition as a "state"

which affects all thinking. Rather, "thinking ability like language

ability is context dependent", making familiarity with the context

of language essential to understanding the intellectual task (p. 66).

Donaldson emphasizes that the context of language includes non-

linguistic clues which, she says, children attend to more than

words. The point Donaldson and Harste, Woodward, and Burke make

is that while children may reason in more or less the same way

adults do, their understanding is not comparable to that of adults,

since their experience is more limited.

Children, aware of their inexperience, are determined to make

sense of the situations adults place them in, as the research of

Martin Hughes and Robert Grieve demonstrated. Testing children's

responses to "bizarre questions" such as "Is milk bigger than
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water?" and "Is red heavier than yellow?", Hughes and Grieve found

that the children invented answers to questions which are

unanswerable (Donaldson, Grieve, and Pratt, 1983, pp. 113-114).

These findings have enormous implications for writing

instruction. A child may not understand the teacher's comments

in the way the teacher intended, and the misunderstanding may

spark a response the teacher deems inadequate or inappropriate.

This in turn may lead the teacher to evaluate the child's ability

unfairly. Such misunderstandings can snowball until student and

teacher lose confidence in each other.

Cognitive Writing Models and Children

Linda Flower and John R. Hayes (1981) analyzed writing

protocols to determine what kind of choices writers make as they

move through the writing process. They concluded that the

cognitive process is not divided into neat linear stages -

prewriting, writing, revising - but is recursive, with writers

setting "a hierarchical network of goals . . . [that] guide the writing

process" (p. 377). Flower and Hayes studied college students of

varying abilities, finding that less advanced students seemed to

follow, on a less sophisticated level, the same general cognitive

pattern in their composing processes as advanced students. But the

question must be asked: Is this cognitive model of composing

appropriate for children in the primary grades? Emig, Graves, and
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Murray have emphasized the importance of teaching children

techniques for composing employed by professional writers.

Recognizing the discrepancy between textbook directions and the

techniques of working writers was a giant step forward for writing

instruction. However, we now need to fine tune our pedagogical

practices to make sure they fit student writers at all educational

levels.

Writing for young children is not merely a cognitive

procedure, but involves an interweaving of graphic symbols with

play and the social life of the writer (Daiute, 1989; Dyson, 1989,

1992; Newkirk, 1989; Rensenbrink, 1987). Play comes naturally

to children so it is not surprising that they use writing as a form

of play (Moffett and Wagner, 1993). But play for many teachers

and administrators is suspect, seeming too lighthearted to be

part of the serious business of schooling. Friedrich Froebel

(1887) awakened educators to its importance. Far from being

trivial, he said, play is "highly serious and of deep significance."

Susanne K. Langer (1957) made a greater claim. In play she sees

the key to human mentality: the distinctly human need to

symbolize experience. Yet, above the kindergarten level, play has

little place in schools.

Daiute (1989) questions the use of adult cognitive writing

strategies as a model for teaching children to compose,

suggesting that classrooms should tap students' strengths and

natural inclinations, using play rather than trying to suppress it.

Her studies of paired writing in third and fifth grade ethnically

and racially diverse writers, showed that the verbal play the
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children engaged in as they composed their texts helped them to

develop their written language abilities. Asserting that

playfulness created a climate where free exploration of ideas

was safe, Daiute found that the children displayed in their

writing: planning, problem solving, analysis, self monitoring, and

evaluation - all elements of critical thinking.

In her study of the collaborative writing of 16 middle class

fourth and fifth graders, Daiute (1990) argues that the children

used play as an effective composing strategy by:

* playing with the sounds and meanings of language

* playing with facts and concepts

* playing with alternative composing plans

* playing with reality through exaggeration, drama,

and role playing

Dyson's (1989) two-year study of writing behavior in the

primary grades shows how children, given adequate opportunities

to write, have a natural inclination to create imaginary worlds

with their writing, worlds which become interwoven with their

ongoing social life in the classroom and with their lives beyond

school. She notes that this tendency simulates the behavior of

adult writers of fiction who also weave together present and

past, real and imaginary people and events.

Temple, Nathan, Burris, and Temple (1988) acknowledge

that children's tendency to put themselves and their interests

into their writing, keeps their voices alive and helps them feel a

vital connection between themselves and their writing. But
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Temple et al. recommend movement away from "these expressive

outbursts" when the child interjects "self and the selfs

interests" in stories, explanation, or arguments (pp. 134-135).

For Dyson, however, these expressive outbursts are signs of

growth, indications of children's developing sense of themselves

as unique individuals able to link themselves with a community of

peer writers. Yet what happens to the child's sense of identity, if

her teacher does not honor these playful links between peers?

What if the teacher believes that intellectual progress involves

moving the child's writing beyond play and self as soon as

possible? How do conflicts between the child's inclinations and

the teacher's pedagogical stance affect the child's role as student

and her role as writer?

Cultural and Racial Silencing of Students

The pride that a school child feels in her work depends on

how her work is regarded by the teacher, and behind the teacher's

evaluation is the whole weight of the school system. So the

child's sense of herself as competent and worthwhile rides on her

interactions with her teacher. Yet the relationship between the

institutional power of the school and student work is largely

ignored (Fitzclarence and Giroux, 1984; Nyberg, 1981). "One is

more likely to hear singing in a bank than serious talk of power in

relation to education," writes Nyberg (p. 535).
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Evaluation is not the only power over students that schools

wield. More subtle, but no less real, is the power to perpetuate

the social and cultural inequalities in society. Stuckey (1991)

claims that since educators deny that a class system operates in

America they have difficulty recognizing the politics of class and

culture which can permeate the organizational structure of the

school. Giroux (1987) points out that the school curriculum

often reflects the dominant power structure which favors white,

middle-class, English-speaking students.

In a New York City high school Fine (1987) found that both

student and teacher voices were silenced by administrative

decisions to define the school as distinctly different from home.

Although the teenagers were eager to connect school with their

lived experience by addressing health and social problems, these

subjects were taboo. A black biology teacher who integrated

creative writing with her course, encouraging her students to

write autobiographical pieces such as "My life as an alcoholic"

was severely reprimanded" for introducing "extraneous materials

into her classroom" (p. 166).

Students are silenced in more subtle ways. Heath (1983)

and Michaels (1986) describe the cultural differences in

children's narrative styles: white children's narratives being

topic centered or focused around a single subject, while the

stories of black children are episodic, describing a series of

events. Michaels research demonstrates how a white teacher's

failure to recognize the black child's story-telling style as

legitimate, marginalized the child and devalued her abilities.
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Cazden (1988) emphasizes the need for teachers to develop

sensitivity to cultural differences in verbal interaction. She

cites the work of Philips among native Americans in Oregon.

Students were unwilling to participate in classroom lessons

because the conditions for verbal participation violated the

social norms of their culture (p. 68-69).

Heath (1983) describes how the living patterns, ways of

dealing with objects, and ways of playing, developed by

Appalachian children living in Roadville, a white, working-class

community and Trackton, a black, working-class community put

the children at risk for failure when they entered the culture of

the school because the teachers failed to understand their

behavior.

Delpit (1991) emphasizes how cultural differences also

prevent children from understanding their teachers. Black

children, used to having demands stated clearly and explicitly,

often fail to obey a white teacher's politely worded request, not

recognizing it as an expression of real power which, if not

obeyed, will produce real consequences. The teacher may then

misinterpret the child's failure to respond as a a behavior

problem instead of recognizing it as a communication problem.

Cultural and social differences play a significant, though

often unexamined, part in teacher/student conferences. Our

culture and all its values and assumptions are part of our

identity, which makes changing perspective - for either teacher

or student - difficult to negotiate.
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Gender Differences in Writing

Girls and boys take charge of their writing in culturally

defined ways and they also take charge of it in ways which seem

to be gender dependent. Whether or not these differences are

created by culture or by genetic predisposition or both is unclear.

What is clear is that a difference exists. Boys tend to write

stories of conflict and aggression situated far from home which

include little concern for relationships between characters. Girls

tend to write gentler tales about events closer to home and show

a sensitivity to relationships between characters.

Graves (1973) included in his first study of the writing

processes of second graders an analysis of the sex differences

between boys' and girls' writing. The following is a summary of

his conclusions:

* Girls wrote longer compositions than boys

regardless of environment.
* Girls told stories "reflecting greater socialization".

They used more detail in developing characters,

used specific names, and wrote about feelings.

* Girls used the first person "I" more commonly than

boys.
* Girls wrote about subjects close to home: "self,

class, home, parents, toys, teacher." These

subjects were categorized as "Primary

territory". "Themes of dependency" ran through

their writing.
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* Secondary territory included "objects, persons, and

activities within the metropolitan community:

jets, boats, police, fireman" etc. A few advanced

girls ventured into this area to write about

nurses or boats." Secondary territory also

included sports. No girls wrote about sports.

* Extended territory included "current events on the

national or world scene". Girls wrote more in

this area than in secondary territory, but did not

choose this type of subject matter nearly as

much as boys did.

Graves reports that the writing of boys displayed a different

profile:

* Boys wrote stories packed with action, often violent

action.

* Boys rarely used names in their stories and did not

include girls as characters.

* Boys ignored the use of the first person.

* Boys wrote most often in secondary or extended

territory. They wrote in secondary territory

seven times more than girls did.

* Boys rarely wrote about feelings.

The written stories of the second graders in Graves' study,

reveal the same sex differences as the dictated stories of 137

intellectually and socio-economically privileged children from

two to five studied by Pitcher and Prelinger (1963). Both studies

showed that the boys favored themes of "aggression" and

"territorial expansion", while the girls' stories showed "[tjhemes

of dependency and limited territory (Graves, 1984, pp. 8-14).
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Applebee (1978), who analyzed the Pitcher and Prelinger

stories to determine the children's knowledge of story

organization, observed:

there is a tendency in the stories analyzed for girls to

tell more realistic stories than boys, but this may

result from an interaction between our definition of

fantasy and cultural stereotypes of appropriate male

and female behavior: we have defined fantasy as the

exploration of new worlds distant from home, but it is

with home and family that girls are expected to be

concerned. If we note Cramer and Hogan's (1975)

finding that boys and girls express what they consider

"exciting fantasies" in different ways, we must

recognize that the definitions used in the present

study do not reflect this (p. 76).

Very little follow-up seems to have been done on Graves'

research on sex differences in primary grade children. Sowers

(1985) reports, though, that in the National Institute of Education

study at Atkinson Academy in which she. Calkins, and Graves were

involved.

Boys wrote more often in primary territory than

predictable from Graves' earlier study and

unexpectedly included female characters. Girls, too,

wrote in secondary territory (p. 335).

Graves' finding that girls wrote longer compositions than

boys was verified by Lindell's (1980) report of the study

conducted by the Department of Educational and Psychological

Rsearch at Malmo School of Education, Lund University in Sweden.

The writing progress of a group of 191 children, from different
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socio-economic areas, was tracked for three years, through grades

four, five, and six. Productivity in terms of number of different

words, and length of compositions was cited as a mark of

development. Girls were found to be more productive than boys,

and the difference was greater in grade six than in grade four.

Attitude tests showed a marked diffference between the sexes:

the "girls favoring personal, social, verbal, and aesthetic

interests whereas the boys prefer reality, technology, and sports".

Verb choices in their compositions reflected this difference, with

the boys using more active verbs than the girls.

Romatowski and Trepanier-Street's (1987) study of stories

written by 180 ethnically and socio-economically diverse children

(90 girls, 90 boys) in grades one through six enrolled in both

public and private schools, showed that both girls and boys

included more male characters than female characters in their

stories. Male characters were given more prestigious, more

varied, more aggressive roles than the female characters and the

males were more often portrayed as problem solvers. However,

fifth and sixth grade girls, though they continued to include more

male than female characters, provided more active, problem-

solving roles for their female characters. Girl authors included

more feelings of care and empathy for others in all their stories

while boys concentrated on aggressive physical and verbal

behavior.

The research of Ollila, Bullen, and Collis (1989) and Newman

(1993) further re-enforces the evidence of girls' inclination

toward gentleness and boys' toward aggression. When Ollila and
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his research team asked 450 first graders to imagine they were

animals and write about their choices, boys wrote about wild,

dangerous animals and girls wrote about safe or tame ones.

Newman's study of 297 dictated kindergarten stories showed the

girls told more stories about people participating in gentle,

realistic activities, while the boys told about violent or dangerous

adventures.

Daiute's (1990) research revealed that boys employed play

more extensively than girls as a composing strategy. Daiute uses

Carol Gilligan's (1982) research showing girls' emphasis on the

importance of preserving relationships to explain the significance

of the gender difference in composing. Since play involves

exploring alternatives and contrasts, a measure of intellectual

conflict is involved which the boys enjoy, but the girls may wish

to avoid. Daiute also points out that writing conferences with

peers or with the instructor, focus on differences between the

reader's point of view and the writer's. Exploring this conflict

between viewpoints may be difficult for girls.

Kamler's (1993) longitudinal study of a boy and girl from

kindergarten through grade two again showed the girl was more

interested in writing description and comment and the boy more

interested in action. This pattern was not a gradual development

but was apparent from the beginning, persisting as the children

changed instructors and moved from one classroom context to the

next. Kamler's analysis of syntactic structure and word choice

showed how deeply ingrained the gender differences were. In

writing about Christmas gifts, the boy constructed his sentences:
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- e.g. "I got a football from mum and dad" - to emphasize himself

as the receiver of gifts. The girl's syntax revealed a different

stance: "Santa gave me some pretty ribbons", placing the giver in

the active position and herself as passive recipient. Kamler

concludes that topic choice is not merely personal, but gender

specific, reflecting unconscious, culturally constructed, gender

stereotypes. Her research shows the way the social construction

of literacy and gender are involved in the child's construction of

identity.

Kamler claims that boys' inclination toward strong, assertive

action and girls' desire to avoid conflict is so deeply embedded in

their thinking that it is revealed not only by their choice of subject

matter but by their syntax. Is this gender difference also revealed

by other behaviors in the writing classroom as Daiute (1990)

speculates? Do girls and boys respond to writing conferences with

peers and the teacher in different ways?

Tacit assumptions operating in the writing classroom, which

may privilege boys, also need to be unmasked. Applebee's (1978)

study showed that boys used fantasy involved in the action and

setting of stories approximately three times more often than girls.

However, as Applebee himself mentions, "exciting fantasies" are

defined differently by boys and girls, yet his research does not

reflect this difference. Instead the boys' definition of fantasy is

taken as the norm to which the girls are compared. Comparing the

boys to the girls' norm was apparently not considered. Do teachers

hold other views about writing which put girls at a disadvantage?

Do they view girls' concerns as liabilities? An inquiry into the
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part gender plays in the negotiation of the dual student/writer role

is needed to probe for answers to these questions.

Identity Negotiation

Students' response to literacy is not just a product of the

inclinations nurtured in them by their cultural and socio-economic

status or by their gender, but a means of expressing personal

identity. Brooke (1991) has investigated two aspects of identity:

the role of student in cooperative relationship with the teacher

and the role of writer in confident, assertive relationship with

herself, her life experiences and interests. These two roles often

conflict, says Brooke, and must be negotiated.

Brooke examined four writing courses. One was a "sequence

of assignments" course which he taught at the University of

Minnesota. The second was a "Piagetian writing course" taught by

Joy Richie at the University of Nebraska. The third and fourth

courses were writing workshops conducted at the University of

Nebraska; one taught by Ritchie, one taught by Brooke. Using a

case-study and ethnographic methodology, a research team of

teacher and participant-observer conducted confidential

interviews with the teacher and selected students several times

during the year to gauge the students' evolving response to the

course. Teacher and observer kept journals of their own

responses. In addition they collected all student work: finished

products, drafts, notebooks, and journals.
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The first course was designed by Brooke to help students

understand the relationship between a text and the audience for

the text, and apply this understanding to their academic writing.

Class dynamics, however, were dominated by students' concerns

about how they would be evaluated. Brooke had organized the

class in the traditional manner: teacher who knows gives

assignments to students to prove that they have mastered the

assigned material. The students had no room to explore their own

concerns. One student assessed the course as one designed for

professional writers. Since he had no desire to be a professional

writer, he gave up trying to succeed in the course, and chose to

fail both as student and writer.

The second course was taught by Ritchie who modified her

original emphasis on assignments, designed to develop the

cognitive capacities of her students, to encourage more student

exploration of personal interests and experiences. Students who

accepted the role of writer were those who could connect it to

their already established view of who they were. Students who

did not understand what was being taught about writing, simply

concentrated on the student role, doing the work required to get

good marks.

The third and fourth courses were writing workshops which

allowed students to pursue their own agendas, by choosing their

own topics. Teachers modeled writing and students met with each

other in small groups for regular response sessions to discuss

works in progress. Since the students perceived their student role

- amount of writing required, dates due etc. - as clear and
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manageable, they could concentrate on the role of writer.

Interactions with fellow students introduced them to a variety of

ideas about the writer's role in society which supplemented the

ideas presented by the teacher, helping students to reflect on

their own writing from a variety of perspectives.

Brooke concludes that writing workshops of the type

promoted by Atwell, Calkins, Graves, and Murray provide the best

way for students and teachers to move out of the traditional

teacher as examiner/student as examinee relationship. Workshops

promote pride of authorship and allow students to explore the

usefulness of writing outside of school. They help college

students develop advanced literacy skills in much the same way as

young children develop beginning literacy: through observing how

written language is used by the people around them.

Brooke's study yields valuable insights into the way college

students negotiate their individual identities as they play out their

dual role of student/writer. If we can assume that students at

every level of the educational ladder must deal with the

student/writer dilemma, studying this dual role for primary grade

writers is critical. The early years of schooling lay the foundation

for attitudes towards education which often persist through a

lifetime. Therefore, understanding how young writers try to

negotiate with their teachers for control of their writing is

essential to prevent negative attitudes about writing from

developing.

Brooke explored college writers' behavior in terms of

identity negotiation. Solsken (1993), explored the identity
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negotiations of primary grade writers. Although not specifically

dealing with the dual role of student/writer, Solsken has

investigated gender roles in relationship to school literacy

learning. She claims that "every literacy transaction is a moment

of self-definition in which people take action within and upon their

relations with other people" (p. 8). Young children are continually

developing their sense of identity in relationship to the role

models set by parents and by teachers. Solsken argues that

in learning to read and write, children make choices

through which they construct definitions of

themselves and their relations with parents, sibling,

teachers, and peers. In their choices, children, like

adults, strive to be counted as members of social

groups and to be recognized as unique individuals (p. 9).

Following a group of children from kindergarten through

grade two, Solsken and her team of researchers conducted

longitudinal, ethnographic research focused on studying literacy

from the standpoint of the learner in classrooms where process

approaches to literacy learning were implemented. The research

design included home visits and interviews with parents of the

children to find out about the children's home literacy activities.

Questionnaires were sent to the parents in the middle of the

kindergarten year, followed by interviews with parents at the end

of kindergarten and first grade. The children were interviewed at

home during the summer after their second grade year. The

research team collected fieldnotes, photocopied writing.
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conducted writing and reading interviews, and audiotaped

individual student reading.

Solsken observed tensions in the way children participated

in literacy activities which could not be attributed to learning

disabilities, inadequate parenting, or to dissimilarity of cultural

patterns. Tensions were apparent even among children who

showed strong cognitive capabilities, came from

families that provided supportive literacy

environments, and experienced a considerable measure

of cultural continuity between home and school (p. 14).

She concluded that this tension developed because of the

ways the children "defined themselves in relation to literacy" (p.

14). Rejecting assumptions that individuals always respond in

culturally predicable ways and that only those students who belong

to the dominant social class can expect to succeed at school

literacy learning, Solsken contends that the way work in the home

and in schools is organized by gender affects literacy. Whether it

is defined as "adult-regulated work" or "child-regulated play" in

both home and school is important, too.

One of the subjects in the study illustrates how tension

regarding literacy is connected to gender, work, and play. Luke is

the youngest child and only boy in a family that includes two older

sisters. His father is not noticeably involved with his reading and

writing, but his mother and older sisters model a serious approach

to literacy "that included quietness, relative immobility, and

interest in conventionally female topics" (p. 30). To establish
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himself as male and therefore different from his mother and

sisters, Luke resisted their modeled behavior, adopting a playful

attitude toward literacy activities. Arriving at school, he was

disconcerted to find that his female teacher allowed him to

respond playfully to literacy. Her attitude "seemed to represent a

threat to the play world he had claimed as his own" (p. 105).

Boys in this study became more involved with writing than

the girls, who seemed to prefer reading. Solsken conjectures that

boys may have enjoyed writing because it offered opportunities

for interaction with peers. It also offered more opportunity for

personal initiative; instead of following an author's lead in

reading, the boys viewed writing as a chance to be leaders

themselves (p. 153) Furthermore, most family literacy activities

centers around reading with mothers, leading boys to think of

reading as a female activity. Writing could, therefore, be defined

as a male activity. Solsken stressed, however, that the children's

behavior could not be fit into neat, stereotypical ly gendered

molds.

Her research deepens our understanding of the complexities

of literacy learning, and shows that identity negotiation is a

serious issue for primary grade children. Since Solsken does not

deal specifically with writing and the identity issues surrounding

it, this area needs to be explored.

Dyson (1992) raises questions of cultural identity in the

writing classroom and discusses another role of the student:

performer. Dyson presents a case study of Jameel, a homeless,

verbally sophisticated, African-American, first grade boy, who
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had a strong sense of ownership of his writing which he felt was

violated during peer and teacher conferences.

Dyson observed in Jameel's classroom, in an ethnically

diverse K-3 school serving low-middle income households, over a

10-month period, with weekly or bi-weekly visits during morning

literacy events. Her data included: "handwritten observational

notes, audiorecorded . . . spontaneous talk during literacy

activities, and photocopie[s of the children's] drawn and written

products." (p. 12).

Jameel resisted the notion, common in writing process

classrooms, "that one's audience can also be one's official helper".

When a girl in his class commented during a peer review that his

poetic writing didn't make sense, he responded by insisting, "But

it's my decision." Jameel saw his writing as part of a

social dialogue that demanded attention to the music

not just literal sense of language. And in that

dialogue, he was a performer ... a manipulator of

words who sought the active appreciation and

participation of his audience (p. 19).

He was willing to accept help from the teacher in other

areas: math, science, or reading, and he accepted suggestions from

peers when conferring informally with them. But he construed the

reading of his story to an "audience" as an opportunity to perform

rather than be instructed. In this context he insisted on an active

rather than a passive role, wanting "respect for his expressive

powers, not feedback focused on [the] literal sense [of his story]".
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Dyson focuses on Jameel's style of story making, a

performative style common in African American culture (Heath,

1983) contrasting it with the expository style of story telling

encouraged in schools. She raises questions about the active

writer/passive student dilemma which all children face, showing

that this dilemma is exacerbated when a student's narrative style

differs from the style favored in mainstream schooling (Michaels,

1986). Dyson also shows how the child's compositions help to

shape identity:

Jameel's jokes, cartoons, and other performative

genres were important for his involvement in school,

for his success as a peer group member, and most

important for his sense of himself as a competent,

valued person (p. 41).

Jameel was fortunate to have a teacher who recognized his

verbal abilities and respected his experimentation with various

genres. Yet even in this supportive classroom, the negotiations

between the teacher and Jameel when the teacher tried to

influence his writing by introducing him to new concepts - such as

the idea of drafting - were complex and difficult: "The more

inquisitive and helpful [the teacher] became, the more he

protested" (p. 26).

Dyson's research draws attention to the roles students play

within the writing classroom, and the relationship of these roles

to the children's sense of identity and authority over texts. She

points out the conflict between being an active writer and a
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passive student, and the need for sensitive negotiations to resolve

this conflict.

Summary

Two principal issues emerge from a review of the

literature: the need for students to assume ownership of their

texts, and the need for this ownership to be supported by the

teacher and by the classroom environment.

The research of Britton (1975), Calkins (1983), Emig

(1969), Graves (1973), and Greene (1985) has shown that when

students "own" their work, feeling it belongs to them rather than

the teacher, they write more, are more committed to the writing

task, and explore the possibilities of writing more fully. The

researchers cited above conclude that allowing students to

incorporate personal interests and experiences into their work is

the first step in promoting a sense of ownership.

In conferences between teacher and student Calkins (1983,

1986), Giacobbe (1986), Graves (1983), Murray (1968, 1985), and

Sowers (1985) assert that the student's sense of authority over

her text should be affirmed so that control of decision making

remains in the student's hands. However the literature shows that

student control over text can be jeopardized by:

* the teacher's lack of personal experience with the

writing process (Emig, 1969)
* the student's lack of confidence in herself as a

learner (Spaulding. 1989).
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* the teacher's placing her mental model of good

writing over the student's work (McClure, 1991;

Searle, 1984).

* the teacher's dominating interactions with students

(Cazden, 1988).

* the teacher's failure to communicate in terms the

child can understand (Donaldson, 1978;

Donaldson, Grieve, and Pratt, 1983).

* the teacher's failure to recognize how composing is

interwoven with play and the child's social life

(Daiute, 1989; Dyson, 1989, 1992;

Newkirk, 1989; Rensenbrink, 1987).

* the teacher's lack of understanding of the student's

cultural and racial background (Cazden, 1988;

Delpit, 1991; Fine, 1987; Heath, 1983).

When students take control of their texts, they express

themselves in ways which are gender specific. Some of these

differences have been identified:

* boys prefer to tell about sports and dangerous

adventures of autonomous heroes far from home,

while girls tend to write gentle tales of everyday

events, dealing with relationships between people

(Graves, 1973; Kamler, 1993; Newman, 1993;

OUila et al., 1993).

* girls used the pronoun "I" more than boys (Applebee

1978; Graves, 1983)
* girls wrote longer stories than boys (Graves, 1983;

Lindell,1980).
* word choice and syntax reveals boys' greater

interest in aggressive action (Kamler, 1993;

Lindell, 1980).

* both boys and girls include more male characters in

important roles in their stories (Romatowski

and Trepanier-Street,1987).

What has not been identified, however, is the part that

gender differences play in negotiations between student and
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teacher. We do not know if teachers favor the writing of one

gender over another. Nor do we know if students make gender

specific responses to the teacher's writing instruction.

Brooke (1991), Solsken, (1993), and Dyson (1992) conclude

from their research that learning to write is not merely the

acquisition of a skill, but a process of identity negotiation.

Brooke identifies the dilemma of being simultaneously an active,

decision-making writer and a cooperative student and has

investigated the way college students deal with this dual role.

However, the way primary grade students deal with the

student/writer dilemma has not been explored. Solsken's work

demonstrates that identity in relation to gender and literacy is an

important issue for primary grade students. She does not focus on

the student/writer conflict, nor deal specifically with

"ownership". Dyson explores one first grade boy's struggle to

negotiate a social identity through his writing. This case study

examines the active writer/passive student dilemma (wihout using

that term), discusses "resistance" to teacher instruction, and

shows how ownership of texts can be jeopardized when whole

class presentations of work are used for peer assistance with

texts. Dyson focuses on the differences in discourse style between

an African-American student and the mainstrean classroom

culture. Her work, though, raises the question of the effect of

whole-class assistance on the sense of authorship of all students.

Writing process literature discusses writing instruction in a

politically neutral way, the implications of the power differential

between student and teacher largely ignored. What happens to the
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child's authority over her work when the teacher, trying to improve

the quality of that work, disagrees with decisions the child has

made? When teacher and student disagree on aspects of the text,

does the student have any alternative, given the teacher's position

in the hierarchy of the classroom, but to give up her own ideas and

follow the teacher's direction? Can the primary grade writer,

anxious to claim authorship, yet also anxious to be a cooperative

student, maintain the stance of an active learner? The dilemma of

the primary grade student negotiating the dual role of

writer/student is unexplored territory. This inquiry will begin

that exploration,

I propose to focus on how one group of young children take

ownership of their creative writing in a second grade classroom.

The following questions will guide my exploration of the process

by which children mediate the conflicts inherent in their dual

role of student/writer:

1. What behaviors indicate that children are taking

control of their creative writing?

2. Do children assert authority over texts by

stretching or ignoring rules set by the teacher,

or can authorship be maintained while acting

within teacher-set limitations?

3. Do girls and boys assume control of their writing in

the same way?
4. Is the ability to take control of writing linked to

reading ability?

5. Does the teacher respond to all children's

authorship in the same way?

6. How does the teacher's response affect the

children's sense of "owning" their writing?
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7. In their dual role of student/writer, how do

children negotiate compliance with the teacher's

goals with an active pursuit of their own goals?

8. Is it possible for student to both compliant

students and active, decision-making writers?
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Rationale for the Study

This study was designed to examine the ways children take

ownership of their expressive writing in the naturalistic setting of

a second grade, public school classroom. It grew out of two

previous inquiries conducted by the researcher. The first explored

the ways students in grades one, two, and three in two urban public

schools and one suburban private school used literature in their

writing. This study revealed ample evidence of literary influences:

cross-cultural folk tale motifs of magical powers and

transformations combined with traditional literary characters and

settings. Sprinkled through the stories were literary phrases:

"along came a fox", "a pig unlike others", "when in the air he saw a

glow and heard a hum". Most striking of all was the evidence that

the children did not wish to merely repeat the stories they had

heard but wanted to place their personal mark on the tales, through

adding flourishes to their printing such as curlicues, and tiny

pictures embedded in the letters; inclusion of personal material
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from their own experience; or by extending a stereotypical literary

situation to include the unexpected, illustrated by the first grade

boy who wrote about a treasure chest retrieved from the ocean

which contained a message reading, "SUCKER."

The second inquiry focused on the observation and taping of

two second graders (a boy and a girl) in a suburban public school

writing class. The teacher chose the writing genre, a TV

commercial, and asked the children to begin with a statement that

would catch the audience's attention. Working in pairs, the children

were otherwise free to decide on topic and content. The pair being

observed fulfilled the teacher's explicit directions for composition

and for interaction with each other: taking turns, listening to each

other, giving each other ideas. However, they ventured beyond

implicit boundaries by writing a beer commercial. The girl was an

enthusiastic owner of the writing until the time came to read it

aloud to the class, then she firmly disowned it. The boy, however,

initially reluctant to write about beer, read the commercial aloud

with relish, enjoying the laughter and applause of his peers.

Gender differences in assuming ownership were clearly visible

here. The observation revealed the interrelationship between the

power structure of the classroom, the ownership of writing, and the

negotiation of identity; how taking charge of a writing task can be

at odds with being a compliant student.

The purpose behind the current study was to identify more

exactly the varied manifestations of this push for ownership by

examining, over an extended time, the expressive writing in the

context of a primary grade classroom. Following Patton's (1980)
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advice: "That strategy is best which matches research methods to

the evaluation questions being asked" (p. 17). I chose a qualitative

research paradigm for my inquiry, a method Graves (1984)

advocates for writing research:

Research in education is not a science. We cannot

transfer science procedures to social events and

processes. We are not speaking of corn, pills, or

chemicals when we speak of what people do when they

write. . . . We can no longer have experimental or

retrospective studies that move in with

treatments of short duration, or that speculate on child

growth and behaviors through a mere examination of

written products alone (pp. 96-97).

In designing this study I have followed in Piaget's footsteps.

He developed theories about child development by close observation

of children's behavior using small population samples, and he

supported his conclusions with detailed descriptions rather than

tables of statistics. Writing research since Emig's (1969) study of

composing processes has increasingly employed Piaget's model

(which he called "clinical" and has since been termed "naturalistic")

by using students as informants.

Growing sensitivity to the social and cultural dimensions of

learning has led researchers to recognize the importance, not only

of soliciting the child's point of view about her writing, but of

setting her behavior in context. Bizzell (1986) maintains:

research into the social and cultural contexts from

which the writer's knowledge comes and in which she is

addressing an audience is as necessary to our

understanding of composing as research into what goes

on in the writer's head (p. 55).
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Graves (1984) reminds us that contextualizing data also

makes it more accessible to classroom teachers:

Unless researchers describe in detail the full context

of data gathering and the processes of learning and

teaching, the data cannot be exported from room to

room. Devoid of context, the data becomes sterile. One

of the reasons teachers have neglected research

information for so long is that they have been unable to

transfer faceless data to the alive, inquiring

faces of the children they teach each morning (p. 97).

Therefore, since I wish to inform practice as much as

possible, I chose an ethnographic approach to data collection,

exploring the way children crossed, extended, and drew writing

boundaries within the interactional context of the classroom This

enabled me "to record and understand [the students and their

teacher] in their own terms" rather than fitting them into "pre-

determined, standardized categories" (Patton. p. 22).

Recognizing, as Schatzman and Strauss (1973) point out, that

T would become "caught up in the situation [T] . . . set out to

examine" and that my presence would indeed change the situation (p.

13), I become a panicipant/observer. rather than merely a recorder,

to avoid the difficulty Dyson (1989) encountered when she lost .

credibility with the children by being merely a passive obsen^er (p.

17). I reasoned that my position would allow flexible exploration

of the dynamics of the writing classroom and yield:
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detailed descriptions of situations, events, people,

interactions, and observed behaviors; direct quotations

from people about their experiences, attitudes, beliefs,

and thoughts; and excerpts or entire passages from

documents . . . (Patton, p. 22).

Design of the Study

This participant/observer, single classroom, longitudinal

study of the creative writing behavior of 21 second graders, was

conducted in a suburban elementary school beginning October 19 and

continuing until June 23.

During the period of October 19 until June 10, I observed Miss

C.'s 45 minute creative writing class on Monday afternoons and

Thursday mornings. From November 4 to April 28 I also observed

the same children participating in their 45 minute Wednesday

morning art class when an art specialist came into the room to

conduct a lesson.

Observing an art class was included in the design as a means

of looking at ownership from a different perspective to see more

clearly the issues surrounding it. Dyson (1989) reminds us that

"writing emerges couched within other symbolic media over which

[children] have already gained control . . . [they] rely on their

understanding of how drawing symbolizes meaning as they refine"

their understanding of how writing works (p. 7). Since writing and

art are still closely related to a second grader, I reasoned that

observing the ways the children took ownership of their art would

yield insights into their methods of assuming ownership of their
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writing. Both the art and writing classes had rules governing them

which were articulated by the teacher, so the children had to

balance respect for regulations with the desire for self expression.

Watching how they achieved this, revealed their ways of stamping

their assignments with individuality.

During each of the 59 observations I took notes and, beginning

on Thursday, Dec. 3, I also taped the classes. I photocopied each

child's creative writing, in draft and in published form and in June

interviewed each one of the students, the school principal, and Miss

C. A schedule of observations and interviews can be found in

Appendix 1.
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Subjects of the Study

The class of 21 children, ten boys and eleven girls, ranging in

age from 7 yrs. 3 mos. to 8 yrs. 2 mos., reflects the demographic

characteristics of the town. Eighteen of the children are white,

from middle to upper/middle class families, and have lived in the

community most of their lives. Two children, Debra and Enid, are

African-American. One, Jorge, is Spanish speaking. Brief sketches

of the children appear in Appendix 2.

Standardized testing in this school system does not begin

until fourth grade, so no standardized test scores were available

for the second graders in this study. The following is the teacher's

informal assessment, at the end of second grade, of the children's

reading ability:
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Time Devoted to Expressive Writing

The children in Miss C.'s class used writing in many

ways as part of the curriculum: they kept reading journals,

they wrote math problems, they wrote riddles connected

with science projects.

Oct. 26, field notes

Outside in the hall was [a] big bulletin board

devoted to riddles. Title for board: I Live in the New
England Aquarium. What am I? Sample riddle: "I have a

shell. I have claws. I am small". Attached to the

paper is a small folded paper. Lift up the flap and it

says, "Hermit crab."

In addition, the children wrote individual letters to pen pals

in a school in New Hampshire. In May they wrote biographies of

famous people after research in one of the many books available in

the classroom. I did not include this writing as part of my study

except to note that it occurred.

My observation and analysis focuses on the expressive

writing which took place at three specific times during the week:

Monday at 1:00, Tuesday at 1:45. and Thursday at 9:30. (I did not

observe the Tuesday afternoon writing class.) The periods lasted

approximately 45 minutes. This totaled two and a quarter hours of

the 30 school hours in a week, or about 81 hours of creative

writing during the year.
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Procedure

Observation of Classroom Interaction

I observed Miss C.'s second grade writing class twice a week

on Monday afternoons and Thursday mornings. The classes lasted 45

minutes. They were initially divided into 3 sections: 15 minutes

for a mini-lesson, 15 minutes of silent writing, followed by 15

minutes of partner writing, when the children could select another

child in the room to work with them.

I took written notes of the class, but did not use the tape

recorder during the initial sessions. On Mondays the mother of one

of the members of the class was also in the classroom. Miss C.

assigned us to meet with a specific group of children, while she

met with another group. The grouping varied from day to day so

that I met with all of the children over a two week period. I was

usually assigned to five or six children. Miss C, not only assigned

who I would work with, but also the location where I would work.

Sometimes I sat on the fioor in the reading comer with my group,

sometimes the children sat at their desks and I drew up an extra

child-size chair to sit with them. When asked I helped the children

with spelling or answered questions, but I tried to observe more

than participate. I carried a small notebook, small enough to fit

into my pocket, and took notes throughout the class on what the

children in my group did and said. I noted the behaviors of the
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teacher and parent volunteer whenever possible, but since it was

impossible to attend to all groups at once, I concentrated on the one

I had been assigned. My observational notes were typed up on the

same day as the observation and the typed notes included sights,

sounds, and feelings which I did not have time to record on the spot.

The parent volunteer often moved among a slightly larger

group of children sitting at their seats. She tended to provide

requested spellings, and pointed out misspellings. Miss C. provided

help on the children's story maps, which will be discussed in

greater detail in Chapter 4.

A mini-lesson did not always precede the writing. When it did,

however, 1 positioned myself to the side of Miss C, so that I could

observe her and the children at the same time. I placed the tape

recorder near where I was sitting. After Christmas vacation, when

the children began to publish their stories part of the writing period

was sometimes taken up by one or sometimes two children reading

their stories to the group. I tried sitting near the child reader, but

found that the recorder did not readily pick up the questions of the

children in the audience. Sitting among the listening children proved

the best way to capture their questions and responses.

While the children were writing, I placed the tape recorder in

the middle of the group of children I was working with, on the floor

if we were working in the reading corner, or on the desks if the

children were working there. I continued to take notes, using these

to remind myself who said what to whom and to fill in details of

the scene. As the year progressed, I sometimes used two tape

recorders at once, placing one near where I was located and the
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other near Miss C. so that I could record her interacting with

individual children.

Beginning on Thursday, December 3, I began taping the classes

and continued to tape them until Thursday, June 10, a total of 40

recorded sessions. During this time I observed on three occasions

when I intended to tape but my tape recorder malfunctioned. The

schedule of visits was adhered to except when interrupted by: school

vacations, snow days illness of the observer, or when special events

necessitated rescheduling.

Field notes were typed up on the day of the observation, but

transcripts of the observations were typed at a later date. I used

the field notes when preparing the transcripts as a check on who

was speaking to whom and to fill in details of the context in which

the dialogue occurred.

While I sometimes offered suggestions to individual children

on how to solve writing difficulties, I never offered suggestion on

their art work. During the art class I was observer, not participant,

sitting near one group of children with my tape recorder on their

cluster of desks, while the art specialist gave instructions. I

continued to sit with one group after the children began to work,

observing them as they proceeded. But part of each art period was

spent moving around the room, taking notes on what the rest of the

children were producing. During this time I left my tape recorder

with the group of children I had been sitting among, hoping to pick

up conversation that was less guarded than when I was present. I

tried to rotate among the five clusters of students so that I could
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observe all the children at close range, but I did not work out a

definite schedule for this.

The writing classes had a variable structure, but the art

classes were predictable, beginning with a presentation by the

teacher explaining the project for the day, followed by questions

from the class. The children then carried out the project while the

art teacher circulated around the room, offering suggestions and

comments. The classroom teacher was, except for one occasion,

absent from the room.

By the end of January the parent volunteer no longer came into

the room to help with the composing process, only Miss C. and

myself were present during that time. Parent volunteers came in at

other times to proofread with the children stories being readied for

publication. About this time Miss C. also gave up assigning me to a

specific group and location, although she did from time to time ask

me to work with specific individuals who needed assistance. The

division of the period into individual writing followed by partner

writing was also relaxed. I began at this time to move freely about

the room, trying to keep track of what each child was doing, but

following carefully the progress of certain specific works, for

example: Margery's Starrla stories, James's mysteries, Kim's book

on Moses.

At the very end of the year, when I was trying to make sure I

had a copy of all the children's work, I sometimes left the tape

recorder on some child's desk while I left the room to photocopy.

As the year progressed and Miss C. was hurrying to get at

least one book by each child published and two if possible, she made
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use of my presence in the classroom by leaving me in charge of the

room for brief periods while she herself photocopied or needed to

attend to some other detail. This meant that I increasingly became

her assistant and less the outside observer.

Examination of the Children's Work

While the children wrote in many genres during the course of

the year: letters, journals, reports, math problems, and

biographies, I did not attempt to examine all of these compositions,

but limited myself to their expressive writing. The writing classes

I observed were devoted to the writing of stories, with the

exception of the class designated for writing spring poems to be

published in the school literary magazine. The stories could be

factual accounts of true experiences, but they were expected to

approximate the types of fiction that the children read. Adam, who

attempted a non-fiction book, which will be discussed in Chapter 4,

was discouraged from his project when it was not completed in

short order.

I was aware of the children's ongoing projects as they

developed, since the children often read whole or fragments of

stories to me as they were composing them. However, extensive

examination of the stories was not completed until the

observations were complete.

Stories were photocopied in their first draft stage and in

their published form, whenever possible. I tried also to copy the
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story maps since these were stressed by Miss C. Many of these,

however, were lost before I could copy them. Some first drafts

were also lost and only the published version was available.

Only one art assignment was photocopied: the illustrations of

a poem written for the second grade edition of the school literary

magazine. Most of the children experimented with more than one

version of this illustration, providing a valuable record of the

development of their thought.

Many of the art projects were three-dimensional and made

from materials other than paper, so photocopying them was not

feasible. Since the photocopied stories were almost invariably

illustrated, these showed the children's artistic as well as literary

extensions of assignments.

Interviews with Children

In June I conducted an interview with each of the 21 members

of the classroom. Each child took his or her folder of published and

unpublished stories to a relatively secluded corridor where the

interview was conducted and taped. Private space was not readily

available in the school, so the corridor where I set up a table, my

tape recorder, and two chairs was the best situation that could be

arranged. There was some traffic through the corridor which

briefly interrupted some of the interviews, but the situation

provided enough privacy so that the children could talk freely and

the tapes were relatively free of distracting noises.
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I encouraged each child to evaluate his or her work, speculate

on the teacher's evaluation of his or her work, and reflect on the

writing process in general. The following questions were used in

the interview. Starred questions were adapted from those used by

Graves (1973) in his interviews with the subject of his case study.

*a. Which one of your stories do you think is the best?

*b. Why do you think it is the best?

*c. Which one of your stories do you think your teacher

likes best?

*d. Why do you think she would choose that one?

e. Do you feel you can write anything you want to write?

f. What do you like best about writing?

*g. What is the hardest thing about writing for you?

h. What do you plan to write next?

The interview began with the children looking through their

folders while I checked to make sure that my list of their stories

was complete. After several interviews had been conducted, I

began to ask the children their reactions to reading their work to

the class, since a good deal of this was going on in the classroom at

this point in preparation for the publication of the stories. I also

asked those children who had collaborated with others in writing a

story, to discuss the process of collaboration.

I used the children's ability to assess their work

independently as a measure of their ownership of their writing. The

question about the teacher's evaluation was an attempt to evaluate

how much the child had internalized the teacher's standards.
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Interview with Teacher

I conducted this taped interview one week before school

closed, handing the teacher a list of the children with a listing of

their work, and asking her to identify each child's best work. This

made possible a comparison with the child's opinion of the teacher's

evaluation. It also yielded information about the teacher's criteria

for evaluation. While the end-of-the-year interview was an

overview of the work of all the children. Miss C. and I had a number

of informal discussions in the classroom or in the teacher's room,

and several phone conversations about the children's work. A few

of these were taped, but I noted the content of all of them in my

field notes.

Interview with Principal

A taped interview with the principal of the school also took

place in June. I used this interview to verify demographic

information about the school which I had collected from other

sources and to answer miscellaneous questions:

1. Do all classes use the Silver, Burdett, and Ginn

reading series?

2. How long has the school had the portable Writing Center?

Who provided this?

3. Has the school system altered the art program to cut

costs?
If so, how?
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4. What is the background of the school song? How
composed, by whom? When is it sung?

5. Can you explain the meaning of the poster at the front

entrance telling about the school's goal of

identifying "key words and phrases"?

6. How are the children chosen for the Student Council?

What do they do?

7. Who provided the impetus for the social awareness

and environmental concerns evident in the school?

Unit of Analysis

The unit of analysis of this study is those incidences when

children revealed a sense of ownership of their writing. I defined

ownership as dynamic rather than static, not bestowed but achieved

in relationship. Therefore I looked at interactions in the writing

classroom: child with child, child with teacher, child with

researcher, child with the culture of school and classroom, and

child with literary genres.

Analysis of All Data

In all the data collected, I looked for incidences when children

took charge of the writing assignment as in the following examples:

1. Flexibly construing an assignment so that it proceeds

in a direction not outlined by the teacher

2. Attempting to write beyond what might be considered

the appropriate grade level.

3. Changing in small ways materials connected with the

writing assignment.
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4. Refusal to follow certain procedures connected with

the assignment.

5. Finding ways to incorporate personal experiences into

assignments which do not specifically call for

personal material.

6. Appropriating an idea which originated with

another student.

7. Setting boundaries around their work, by limiting the

involvement of others.

Transcripts

Transcripts of class observations of casual interactions with

peers, or with the teacher or researcher, were analyzed for

ownership revealed when children displayed:

1. pride in their work

2. a sense of direction in their work

3. personal, unassigned, touches to their work.

Transcripts of class observations of more structured

interactions during writing conferences between teacher and/or

researcher and individual children, were analyzed for ownership

revealed when children:

1. were able to defend their work
2. moved beyond merely complying with the teacher's

directions

Transcripts of class observations of whole-class peer

response to children's work were analyzed for ownership revealed

when children:
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1. were able to defend their work

2. respected audience response to their work without

wholesale adoption of suggestions made by

classmates

Children's Stories

The children's stories were examined for evidence of details

showing that the children had made the writing their own, not

merely treating it as a routine assignment. I looked for details

such as:

1. artistic embellishments to the pages

2. inclusion of material not specifically asked for by the

teacher

3. incorporating personal experience into a narrative or

a specific literary genre

4. inclusion of unusual ideas

Interviews

Interviews with the children were analyzed to gain a sense of

the children's ownership of their writing through their ability to:

1. discuss it

2. assess it independently

3. demonstrate involvement in what they had written

and/or intended to write.
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The formal and informal interviews with the teacher were

analyzed as a source of information about the parameters the

teacher set for the creative writing class and her assessment of

each child's work and writing behavior.

In analyzing my data, T looked not only for incidences of

ownership, but at those situations where it seemed to be absent,

trying to ascertain what promoted a greater sense of involvement

in writing and what seemed to stifle involvement.

Since I defined ownership as a dynamic found in relationship,

I recognized that its presence had to be examined over time.

Therefore my unit of analysis is not tidy. It consists of looking, not

only at isolated incidents, but at the interrelationship of incidents

to observe how ownership increased or decreased.

Once incidents of ownership were identified, they were

catagorized by gender and by reading level.
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Site of the Study

Access to the school where the research took place was

initiated by writing to the Director of Education K-8, outlining the

proposed research. No stipulations regarding the school, classroom,

or type of teacher were made except for the request that the

research be conducted in a second grade. Second grade was chosen

because at this stage the children have developed some facility in

writing, but have not yet reached what Howard Gardner (1982)

defines as the "literal age" when they abandon their ability to

create freely and "[t]he penchant for succumbing to convention, for

conforming to one's peers, comes to permeate children's activities"

(p. 88). The Director of Education passed the research proposal on

to various principals, asking if any second grade teacher would

volunteer to participate. Miss C. responded affirmatively.

The Town

The research was conducted in a residential suburban

community with a population of 27,557, ten miles from Boston.

1990 Census figures indicate that 94% of the population have a high

school education or higher, 53% hold a bachelors degree or higher.

Residents are employed principally in managerial and professional

occupations (45%), or technical, sales, and administrative positions
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(34.7%). Median family income for 1989 was $69,515, per capita

income was $27,935.

The population is overwhelmingly white, and strongly

Protestant. Of the thirteen religious congregations, nine are

Protestant while two are Catholic and two Jewish. Almost three

quarters (70.33%) of residents were born in Massachusetts. Those

who speak a language in the home other than English number 2,132,

of these 380 speak Spanish and 394 speak an Asian or Pacific Island

language. The remainder speak Indo-European languages, though no

listing of the specific languages is available.

The town supports a wide range of activities. A high level of

interest in sporting events is balanced by strong support for

community theater productions, concerts, lectures, and an annual

exhibition of the work of local artists on the Town Common.

Political balance is also evident, for both major political

parties have active organizations, and one of the two local

newspapers regularly prints, side by side on the editorial page, a

conservative and a liberal commentary on a current issue.

Support for the schools, and town services in general, was

evidenced in a recent election when voters passed an override of

Proposition 2 1/2, providing funds for the schools, the public

library, and other town services which allowed them to continue

operating at customary levels.
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The School System

The school system is comprised of five elementary, one

junior high, and one high school. With a total school enrollment of

3,706 (in 1992), the town spent $5,920 per pupil, and the average

class size at all levels was 22. The 1992 Town Report states that

92.3% of high school graduates go on to further their education in

some way, with 79.1% going to four-year colleges. SAT scores

show, with 90% of eligible students taking the test, an average

score of 467 in the verbal test, 527 in the math test.

The Elementarv Parent Handbook for 1992-93, compiled by

the Director of Education K-8 and the Director of Personnel

Services, spells out a progressive educational philosophy based on

the belief "that every child has worth and dignity". It states that:

* personal and social development, as well as academic

achievement will be fostered.

* children will receive a strong foundation in the arts

and science, including oral and written

communication, artistic expression, problem-

solving techniques, mathematical concepts, use of

technology, and critical and creative thinking.

* decision-making skills and the application of learning

to situations outside the classroom are important

for learning.

* learning experiences will be active and connected to

other areas of the curriculum and to prior learning

and life experiences.
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a balance of cooperation, competition, and individual

achievement in the school environment will

enhance children's development.

an active partnership of the school, the family, and

the community is vital.

A paper distributed to parents, written by the Director of

Elementary Education and the Director of the High School English

Department entitled "Supporting Writing at Home", supports a

Writing Process philosophy:

Development of writing ability involves more than

learning about sentences, punctuation, spelling, and

proper form. Attitudes toward writing also influence

children's ability to write. A child who enjoys

expressing ideas on paper generally writes more and

with greater skill than a child who finds writing

difficult. By writing frequently without pressure to

have everything correct , young children gain confidence

in their ability to write and look forward to other

writing opportunities.

Writing researchers have found that the teacher's

correcting of every error a child makes in writing does

not promote better writing. If children have many
errors to correct, they often become discouraged and

will write less each time. Researchers have found that

frequent opportunities for writing with the teacher's

guidance in various forms (ex. writing conferences)

helped children more than the marking pencil.

Teachers will make appropriate corrections for the

activity and age of the child. Therefore, if children

bring home writing work which does have some errors,

please support the ideas expressed rather than have

them correct errors. (Underlining in the original.)
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The School

The K-5 school, where this research was conducted, was built

in 1953 on an eleven acre plot of farm land to accommodate the

post World War II population explosion. The school reflects the

demographic characteristics of the town. The October 1992

statistics list 339 students enrolled, but only 35 of these were

non-white. Twenty African-American students attended, only one

of whom lived within the town, the other nineteen were bused into

the school as part of the METCO program, which brings inner city

children to suburban schools. Ten students were Asian (Japanese

and Chinese) and five were Hispanic.

A folder published by the school system describes the school

as having "a family atmosphere". The researcher was cordially

received and invited to share staff facilities. Children and teachers

move through the corridors in a relaxed manner. Individual children,

en route from their classrooms to another part of the building, who

pause to inspect the art work displayed on bulletin boards, are

greeted pleasantly by members of the staff who happen to be

passing by.

The children's art work - frequently mixed with written work

displayed not only on bulletin boards but spilling onto every

available space in the corridors, serves as a means of educating

parents and visitors to the school on the values of the school and

the contents of the curriculum. For example:
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*In November a display of variously decorated apple

shapes adorned the walls of the kindergarten wing.

Three large red apples were part of this display

with a message for parents inside each one:

1) Each child is unique and special,

2) Notice the variety of techniques different

children use with the same materials.

3) This type of individual creativity is encouraged.

*In January, one large bulletin board was ringed by

small white Christmas tree lights. A caption read:

"A Shining Example of Cooperation. 4th and 1st

Grade Buddies." The children had worked on

collages made by pasting magazine pictures on

two intersecting circles.

*A second grade bulletin board, edged with rainbow

colored paper, had the words "SUPER WORK, GREAT,

FANTASTIC" printed above mounted relief

sculptures which the children had molded and

painted.

*A fourth grade bulletin board showed large pictures

painted in imitation of Pablo Picasso's style.

*Huge letters saying HAPPY CHINESE NEW YEAR were

displayed in the foyer of the school, flanked by

two large dragons.
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^During Black History Month in February, five posters

were displayed showing black leaders: educators,

historic African kings and queens, women, artists,

and historic black firsts.

* Also in February, in the fourth and fifth grade wing,

under the caption SOLVING CONFLICTS, were large,

student-made, posters of several books including.

The Nobodies and Somebodies by Doris Orgel. Beat

the Turtle Dnim by Constance Green, and The 18th

Emergency by Betsy Byars. The posters included

an illustration of the conflict in the book, a

written description of the outlines of the conflict,

plus the reader's opinion of how the conflict was

resolved.

In March large "quilts" were displayed in the foyer,

constructed from designs cut from wallpaper

samples and pasted on quilt-sized pieces of heavy

paper. In the center of each quilt design is a

picture of a face. The art instructor posted an

explanation which read:

We made these quilts as part of a study of growth

and change. For one quilt we looked at photographs

of ourselves as babies and drew what we saw. For

the other quilt we looked in small mirrors and

drew ourselves as we look now.

*
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* In May a bulletin board was covered with letters to

the third grade from the first graders. The overall

caption of the bulletin board read:" The Critics

Agree, Feelin' Your Oats by Grade 3 is a smashing

success". One letter read,

— Dear Third Graders:

I liked the play about the grocery store. I

also liked the junk food song. We are learning

about health. You did a good job."

The bulletin boards reveal a sensitivity to possible negative

comment by observers. A display of umbrellas made by children

accompanied by stories written neatly on white lined paper on the

topic, "If I Could Fly", included a small card which said, "Note: Our

writing is under construction.. Please be understanding. Thank

you."

The displays also reveal a desire to limit the amount of

crudely constructed child work. In the fall one class in the primary

wing had. outside their room, a display of children's names written

by the teacher on identical bats (the animal) mounted on wrapping

paper which had a bat design on it. A spring display featuring

flowers with smiley faces, attached to stems made from twisted,

shiny, corrugated paper was also completely teacher made. Photos

of individual children involved in class activities, were mounted on

red cardboard and hung by a white string. Only the edges of the

cardboard were decorated by the children.
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When the children's work comprised most of the display,

teachers always focused the material. For example:

* child made paper umbrellas and flowers were grouped

under teacher-made letters which said, "April

Showers . . . May Flowers".

* First grade tangram pictures had explanations beneath

which had been structured by the teacher, "I would

become a because .". Children

supplied varying responses to fill the blanks.

The bulletin boards were used to skillful rhetorical effect,

the teachers making sure that parents drew the desired conclusions

about what was showcased.

A recognition of the need for parents, staff, and students to

work together was noticeable in a permanent display in the foyer of

the school. A tall, black lamp post had been constructed out of

cardboard. Behind it were colored letters spelling, "Signpost for

Success". Beside this was a square white paper reading, "Goal for

'92-'93: To increase mutual respect by developing a common,

positive language among parents, staff, and students."

The development of this common language was deferred

because, as the principal explained in June, "we're going to have a

huge population change next year and we decided we wanted to wait

and use it as a kick-off for next year." (She was referring to the

redistribution of the school population caused by the closing of one

school and the opening of a newly renovated one.) But, though the
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goal was postponed, the awareness of this need indicates the values

the school is trying to instill.

A cohesive school spirit is fostered by all-school activities

such as the Annual Explorers Fair, sponsored by the fourth grade.

"You'll meet big names like Christopher Columbus, Henry Hudson,

Ferdinand Magellan, Marco Polo, Neil Armstrong", read a publicity

poster tacked up in the primary wing. At the end of the year a Field

Day is held annually where all grades participate in sporting events

with parents and friends invited to observe.

Singing the school song, composed during the administration

of the first principal for the school, is another way of encouraging

cohesion. Printed on a large sheet of newsprint and posted on one

of the doors leading into the foyer of the school, the song is sung at

school assemblies.

An active Student Council stimulates, at least for its

members, a sense of belonging to a community that stretches

beyond their classroom. The principal explained that one of their

projects was organizing an end of the year "fourth and fifth grade

Teach Day where the kids in fourth and fifth grades go and teach in

the lower grades." But she worries that the Student Council, to

which two members of each class are elected by their classmates,

introduces too much competition. "I'm really starting to rethink it,"

she says, "I'm not for competition at this level ... I would like to

think about maybe doing student service projects [that would]

include everyone."

Cooperation is one of the skills fostered through the Social

Competency Program which originated at Wellesley College. As the
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principal explained, "most of our teachers have been trained in that

program .... three times a year they go for a full day of training

and then once a month after school." They "use it with the kids

about once or twice a week." The children gather in a circle for

class meetings in which they discuss issues such as "How to Calm

Down" and "How to Listen to Each Other."

Action in the world beyond their suburban community was

encouraged through school-wide activities such as the decorating

of wooden spoons in December., a project sponsored by Project

Bread, which supplied the wooden spoons. The children and the art

department supplied decorative materials such as felt, yarn,

buttons, feathers etc. The children glued on their decorations. The

spoons were collected, sold, and the proceeds used to help the

homeless in Boston.

The Classroom

Miss C.'s second grade classroom, is located in a portable unit

attached to the school between the primary wing and the fourth and

fifth grade wing. It is light, airy and colorful, giving the

impression of a comfortable, relaxed space where lots of activities

go on. Bright cloth swags - a dotted navy blue material alternating

with a vivid multi-colored striped material - have been draped

over the tops of the windows over the Venetian blinds. A ceramic

cookie jar in the shape of a school bus sat on one comer of the
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teacher's desk. Always filled, thanks to obliging parents, the

children were free to take cookies during recess.

The room has several centers:

* A reading center where many big comfortable pillows,

covered in the same material as the swags, are

propped up against two walls which provide a

rather secluded reading corner where children

can read or write privately or play with puzzle

blocks. This area is carpeted in navy blue which

sets it apart from the rest of the room, carpeted

in a tweed fabric. Low bookcases contain baskets

of books labeled "ab, cd, ef" etc., so the books can

be organized alphabetically by author. This area

contains a featured author bulletin board where

of featured authors such as Bill Peet or Leo

Lionni were hung surrounded by book jackets

from their books.

* A science center equipped with a magnifying glass

and things to examine. In October these included

gourds, seashells, and a lobster claw. A box turtle

was located in this area. Later the gerbils

were kept here. Snails lived in a large round

bowl nearby. Three hermit crabs were in an

aquarium. In April a dove, which the class

named Bret, lived in the classroom. Although

it had a cage , Miss C. let it out of the cage

for long periods during the day.
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The dove flew from perch to perch and cooed, but

did not interrupt classroom activities.

* A large open area where classroom meetings could be

held. Two easels were located here. One used to

support a huge tablet of newsprint and another

covered with plastic material which could be

written on and erased. Temperature charts and

calendar materials were located here.

* A listening center, comprised of a small round table

and two chairs. Book/tape sets, tape recorder,

and head phones were located here.

* A film strip center where Miss C. made sure that a

new film strip, on a variety of topics, was

available about once a week. They were related to

the rainforest during that unit. During the writing

of biographies in June, the filmstrip was Just

Like Abraham Lincoln .

* A computer center, consisting of one Macintosh

computer was sometimes used for writing and

also for curriculum-related games such as

"Alien Addition".

Many plants decorated the tops of book cases. The walls were

decorated with children's work and several commercially produced

posters which remained up all year, such as the large yellow sign

which read, "ITS OKAY TO MAKE MISTAKES". A smaller one read.
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"Everyone has important ideas." And another: "Help yourself and

others. Be cooperative."

Displayed near the reading corner is the class "constitution",

signed by every child. Printed by Miss C. on cardboard cut out to

look like a scroll, it lists behavioral expectations. Underlined

words - which were printed in red - were teacher supplied, the rest

evolved from discussion with the children.

We try our best to:

Be respectful of people and property

listen and look when people are talking

not interrupt

walk in the school

keep our bodies to ourselves

take care of materials

Be Courteous

We will use good manners.

Speak kindly to each other.

Do our best at all times

We will not rush through our work.

We will work neatly and carefully.

Not only were the bulletin boards and walls used to display

work and important messages, but lines strung across the room

were used also. When the researcher first arrived in October, life-

sized paper figures of each of the 21 children in the class hung

from the lines. Later in the year large bright pink yellow, orange,

and green cardboard tee shirts - each with a different vowel

grouping, oe, ow, ie etc. - hung there.
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Map of the Classroom

Figure 1
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The Class, the Teacher, the Curriculum

Eleven girls and ten boys made up the class. Eighteen

children were White, one child was Hispanic, and two children were

Afro-American, bussed into the system from the inner city. English

is the native language of 20 of the children, Spanish the native

language of one child. An interesting characteristic of the class

was revealed through one of the daily graphs which Miss C. included

in her morning routine. Lost teeth, birthdays, snow days, and a wide

variety of other situations were plotted, including the birth order

of the students. Sixteen of the children were the oldest in their

family, one was the youngest, two were middle children, one the

second oldest, and two were only children. Miss C. interpreted this

as one of the reasons why the class had so many "strong

personalities."

Miss C. is a young woman, new to this particular school

system and new to second grade, her previous experience being in

first grade. She was not easily rattled or annoyed. The Science

Center brought a dove in a cage into the classroom. Miss C. allowed

the dove to spend long periods of time out of the cage, in spite of

the fact that getting it back into its cage at the end of the day

wasn't always easy.
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April 29, transcript

Miss C. - I always wanted to have a classroom where I

could have a rabbit hopping around and they

wouldn't go wacky about it, but it would just be

part of life in the classroom.

Researcher - And now you've got a bird.

Miss C. - Now we've got a bird. Which I think is better.

Miss C. spoke quickly, was never at a loss for words, and

seemed to be aware of each child's needs. She took pains to

reprimand misbehavior in a quiet voice not easily overheard by

other children:

April 8, transcript

Miss C. - Charlie and Adam. Perhaps you need to split up

because I also have to chat with you about talking

during writing.

Feb. 25, transcript

Soon after publishing of stories began. Miss C. announced at

the beginning of the writing period when the children were slow to

settle down to work:

Miss C. - You know I really like the way some children

are sitting down and working so hard on this

writing. The stories are wonderful. You realize we
have eleven that are getting ready to be published?

Class - Eleven?

Miss C. - Eleven. It's super. So let's really concentrate.

The words "appropriate" and "acceptable" were used as

adjectives for behavior rather than "good" or "bad".
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April 8, transcript

Elliott and Neal were involved in a disturbance during writing

period.

Miss C. - What's all happening over there?

Elliott - Me and Neal were just talking then-

Miss C. - Then it got a little-

Elliott - No, then they uh uh uh talked over to that table

and said some joke and I don't know. I didn't get

the whole thing. . . the only word I got from that

Joke was 'Shut up'.

Miss C. - Yeah. That's what I heard and it just didn't

sound like appropriate conversation for writing

period.

Seeing that the floor was covered with scraps from an art

project prior to the writing period. Miss C. told the class, "Sorry,

this is not acceptable." When Leah, scheduled to read her story to

the class, was not ready. Miss C. said, "Leah, I'm sorry you're not

ready to read. This is not acceptable."

Miss C. tried to solve problems in the class cooperatively.

March 29, transcript

Miss C. - Open circle today is going to be as I said

continuing to discuss how we can solve

aggravating and annoying behaviors in our

classroom. And we do have a problem.

Miss C. also tried to uphold the standard of behavior she

thought was appropriate outside of school.
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March 11, transcript

She was reading the book Jillian Jiggs to the class. This is a

humorous book about a little girl whose room is always a mess, and

whose mother becomes increasingly upset by this. At one point in

the story Miss C. stopped reading and asked the children what they

thought the mother was going to say after looking at the latest

mess the girl has created in her room.

Margery - Your room is a mess, you cannot play-

Elliott - She might say, "I'd like to kill you."

Miss C. - I don't think mothers would say that.

Location of Desks

The desks in the room were clustered in four groups of four

and one group of five. The location of the clusters remained

constant except that the five cluster changed from time to time.

Each child had not only a desk but a cubby, located on one side of the

room dividers used to set off the easel area and the reading comer.

In the middle of each cluster of desks was a basket where scissors,

glue, extra pencils and crayons were kept. Writing supplies were

kept on one side of the room divider in the easel area. The children

were free to get extra paper, use the stapler, or staple remover,

whenever they felt the need.

Although each child was assigned a desk, the children

sometimes sat in desks which belonged to other members of the

class when Miss C. organized particular activity groups.

Periodically the position of assigned seats was changed so that
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the children could work with different children.

Parent Participation

Parent participation, which was evident throughout the

school, was also very much a part of Miss. C.'s class. The three

second grades organized a Native American Day in November and

the parents played a big part in running this project. The children

were free to choose which activity they wanted to participate in.

When finished with one, they could move to another of their choice.

Parents supervised art projects such as building totem poles out

of cardboard ice cream containers, helping the children decorate

vests with Indian symbols, and construct head bands with

feathers. They demonstrated finger weaving with yarn. In the

corridor outside Miss. C.'s classroom, two parents had tacked to

the wall posters of different Indian symbols. Working in pairs, the

children composed "stories" on brown paper "buffalo skins" using

these symbols instead of words. "What kind of day was it?" one

parent asked, coaching the children. "Did a storm come up while

they were hunting?"

Daily Routines

Miss C. taped a listing of the activities for each day to a wall

in the easel area. Following is a listing for Tuesday:
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Morning Work
Calendar
Reading

Snack/Recess
Read
Gym
Lunch/Recess
Story

Reading Rainbow

Super Scoops

Writing

Jobs
Get ready

Dismissal

The "morning work" was a half-hour time to catch up on

unfinished projects. Then the children gathered on the rug in the

easel area with their calendar folders (in which they put their

seatwork for the day and any homework they might have to do)

with a large calendar for the month stapled to the cover. The

children filled in the numbers on the calendar and put in symbols

signifying the weather for each day. They could color or decorate

the calendar in other ways if they wished. At the beginning of the

next month, a new folder and calendar would be passed out and the

old one could be taken home.

One of the children was "the leader of the day", a position

that rotated among the members of the class so that each child

had the opportunity to be a leader several times during the year.

The leader of the day filled in the large calendar in this area, and

filled in blanks on the Pooh Bear poem. The class discussed what

adjectives would be appropriate to describe the morning. Often

the leader supplied the rest of the missing words herself:
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Pooh Bear. Pooh bear, what will you wear,

on this and morning?

My which is

and my which is ..

That's what I'll wear this morning.

Then the class read the completed poem in unison. The leader

also recorded, the number of school days by bundling straws and

placing them in pockets of ones, tens, and hundreds. In addition

the leader read the informational question (such as "What land

surrounds the Sargaso Sea?") on a commercial calendar, and led

the group in the process of Countup/Countdown. When the class

had rearranged itself in a circle, the leader, announcing whether

the class would count by ones, twos, fives, or tens, started off

the counting. The numbers proceeded in order around the circle

and when they reached the leader again then would reverse

direction back to zero. The children would then clap and call out,

"BLASTOFF".

Sometimes extra activities, such as a letter from Miss C.

which needed editing, were included in the morning all-class

routine. Unexpected events or the push to finish certain projects,

could eliminate the time in front of the easel and the leader of

the day completed his or her duties without any class help.

Reading

Miss C. was well acquainted with literature for children, and

read aloud to her class at least once a day. Explaining how
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important she felt this reading was, she asked, "Doesn't everyone

read aloud to their classes?" Some of the books she read during the

year were:

Frog and Toad Are Friends by Arnold Lobe!

(and other Frog and Toad stories.)

Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling

The Borrowers by Mary Norton

A Bear Called Paddington by Michael Bond
Paddington Marches On by Michael Bond
Two of the books about Ramona by Beverly Cleary

A biography of Abigail Adams
The Lion. The Witch and the Wardrobe by C. S. Lewis

In addition she read books which complimented her science

and social studies curriculum such as books about weather and the

rainforest.

All grades used the Silver, Burdett, and Ginn reading series

that is literature based. Miss C. used it some during the year, but

spent most of the class reading time on novels.

June 15, interview

I got some new novels and I said to [the class], "We're

going to be starting some new novels." Great cheers and

roars. Great cheers and roars. From every child. And I

said, "This is interesting. Could you tell me why? This

is important for me. I need to know why you like these

novels better than the [basals]." And every hand went up

with something. "It's more interesting . . . There's more

details . . .It's longer. . . It's more exciting . . It's like a

real book . . Those other things are nice but they're just

short little bits . . This is so much more fun because it's

really long and full of information. . . All things that we
talk about [that] make a good book: lots of information,

good details, good story line, all those kinds of things."
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They didn't say story line but - they've loved their

novels.

Yet Miss C. saw the basals as a valuable resource for

teaching writing skills:

They do have some lovely stories . . .You read it in

fifteen minutes and then let's map this story. And
that is where - those are wonderful for that function.

Finding the setting, finding the characters. How do

they introduce us to them? . . . I'm really finding as

they [the children] get older that the tie between the

literature and the writing is - I mean it's obvious . . .

it's obvious that you should make a connection. And
with those small, short basal stories that are

literature based, they do make a wonderful connection.

Extra reading, beyond the basals and the novels read and

discussed in four small groups, was encouraged through a

program called Super Scoops. When a child had read 150 pages.

Miss C. taped up - somewhere in the room - a paper ice cream cone

with one scoop on top of it. Leah became the champion reader of

the class with ten scoops on her cone, which was taped to the

classroom door. She told the researcher that "everybody else has

three, two, or one, or zero."

Program for Parents

Early in June Miss C. planned a breakfast for the parents in the

classroom. In preparation for this she had children read biographies

and write a report of them. These were put in construction paper

folders and displayed on a bulletin board. By this time almost every
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child in the class had a book which had been published and placed in

a special basket in the reading comer.

The Featured Author bulletin board now showed a photograph

of each child in the class (which Miss C. had taken and developed

herself) and a paragraph of biographical information, written by

each child and placed beside his or her photo. Featuring the

children as authors was an example of how Miss C. was able to learn

from the children. Louise suggested that the members of the class

should have their names on this bulletin board and Miss C. adopted

the suggestion.

A booklet entitled R is for Rainforest was passed out to the

parents. Written and illustrated by the class. It was an alphabet

book, to which each child contributed a page, summarizing what

the class had learned in their study of rainforests. Leah

contributed the A page:

The ANIMALS of the rain forest are being killed off

every moment. The AMAZON river flows through one of

the biggest rainforests. There are rain forests in

AUSTRALIA. AFRICA. AMERICA, and ASIA. AIR PLANTS

don't live like other plants. They live up in the canopy.

ANTEATERS waddle around with a long sticky snout with

a long sticky fat tongue. ARMY ANTS dig holes that are

really deep, and are about two feet wide. There

are thousands of ANTS in the rain forest.

Further evidence of class work on the rainforest was seen in

the mini-rainforest, complete with a canopy, which the class had

constructed in the corridor leading to their room. One of the art

classes had been devoted to making huge flowers to decorate it.
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Miss C. connected reading and writing, not only with each

other, but with every aspect of her curriculum.

The Writing Class

Importance of a Regular Schedule

During my first conversation with Mrs. C. in October, she

stressed the importance of establishing a specific schedule for

writing. "Some teachers just have writing any time, but that's not

me," she said. She decided to devote three periods a week to

creative writing, each period to last 45 minutes:

Monday - 1:00

Tuesday - 1:45

Thursday - 9:30

Physical Organization

The writing period began with the children coming to the

easel area and sitting on the rug to await instructions, a mini-

lesson, or - after January - to listen to someone from the class

read a story. Following this, the children left to sit either at

their desks or in the reading comer. Three carrels were set up in

different parts of the room after January to allow children a

private space in which to work. These were made by placing a

three-sided cardboard frame on top of an extra desk. Miss C.
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frequently assigned children - such as Margery and Elliott - who

talked too much with their neighbors to write in these places.

Sometimes Louise, who liked to work undisturbed, would place

herself in a carrel so she could accomplish more during the

period.

Appropriate Noise Level

The boundary between "quiet writing time" and "partner

writing time" was strictly enforced for a few weeks. On Oct. 19,

Miss C. announced the separation by telling the children - after

15 minutes of quiet writing - they could get up and stretch and

find, if they chose, a partner to help with writing. She brought out

the importance of preserving a reasonable sound level boundary

between "quiet writing" and "partner writing"

Oct. 19, field notes

Miss C. - What can a partner do to help us?

Child - They can help us.

Child - Read it back to you.

James suggested that even though you might

know what was going to happen you might

not know "the order that the story should

happen" and the partner could help with that.

Miss C. - Do you think partner writing should be a

loud, loud activity?

Louise - Absolutely not!
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Dating the Stories

During the first writing class Miss C. stressed the

importance of dating each story with a date stamp, kept near the

writing supplies. She cited her experience with her class of last

year when the children had not dated their stories and therefore

could not organize them in chronological order at the end of the

year. Concern for dating books waned as the year progressed.

Folders

Each child was given a blue folder with two pockets inside.

This was to be kept in the child's desk while a story was being

worked on. It contained current works in progress. When a story

was finished, it was placed in a cardboard file kept under the

science counter. Here hanging folders, one for each child, were

arranged alphabetically.

Construction of Books

First draft books were made by stapling together, inside a

sheet of manila construction paper, several sheets of white paper

with blue lines at the bottom and an empty space at the top for

illustrations.
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Miss C, - Okay, if you want to write things about them,

wriie them in your own words. You know why?
Because someone has already written them*** if

you're copying the author's words then you're not

writing, you're just copying. This book says by

Leah and that's not quite true 'cause you're

copying, not writing from your own mind. Take the

ideas and just put them in your own words.

Miss C. made a similar point to Kim who was beginning her

book about Moses.

April 8, transcript

Miss C. - I think that's going to be a wonderful retelling

of the Ten Commandments. And you know we'll

have to write that on that book, Kim. Because it's

not your own story, but it's a retelling of the

story of the Ten Commandments.

Modeling Writing

Miss C. frequently wrote letters, which included deliberate

errors, to the class on the newsprint tablet in the easel area. These

were used as proofreading exercises. The class read and corrected

them when they gathered for their whole class activities in the

morning.

Nov. 5, field notes

Bonjour Mes Enfants,

Today Thursday We have gym today, we also

have music, during reading we will be doing reading

journals. So please pick out a book. We should have

a super day.

Love, Miss C.
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Story Maps

Miss C. stressed the importance of story maps all through

the year. She designed a format consisting of three rectangles

labeled "beginning", "middle", and "end" and photocopied a stack

of these which were kept with the writing supplies. Each child

was expected to list characters and setting, the problem of the

story, and the solution to the problem on the story map before

starting to write the story.

When the stor}' map papers ran out in the spring. Miss C. did

not photocopy more, but she continued to emphasize their

importance. Sometimes the children wrote up their own story

maps. More often Miss C. sat down with individual children as

they began a new story and talked through the projected plot with

them, organizing the ideas into a beginning, problem, and solution.

Writing and Copying

When Leah was writing "Amanda and the Panda", she wanted

to include real facts about pandas, so she found books about

pandas in the reading corner and brought them to her desk.

April 8, transcript

Miss C. - Are you copying it or are you writing it in

your own words?

Leah - I want to take things about pandas-
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The number and complexity of errors increased as the year

progressed.

Jan.6, transcript

Hello-

Today is Wednesday. Jan. 6, 1993. Today we have

art at . We will be learning about 1 of the

eys in the water . It is e . we will get

to work wi_ the other 2nd grayders. Check the

temperature agayn. Let's have a super day without a lot

of silliness. Love, miss c.

These letters gave the children another opportunity to

utilize the proofreading skills Miss C. encouraged them to use

with their own stories. "Proofreading helpers", one for each child,

were kept on desks during writing. These were pieces of paper

folded into thirds and taped to make them stand up. On each third

was written a sentence to guide the process of proofreading:

Check periods and capitals. Make sure your words make sense,

Check your spelling.

I witnessed only two occasions when Miss C. modeled story

writing.

Jan. II, transcript

Although Miss C's story was about horseback riding and Miss

C. is an enthusiastic rider, it was composed as a teaching device

rather than growing out of an expressive desire in herself. Each of

the three sentences was written on a separate page.
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One day we went riding.

We rode for hours.

It was fun.

She asked the children to help her expand the story and they

offered suggestions such as naming the specific day of the week,

explaining who she was riding with, and telling where she went

riding. She used their comments to make the point "that the

picture in the writer's mind when writing may not be the same

picture which the reader has in his/her head," and she asked the

children to share the pictures in their heads about where they saw

her riding.

Ten days later Miss C. conducted another mini-lesson using

her story about horseback riding as it had been revised during the

January 1 1 class.

Jan. 21, transcript

Her revised story read:

One Thursday afternoon 1 went riding. 1 rode a

black horse who was very gentle. I rode inside a

riding ring. We rode for hours. It was fun.

Miss C. asked the children if they wanted more details. The

children wanted to know the season, the horse's name, how many

hours she rode, and more about what she did. During the class the

story was revised:
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One cold January day I went riding. It was

Thursday afternoon. I rode a black horse who was very

gentle. His name is Bugsy. I rode for two hours. First

we walked so the horse could warm up. Then when we
were ready, we started trotting. We made zig zag

patterns across the ring. This helps me and the

horse to learn where to go.

Although Miss C. provided interesting details drawn from

her own experience riding horses, the children directed much of

the revision. Miss C.'s purpose for the lesson was to introduce

the children to the use of "spider legs", strips of paper which

are attached to a page of writing to provide space to rewrite

a section of the story.

Publishing Program

Miss C. solicited parent help with her writing program. Mae's

mother was present on Mondays, when I was also present. Later in

the year when the children's stories were being published, she and

Adam's mother came in at other times to assist the children in

proofreading their stories before they "went to press". Miss C.

explained the publishing process:

March 11, trans

Eric's mom and Amber's mom are my official publishers

and they're wonderful. They get [the stories] back

within a week. . . Amber's mom typewrites it . . . she

squeezes in her margins . . .and I blow it up (on the

school copy machine) so it's a very nice size . . .

Eric's mom has a lasser printer . . . [with] beautiful

fonts. . . I do the covers. That's Print Shop at home.
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She also laminated the covers and gave each book a plastic

binding, using the "portable writing center" which the parents'

organization bought for the school three years ago.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH FINDINGS: LITERARY MODELS

This chapter looks at the ways the 21 children in Miss C.'s

second grade class took ownership of their expressive writing by

stretching various literary models to include their own ideas and

experience. The children responded to the stories in personally

specific and gender specific ways.

Gender Differences in Stories

At the beginning of the school year Miss C. read Frog and

Toad stories by Arnold Lobe! to the class. Frog and Toad Are

Friends . Frog and Toad All Year. Davs With Frog and Toad, and Frog

and Toad Together, which are all easy-to-read books. Since these

books were a permanent part of the classroom library, the

children were free to read them on their own whenever they had

free time. When Miss C.'s introduced creative writing to her

second graders in the middle of October, she asked them to write

a Frog and Toad story. They were all familiar with the pattern of

the stories which are short, begin with a very brief setting of the
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scene, contain a great deal of dialogue, and focus on simple

problems - such as finding a lost button - through which the

friendship between Frog and Toad is demonstrated. Toad is

shorter than Frog, and a little slower in understanding situations,

but the relationship between the two friends is basically one of

equals enjoying each other's company.

All of the children completed this assignment and showed

they understood that Frog and Toad stories contain a great deal of

dialogue and involve the two friends in some kind of joint

activity. But, while each child's story reveals the inclusion of

details specific to his/her interests or experience, analysis of

the stories also shows that the children took ownership of this

genre in gender specific ways. The difference between the boys'

and girls' story lines was striking.

Arnold Lobel's stories involve the friends in adventures of

the everyday variety: buying ice cream cones, raking leaves,

going sledding. Yet only seven of the 27 stories written by boys

feature common situations:

collecting baseball cards

picking out a Christmas tree

picking out a pumpkin
picking out a turkey

telling stories

going to a gym
going to school.

Six of the stories involve Frog and Toad in very dramatic adventures:

lost in outer space

going to outer space

going to the moon
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going to a jungle where they escape an avalanche

and a bear

meeting a monster in a jungle

endangered by a ship that blew up a mountain

and made a blizzard.

Even when the settings are a little more ordinary, the boys

add drama. Mark has them go to a haunted house. Clifford has

them lost in a mansion where they find jewels which come out of

a faucet. Charlie sends them to New York, but they get lost. He

places them in the Museum of Art but while they are looking for a

dinosaur painting, they are mistaken for criminals and are stuck

in an elevator. He wrote another story in which Frog and Toad's

car is stolen and included with the crash of the car, in which the

thief is killed, is the arrival of an ambulance, fire trucks, and

police cars. James writes about Frog going to Chicago to find

Toad who is there on a vacation, but he also tells about Frog being

knocked unconscious by a fall. Elliott's single Frog and Toad story

places them on a movie set in Hollywood where they watch the

filming of a violent scence in Star Trek VI.

Eight of the boys' stories center on Frog and Toad involved

in some kind of sporting event. This is a sharp contrast with the

girls' stories where only one has anything to do with sports. This

was written by Debra who told about their going to gym together

and playing on the swings and doing jumps just to have fun. But

competition and the importance of winning is a factor in all of

the boys' stories where Frog and Toad either play or watch sports.

Even in Eric's story where Frog and Toad play checkers,

competition is key. Toad keeps winning, then when the table tips
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and places the checkers in a way that allows Frog to win. Toad is

furious, orders him out of the house and never sees him again.

The girls' stories show disagreements between Frog and

Toad, but they are worked through, so that the friendship is

preserved. Amber writes about their fight over wanting the same

costume for Halloween. They are furious with each other, but

they gradually move toward an acceptance of the situation until

they can go out together and have "a super Halloween". Diane

wrote about their arguments over which dog to buy at a pet shop.

Finally they agree, then argue over the name. But Frog gives in

and lets Toad name the dog. Debra also tells about an argument

(over who should have the pumpkin they buy) in which Frog gives

in, letting Toad keep the pumpkin. In Kim's story Frog and Toad

argue over what kind of face to put on their pumpkin. They

compromise. Part of their jack-o-lantern's face is happy, part

scary.

The plot for 12 of the 18 girls' stories is true to the

original Lobel model, focused around everyday incidents:

costumes for Halloween
buying pumpkin
making a jack-o-lantern

going swimming, losing coat

learning to swim
going to a pet shop

having a sleepover

doing laundry

going to school

Only eight girls' stories were spiced with drama and none of

it was violent with the exception of Enid's "Frog and Toad Meets
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The Ghosts and Witches" and Mae's introduction of a bully on the

playground in "Frog and Toad's First Day of School" who tells Frog

and Toad, "I'll kill you if you don't get out of my way." In Enid's

story after a gentle beginning in which she tells how Frog got out

of bed feeling good and decided to visit Toad, she explains how

the two friends go to a pumpkin patch after dark, are caught by

witches and ghosts and eaten.

Leah sends Frog and Toad into space for a vacation on the

moon. They run out of fuel, but another space ship helps them out

and they get to the moon and return home safely.

In four of the stories the adventure involves getting lost,

but only in Amber's story do they meet up with a scary creature (a

ghost). Louise's "Frog and Toad's Sleepover" tells of a visit to

Dreamland where Toad is frightened because they find no villages

and therefore no people. They make Cloudland filled with lots of

people so they are able to happily live there.

While the girls are less interested than the boys in giving

Frog and Toad exotic and dangerous adventures or having them

compete in sports, they are much more interested in preserving

relationships, as exemplified above in their concern with working

out arguments, and helping each other. Kim has Frog urge Toad to

take swimming lessons. Louise shows Frog helping Toad figure

out why his socks aren't clean. Renee writes about Frog

persuading Toad to go to school. Ruth shows a ghost more helpful

than scary. She writes about one who suggests that Frog and Toad

dress up as ghosts for Halloween. Debra has Frog and Toad, as
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they drive to the pumpkin patch, think about bringing along

another friend. Turtle.

In the boys' stories, however. Frog and Toad face their

adventures side by side but seem less involved with each other.

Four boys, however, Adam, Eric, James, and Jorge describe the

affection between Frog and Toad. Adam tells in one of his stories

about their hugging each other when they met. He also has the

two friends work out a compromise to solve their argument over

the Christmas tree.

James tells his readers how much Toad means to Frog when

he has him exclaim on seeing Toad's note saying he has left for

Chicago, "Oh, Toad, you can't do this to me." When Frog returns

home from his own escapade in Chicago: "He cried of joy! 'I'm

coming home, Toad!'"

Jorge, in his story about Frog and Toad going to Outer Space,

describes the friends asking each other if they want to go on the

expedition. In another story he demonstrates Toad's concern for

Frog: "Toad said, 'The ship is going to hurt you. Frog.'"

Eric wrote that when Frog and Toad came to Eric's house,

they didn't want to share but they shared anyway, and in another

story he showed that Frog wanted to help Toad by signing him up

for a gym class that Toad is initially too scared to attend.

However, the boys' concern with adventure and competitive

sports and their making the domestic incidents in their stories of

minor importance move their stories away from the Arnold Lobel

model, while the girls approximate it more closely because they

focus on everyday concerns and the quality of the relationship
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between Frog and Toad. Louise's "Toad Dirty Socks" demonstrates

this most clearly, even imitating Lobel's gentle humor:

Louise, story no. 2

One day Frog decided to visit Toad. Frog ran all

the way to Toad's house. On the way Frog met snail.

"Are you going to Toad's house?" asked Snail.

"Yes." said Frog. "I don't think you should do

that," said Snail.

"But but . .Toad is my best friend," said

Frog.

"Toad is upset," said Snail.

Frog went into Toad's house and found Toad in

the laundry room. "Oh Frog, you are just the person I

want to see," said Toad. "You see this is [a] sad time

of day," said Toad. "I put my socks in the washing

machine and take them out and my socks are still

dirty," said Toad. Toad stared at the floor and

felt sorry for himself.

Just then Frog started laughing and laughing.

"You forgot the soap and water," said Frog.

"Oh!" said Toad. He looked surprised.

"Here, let me help you wash your socks the right

way," giggled Frog.

"OK," said Toad. So Frog and Toad washed Toad's

socks with lots of soap and water.
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The Frog and Toad stories fell into three main content

categories: adventure, sports, and common experiences. The

stories were also analyzed for the types of relationship occurring

between characters. Figure 3 lists the number of stories written

by boys and girls in each category. Some stories contained both

adventure and common experiences. For example, Charlie's story,

"Frog and Toad's Car Gets Stolen" included a description of a car

stolen and crashed, but it also included mention of the two

characters watching TV. This story was categorized as an

adventure, because this category best represented the principal

emphasis of the story. See Appendix 3 for a more complete

listing of the stories and their contents.

Content Categories in Frog and Toad Stories

Boys Girls

Adventures
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While all the children wrote Frog and Toad stories, the boys

wrote more of them than the girls, and they comprised a greater

proportion of the boys' total output than the girls' as the

following table shows:

Total Number
of Stories

7

5

4

8

5

8

5

8

5

3

2 6 58 less than 1/2 of total

number

5

5

5

6

10

6

5

11

5

7

6

18 71 less than 1/4 of total

number

Frog and
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All of the children used the Frog and Toad stories as a point

of departure for their creative writing; beginning with these

stories and then moving on to other topics. Only Kim and Jon

deviated from this pattern by leaving Frog and Toad and then

returning to them. Kim wrote one Frog and Toad story, wrote two

others on diffferent topics, wrote one more Frog and Toad story

and then left this genre completely to compose six more stories

with different characters and formats. Jon wrote two Frog and

Toad stories. His third had different characters. He returned to

the familiar Frog and Toad format for his fourth story, but his

fifth and final story featured himself as the hero in a schoolroom

incident. However, the rest of the class used Frog and Toad as a

warmup for writing other types of stories.

As the following chart shows, the boys wrote more Frog and

Toad stories than the girls. Jorge, whose first language was

Spanish, used Frog and Toad as characters in five of his eight

stories, not moving away from them until the story he began in

the middle of February. Charlie, though he wrote only three Frog

and Toad tales, also did not start a new genre until February.

Jon's third Frog and Toad story was written in April.

In contrast, the three boys and five girls who composed

only one Frog and Toad story moved quickly to pursue their own

agendas.
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Chart Showing Which Children Produced the Most

Frog and Toad Stories

Boys

Jorge
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Personal Material in a Genre

While the children in the class responded to the Frog and

Toad genre in gender specific terms, they also responded in

personally specific ways. Each child incorporated into the

stories his/her particular interests and experience. James wrote

about Frog and Toad going to Chicago. His choice of city was not

random; he was bom in Chicago and knew the landmarks that he

had Frog visit. Elliott, fascinated by Star Trek books and movies,

chose to have Frog and Toad watch the filming of Star Trek VI.

Perhaps Renee writing about wanting to buy an unaffordable house

reflected an experience she knew about. Tracing the roots of

personal connection for each of the stories is beyond the scope of

this study. But I was able to document the way two children

embedded their experience in the story and enbellished it.

Charlie

Charlie's Frog and Toad's Car Gets Stolen was his third Frog

and Toad story. It seemed on the surface to follow the pattern of

his first two stories in which he added action and drama to the

quiet everyday life of Frog and Toad. The story is simple: the

car is stolen. Frog and Toad look for it and cannot find it, the car

is smashed up, the car is repaired and returned.
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Jan. 14 transcript

Charlie, while he was sitting with Neal and Diane, explained

the background of his story: "I copied some from my dad. . . but I

kind of added some more stuff onto it." Charlie's father's car was

stolen and "the guys who stole his car they drove it through a

field." Then, indicating his picture showing a car in flames, he

said, "this guy is on a field but he smashed into a tree." Charlie's

father's car was stolen

in the worst place in town. It was in Boston. . . . And
they returned it on the opposite side of the street.

That's where they found the car. On the opposite side

of the street. . . me and my mom had to go pick up my
dad. . . there was two police cars. And a couple of

police guys out and they had handcuffs and there was

these two guys, other guys, just standing there. So I

was wondering if like they were crooks or something . .

and they stand there for about an hour.

Charlie explained that the car was not smashed as his

fictional car was.

It just had a couple slashed tires, couple like seven

beer cans in the front. Uh a rotten pear, soda bottle,

some tools, and five slashed tires and the uh front of

the car was like some of it was all knocked off. No,

the bumper was a little bit off.

The fictional thief in his story died when he smashed into

the tree, thoough Charlie didn't include this information in his

text: "Yeah, I didn't put in that he was dead." Charlie's father's

car was able to be repaired, as the fictional car was. This
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seemed improbable in Charlie's story considering the extent of the

damage depicted in his illustration which showed the car smashed

into a treee and on fire. When Diane asked how much money his

father had to pay to repair it, Charlie replied, "I don't know how

much money it was . . .[but] from the way he looked. . . I think it

was over a thousand dollars."

This event, which Charlie said occurred a "couple months"

before the writing of the story must have been a distressing

event in the family's life. By using it and elaborating on it,

Charlie took control of his experience as he asserted his control

over his story. His sense of ownership of this story was evident

in his increasing involvement with it; not wanting the writing

period to end so that he could continue writing.

Amber

I was not aware of Amber's personal involvement in her first

story about Frog and Toad until 1 interviewed her in June.

June 1, interview

Researcher - May 1 tell you one of the stories that I

liked best?

Amber - Which one?

Researcher - The one about Frog and Toad and their

Halloween and finding the costumes ... .1 liked it

because I liked the way you understood the way
friends act sometimes toward each other . . .you

know they get really mad and they yell things

they don't really, totally mean. . . . and they tried
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slowly to get back together again and in the end

they did and they realized that the costume

wasn't that important and they had a super

Halloween.

Amber - I did it with character of Frog and Toad

because it really did happen to a friend and me,

who lived across the street from each other,

though I did it in different words and it really

happened. We had gone to a store where there

was costumes and we were picking it out and

we both. . . found a costume and then my friend

she grabbed it out of my hand because she was

older than me and she said that she was going to

have it. And we both knew that we shouldn't do

it because then it wouldn't be fair so - I was

Toad and she was Frog - and after she left I . . .

stayed at the store and I bought it. I bought the

costume so that she couldn't even get it. And
then we made up again. And she picked a different

one. She went to a different store and she found

the same one and we ended up having the same

costume.

Amber's personal experience was hidden in the story, only

evident in the details she included. Both Charlie and Amber

intuitively connected their experience with their writing in the

way that author Eudora Welty (1984) describes:

. . .the outside world is the vital component of my
inner life. . . .My imagination takes its strength

and guides its direction from what I see and hear

and learn and feel and remember of my living

world (p. 76).
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More Gender Differences

The topic differences between boys and girls which were

apparent in the Frog and Toad stories, were equally apparent in

their other stories. The girls continued to explore topics close to

home while the boys were more interested in dramatic adventures

and sports. Relationships and their complexities did not seem to

interest the boys, while the girls frequently addressed them. Adam

wrote about a tree which is lonely because it has no other trees to

be with until others grew: "The 5 trees played a lot with branches

and their leaves." Eric mentions hugging his mom, and Mark tells

about two friends who are separated when one moves away; but he

does not mention the sadness of this.

Mark, story no. 3

One day Dan said, "I have to move away. But you

are my best friend,"said Dan. "I am leaving in a few

minutes. I have an idea. You can write to me," said

Dan. So they wrote to each other. It was great.

The relationships between characters in the boys' stories

either show them side by side, equals in an adventure; pitted

against an opposing team; or as an expert helping someone less

knowledgable as in James's detective stories which will be

described below.
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The girls however were willing to write about ambiguous

situations such as Amber's unfinished story about Jim and Danny

at an amusement park. Danny laughs at Jim for being afraid to go

in the haunted house. But when the scary master of the haunted

house puts his head out Danny is frightened to go in the house.

Jim then laughs at Danny.

They also dealt with difficult relationships. Diane writes

about her annoyance with her baby brother. Mae also discusses

how happy she is when her cat attacked her brother, and Renee

writes about ber brother beating her up and "I try to tell my mom

but she won't answer me." Ruth started, but could not complete,

a story of a girl befriending a blind girl who is having trouble

fitting in at school.

However, the girls more often wrote about people helping

each other. "The men and some of the children and women helped

make things happen, like help make more money, and help people,"

Enid wrote in her story about Valentine's Day. Leah has the mole

cheer up the moon who has lost of chunk of itself when a space

ship hit it. Louise's story, "The Last Mare" is filled with

characters helping each other: Wildcat helps Moonbeam, Owl

helps, and Ms. Wise Witch solves the story's problem by helping

Moonbeam to have a baby so she is not the last of her kind. In a

later story, Ms Wise Witch again comes to the rescue by giving

a medicine to the young horse to cure her sickness.
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Margery and Elliott

Margery and Elliott provide an interesting contrast. Both

children made their presence obvious. They were quick to make

comments or ask questions in class. I had no trouble learning

their names because they made sure I knew who they were, by

coming up to me and volunteering information about their work.

Both children were naturally cheerful, quick to see the humorous

side of things. Both were leaders in the class to whom their

peers looked for answers or ideas. Although Margery was not as

confident a reader as Elliott, both were involved with their

writing, both cared a great deal about their illustrations,

investing much time and energy in them. Their writings and

drawings grew out of deep interests: Margery's in horses, and

Elliott's in military adventures of the Star Trek variety.

In Elliott's "War of Freedom" presented below, notice how

only the space ship and the star, where aliens were encountered,

have specific names. The people are presented impersonally.

Notice, too, how he departs from the Star Trek model of ending

each adventure on an optimistic note.

Elliott, story no. 3

It is the year 3000. Earth is ruled by aliens.

Your phone rings. You answer it. "Who is it?" you ask.

"Yeh, yeh, ok." I hang up the phone. "Bye, Mom.
Military needs me. We're attacking an alien base.
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You jump in your car and leave and drive to the Air
Base. The alarm rings. "Get in your fighters!" The
Widow, the fleet's pride ship, was first to take off.

All of a sudden the whole squadron jumped into

hyper space. At Star Wolf 359 they confronted aliens.

The squadron was desroyed. After that it was up to
civilians to fight. One civilian threw up from being
air sick. Unfortunately, earth lost and everyone was
executed one by one, starting with children. Earth
civilization was crushed.

After this view of Armegeddon, "Starrla's Family" seems

tame. While Elliott foresaw the end of the world, Margery

visualized continuity, the logical progression of succeeding

generations.

Margery, story no. 5

Starrla was at Mount Olympus. She threw many
temper tantrums in a week. When she had a temper
tanrum she would usually rear up on her back legs
and buck and buck. Aphrodite could hear this. In

case you didn't know. Aphrodite is the goddess of
love. Aphrodite could hear Starrla's temper tantrums
from her room. Occasionally she heard a loud whinny.
. . . Aphrodite came to where Starrla slept outside.
She shouted to Starrla with her teeth clamped tight,

"My dear Starrla, stop crying this instant."

But Starrla wouldn't stop. She sobbed and
sobbed, "Are there any others like me?"

Aphrodite had an idea. She would find a stallion

for Starrla. She set up how they would meet. Starrla
was on her daily walk, when she met a young stallion.

They fell in love right away that morning. . . . Soon
they were married and had a colt named Lightning Bolt
and a filly (that's a girl baby) named Moonshine. . . .

Pretty soon Moonshine and Lightning Bolt were
married and they had children and then they had
children and pretty soon, Starrla was a great, great,

great, great, great grandmother.
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Although this is the most vivid contrast between boy and

girl stories in the class, other combinations would vary in degree

not kind.

Unassigned Stories

Following is a summary of the topics of the unassigned

stories. As in the catagorizing of the Frog and Toad stories, the

stories were placed in the category which is most central to the

story. See Appendix 5 for a detailed listing of the story content.

Content Categories in Unasssigned Stories

Girls

13

40

Total 31 53

Figure 5
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A Literary Model for Four Girls

Although the boys were interested in what other boys were

writing, they did not influence each other as some of the girls

did. James wrote and published a long Sherlock Holmes story and

Elliott wrote one page of one. But that was the only instance of

boys using a similar literary model. However, Shimmeree (1980)

by Stephen Cosgrove, one of the books which Miss C. kept in the

reading comer, was an influential text for Margery and Kim, and

their work influenced Louise and Mae. A magic horse genre

developed among these girls growing out of their shared love of

animals, particularly horses. But each girl created a version of

the magic horse story that was distinctly hers.

Following is the opening of Shimmeree .'

In a mirror of sunrise glitter, dawn was born

again in a land of crystalline splendor. As the

sunshine crept across the diamond mountains, it

shimmered from the crystal trees and flowers that

made up this wondrous land. For, you see, all living

things in this land were cast from either glass,

diamond, or crystal. The only colors were splashes

of blue, silver, and gold.

In this magic land, many strange crystal

creatures frocked in the dancing lights of day. There

were crystal-like birds, called glimmerings, smiling

little lizards called beamers, and most beautiful of

all, horse-like creatures called lightasoars, who had

wings made of delicate diamonds so they could fly

wherever the eye could see. The youngest of all the

lightasoars was called Shimmeree.
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Margery

March I, transcrript, field notes

When Margery had finished her first book about her winged

horse, Starrla, we sat together in the reading corner while she

showed it to me.

Margery - Can I show you where I uh got some ideas

for my pictures?. . . .From a book called

Shimmeree. (She gets the book from the shelf

and hands it to me.

Researcher - .... So have you read this a lot?

Margery - No, I've never read it.

Researcher - But you love the pictures?

Margery - Mmmm. . . I love what she looks like. Well,

I always loved Pegasus and I didn't need to

know what the story was. This is always what

I picture Pegasus.

Researcher - Okay, now how did you know about

Pegasus? ....
Margery - I just know a story called Pegasus and it

has Zeus and Zeus's daughters in it. ... It has -

what's her name again? Medusa. When, when
this man killed Medusa . . her blood made Pegasus.

... I remember the story very well because I

watched it as a movie at Ruth's house.

Loving horses and being an enthusiastic rider, Margery

was drawn to Shimmeree with its many beautiful pictures of

horses. Yet although she said she had never read the book, her

first paragraph of "Starrla", seems to show the influence of

the Cosgrove text.
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Margery, story no. 4

This is Starrla. She is a palomino with a white

star on her forehead. On her back are a pair of wings

so fine and so lovely it looks as if they were made of

silk. Her coat is so shiny it looks as if you touched it,

it would fall apart.

The story also shows how she has fit her knowledge of

real horses with what she knows about Greek mythology:

Margery, story no. 4

Starrla is a two year old in people years.

But in Pegasus years she is eight years old. She

came from goddesses and gods. Zeus's daughters

were Starrla's real owners, but she loved to run

and jump and then rest.

Margery successfully extended the meaning of the word

"Pegasus" from a particular winged horse to designate a category

of winged horses. She used the word so frequently in this way,

that Kim, Louise, and Ruth began to use it in the same way. James

corrected this when Margery was reading her story to the class

after it had been published, but Miss C. validated the extension.

April 8, transcript

James - People talk about Pegasuses, but Pegasus

really is just the name of a horse who can fly.

Margery - I know. . . .

Miss C. - Well maybe, James, Pegasus was the first of

his kind and then there were many to follow and
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because he was the first of his kind

then his name was Pegasus and those who
followed him and were like him perhaps

they were called Pegasuses.

Kim

Kim also wrote about a winged creature. She called her

creation. Singing Star. The beginning of "Singing Star's Life"

shows, not only Margery's influence, but the influence of the

Cosgrove book.

Kim, story no. 7

Singing Star is a Pegasus unicorn. She lives

in the sky on a magic planet. She glows in the dark.

When she is in the dark she is yellow and hot yellow.

She got her name from singing on a star. In daylight

you can not see her. People can not see her in day.

Singing Star does not sing songs people have made up.

She makes up songs as she goes along.

When it is day Singing Star is all different

colors. She is yellow, pink, blue, and hot pink. She is

all different colors in day because the sun reflects on

her. Singing Star lives on a magic planet. The planet

has three rings. The planet colors are green, blue, and

orange. There are 10 more of her kind. They are

all different colors. They are like Singing Star.

Singing Star lives with the other unicorn (sic)

Pegasus' on the magic planet. She likes a change

of color sometimes.

March 1, transcript, field notes

I went to Kim's desk after I had talked with Margery about

Shimmeree.
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Researcher - Kim, did you read that book that's in the. . .

reading corner. . . . about Shimmeree, the winged

horse?

Kim - Oh yes, yes. I've read that quite a few times. I

did it for a reading journal once. That's where I

got the idea for this. (She indicated "Singing

Star's Life").

Kim was a more confident reader than Margery, which may

explain why Margery said she didn't "need to know what the story

was". The idea for a magic planet had a long history, as Kim

explained:

June 3, interview

Researcher - You worked with Ruth on "Cupid's

Arrows"?
Kim - Well, we were doing a series starting in first

grade. . . It was a magic planet series. I started

it and I asked Ruth if she'd like to join me with

it. It's about magic things and stuff like that. . .

Kim extended the idea of winged horses and unicorns to cats.

She described two cat stories that she thought she might write

during the summer.

June 3, interview

I love Pegasuses and I love cats and kittens and I

thought if I combine them together 1 might just be

able to make a new kind of creature. . . "Springy, the Cat

With Wings" . . .Springy bounces off the ground, he lands

and starts flying. That's how he flies. That's why he's

called Springy, too.
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Kim showed me the cover to "Goldy, The Most Beautiful

Kitten in the World" which she also referred to as "Goldy,The Cat

With Wings". This story, with its emphasis on colors, also seems

to owe much to Shimmeree . Kim's use of "goldenrod" as a color

may have been started by Louise. Ruth also picked up this usage.

"Goldy the Cat With Wings" ... the reason why she's

Goldy is she lives - her parents used to live back when
miners were around and they were born in a mine and

they uh had turned colors from the mine's gold and

silver. But Goldy is a pearl white with a goldenrod tip

on her tail, goldenrod paws, and a silver streak going

down the back of her neck and a silver nose. And then

the rest of her is pearl white and the whiskers are

silver and goldenrod. . . .

Even though Kim didn't have time to write this story before

the end of the school year, she had the outline clearly in her head.

It was an ambitious, multi-generational plot which involved a

disease she named "hydrophobic" .

It's gonna be a whole series . . a short book series, like

a picture book series. But uh it might just be six pages

long ... for each book. But what's gonna happen is

we're gonna leave you hanging and you've got to go to

the next book and you read about her. . . daughter.

Shes not going to get married. She's going to adopt a

daughter and the daughter has all these adventures

after Goldy's adventures and then Goldy becomes a

grandmother and her. . . grandchild is a son and he goes

to war. He goes back into time to the mines where her

parents lived. . . . What they were trying to do was

they were trying to get gold and silver and pearls to

give to the other side of the army of cats. These are

the Rough Cats. . . . The grandchild dies in the war but. .

his wife has a child ... he had married a woman cat
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there . . .and then after the child was born she died of

hydrophobic . . . Hydrophobic is a disease that was
going along back then . . .you catch it from something

that has hydrophobic. . . if you get scratched or bitten.

It's just like rabies except it's a lot more dangerous .

you die. ...

The emphasis on succeeding generations, shows the influence

of both Margery and Louise. Margery followed "Starrla" with

"Starrla's Family", which she ended with: "Starrla was a great,

great, great, great, great grandmother."

Louise

Louise's mare, named Moon Beam, produced children and

grandchildren, too, and Louise drew a family tree for them. The

daughter of Moon Beam became a winged horse. But this story was

more folk tale than myth. Louise originally called her story "The

Last Stallion" because she liked the sound of it, but later changed

it to "The Last Mare" when Mrs. C. reminded her that stallions don't

have babies.

Louise, story no. 3

One day in a tropical forest. Wildcat decided to

take a walk. On the way, he saw Moon Beam sulking in

a corner of bushes. "What's the matter?" asked Wildcat.

"I'm very old, and when I die there will be no more

like me because I'm the last of my kind," said Moon
Beam.

"Oh, that's too bad, maybe The Wise Old Owl can

help," said Wildcat.

"Well. . . okay."
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The baby horse which Ms. Wise Witch helps to produce is

named Starlight, the title of Louise's second published book.

Starlight flew around the world:

Louise, story no. 4

It took her 80 days and she landed twice, once in Russia,

and once in Scotland.

Although Louise read Shimmeree , she did not claim to have

been influenced by it.

April 29, transcript

Researcher - Have you read that book Shimmeree?

Over there.

Louise - Yeah.

Researcher - Is that a book you've read alot?

Louise - Margery is the one who got all the ideas

from it.

Louise acknowledged that Margery had inspired her to write

the stories about Moon Beam.

June 8, interview.

Researcher - Where did you get the idea for "Starlight"

and "Crystal and Diamond" and the whole family?

Louise - Because of Mary's Starrla.

But Louise was not wedded to the idea that the horses in her

story had to have wings. In her third story about the the progeny of

the last mare, "Crystal and Diamond", the horses's wings "shrank
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back until they were gone." She was questioned about this when she

read the story to the class and her answer reveals how much her

drawings meant to her

May 77, transcript

Well, the thing that happened is. . .1 did not give them

wings because I uh liked the picture so much and I

didn't make too good wings and I thought I might ruin

the picture 'cause I didn't want to put 'em on. And
then Kim asked why they weren't on. So I just tried to

make up a reason what happened to them.

Mae

Each one of the girls who wrote magic horse stories.

Margery, Kim, Louise, and Mae, took ownership of this idea in her

own way. Mae's interest in a magic horse first appeared in "My

Trip", written in January, which described her trip to Disney

World.

Mae, story, no. 7

Now I am going to tell you the characters I saw

there. I saw Micky and Minnie and the flying horse. My
favorite character is the flying horse but I do not

know her name.

Mae's "My Magic Horse", written in April, is a tale of

everyday life with the magic horse tucked in.
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Mae, story no. 9

One day a little girl name Maureen took a walk to

the beach. And she found a baby horse, but she did not

know it was a magic horse because the horse's wings

were too short to see. Maureen said to the horse, "Come

home." So the horse went home with her.

Mae makes Maureen respectful of rules in making a place for

the horse to live, as Mae herself was respectful of the classroom

rules.

When they got home Maureen asked her mom to

keep the horse, but her mom said horses make a mess.

Then she said, "I'll make a barn in the back yard."

So her mom said,"OK." So Maureen got to work.

She used cardboard, glue, and scissors because she

wasn't alowed to use nails and wood.

Mae included in this story three sentences which seemed

extraneous to the friendship between Maureen and the magic

horse:

On the way home the magic horse saw another

horse and went wild. Maureen tried to stop him but

she couldn't. Finally she got her horse to stop so they

went home.

Illustrating this section is a picture showing two horses

facing each other, standing on their hind legs. Louise had a

similar drawing in "Crystal and Diamond" and Margery had a

similar one on the cover of "Starda's Family". No corresponding

illustration was in Shimmeree , although Margery used many of the
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illustrations in that book as models. The girls were clearly

influenced by each other, though each girl made the drawing in her

own way. Margery did not make the drawing for the cover of her

book until June, long after Mae was writing books on other topics,

notably "Tarheel's Adventures in the Attic", a retelling of the

story of her own cat being trapped in the attic.

The stories were all being composed in March. Though the

girls did not sit in the same group at this time, they had plenty of

chances to talk with each other and Margery and Mae played with

each other after school.

June 10, interview

Mae, like Margery, loved horses. She told me, "I want to

take riding lessons but my mom said they cost too much money".

Mae described some of Margery's influence on her work when I

commented on a story in her folder which I had never seen before,

"Queen Thelmas and Their Court".

She got a homster and Margery said, "Why don't we
start the Thelma series," and I said okay so I started

it.

The first chapter of this book described "What started the

Thelma Twins", telling about Margery's receiving the hamsters for

her birthday and how her mother had named them Thelma and

Louise. Chapter two decribed how the court worked:
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Mae, story no. II

Everyone in the court has to be something like

a maid, or a servant, janitor, a guard, or a prince.

Everyone picked and the Thelmas got on with their

life.

Thelma's court apparently became a game from Mae's

description in Chapter three of her book.

Then one day Princess Cinnamin took over our

tree so we ran away and made a new house then

everyone started coming over to us, but we
didn't want them to. Then we finally got back

together and started another castle out of sticks

and people started calling us Thelma Queens.

Chapter 4 describes "Thelma's new life at the new

castle.

After we finished we made a fireplace and a

toilet and bed and everything we needed.

The stories that Margery, Mae, Kim, and Louise wrote

grow out of an interweaving of their interests, their lives, the

stories they knew, and the stories they wrote. Each girl worked

separately, yet each influenced the others. Their type of

fantasy, revolving around everyday events and continuing

relationships, was typical of the girls in the class, but Margery,

Kim, and Louise - and also Ruth, though she did not write magic

horse stories - were able to extend their characters' lives into

succeeding generations, an imaginative feat that was not

evident in the other girls' work.
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Creating a Series of Books

The ability to extend one's work beyond single, isolated

compositions to a series of connected writings is a measure of

involvement and ownership; we don't work out ramifications of a

topic unless we're commited to it in a more than superficial way.

This form of continuity was not gender specific to the girls but

included boys are well. While the Frog and Toad stories might be

said to comprise a series, I have included here only those series

which were a response to personal interest rather than an

assignment. A series is defined as a group of two or more stories.

Writers
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Girls

The sense of continuity in the lives of story characters,

which was apparent in the girls' writing, led Margery and Louise

to write interconnected stories for their fictional characters.

Margery's two books, "Starria" and "Starrla's Family", have

characters which continue from one book to the next. Margery

originally envisioned another book beyond "Starrla's Family",

which would be devoted to the life of Starrla's daughter.

Moonshine.

April 8, transcript

Margery is working out her story map for "Starrla's Family"

with Miss C.

Margery - I'm going to start another book after this.

This is going to be like a series-

Miss C. - Um hum.

Margery - It's going to be called Moonshine. And it'll

be all about Moonshine. . . . And then Moonnshine

is going to have little babies.

Margery did not write this third book; it became the last

chapter of "Starrla's Family" but the April 8 conversation, shows

her active imagining of the future lives of her characters.

Louise's three-story chronicle of the life and descendents of

Moon Beam shows not only the sequence of Moon Beam's life, but
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the continuity of her friendship with Wildcat, who is present in

all three books. The first two also have Owl and Ms Wise Witch

as constants.

Kim's book about Singing Star was an extension of her

magic planet series that she and Ruth had begun in first grade

and also included her story "Cupid's Arrows" . Though she did

not write down her multi-generational tale about Goldie, she

conceived of it as a series (June 3, interview).

Mae and Renee both wrote two stories using common

characters. Instead of being fictional, these characters were

drawn from their lives. Mae wrote two stories about her cat:

"Tarheel the Cat" and "Tarheel's Adventures in the Attic".

Renee wrote two stories about her problems with her older

brother: "Renee and Rob in a Fight" and "Renee and Rob Quit

the Fight". These stories demonstrate the girls' sense of

continuity. Renee's shows again the female predilection for

working problems out in a non-violent way. The fact that

both girls continued a topic beyond a single story reveals

how important the subjects are to them.

Boys

James's and Elliott's work, which will be discussed under

"Individual Literary Models", both thought of their work as a

unified whole; James through his Purrfect stories, where Purrfect
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the cat detective is the central character, and Elliott through his

Star Trek series: "Star Search," "Aliens", "Star Trek Deep Space

Nine", "War of Freedom", "Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise NCC-

1701-A. Although Elliott's stories were not connected through

common characters (though the characters were common to many

episodes in the Star Trek series), they were closely related

through the type of adventure they depicted: dramatic life and

death struggles between forces of good and evil, usually taking

place in space, with the characters drawn from Star Trek

adventures: Captain Sisco, Odo, the shape shifter, Mr. Scott,

Quark, Lt. Commander O'Brien, Jake etc.

Jorge's stories, "The Great Book", "The Moon Book", "Soccer

Game", "School Time for Jose, Jon, James, and Clifford", and "On A

Halloween Night", could be grouped together as The Adventures of

Jorge, Jon, James, and Clifford. The four friends, all of whom

were in the classroom, planned to go to outer space, played

soccer, traveled to the moon and back, played instead of doing

their homework, and were a witch, a magician, a monster, and

Dracula on Halloween night. Jorge connected his stories by using

the same characters. This device also connected him, Spanish

speaking and new to the United States (he returned to Mexico after

he finished grade 2), to his new friends.

Neal only completed one "Adventures of Link". However, he

began "The Adventures of Link HI", before school ended. Link was

not a character of his own invention, but was based on a video

game which he knew well. He set himself a formidable task by

attempting to compress and organize a Nintendo video game with
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multiple plot directions. Miss C explained Neal's problems with

the story.

June 15 interview

Miss C. - So with the Link thing, just like the video

game, it's this endless thing that he never has an

end. And the poor guy was stuck. And he wanted

to do justice to the video game, but he was

finding it to be too much of a task. As it would

be for anyone because the silly thing goes on and

on and on.

Researcher - With infinite choices.

Miss C. - Right. I'm sure he hasn't even reached the end

of the silly game. So "The Adventures of Link HI"

is starting off very nicely and we have sat down
and made a story map and it's about Link having

to rescue a princess.

Although Neal worked slowly, completed only a total of three

stories during the year, and had to repeat the grade, he thought in

terms of extending a character's adventures from one book to the

next and his imagination was engaged by Link's exploits. His

published Link story and his projected Link adventure were highly

derivative, and not as technically proficient as James's Purrfect

stories or Elliott's Star Trek narratives, he nevertheless owned his

stories as much as they owned theirs.
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Individual Literary Models

James and Sherlock Holmes

"Sherlock Holmes, A Scene of Murder", which James began

in early December, was based on the A. Conan Doyle story, "A Case

of Identity". James explained the influence at the end of the

writing class when he began his story:

Dec. 3, transcript, field notes

It's not really a take-off. . . It's quite different. But

that's how I got into Sherlock Holmes. That was the

first one I read.

The opening scene of James' story, which was unchanged

from the first draft to the published version, sounds very much

like the opening of Conan Doyle's story:

"Watson," said Sherlock Holmes as we sat by the

fire, "there is no way you could be reading that paper."

"Why?" I asked.

"Elementary. It's upside down."

I felt a little embarrassed. "Well," I asked.

"What is in the newspaper you're reading right

side up?"

"Really nothing." he answered. "Because

they never give the facts. Now, let's look at this

case. Cruel treatment to his wife. He ended

each meal by taking his false teeth and throwing

them at his wife." He was cut off by a knock at

the door. A woman named Mrs. Cobber stepped in

the door.
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Comparing this to the opening of Conan Doyle's story sheds

light on James's process of assimilating the story and making it

his own.

"My dear fellow," said Sherlock Holmes as we sat

on either side of the fire in his lodgings at Baker

Street, "life is infinitely stranger than anything which

the mind of man could invent. We would not dare

conceive of the things which are really mere

commonplaces of existence. If we could fly out of that

window, hand in hand, hover over this great city,

gently remove the roofs, and peep in at the queer

things which are going on, the strange coincidences,

the plannings, the cross-purposes, the wonderful

chains of events, working through generations, and

leading to the most outre results, it would make all

fiction with its conventionalities and forseen

conclusions most stale and unprofitable."

James in creating his own version of the story leapt over

this philosophy to the reading of the newspaper which occurs

three paragraphs later. Dr. Watson discusses an item in the paper

titled, "A husband's cruelty to his wife." Sherlock Holmes

proceeds to prove that Dr. Watson's reasoning capacity is inferior

to his own, ending by saying that

The husband was a teetotaler, there was no other

woman, and the conduct complained of was that he had

drifted into the habit of winding up every meal by

taking out his false teeth and hurling them at his wife.

James thought the idea of the man throwing his false teeth

at his wife was hilarious. He told me that incident, even though it
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is peripheral to the plot, - accompanied by much giggling - when

he was summarizing "A Case of Identity". He also included it in

his story. This incident is just as incidental to James's plot as it

was to Conan Doyle's, so James has preserved the basic structure

of the original story which proceeds to describe a woman coming

to ask Sherlock Holmes for help in finding her fiance who

disappeared minutes before their wedding. James's story

describes a woman coming to ask Sherlock Holmes's help in

finding out who killed her husband. James preserved the basic

master/apprentice relationship between Hohmes and Watson, and

his solution to the story's problem, similar to the resolution of

Conan Doyle's stories hinges on significant details. James makes

the time the murderer says the death occurred, the clue which

proves his guilt. In inventing a Sherlock Holmes story of his own,

he uses the coping device similar to that used by children in

learning to talk: simplifying a sentence to a meaning unit

consisting of noun verb. By simplifying the Sherlock Holmes genre

to: mystery to be solved; clever, logical Holmes; well-meaning but

not as bright Dr. Watson; easily overlooked details which yield

significant information; the plot carried forward through dialogue,

James is able to compose a facsimile of a Conan Doyle story.

He realized, though, that constructing a complicated plot

which fits together in a logical way was a difficult task. He

retreated a bit after preparing "Sherlock Holmes, a Scene of

Murder", to write shorter mysteries, using Donald Sobol's

Encyclopedia Brown as a model. James invented a detective cat

named Purrfect. This may have been suggested to him by learning
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about Basil of Baker Street , a mouse detective who lives in the

cellar of Sherlock Holmes's house. James knew of the character

through seeing a video. When I questioned him about it during my

interview with him on June 10, he said he had seen the video but

had not read the series of Basil books written by Eve Titus. He

was, however, familiar with the Encyclopedia Brown stories as he

explained after he read me one of his stories about Purrfect.

April 12, transcript

Researcher - Have you read all of the Encycloopedia

Brown books, James?

James - Almost all. I got about like four more. I like

them.

Donald J. Sobol's Encyclopedia Brown: Boy Detective books

are full of short, simplified mysteries which are solved, like the

Sherlock Holmes tales, through sharp observation and logical

thinking, with the dialogue carrying the action. This is the

beginning of "The Case of the Civil War Sword":

A boy with red hair stopped in the doorway of the

Brown Detective Agency. "Are you good at swords?"

he asked.

Encyclopedia did not lift his eyes from his book.

How to Build A Nuclear Reactor. "What kind of a game
is swords?" he asked.

"It isn't a game," said the red-haired boy. "My
name is Peter Clinton. I want to hire you."

Compare this with the beginning of one of James's Purrfect

stories, "The Case of the Quack Quacker":
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James, story no. 7

Walter Cross was known for being the smelliest

person in the world. "P. U.!" everyone would say. One

morning Walter entered. He smelled horrible.

"I want to hire you," he said. "1 lost my duck."

"I won't be surprised if you get it back," said

Purrfect. "Everything you touch smells like a hundred-

year-old balogna sandwich!"

"Really?" said Walter. "I have one suspect."

"You mean you have one smelly body," corrected

Purrfect. "Even though it smells like four."

James embellishes his story with the character of Walter

Cross, a more distinctive character than Sobol's Peter Clinton.

James also experiments with humorous dialogue, another departure

from Sobol's stories where the dialogue is straighforward.

Keeping within the Encyclopedia Brown model - very short

mysteries, solved by super observant and knowledgeable

Encycopedia Brown - James has injected his well-developed

sense of the ridiculous into the stories to make them his own.

Elliott and Star Trek

No one in the class had a clearer idea of what to write about

than Elliott. In this first story, assigned as a Frog and Toad tale,

he fulfilled the assignment, but incorporated his interest in Star

Trek adventures, having Frog and Toad visit Hollywood where Star

Trek VI was being filmed. Elliott preserved an important

characteristic of the Arnold Lobel stories - humor created by
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Toad's being naive - and gave himself the fun of describing a

dramatic scene involving Star Trek characters.

"Oh my gosh. Frog. The Enterprise is firing

Phroton torpedoes!" Then they saw some Klingons

get hurt. The Toad screamed, "Medical emergency!

Medical emergency!"

An ambulance rode up. The director screamed,

"Cut!"

The Kingons got up.

The ambulance driver screamed, "All that for

nothing!"

Toad started to cry. "I'm sorry," he sobbed.

"That's okay," said the ambulance driver.

Immediately after completing this story, Elliott began a

Star Trek story entitled "Star Search" which begins, as Star Trek:

The Next Generation stories begin: "Captain's log. Stardate ..."

Evidence of his taking control of the Star Trek genre was

apparent in his concern with word choice.

Nov. 9, field notes

Elliott came over to me in the middle of the writing session

and asked me if "this sounds all right." He then read me two lines

in his story:

I asked him what he meant by "engage".

"Does it mean the same as okay?"

"Yeah, I Figure [engage] would sound more

futuristic," he told me.

The story is laced with phrases familiar to Star Trek

readers and viewers: "Red Alert", "Borg ship", "photon torpedoes".
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"Cargo Bay 3". "Captain, she can't take much more of this!",

"saucer separation", and "to boldly go where no one has gone

before". Elliott indicates his involvement with the story by

drawing four views of the new ship (replacing the one destroyed

in battle) to which the Star Trek crew will be assigned

On November 30, Elliott began a new space adventure,

"Aliens". This involved the boy Jake, a Star Trek character, but

the adventure took place on earth with an alien attack on the

aircraft carrier, U.S.S. Enterprise. Although Elliott juxtaposes

Star Trek and WWII, he sets limitations on how much fiction he

will allow in his text.

Dec 10, transcript

Elliott - Excuse me. You know the aircraft carrier,

U.S.S. Enterprise.

Researcher - Yup.

Elliott - Ah, well you know how its file number starts

NCV, Nuclear Carrier Vessel.

Researcher - Yup.

Elliott - Well, what's it - what are the actual

numbers?
Researcher - I don't know what it is. You can make

them up.

Elliott - No, no I looked in a book once. 1 just can't

remember. . .

Researcher -
. . . Make it up. Because this is a

fictional story so you can kind of make it up.

Elliott - Oh, I know what I'll do. I'll leave ... the

space blank and 1 won't fill it in until next

Monday so that 1 can get out the book that has

that . . .
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Elliott added realistic details to his drawings, too, since

they were informed by observation as he explained during the

same writing period:

Elliott - It's a good thing I've been on an aircraft

carrier before.

Researcher - You have?

Elliott - Yeah, when I visited my aunt in New York

City I went on the U.S.S. Intrepid. And they

also have a. . . destroyer there and a

muclear sub. . . .I've already been on five

destroyers.

Elliott was still working on this story in early January, by

which time he had located the exact number of the Enterprise

(NCV 67). However, although he insisted on the exact number of

the ship, he didn't hesitate to extend the truth regarding the fate

of the U.S.S. Enterprise.

Jan. 4, transcript

Researcher - So it almost sank is that what happened?

Elliott - Yeah, it almost sank but in [my] story it says

it sinks, but the real U.S.S. Enterprise aircraft

carrier did not sink. The real one.

Elliot offered background information on his interest in the

military and his interest in drawing during that same writing

period.

Louise (looking at Elliott's detailed drawing of a ship

in the middle of a battle) Elliott, you're a good

drawer.

Elliott - I'm good at drawing . . . stuff in the military.
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cause . . . my great-grandfather served during

World War I and II and urn my Uncle Bob has

memories of his grandfather in his uniform and

memories of the tanks that he saw um with his

grandfather. . . my Uncle Bob taught me how to

draw um things from battles. . . my grandfather

was nearly killed in a bomb raid.

Elliott's involvement in the subject matter of his stories

was apparent in his willingness to give detailed lectures on his

topic. He made drawings of the uniforms that Mr. Scott, the main

engineer in the original Star Trek stories, wore on different

occasions. Bringing them up to show me during a writing period

he explains their use:

Feb. 1 1 transcript

Elliott - Now he might wear this one if he's

going in near the warp core . . where the

main engine is. But then again if he's just

hanging around the other spots working

with the controls, he'd be in that one, but

then again if . . . he's on duty somewhere

else on ship, like sometimes . . . they

transfer engineering up to the bridge and

then he'd have that uniform on.

These uniforms did not appear in any one of his books, but

Elliott started "Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise NCC-I701-A"

which was an attempt to draw diagrams of each of the decks on

the Enterprise, with words describing the diagrams. Abandoned

after five pages, this book was never finished, but it is testimony

to how much Star Trek excited his imagination. It's important to
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note that he was very careful to give the exact identification

number of the Enterprise. The five books in his Space Series:

"Star Search", "Aliens", "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine", "War of

Freedom", and "Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise NCC-1701-A",

comprise a body of work which is highly derivative, drawn from

bits of episodes from movie, book, and TV Star Trek adventures:

Star Trek, The Next Generation , Deep Space Nine , sometimes

embellished with WWII details. Elliott has written the kind of

story commonly found in fanzines, the amateur nonprofit

publications distributed among Star Trek enthusiasts, in which

fans take what they know about Star Trek characters and events

and write their own episodes (Bacon-Smith, 1991). Elliott has

made the Star Trek stories his own in much the same way as

Ruth, in the section below, has put herself into the folk/fairy

tale genre. The fragments are borrowed, but the arrangement

of those fragments belongs to Elliott.

Ruth and Cinderella

Ruth created her own version of the Cinderella story. It

contained the basic elements of the familiar story: a girl treated

unfairly, a magic agent able to perform transformations, and a

happy ending with the girl gaining her rightful place.

Ruth's story begins with a folk/fairy tale opening: "Once

there was . .
." Her heroine is named Amanda and she is a girl who

wants to be a fully appreciated part of her family. But instead:
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Ruth, story no. 3

At lunchtime all Amanda's mother and sister

gave her was bread crusts. As time went on, they paid

less and less attention to her. Whenever Amanda said

something, they ignored her. Their mother only helped

Angela with her homework. Only drove Angela to her

friends' houses.

The bearer of magic in Ruth's story is a butterfly which

Amanda frees from a spider's web. The idea that helping a small,

defenseless creature brings great rewards is a common one in

literature, beginning with Aesop's fable of the Lion and the Mouse.

Ruth replaces the fairy godmother character, in the version of

Cinderella most available to American children, with her magic

butterfly.

"Thank you," said the butterfly. You may have

two wishes. Do you have one?"

"Would it be possible Angela could teach me how
to subtract?"

"Comin' up!" said the butterfly.

The next day at school Amanda went from F's to

A+'s! But when Amanda got home it was all the same.

Then Amanda said, "I wish I was part of the

family. At that minute it happened. Amanda's mother

and sister Angela hugged her! Amanda said goodby and

never saw the butterfly again.

The idea of helping people seemed to come naturally to Ruth.

She frequently helped other children.
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Jan. 6, transcript

The art teacher has distributed clay for making relief

sculptures.

Margery - I've got a cut on my hand. If I get anything

like clay in it, it'll start really stinging.

Teacher - I see. After I've done the demonstration, I'm

going to have you go to the nurse's office and you

can put a bandaid on . . .

Elliott - I think Miss C. has some bandaids.

Teacher -
. . . Oh, would you get her a bandaid?

Elliott - I don't know where they are.

Ruth - I do. I know where they are. (She goes to Miss

C.'s desk and brings Margery a bandaid.)

Jan 21, transcript

Jorge has just finished reading, "The Bed Book" to me. We

are now correcting some of his spelling. Ruth is working at the

same table.

Researcher - Giant. Okay, now can I help you with that

word, Jorge? Because it's a hard word. Giant.

Ruth - I think I know how to spell it.

Researcher - All right. You do it.

Ruth - Giant.

March 1 , transcript

Margery and I are sitting in the reading corner. Margery has

read me her book, Starda , and we are discussing the origins of

the book. Ruth is putting away books in the bins nearby.

Margery - Ruth. You know in Pegasus?

Ruth - Yeah.
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Margery - Mrs. Fleming wants to know the story of

Pegasus. I kind of forget some about it.

Ruth - Okay, you take it as far as you can and I'll help

you.

June 6, notes on phone conversation

After talking with Miss C. on the phone I wrote the

following note.

Ruth has been helping other students with their

writing. [Miss C] had a litde talk with her and told

her that she needed to use writing time for herself.

June 3, interview

When I asked Ruth if she felt she could write anything that

she felt like writing in class, her reply showed how her own

reactions extended to a sensitivity to the needs of others. Her

sensitivity put constraints on her writing:

I don't really like stories where there's Jews and

another religion in it. Stories written by the other

religion. And I don't really like it because the Jews

always get dumped . Nothing good ever happens to

them. And uh the other religion always works out

much, much better. I don't like that kind of story.

Because it makes me feel like Jews aren't important

and I didn't want to make anyone else with any other

relgion feel that way. So I don't feel I should write

really relgious stories.





Ruth's concern for others, combined with her

knowledge of folk/fairy tale themes help her put a

personal stamp of ownership on "The Magic Butterfly".
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH FTNDINGS: OWNERSHIP AND BOUNDARIES

This chapter deals with three different aspects of the

relationship between the student's ownership, or sense of control

over text, and various limits on the writing.

The first aspect is the extension of some of those limits as

the children take charge of their work. Growing involvement with

text seems to produce an urge to stretch what is possible. But

sometimes the children work within the established framework

to inventively embellish areas of their story making. At other

times they create their own boundaries to protect their work

from the control of others.

Story Maps

One of the limits which Miss C. put on the children's writing

was her insistance on the importance of writing out a story map

before beginning a story.
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June 15, interview

Miss C. - The goal in mind is . . . of having a setting,

and having the characters, and having a problem,

and then having a solution and resolution to the

problem.

The story map was the method of keeping the children

focused on story structure. From October until June she stressed

the importance of the maps. She expected the children to proceed

with their stories by first producing a map, then beginning to

write their stories. I was not present when she first introduced

the story maps, but when school commenced after the Christmas

vacation, she reminded the children how story maps could keep

their thoughts on track.

Jan. 4, transcript, field notes.

Miss C. began the writing period by gathering the

children on the rug in the easel area with their writing

folders.

We need to remind ourselves what we're writing.

It's been about two weeks. . . . Read your story

map and then I want you to read what you've

done in your story and see if you are paying

attention to your map and what you originally

thought about. . . Make sure your story is

following along. . . . See where you are and put

some thought into where you want to go.
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By this time many children were getting lax in writing out

maps. All of them had produced a map for their first story. Only

four (Diane, Renee. Jon, and Neal) failed to produce a map for

story number two. This may not be an accurate statement. All

four of these children may have written maps, but since I was

not able to locate them, they may have been lost. But it is

arguably true that when beginning their second story some

children began to question the usefulness of the map. Margery

was one of these.

Margery

Nov. 23, field notes

Margery started a map for her new story, saying, "There is

no problem and there is no soluution. It's just about my dog."

This is what she wrote (words in italics are those written by

Margery):

Beginning: Characters - Me and Gadey

Where, when - one day

Middle: Problem -

End: Solution -

Response of Other Children

Amber left the solution box of the map for her second story

blank. Adam wrote in the solution box of his third story "I don't

know". James and Louise and Leah completely gave up on story

maps after their second stories. Amber and Debra were the only
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children who conscientously produced them until May. abandoning

them only for their final story. But most children began to omit

maps after their first two stories, sometimes picking them up

again, sometimes not.

Kim

Kim's pattern of story map production was as follows: She

wrote 10 stories, numbers 1, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7. and iO had maps;

numbers 3. 8, 9 had no maps. The following incident shows that

the making of maps was for her a conscious decision.

Jan. 7, transcript, field notes

Miss C. assigned me to work in the reading comer with

Kim, Mae, Jorge, Charlie, and Debra. Kim was beginning her

story, "Max's Adventures".

Kim - I know this tale so well I don't need a

story map. It's about my gerbil that I

brought into school today. I know this tale

about what happened so well that I don't

need a story map. The problem was that

my cat was about to eat my gerbil.

Kim makes the cover of her book and chats with Debra, Mae,

and Charlie who are working on their own stories. Jorge has

positioned himself in the corner, away from the others. There is a

discussion of gerbils and the importance of not getting a female
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gerbil because she would have babies. After a few minutes of this

talk Kim sings the name of her story and repeats that she has no

need for a story map. Mae is uneasy with this decision.

Kim - Max's Adventures. I know this story

so well. And it's true that 1 don't

need one.

Charlie - I know but why did, why did, why
did the cat pounce?

Mae - You have to make sure that you tell

what happened on this (the story map.)

Kim - I know. But Mae, but if you know the story

so well . . .

Kim continues to work on the story about her gerbil.

Mae is also working on a story about Kim's gerbil called

"Max Goes to School". Both girls are absorbed in their work,

but Kim makes more comments than Mae and is less

concerned about following rules.

Kim - There is no problem and no solution.

Mae - I have to make a solution and a

problem.

However, Mae's story map reads:

Beginning: Characters, Max, Where, inside

Middle: Problem, no problem

End: Solution, no solution

Her story follows the map exactly, having no problem and no

solution. It reads:
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Mae, story no. 6

On Thursday the 7, Kim brought her

gerbil Max into school. We had lots of fun

with him. Max is very funny. He [is] the

funniest gerbil I've ever seen. He is very

fast and he is a light brown. Max comes

from the desert. Max is very cute, too.

Jan 11, transcript, field notes.

Miss C. asks to see Kim's story map and again Kim

repeats that she doesn't need it because the map is in her

head.

Miss C. - All right. Then just write it

down now.

Kim, however, never did make a map for her extremely

brief story:

Kim, story no. 4

One day I took Max out. My cat walked in

my door. My cat almost pounced on Max. But I

pulled Max away just in time.

But Kim produced maps for her next four stories. In March,

though, she failed to make them for "My New Gerbil" and "Spring's

Flowers". When she begins "The Ten Commandments", with its

many events, she offers no objection to writing a map with Miss

C.'s help. Kim seems to be extending Miss C.'s rule about always

producing a map to mean that a map is not necessary when the

author knows exactly what will happen, and also when the story
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is primarily description. Kim wants to record her gerbil's

characteristics and activities rather than convert them into a

plot, although a simple problem/solution is embedded in the

description.

Kim, story, no.

9

On Wednesday I got a new gerbil. It is a baby

girl. She is brown and white and she's only five weeks

old. Her name is Cinnamon. She is the gentlest thing

on earth. She already lets you hold her. On Monday she

escaped twice. One time she fell to the floor and ran

into a corner. But there was a ball in front of her and

two sides had spaces. I stuck my hands in the holes

and got her by the tail. The second time she fell to

the floor, she was so stunned that she did not move,

and I picked her up. Cinnamon is now six weeks old

and she's happy at my house.

"Spring's Flowers" does not lend itself to mapping, either,

as the beginning illustrates:

Kim, story, no. 8

There are lots of flowers that bloom in the

spring. They're all diffferent colors, like red and blue

and the rest. One is called the daffodil. It's petals

are yellow. It's stem is green.

Even when Kim does fill out the story map form, she

sometimes indicates its irrelevance to what she wants to write.

"Singing Star's Life", her story about a "pegasus unicorn", is a

description rather than a narrative. Her map reflects this.
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Beginning: Characters - Singing Star, a horse (sic)

Setting - in the sky

Middle: Problem - (Kim has crossed out the word
"problem")

Tells about Singing Star's life.

End: Solution - (Kim has crossed out the word

"solution")

Tells about Singing Star's life.

Changing the Story Map

Some children, like Kim, saw the map as something which

could be changed. Ruth corrected the format of her first map by

adding an "ing" onto the word "end" since "beginning" had an "ing",

though she didn't bother to do this on her second map. Adam, Enid,

James, Mark, and Renee altered the words they used to describe

the setting, the problem, or the solution as their thought evolved.

But the rest of the children followed their maps as first written.

I was able to document Enid's process of change as she

worked on her first story.

Enid

Oct. 26, field notes

Enid was involved in writing a story called "Frog and Toad

Meets the Ghosts and Witches". She explained to me, while she

was erasing words on her story map, that she had changed the
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scene of her story from a haunted house to a pumpkin patch. She

also changed the ending so that the witches and ghosts ate up

Frog and Toad. And after writing the words, she saw that other

changes were in order. As she drew the big platter, on which Frog

and Toad were served and the plates used for eating them, Enid

added an "ugly design because they belong to witches and ghosts."

Ruth

Ruth thought of the story map as an assignment to be

completed, but she did not see it as definite instructions, rather

as a flexible guide, changing as her thought changed.

Jan. 28, transcript

Ruth has just finished reading "The Magic Butterfly" to me.

She plans to publish it.

Researcher - Ruth, did you know everything that was

going to happen in that story when you wrote the

story map?
Ruth - Not really.

Researcher - (looking at the story map) You knew the

problem and you knew the butterfly was going to

help her. Right?

Ruth - Well, you write [the map] before you write the

story. So I was just sort of making it up.

Researcher - And then you wrote-

Ruth - Yeah, I put in more detail.
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Keeping the Story Map: Elliott

Taking ownership of their writing, did not necessarily

result in changing story maps or not doing them. The children

listed above demonstrated that these two options were ways they

took charge of their writing, but Elliott - alone of all the children

- insisted on strictly following his map, while still being true to

his evolving sense of his story.

Jan. 4, transcript

Elliott was working on his story "Aliens" during this

writing period. He came up to me, asking for help.

Elliott - I've run out of ideas.

Researcher - Okay.

Elliott - So far I've got uh well you . . . know
everything the U.S.S. Enterprise sank um
there are survivors and ... 1 was thinking

of putting the survivors on an abandoned

island. . . .

Researcher - But what's wrong with that? Why
can't they be on an abandoned island?

Elliott - You see the story idea is of aliens

attacking earth so you see if I put them on

an abandoned island it's going to change

everything.

Researcher - Oh, you mean with your map, you're

referring to your map?
Elliott - Right.

Researcher - You could change your map.
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Elliott - I know I could do that but .... there's

really nowhere for an abandoned island to

fit in.

Researcher - But that's what often happens to

writers, Elliott.

Elliott - Oh, I know what I'm going to do. I'm going to

put them on an abandoned island, but on the

abandoned island is the alien central command. .

and they discover the alien central command.

They have no ammo so they have to go on pocket

knifes, and they. . . end up destroying the alien

central command by . . . using pocket knifes to

short . . . circuit the circuitry .... I just love

when I do that. (Giggles) You're like dead on a

spot and then all of a sudden- Oh, I know what I

can do.

Extending Rules in Art Classes

The creative potential of extending boundaries set by the

teacher was visible in the art classes, particularly in the incidents

related below involving Charlie and Jorge.

Charlie

Nov. 1 8, field notes

The week before this the children had formed clay beads.

Now the art class was devoted to painting them. The teacher put

a puddle of yellow, blue, white, and red paint on a strip of wax

paper - one for each table - and instructed the children not to try
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to mix the colors because these acryllic paints did not mix well.

The children began to paint each bead all one color. The teacher

did not explicitly direct them to adopt a policy of single-color-

for-each-bead, but the class seemed to assume that this was

intended. Charlie, however, began painting one half of a bead one

color and the other half another color. The idea spread and soon

many children in the room were painting their beads in the same

way, some adding a second color on top of the first to make a

design, but no one deliberately mixed colors except Charlie.

Perhaps his paint became mixed accidentally, but soon he

was busy creating new hues. "Lets see what happens if I. . . That's

the only way you find out," he said as he experimented with

mixing various combinations of colors. His finished beads

displayed a variety of unusual colors.

When I discussed Charlie's experiments with the art

teacher, she was delighted. "The less I say, the more they do. I

try to make it very general and oh, God what they do!"

Jorge

Jan 6, transcript

When showing the class how to make a relief sculpture, the

art teacher stressed the technique by which their figures should be

attached to the flat clay surface - "the relief board" - that served

as the background.
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Teacher - Now watch, if I just leave it there, it will

eventually fall off when it dries. Take the tool

and just press the edges down. Just the little

edges .... Now it will fall off if you don't do that.

So you want to remember.

Jorge, sittting next to Ruth, began by making a "relief board"

shaped like a rectangle. Ruth told him it was too small. He ignored

her, putting a figure of a football player on the rectangle, pressing

down the edges as the teacher had instmcted. Then he molded a

tiny football mask, which fit over the player's face. This was not

pressed down at the edges because Jorge wanted it to be

detachable. The teacher was pleased with his work.

Teacher - Look at this. Look at Jorge's.

Researcher - Oooh.

Teacher - With a mask on. . . .A football player. Oh,

superb.

Later when the art teacher mounted the relief sculptures on a

bulletin board, she showed her valuing of Jorge's innovation by

carefully placing the mask in a tiny pastic bag and tacking it up

beside the football player.

March 3, transcript

The art assignment on this day was writing names with

large white straws and pasting them on colored construction

paper. The project posed a problem for James and other children

in the class who had rounded letters in their names.
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James - How do you make a letter to curve?

Teacher - Oh excellent. To make a letter curve . . . you

cut little short pieces and then put them on the

card.

Jorge, however, invented a way to form the letters of his

name without cutting the straws into little short pieces; he

realized that the curved letter problem could be solved by squaring

off the letters. So a recognizable "o" could be formed by fitting

straight lines into a square. He even economized on straws by

using the long straight line of his "J" for one of the edges of the

square for his "o". The "J" was made with a long straight line, a

straight line for a top, another straight line for the bottom, and a

small straight line for the upturn. Jorge did not show off his

picture, and no one in the class seemed to notice what he had done.

If the art teacher noticed, she did not mention it. I did not notice

it until the following day when I examined the pictures as they lay

on a counter to dry.

Extending the Rules of Propriety

A few children established ownership of their work by

extending the invisible boundaries of propriety to try to

deliberately shock others.
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Art class

Jan. 20, transcript

This art class fell on the day of President Clinton's

inauguration. Charlie, Elliott, James, and Eric finish painting and

take their art journals - books that they draw in after an

assignment is complete - to the easel area and begin to draw a

picture of the new President, as the art teacher suggested.

Charlie - I'm making Bill Clinton with a polka dotted

tie.

Elliott - What's next? The president goes around naked

in the square and. . . Governor Weld is wearing

diapers? (Laughs and the other boys join in and

urge him to repeat the sentence into the tape

recorder.)

The art teacher tells the boys to leave the easel area and

continue drawing at their seats.

Researcher - (noticing a mark on Charlie's drawing of

President Clinton's mouth) What's that?

Charlie - He's sticking out his tongue. (Laughs)
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Renee

Feb 25, transcript

During the writing class I sit down at the table where Renee,

Kim, and Amber are working.

Researcher - Renee, you have such wonderful and vivid

pictures. They're very colorful.

Kim - She also put some very uh - not appropriate

things in that book, too.

Renee - Uh huh. Specially in my other one.

Amber - Oh, she has something that you'd never -

March 1, transcript

At the end of the writing class, I went to Renee's desk and

spoke with her privately.

Researcher - The other day you were talking about

things that were not appropriate that were in

your book from Terminator.

Renee - Two. . . . Yeah. He goes through the gate and you

can see his butt.

Renee mentioned this picture again when \ interviewed her in

June.

June 8, interview

Researcher - What's the best thing about writing the

words [in your stories]?
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Renee - Putting in silly words.

Researcher - Like what? When did you put in a silly

word?
Renee - Uh- in - uh I think it's in this ("Rachel and Rob

are in a Fight") Here, this. (She reads) "One day I

was watching TV," Well, uh I was watching

Terminator II and I was watching when that one

was going through the gate and he was naked

(giggles). Here's a picture of him naked right

here.

Elliott

Although Renee enjoyed her one bit of impropriety - which

wasn't very obvious in her picture - she did not originally point it

out to me; I had to question her to discover it. Elliott, on the other

hand, made sure I knew about his extensions of what was

"appropriate". He seemed to be using these extensions to show that

he was more adult than the rest of his class.

Feb, 4, field notes

At the beginning of each month each child was given a

commercially prepared calendar with pictures at the top,

appropriate to the month on which to record the temperature. The

February calendar showed a heart with "I Love You" written inside

it and a cupid with a bow and arrows standing beside the large

heart. Elliott told me he didn't believe in love and showed me how

he had embellished the cupid by adding horns to its head and a tail.

He had also drawn a small pitchfork at Cupid's feet and a large
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pitchfork standing beside the heart. In the margin was written the

word "Devil" with the "I" of the word extended into another

pitchfork. In the margin beside the calendar he had also drawn a

swastika.

June 3, interview

When I interviewed Elliott at the end of the year he told me

that his favorite book that he had written during the year was

The Return of the Sleepwalkers which he had enjoyed writing

because it was "a take-off on one of Stephen King's original

things".

Of course I changed something like in the original

Sleepwalkers they didn't have parasites and gremlins

but ... I figured it would be a nice thing to add

besides its vampires ... I left out the uh some other

things that you know I could put in there, uh because I

didn't think they'd be appropriate for second graders,

uh but I would put them in there if this weren't just

for second graders in our class.

I think I did my best illustrations of a werewolf here.

I did my first illustration of what a gremlin looks

like, and I did my first illustration of what my mom
would look like if all her zits were turned into fungus

(laughs). . .

. . . only a few kids like the horror stuff um, you know, I

mean some kids like medium scary stories, not really

scary stories. This is a really sick - this so far is a

really sick story. . . you can just tell by the pictures,

you know, fine parasites eating people, more parasites,

gremlins popping out of the toilet grabbing your rear

end, werewolfs being sucked into hell, worms coming
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out of the eyes, blood, you know fungus on your face, all

that sort of thing. Disgusting stuff.

Extending the Length of Stories

At the beginning of the year the children's stories were

relatively short.

Nov. 30, field notes

Mark asked Louise how long her story was and she

replied, "Six pages. That's how long all my stories are."

That was the approximate length of all the children's

stories in the beginning. But as their reading included more and

more chapter books, they wanted to write chapter books

themselves. The need for increasing length and expansion of

ideas was reinforced by Miss C, but she did not stress this until

spring.

April 8, transcript

Miss C. is sitting with Margery, helping her write a story

map for "Starrla's Family". Miss C. is writing the map while

questioning Margery on what she wants to include.

Miss C. - Okay. Starria has temper tantrums because

she is lonely. Of course you're not just going to

write that in your book, you're going to write a

lot more information.
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After the story map is complete, she hands it to Margery, telling

her:

So we have four major happenings. Four events in this

story. That means that there's going to have to be a lot

of information around these events. Because the story

cannot just be four pages long. I mean, we know the

books that we're reading are not four pages long.

Miss C. saw increasing numbers of pages as important not

for its own sake but as a result of an epansion of ideas. The

children, however, saw the number of pages as valuable in itself.

By the end of the year they all subscribed to the notion that longer

stories are better stories.

The push for a large number of pages as a criteria for excellence

was begun by James and other children quickly adopted it.

Jan. 4, transcript

Amber and Eric are seated side by side during this writing

period.

Eric - Is this your fourth story?

Amber - Just the second. My first one I took so long. I

had ten pages.

Eric - James is gonna have a hundred pages.
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James

James, the undisputed leader in the number of pages written

during the year, did not write quite as many as he originally

planned.

Jan.4, transcript

James comes to the the shelf where writting paper is

stored.

Researcher - James, how are you coming on your

story?

James - Not bad. I'm already on the third chapter.

Researcher -
. . . . It's going to have a lot of chapters,

right?

James - At least two hundred pages. . . and I could

raise it to three hundred, six hundred, but I don't

think I will. No.

Diane - Then your story must be long.

James - Probably I'll only make it up to 50. There

probably isn't enough paper in there for 200. But

I'll try.

Jan. II, transcript

James comes to the writing paper shelf for more paper.

James - So far I've written 21 pages.

Diane - You've written 21 pages?

James - Yeah.

Researcher - Have you finished that?
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James - Nope.

Researcher - Oh. you're just getting more paper.

Other children, knowing that James' book was long,

wanted to extend theirs to keep up with him.

Feb. 4, field notes

Jorge was working today in a carrel. I asked him

how he was coming on his story and he showed me all

the pages he had written. He then pointed to all he had

yet to write on. He wanted the story to have 100

pages. When 1 repeated this to Miss C. after class, she

said that the children were aware of the length of

James' story and wanted to follow his example.

Feb. 25, transcript

Renee - I did 55 pages in my book.

James - Not! You skipped.

Renee - See? (Laughing, she shows 55 written on her

page.)

James - You skipped!

Renee - (Turns the pages of her book from back

to front) And this is 44. And this is 33-

James - It's impossible. You can't get from 22.

Renee - And then 22 and then it starts with 11.

It goes 11, 22, 33-
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Adam

March 29, transcript, field notes

Adam started a book called "The States of North America",

in which he discusses each of the fifty states, giving information

such as the population, major cities, and the capital.

I'm doing Alabama. I'm going to have about fifty

pages. One page for each.

April I, trancript

Adam has revised the number of pages in his book, but he is

still proud of its size. Charlie shows he is proud of the length of

his own book.

Researcher - (speaking to Charlie who is sitting with

Adam and Renee) You've almost finished with

your book.

Charlie - Only two more pages.

Adam - He has a big book and so do 1.

Renee - You have fifty pages in that?

Charlie - Twenty-three.

Adam - Twenty - about twenty - I should have

twenty-five.

Renee - You should have fifty.

Adam - It's double sided. So 1 can tit two states on

one page.
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Diane

April 26, transcript

Diane is working on "Me and Beethoven".

Diane - I might have to put in more pages than

this 'cause I have one, two, three, four,

five - not enough. Because I need one more

chapter after this.

May 10, transcript

I sit down with Leah, who is busy writing, and Diane, who is

taking the staples out of her book.

Researcher - Leah, your book is getting so big.

Diane - My book is getting even bigger. It's bigger than

it used to be. . . . This is my third time changing

the number of pages.

Elliott

April 26, transcript

Elliott, beginning a guide to the Enterprise to accompany his

Star Trek books, came up to me during the writing period and

asked my opinion.
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Elliott - Do you think I should continue with this

book? It's gonna have to have 210 pages because

there are 210 decks on the Enterprise?

Researcher - . . . .Could you compress it?

Elliott "... .Well not really because I have to show

scanomatics on every page. . . . the drawing

space we have, like this I can only fit a one desk

scanomatic on that. I can't fit a two deck

scanomatic on it.

Extending the Writing Paper: Charlie

No one in the class but Charlie experimented with altering

the size of the writing paper. But Charlie found that he needed

more space to draw the ambulance, the fire trucks, and the police

cars at the scene of the accident in "Frog and Toads Car Gets

Stolen", so he got two pieces of unlined paper and scotch taped

them to the edge of one of his pages so that he could display the

full scene. This was for Charlie a practical matter of solving a

space problem, but it demonstrated his involvement with his story,

since he was willing to risk a departure from convention.

Jan. 14, transcript

Researcher - Where have you seen that?

Charlie - I just, I just got the idea of it. 1 haven't seen

it anywhere.

Neal - Because I think he knew that he wouldn't be able

to fit all this-

Charlie - Yeah, I was-

Neal - And just and this part-
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Researcher - And it will fold neatly in when you put it

in so that you can open it up.

Charlie - Well, it will have to go a little bit - uh off,

but I don't really mind.

Having found that this worked on one page, Charlie followed

a similar procedure on two other pages where he needed more room

for his pictures. He folded the pages in so that they would not tear

or wrinkle yet could be pulled out when the story was read. He did

not try to follow a similar procedure when the book was published,

instead he utilized the backs of printed pages and the empty space

underneath the printed words to create a double spread picture.

(He did, however, use the extended page again in his next story,

"The 12 O'clock Express".)

Extending the Writing Period

The bell that rang at 10:15 was a sharp reminder of the

boundary between school work and the greater freedom of recess.

Most children welcomed the release of the 10:15 bell. When they

did not, this indicated how much they were involved with their

writing, and how thoroughly they owned it.

Charlie began writing "Frog and Toad's Car Gets Stolen", in

December. After Christmas vacation, when he resumed work on it,

he was not particularly engaged.
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Jan 7, transcript, field notes

Charlie propped himself up against pillows in one end of the

reading corner and hummed. He did not work very industriously on

his own work, but entered into conversations with Kim and Mae.

Towards the end of the period he said, "Writing is just about all

over." A few minutes later he again inquired about the end of the

period.

Charlie - Isn't it time to quit writing?

Researcher - Pretty soon. But keep working until-

Charlie - Believe me, it's after recess time.

But as he become involved in his story Charlie not only

extended his pages to allow for elaborated illustrations, but he

wanted to extend the writing period as well.

Jan. 14, trancript

This was a snowy day when recess was held indoors.

Miss C. - Second graders, stop what you're doing. It's

time for recess.

Charlie - Oh, rats. Oh rats.

Miss C. - If you want to keep writing during recess.

that's fine.

Charlie - That's good. Yay. That's good, (to Adam) Are

you writing during recess?

Adam - No.

Charlie - 1 am.

Neal - I'm not.

Adam - I'm not.

Charlie - I'll finish it later. I'm not.
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Even though Charlie gave in to peer pressure and left his

writing, his reluctance shows how much more involved he is with

his work than on Jan. 7. His involvement with his story and his

reluctance to have the writing period end continued.

Jan. 21, transcript

Miss C. - It is recess so why don't you push your chairs

in and go, leave your writing.

Eric - Recess all ready?

Charlie - Are we going to have more writing [after

recess]?

Researcher - I don't know. I don't think so.

Charlie - Oh, that's bad .... Shucks, 1 have to take this

away.

Jan. 28, transcript

Miss C. - Let's start closing up from writing. Okay?

Charlie - (sounding disappointed) Ohhh. . . . Rats. 1

have only two more pages to go.

When recess was held indoors due to bad weather or when a

scheduled specialist cancelled the class following writing. Miss C.

often put on a video for the class to watch.

March 29, trancript and field notes

Miss C. put on the TV program Reading Rainbow . Louise made

sure writing was one of the options for this period:

Miss C. - You can read or you may watch Reading

Rainbow . . .

Louise - Or can we uh can we write?

Miss C. - Yeah, continue to write or Reading Rainbow .
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.Most of the class left their seats and sat on the floor in

front of the TV. Louise, working in a carrel, looked up at the TV

only once in the fifteen minute period. James, also, stayed in his

seat, although he become more and more drawn to the TV story.

Adam amd Leah, even though they remained in their seats close to

the TV, also concentrated on their writing. Charlie went to sit in

front of the TV. He was drawing new illustrations for the

published version of "Frog and Toad's Car Gets Stolen", and had

begun work on "The 12 O'clock Express", but was less involved than

previously.

Adam's behavior on this occasion is an interesting contrast

to his behavior on Jan. 14 when he didn't consider continuing

writing through the recess period. He had just begun his "States of

North America" and was eager to continue work on it. James was

working on his "Purrfect" book, Louise was finishing the

illustrations for "The Last Mare", and Leah had begun "Amanda and

the Panda". These books were significant ones for the four children

who chose to write rather than watch TV, and one indication of

their significance is the children's desire to extend the length of

the writing period to work on them.

Extending Possibilities

Seeing what other children had done often sparked a sense of

possibility in the children, as though releasing invisible barriers.
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When Charlie thought of the idea of coloring half of his clay

bead one color and the other half another color (Nov. 19). this set up a

creative chain reaction which was discussed above. Similarly the

length and ambitiousness of stories grew as word spread among the

class of James's projected hundred plus page story (Jan. 4).

Neal

Neal showed little concern for audience reaction to his

writing until other children began to read their stories to the

class. Then he asked himself questions while he was writing

which had not occurred to him before.

April 26, transcript

Researcher - Neal, how are you coming with Link?

Neal - Ah information about, about who gives you this

white sword.

Researcher - Okay.

Neal - (reading) "Once you kill *** who will give you

the white sword?" That's what I'm writing.

Researcher - Okay.

Neal - 'Cause they're gonna ask that. All the kids in the

class. They're gonna ask that.

Researcher - They're going to ask you where he got the

white sword?

Neal - If I don't put this in.
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Kim

May 19, field notes

Miss C. commented on Kim's "cliff hanger" chapter in "The Ten

Commandments", telling her that it made her want to go on reading.

I was going to say . . .you should add something more,

but then I stopped myself because I looked at the name

of the next chapter.

At the end of the year Kim incorported the "cliff hanging"

technique into her plan for a series of stories that she intended to

work on over the summer.

June 3, interview

What's gonna happen is we're [She has suggested

she might work on this with Ruth]

gonna leave you hanging and you've got lo go to the next

book . . .

Margery's Border

When the children published their stories they were able to

choose a border for their covers from several computer designs.

Margery chose a design with fluted columns on each side and steps

at the bottom. This was an appropriate design for her story about
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Starrla, the winged horse who lived in the heavens with Zeus and

his daughters.

June 10, field notes

Miss C. commented that several other children chose the

same design, not because they wanted to copy Margery but because

they saw that the design would be equally appropriate for their

own books. Diane chose it for her book about her birthmark because

the pillars reminded her of the entrance to the hospital where she

had the birthmark removed, Kim wanted it for "The Ten

Commandments" because she thought it suggested the Pharaoh's

palace, Neal wanted it for his fantasy about Link because it

reminded him of a castle, and Jorge wanted it for his book, "School

Time for Jorge, Jon, James, and Clifford", because it reminded him

of the entrance to a school.

These four books were published after Margery's "Starrla".

Had no one in the class chosen this design, these four might not

have recognized its usefulness.

Ellipsis Points

Several children in the room: Elliott, Adam, and Margery,

Loouise, and Kim explored the way ellipsis points can be used to

create suspense and dramatic effect. Elliott, Adam, and Margery

used them at the end of one page to draw the reader to the next
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page. Louise and Kim used them to indicate hesitation or a

sentence broken off in the middle. How much these children were

influenced by each other is impossible to determine, but as soon as

one child opens up a possibility, it becomes potentially available to

all.

Elliott

Elliott was the first to use the dots. In "Frog and Toad Visit

Hollywood", he ends the story by writing:

Elliott, story no. 1

And then . . .

They went home.

In "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" he ends his story by twice

using this device to great effect.

Elliott, story no. 4.

"All hands abandon ship! I repeat. This is not a drill.

All hands abandon sh . . .

"

And that's the end of the . . .

U.S.S. Enterprise, NCC-1701-D
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Adam

Adam in "Frog and Toad on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day"

ended his story this way:

Adam, story no.

4

On Christmas there was a present to both of them.

They argued because they both wanted to open it. The

Frog said, "Let's both open it." So they both opened it

and got what they wanted. They got . . .

ornaments

Margery

Margery did not employ this technique until she began

"Starrla's Family" in March. As she explained her rationale when

she read "Starrla's Family" to me prior to publishing it, she was

more influenced by reading books than by Adam's and Elliott's

examples. (The dots, unfortunately, were removed from the

published version.)

May 20, transcript

Researcher - That's very interesting, Margery. Tell me
why you used those dot, dot, dots back there. . . . _

Margery - I wanted them to read more because it was

getting a little bit boring 1 thought . . .so I want

them to turn the page.
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Researcher - So you put the dot, dot, dot. . . . Has Miss C.

talked about the dot dot dot?

Margery - No, I just know to use dot, dot, dot.

Researcher - How do you know?

Margery - It works . . . You keep reading the book.

Researcher - But how?

Margery -
. . . . I'm reading a book and then they have -

they're in the middle of a sentence and dot, dot,

dot. I'm like, I want to stop at this page. I said I

would stop at this page but you're ending in the

middle of the sentence. Don't do that. (She

laughs.) . . . And then I have to keep reading. And

pretty soon I'm done with the book. And I'm done

my novel 'cause they got - keeping me hanging.

Louise

Louise first started using ellipsis points in "Toad's

Dirty Socks", written in November.

Louise, story no. 2.

"I don't think you should do that", said Snail.

"But . . . but . . . Toad is my best friend," said Frog.

She used the marks in every one of her subsequent

stories except her last.

Kim

Kim did not experiment with ellipsis points until her final

story about Moses.
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Kim, storv no. 10

"Tell me . .
." said Moses. "... what are you

keeping from me?"

Extending the Scope of Work

Whenever the children in the room stretched their ideas, or

extended the ideas of others in order to incorporate them, they

became more involved in their work, therefore exhibiting more of

a sense of ownership; just as putting a wing on your house

demonstrates your claim to the property.

All the children in the class broadened the scope of

what they could do during the course of the year. But three

students in particular - Elliott, Kim, and James - were very

conscious of trying to extend their capabilities.

Elliott

Elliott was proud of his Stephen King inspired story, "The

Return of the Sleepwalkers".

June 3, interview

it was my first um book that was successfully made

scary. I've tried to make them scary but this is the

first one I've successfully made scary.
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Elliott was constantly engaged in attempts to extend and

expand. He had retained the young child's ability to use words in

unusual but apt ways. During my June 3 interview with him we

discussed his Sherlock Holmes book which consisted of a cover,

several drawings and very little else. When I asked him if he

planned to finished it he replied, "No, not in the present future.

Well, not in the close future."

After an art class he lectured James, who had just traced

a dinosaur in his drawing journal, on the virtue of drawing

"self-hand".

March 3, transcript

Elliott - I don't like tracing. I like to draw self-

hand.

James - I trace. Not all, I just do that. (Indicating

his dinosaur tracing)

Elliott - You see, I think self-hand has more

potential because when you trace?

James - Yeah?

Elliott - it's not your drawing. When you draw self-

hand, it's your drawing.

Elliott experiemnted with drawing in three dimensions,

when making the letters on the covers of his books, and when

drawing pictures . During an art class when the assignment was

to combine a heart and a strip of white paper in any way adding

decorations, Elliott experimented with making "a love Tetris"

from tiny squares of paper, a complex version of a computer
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game. Clifford tried to explain to me how the computer game

worked and Elliott explained his variation.

Feb. 10, transcript

Clifford - Once you fill up one line, that line goes

away.

Elliott - Like - uh, let's say this is all done. Then

there'd be a big flash and that would all

disappear. . . .No, the way I'm going to create

this is instead of it all disappearing, it's going

to turn all to hearts.

Kim

Kim's biggest extension was the writing of "The Ten

Commandments", as she explained at the end of the year.

June 3, interview

I worked the most hard on that and. . . when I wrote

"Singing Star's Life", I think I was more capable of

writing a longer story than just two chapters

long, which was like six pages a chapter. ... so I

decided that I was going to use my capability to use

it on something that would be helpful for me to learn

more with and to learn how to do things so I decided

to write a chapter book about our religion.

Kim was aware of taking a risk with this story from the

very beginning. Before she started it she explained to me that

she checked with Miss C. because she "didn't know if it was

against the law or something" to write a relgious story in school.
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Miss C, however, approved her topic and worked out the story

map with her.

June 15, interview

Miss C. -. . . one of Kim's issues this year was

extending herself. That was the first words

out of her mother's mouth to me was, "Make her

extend herself to her fullest capabilities." And
I can see why because Kim does slide through . . .

She gets done quickly so she can get other

things done. It's not that she's saying to

herself, "I want to do it the easy way." But she

just wants to be finished and get it accomplished

and to be done.

.... and then finally in "The Ten

Commandments" she didn't take that

attitude. She really took the attitude of

diving into the story and into these

characters and . . . yes, she had a model.

And obviously that made it easier for her

but that really became her story. And she

told it from her viewpoint . . .

How big a part pressure from both her mother and Miss C.

played in Kim's producing this story is impossible to discern, but

Kim's involvement was genuine. She worked on the story during

writing periods from April until June, persevering until she had

completed it for publication. Displaying a strong and defiant

sense of ownership, Kim clearly referred to her experience in

writing "The Ten Commandments" when she discussed what she

liked best about writing.
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June 3, interview

I like best about writing is that if you work on a book

enough that you'll have a book to take home and be able

to read to your children if you have any and tell them

that you actually wrote this. And you can tell your

mom or your sister or brother and your dad that you

wrote this and you didn't have like anybody saying (her

voice becomes louder and takes on a commanding tone)

"well you have to do this and this and this and this". . . .

you can show it to your friends and other people that

didn't think you were capable of that and they'll be able

to find out that you really are.

James

James did not seem to be operating under any pressure from

home in writing his stories, but from an innate love of the

written word. Unlike Elliott, who became very involved with his

illustrations, often producing stories like "Sherlock Holmes" and

"Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise NCC-1701-A", which were

unfinished and consisted of drawings and very few words, James

took little interest in illlustrating his stories. But he produced a

great volume of written work during the year. He seemed to be

operating always at the upper edge of the ""flow channel" between

boredom and anxiety described by Csikszentmihaiyi (1990, p. 74).

In everything he did he allowed his imagination to run in

improbable and humorous directions. One of his stories in "You're

the Detective" was called, The Case of the Fingers of John Adams
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and involved someone claiming to have found the fingers of the

second President.

Feb. 3, transcript

While waiting for an art class to begin he picked up a blank

notebook, used for reading journals, and entertained Amber,

Elliott and Renee, who were sitting around him, by inventing a

story on the spot:

James - (Holding open his notebook as if he is reading

from the blank pages) There once was a boy who

was a boy who was not a dog, who was not a cat,

but he was a boy and he was not conceited. . . .

The guy gets hit by the ambulance and he flies up

in the air. "Wendy, I can fly!' (Makes falling

sound. Elliott, Renee, and Amber laugh.)

When he wrote "A Bomb in the Office Building ", he

experimented with writing the story in verse:

James, storv no. 8.

Who did it? The sleuth didn't know.

The judge thought while he walked to and fro.

Thinking of all he did not know.

But no one had told him so.

Two nights later, the sleuth went to a ball.

When he arrived they were taking roll

28 people were there in all.

It's time to interview the people at the ball.

First I questioned a lady named Silvia Slake,

Who was nibbling on a cake.
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I saw a pizza, went over to eat it.

But that was a big mistake.

I realized that this was a trap.

It fell on me, sounded like CLAP!

I was sad, and I was mad.

Mad and sad that I fell for the trap.

The rest of the story is made up of complicated codes. I

asked James to decode them for me.

June 10, interview

Researcher - Tell me about the code pages because I

don't understand them.

James - They're just - codes.

Researcher - I want you to decode them for me.

James -
. . . . See, I don't know what this page

says except what the sleuth*** That's

just no good. (He turns to page 3 and reads

the sign at the top of the page.) MALE
REDeye
WEKNOWALL

Researcher - Wait a minute. What does that say

again?

James - Male. Red eye. We know all. It's a

computer. That's what it says.

Researcher - What does it mean exactly?

James - It means that the thief is a male.

James had trouble explaining what he had meant by his

complicated letter combinations and pictures.

Researcher - You're just flipping past them. What are

these? This looks pretty important. You must

have had something in mind when you did them.

James - I did them to fake the reader out.
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Writing for James involved setting himself complex

cognitive tasks, ones that he could not always explain, but that

involved playing with letters and symbols and various forms of

communication, exploring the terrain of what's possible with

pencil and paper, making meaning in ways uniquely his.

Extending Self-Imposed Limits: Amber

Amber's first writing, "Frog and Toad's Hallowen", in which

she transformed her personal experience into a Frog and Toad

story, showed an instinctive understanding of how effective

fiction is created. But she seemed to lose her ability to trust

her instincts. She wrote another story about Frog and Toad being

lost in a mansion trying to find some jewels and then in January

she copied Louise's "Toad's Dirty Socks" printed above, which

Louise had written in November. Amber used Louise's title and

idea, retelling the story in her own words.

Miss C. noticed what Amber had done and spoke to her about

it as she explained to me when I interviewed her.

June 15, interview

I said, "Amber, that was Louise's idea. . . . F don't want

Louise's idea again. I want Amber's ideas. You have so

many wonderful ideas."
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... in the beginning of the year she wasn't sure of

herself. . . . And she was worried. She had nothing else

to do. She just felt that she couldn't do one on her

own. It's similar to the way she answers questions

when we read things. She'll read ahead to get

confidence, so that if I ask a prediction question,

she'll have it.. And I'll say to her, "Amber, 1 don't want

to know exactly what's in the book. You know, we'll

read that, but trust -".... But she doesn't want to

take risks. She's gotten a lot better.

Amber's literacy behavior was obvious in art, during the

class when the teacher demonstrated how to make clay beads.

Nov. 4, field notes.

Amber made [alternating] round and square beads like

the ones which had been modeled.

Other children at the same group of desks were experimenting

with different shapes.

Ruth made a bead in the shape of a new moon. She

then made squarish beads to go with it and spent

some time working out the ridged pattern on them.

Amber rarely called attention to herself. She quietly did

her work, following the rules, not venturing into unknown or

unexplored territory.
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Dec. 3, field notes

I was working in the reading corner during the writing

period with Amber, Debra, Elliott, and James.

Amber immediately settled herself against the

pillows in the comer and worked steadily

throughout the session, not saying a word.

This was the first session that I taped and Elliott and

James were eager to be recorded.

Elliott - Remember, James, we have to be good for

the tape recorder (giggles)

James - It's gonna want some jokes. . . I can't wait

to hear what happens when [Mrs. Fleming]

plays this to her husband.

But Amber's position in the corner was as far away from the

recorder as she could get. She showed no interest in being

recorded. She was concerned with behaving in an appropriate

way.

Jan 4, transcn^i

I was sitting with Amber, Elliott, Louise, Eric, and Diane in

the reading corner.

Amber - (whispering to me) Elliott spit on this

Researcher - What?
Amber - I heard him over there. He spitted on his

paper or something.
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Feb 25, transcript

Amber, with Kim, reported to me that Renee's drawing was

"not appropriate".

Mostly, though. Amber was silent. The transcripts of many

observations do not mention her at all, while the dialogue of

other class members such as Elliott, James, Margery, and Diane

fill page after page. Like Mae, Amber was a child who seemed to

get lost in the classroom.

She wrote another Frog and Toad story after the one she

copied from Louise. This one, "The Day Frog Lost His Coat At the

Pond", was published. As Miss C. explained, it was a combination

of two of the original Lobel stories, "A Swim" and "A Lost Button":

June 15, interview

You know it was kind of a combination of the one

where Frog goes swimming and everyone laughs at his

swimming trunks and "The Lost Button".

With this story Amber is still sticking clsosely to what is

proven and safe. Not until March does she venture beyond Frog

and Toad stories by writing "Me and My Mom at the Petshop." The

story tells of going to the petshop to get a dog. Amber and her

mother pick out a beagle, bring it home, name it Spirit, play with

it, and then must return it because the dog "had a sickness". The
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sick dog is replaced by a healthy cocker spaniel. Miss C.

described the evolution of this story:

June 15, interview

it started out as a typical factual this is what we did,

then this is what we did, then this is what we did.

And I read it and it was very sad because they had this

dog that they had to return and there was no feeling in

the book. And I said, "Oh Amber, how did you feel?. . . I

know if this was me I would just be terribly upset. I

mean here I had gone out and bought this food dish

with his name on it . . . and got him a blanket and a bed

and food. . . This is a wonderful story. Now we just

need some feelings in it because there are so many
possibilities for feeling: excitment, nervousness,

happiness, fright, all the possible feelings you can

come up with." And she took that story and I didn't

see her for three days and it came back and it was

amazing.. . . what she did with it.

The story in the final version reads like the careful

retelling of an event in Amber's life.

Amber, story no. 4

One morning I aasked my mom if we could go to

the pet shop. And she said, "Yes." I was so excited

because my mom didn't even like dogs or either did my
dad. Mom said that after breakfast we could go.

June 23, field notes.

I had read the final version of "Me and My Mon at the

Pet Shop" story after copying it. I became convinced

as I read that Amber was recreating an episode that

had happened to her recently. I asked her which

version of her story "really happned."
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Amber told me the story was invented. Spirit,

her dog, is now 13 years old. He was not a gift to

Amber but a gift to her mother, who wanted a dog so

badly her husband bought her one for her birthday.

Spirit was 6 years old before Amber was bom.

Instead of retelling the story as factual information. Amber

told it in the first person as if it were happening to her, drawing

on her experience to imagine how she would feel as the events

unfolded.

In revising, she did not merely tack on new information

where the first draft left off, but reworked the entire story,

fitting new sentences between old ones, adding new scenes. She

was not sure she liked doing all that work, as she explained with

I interviewed her at the end of the year.

June I, interview

"The Day Frog Lost His Coat At the Pond": - I liked that

one because nothing was wrong with it. There was

one thing that I had to fix in it. . . . and it was so quick.

It only took me the rest of the writing period and then

I got to pick out my border and stuff and it was so

easy that I thought my next book it will be easy. And
now it's hard.

Adding scenes meant that she had to add new pictures, too.

Not having her revised text match up with the pictures she had

already drawn bothered her. But when I asked what she liked best

about writing she replied:
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June 1, interview

I don't know. I like it a lot for some reason because

we get a lot of time to do it and I can do writing

better. It's the best thing I am - I mean I'm good at. I

just like it a lot.

While Amber was working on "Me and My Mom at the

Petshop", she took another step in trusting herself during an art

class.

April 14, transcript

This art class was devoted to Illustrating poems for the

school literary magazine. The teacher passed out strips of white

paper, which she instructed the children fold in half so they had

four spaces in which to draw four different illustrations for their

poem. She then would help them select the best illustration.

Amber's poem was about a rainy day, so she drew a picture of

herself holding her glasses in her hand, since in rain she could see

better without her glasses than trying to squint through the wet

lenses.

Teacher - Well look at that. Holding the glasses in the

hand. Look at that. That is just superb. . . .

Amber - I like that one. (She indicates the picture

with the glasses in her hand.)
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Amber by the end of the year was beginning to recognize

that she had things to write and draw that grew out of her unique

experience and this experience could be appreciated by other

people. She gained increasing ownership of her work as she

acquired an increasing respect for her own thought.
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Amber's Poem Published in the School Literary Magazine

The Rainy Day

When the raindrops fall on my face

they feel very soft!

I heard the raindrops

falling softly on my coat.

And after a little while

the raindrops started to fall very hard.

When I looked at the trees the raindrops

made crystals in the branches.

The raindrops made my glasses

sprinkling wet.

I had to put them in my pocket.

The raindrops fell on my hair

and made my hair very wet.

I love to play in the rain.

iiiijfiilililH?

Figure 8
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Elaborating Within Boundaries

Claiming ownership is not merely a matter of the individual

pushing against rules and restrictions, but also elaborating on

possibilities within the confines of rules. This seems to be a

contradiction for "elaboration" by definition means an extension, a

moving beyond. The moving beyond in this case consists of moving

beyond a restrictive intrepretation of an assignment, recognizing

possibilities for exploration inside a circumscribed pattern.

As examples of elaborating within recognized boundaries, I

have examined the way the children took ownership of the format

of their stories by the orientation of their pages; adding tables of

contents, dedications, chapter divisions, end notes to the reader;

elaborations on page numbers and "The End". The children

informally learned the "rules" of how to format from examining

books in the classroom or outside it. But specifics concerning

format were ignored by the teacher, never to my knowledge

commented on positively or negatively. No standard for

performance was set by the teacher, no test of performance given.

Therefore venturing into this area of book production was safe.

Since no one worried about mistakes, the children could freely

experiment and express their ideas.

I categorized the format embellishments in three ways: NE

for words written but not embellished, E for simply embellished,
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and EE for elaborately embellished. A detailed table showing the

use of format possibilities is located in Appendix 6. Examples of

the children's embellishments may be found in Appendix 7.

Criteria for Rating

Rating a design E or EE was a subjective judgement.

However, to make it as objective as possible I used the following

criteria:

E was the presence of any kind of elaboration beyond

merely drawing the words on paper. Therefore I rated a category E

when the letters had been blocked out rather than being drawn in

single lines, even though no other decoration had been added.

The EE designation was given to categories where more

than one object was present, words were mixed with pictures,

and/or extra details were included. For example, "Clifford's Frog

and Toad Upstairs" cover was rated EE because, although it showed

only a single house, the parts of the house were carefully labeled:

attic, upstairs, downstairs. I looked for a thoughtful approach to

the page rather than the ability to produce a pretty design.

Therefore James' "the End" for "Sir, Lancea, and La" was rated EE

for its intricacy, not its attractiveness. However the beauty of

the patterns produced by children such as Kim was also an

indication of thoughtfulness which prompted me to rate them EE.
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Most Frequent Embellishments

The most common forms of embellishment were found on the

cover designs of the stories and the words "the end". Although I

anticipated indications that children spent considerable time and

effort on their covers, I did not expect the attention some

lavished on elaborating "the end". I interpreted this as amother

demonstration of their involvement in the story and their pride in

it. However, no sweeping generalization can be made about this.

James was not particularly proud of his second story, "Sir and

Lancea and La".

June 8, interview

Researcher - Tell me why you didn't finish "Sir and

Lancea and La."

James - ... it just wasn't working. Nothing made sense.

Yet James made a very elaborate ending for this story, the words

"the end" appearing five times in various configurations. Perhaps

he devoted time to this to lessen his sense of failure about the

story. He was extremely involved in his "Purrfect" and "Sherlock

Holmes" books but his covers for these display no unusal amount

of thought or care. Looking at the format of all his stories we

see, however, a clear indication of his high level of literacy. He
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included a wider variety of information found in professionally

published books than any other child in the class: dedications,

tables of contents, chapter divisions, copyright information, and

end notes to the reader.

A high level of literacy was not always apparent in this way,

though. Louise included no dedications or copyright information,

yet she was as well acquainted with the world of books, and as

involved in her writing as James was. She devoted minimal time

to the covers of her stories until they were published when she

lavished attention on them. She made no cover at all for her last

story. Her only elaborate ending appeared on the final page of the

published version of "The Last Mare". The words "the end" were

not typed in and Louise may have made a fancy design here simply

to fill in a blank page. Her high literacy level was evident in the

sophistication of her written language, and her ownership of her

work was evident by the attention she invested, not only on the

construction of her sentences, but on her illustrations.

I need to mention the obvious: tables of contents and

chapter divisions are unnecessary except when the student writes

a story with more than one chapter. Therefore, the absence of

these details indicates only the length of the story written, not

its literacy level. Though one can argue that composing stories of

greater length is evidence of a growing literacy level, this is not

always so. Louise is an example; she had a high literacy level yet

she did not compose chapter books.

Two children experimented with the orientation of their

pages. Margery made the cover of her first story. "The Pumpkin
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horizontally, rather than vertically, even though the rest of the

pages for her story were organized vertically. Jorge, in "The

Funniest Book in the World" wrote four of the words in his title so

they ran across the page, while the other two were placed so that

they ran down the page. He then wrote his story so that all the

pages, including the one that read: "The End", were upside down.

Distribution of Options

Dedications
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contents, while four girls used this option. Two boys, Elliott and

James, included notes to the reader, while four girls wrote them.

Covers by Gender
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Three types of "The End"

An analysis of "The End" designs shows that they can be

divided into three groups. The first seem to convey the joy of

completing the story. These fell into the E category because they

consisted mostly of enlarging the words "The End", and adding an

exclamation point. Those in the second group, which were put in

the EE category, show the child making an effort to add something

to the "hurray, I'm finished" feeling, deliberately creating a

design. The third group, also rated EE, show the child connecting

"The End" in some way with the story. Jon, for example, after

completing "The Dove", draws a dove flying through the words "The

End." Eric and Mark, after completing "Fred, the Wacky, Hairy

Alien", drew over "The End" the squared head of the alien with his

antennae sticking up. Renee produced an elaborate ending in this

category. For her published version of "Beauregard Dies", she

seemed to use this page to extend her story. Her story ends:

Renee, story no 6

When we got to the hospital they had to

give Beau a shot, and they had to put him to sleep.

And we never got to see Beau again, because he died.

And boy was I sad. And then when I got home, I called

my cousins and Tom was so sad.

Renee's "The End" picture is a combination of many elements:

a tree, flowers, rainbow, and "The End" surrounded by a circle of
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stars. While it's impoossible to know what was in Renee's mind

when she composed it, the picture conveys a strong sense of her

love for the dog and therefore extends the meaning of the story

beyond the final sentence.

Two "The End"s

Eric and Enid produced two "The End" designs for the same

version of one story. For "Valentine's Day" Enid first blocked out

large letters for "The End", writing underneath, "Have you liked the

book?" But later she designed another final page where the words

"The End" are part of a full page picture in which a boy and girl are

saying "Hi" to each other, perhaps as a part of the Valentine's Day

celebration.

Eric, in "The First Day of School in Second Grade", wrote "The

End" so that the word "End" was blocked out and bigger than "The".

He apparently saw greater possibilities in this as soon as he had

completed it, and then wrote another very neat and carefully

drawn "The End" in which "The" was written in very tiny letters

while "End" was much larger and darkly blocked in. A story for

which "The End" is experimented with and refined is surely a story

the writer cares about, is involved with, owns.
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Ruth's Attention to Format

Ruth prepared the published version of "The Magic Butterfly"

with meticulous care, showing how thoroughly she owned this story.

Jan. 28, transcript

Ruth is measuring her pictures and I ask her why she is doing

this.

Ruth - I can make them look about the same size as

they look in the other pictures.

Researcher - The figures you mean. The figures the

same size . . . the way they do in a standard book?

Ruth - Yeah. Like uh in this one they were like - oh I'd

say about four and a half there. So I'm making

sure that she goes in here (points to the space on

the page) This is one half - (continues to

measure.)

Feb. 25, field notes, and transcript

Ruth was experimenting with colors for her

cover illustration for "The Magic Butterfly". She had

put two color combinations on a scrap piece of paper

to see which one she preferred. She chose to make the

wings of her butterfly orange, blue, and dark red while

the body was turquoise.
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Ruth has her original cover on her desk next to her new

cover.

Researcher - That's bigger, isn't it? (referring to the

size of the butterfly on the new cover)

Ruth - Yeah. I like this part with the black -

Ruth not only decorated the cover, title page, dedication, and

"The End", but the numbers at the botttom of each page.

April 26, transcript

Researcher - Ruth, you know what I think is so tricky?

The way you've decorated your numbers on the

page . . . they are decorated a different way every

single time.

Ruth - ... I just made designs but then here - (pointing

to the page where Amanda says goodbye to the

magic butterfly) ... the butterfly flew away and

there are tears.

As Ruth pointed out, the designs bear no relationship to the

story until the final page when, to express Amanda's sadness at

losing her butterfly friend, the design around the page number is

shaped like a tear with smaller tears surrounding it. The idea of

connecting the page number design with the content of the story

apparently didn't occur to Ruth until the final page; an example of

how thought evolves during the composing process.
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Importance of the Details

Analyzing numerically and categorizing the children's

details of book making tells only one part of their story.

Equally important is the distinctly individual nature of the

details. Each child stamped them with particularity, as unique

as the composition of the story itself. These details illustrate

the fecundity of the imagination operating in a stress-free,

test-free situation.
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Children Establishing Their Own Boundaries

The children in the class established different kinds of

boundaries to signal ownership of their work. Not all children set

the same kind of limits, nor were they always consistent in

applying these limits. But the boundaries were ways they kept

Interfering Others at bay, and control over their writing in their

own hands.

Limiting the Kind of Work Attempted

Examining the ways in which children assert ownership of

their work by extending and elaborating should not preclude a

consideration of the ways they assert ownership by drawing back

from some challenges. Unwillingness to tackle them should not be

construed as laziness or lack of motivation, rather as a mark of

maturity, the ability to calibrate the amount of challenge one can

handle. James, Jorge, and Diane are examples of students who

worked diligently, who were better writers at the end of the year

than at the beginning, yet who imposed limits on what they

attempted.
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James

James set such ambitious goals for himself that he often

found himself out of his depth. As he progressed through second

grade he became increasingly realistic in the challenges he set

himself, yet he never stopped experimenting, and he never stopped

having fun with writing.

At the end of October he began a story, "Sir and Lancea and

La", later changed to "Sir and Lancea and La and the Case of the

Invisible Intruder", which began:

James, story no. 2

Sir Lanceala was a king. One day he took a ax and

commits a crime. The police chop him into 3 pieces.

That was the beginning of 3 knights: Sir, Lancea, and La.

James wrote up a simple map for this story:

Beginning: Characters - Knights, Setting - Castle

Middle: Problem - Intruder

End: Solution - They have a fight.

James erased a good deal on the map. Originally the

problem had something to do with an attack. But he apparently

felt no obligation to stick to his original idea because the story

ended up not involving a fight at all. The intruder was Lancea,

who at one point in the story appears on the scene wearing a wig
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and saying, "Just call me woman." James got bogged down with

this story. He then wrote "Sherlock Holmes: A Scene of Murder".

Feb. II, field notes

Miss C. told me that James had run out of steam

on his story about Sherlock Holmes. He declared it

finished . . . and Miss C. asked, "Have you solved the

crime?" James said, "Yeah, it's solved." I suggested

that James had nm out of steam because he was
working at the upper limit of his writing

ability and could really not go further. Miss C. replied

that she had not thought of this possibility.

Miss C. spent much time with James preparing "Sherlock

Holmes: A Scene of Murder" for publication. As she reported to

me, James reached a point where he felt she was demanding too

much.

June 15, interview

Miss C. "... in Sherlock Holmes . . .he had the

incredible logic leaps and he said to

me, "Well, Miss C, you know, it is

only a story. It's not real." And I had

to say, "Yes, James, this is true. I'll

let this go."

James moved from this to the less complicated

Encyclopedia Brown stories, a genre which allowed him to

continue to write mystery stories, but mysteries which were

much shorter and simpler, depending on one or two errors of fact,

rather than requiring the orchestration of a complicated
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interweaving of events. He continued to challenge himself in

such ways as writing his story in verse, as detailed above, but

he moved away from a literary model that was too advanced

into one that fitted his level of development more comfortably.

Jorge

Jorge, who was trying to learn English while he learned how to

write, often simplified his writing task by using the same syntactic

structure in several sentences, changing only a word or two.

Jorge, story no. 7, second chapter

The parents of Jorge and Jon were going to Buffalo.

The parents of James and Clifford were going to

Chicago. So they went to Buffalo and Chicago.

Jorge called Clifford. Jon called James. "Do you

want to go to Chicago, Jon, James, and Clifford?"

"Yes," said Jon.

"Yes," said James.

"Yes," said Clifford.

Jorge said yes, too.

Jorge's way of organizing his story allowed him to use his

knowledge of English sentences to maximum advantage.

Diane

Diane's first story, "Frog and Toad Go to the Pet Shop", was a

challenge for her. She recognized that Frog and Toad stories are

filled with dialogue, so she filled her story with dialogue. Miss
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C, soon after these first stories were written, conducted a mini-

lesson on the punctuation of dialogue.

Oct 29, field notes

Miss C. had written a simple Frog and Toad story, with no

punctuation around the dialogue and no words telling who was

talking, on the easel. The children sat on the floor in front of it.

After the idea that the reader could not tell who was
saying what had been established. Miss C. went

through the story sentence by sentence and helped the

children figure out where the quotation marks

belonged.

After the mini-lesson

Miss C. asked me to sit with Dane and help her find her

mistakes as "Diane has lots to say". I spent the whole

period with [her] going over her story, which is

several pages long, neatly written, the invented

spelling logical and able to be read by Diane. . .

Diane and 1 both became very bogged down in the

process of putting in quotation marks around the

conversation. Diane was confused about the marks.

She thought she needed to put them around Frog said,

as well as what Frog said. She would get confused

about who was talking. (I, too, became confused about

who was talking. I kept wishing for the period to end.

It was deadly. Diane's story was lost in all the

correction.) . . . Diane often looked up at me with a

confused look. She erased a lot. . . I felt [she] was

trying and working very hard.
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Diane wrote no more Frog and Toad stories. For awhile she

moved away from dialogue. Her next story, "The Chase", contained

only three quotes. The story which followed that, "The Walk",

contained only one. These she did not bother to punctuate. In her

third book, "Just Me and Beethoven", she included more dialogue

and punctuated part of one quote. Her last story, "Diane's

Birthmark", had no quotes at all.

More important was Diane's turning away from fiction,

writing realistic stories the rest of the year. She explained why

she preferred non-fiction to fiction:

April 26, transcript

I like to make true stories because it's fun and then

you can add all the details and you don't have to think

about what could happen. You just have to think about

what did happen.

Writing did not come easily to her, even when she was writing

a true story. When she started to write a story of taking her bunny,

Tippy, for a walk with her friend's dog, Charlie, she sat for a long

time not writing at all.

Jan. 14, transcript

Researcher- Diane, is there any way I can help you?

Diane -
. . . . (pointing to her picture) That's Tippy, my

rabbit. And this is Charlie, my friend's dog. And
I need help figuring out which one, which name I

can put first. 'Cause I can't think of what to put.

Researcher -
. . . . Did something like this ever happen?

Diane - Yes, but it didn't really have Charlie in it.
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Researcher - Which way would you like it to go?

Diane - I don't know. That's the problem. I don't know
which way it should go?

Researcher - . . . . Sometimes you just go with one way
and sort of see how it comes out, Diane.

Diane - Oh, okay, so I think I'll start off with Tippy

'cause the main problem is about that Tippy's

leash gets tangled.

With a minimum of support, Diane was able to work out a

solution to her problem herself. Her conversation shows that she

did use a bit of fiction in her story, but she wasn't comfortable

extending the truth very far, nor did she tackle a subject that was

difficult to address. But by May she was ready to put on paper the

experience of having her birthmark removed and missing the class

Halloween party.

She had trouble figuring out the problem for this story and

asked Miss C. for help at the end of a writing period.

May 1 7, transcript

Diane - I don't have a problem in my story.

Miss C. - You don't have a problem in your story? Well

tomorrow when we have writing we'll have

to figure out a problem. We'll have to

figure out some characters.

Diane - It's uh in October. . . . Friday. Friday of

Halloween. ... I'm writing a story about that, but

I don't have a problem about that 'cause -

Miss C. - Sure there is. You have a birthmark. It has

to be removed. . . .Were you scared about going to

the hospital? Could that be part of the problem?

This was a very personal story and at first Diane was not

sure she wanted to share it.
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May 20, transcript

Researcher - What's this [story] going to be about?

Diane - Well, I don't really want to say. It's kinda

well- private.

Researcher - Then you don't have to tell me.

Diane - But I'll whisper it.

Researcher - All right.

Diane - Everybody knows it. B:ut it happened in

October so they might not remember.

Diane began writing her story, became increasingly involved

with it, and read her first draft to her classmates for their

comments. After this reading she kept the first part of the story

unchanged, but added more details, losing her concern about the

subject being too private to share, in her desire to recreate the

experience. Miss C. published the book, explaining, at the end of

the year, that she thought it was Diane's best story.

June 15, interview

Miss C. - "Diane's Birthmark" is a little more involved

in feelings [than her other stories], because it's

so personal for her. 1 mean it was a very big

thing. She missed the Halloween party. She was

in the hospital and she spent the day throwing up.

And she even put that in her story. And uh I think

that's one one of her neatest ones because of how

she pulls in feelings and emotions but still can

have a story line . . .in the beginning it was hard

for her to get a beginning, and a middle, and the

end and now she's really gotten that.

Diane's progress was due, at least in part, to her ability to

set challenges for herself which were within her capability.
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Intuitively she realized that fiction was beyond her at the

moment. But by staying within the confines of realism, she was

able to grow as a writer.

No Need for Privacy: Elliott

The children in the class nurtured themselves as writers in

different ways. Some talked freely to anyone who would listen

about their ideas. Elliott and James fell into this category.

Elliot, alone of all the children, gave me blanket permission to

inspect his work.

March 4, trancript

Researcher - (After looking through his folder) I'll give

this back to you.

Elliott - Whenever you want, whenever you need to give

it back to me, give it back. I don't need it. . . . I'll

need it eventually, but not now.

May 20, transcript

Elliott, as a member of the Student Council, left the class

for an all day trip to the State House. Before he left he told me,

"You can look through the stories in my desk if you want."
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Need for Privacy

Louise

But others needed to protect their privacy. Louise was very

clear about this with the children who worked around her while

she was writing.

Dec. 1 0, transcript

Sitting at a cluster of desks where Elliot, Diane, Eric, and

Amber are also working, Louise became increasingly annoyed at

their conversation.

Louise - I don't want people looking at my story.

Researcher - You could always sit over there

(indicates an empty desk nearby).

Louise moved immediately and remained absorbed in her

work at this more private location until the end of the period.

Jan.4, field notes and transcript

I was assigned to work in the easel area with Elliott,

Eric, Louise, Amber, and Diane.

Elliott lay on the rug. his story open in front of him

working, talking very little. Louise knelt on the floor,

leaning over her paper as she worked. Her rear end

was up in the air in my face. This way she could guard
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her privacy since I could see wiiat she was doing

only by looking over her shoulder at her elaborately

worked out drawings.

During the course of the writing period Elliott and Eric looked

over at Louise's illustrations.

Elliott - Whose house is that? Owl's?

Louise - Owl lives there (pointing to her

picture).

Elliott - I know. I pointed at that.

Louise - No, I said owl lives here. In the branch.

Eric -
. . . . What is that?

Louise - Please stop looking.

Diane

Louise was not the only one who felt the need to

preserve her privacy during this same writing period.

Diane, seated next to Eric, was working on "The Walk".

Eric - What is it about? "The Walk".

Diane - You'll see when I'm done.

Eric - What's the title going to be?

Diane - (sounding irritated) The Walk!

Eric - How come you're coloring the title?

Diane - You'll find out.

Jorge

Jorge, also, needed protection from the curiosity of his

peers, establishing this by what he did, rather than by what he

said. Either he sat with his peers silently, his face impassive, or
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he sought out a private space somewhere in the room. He was so

quiet I often forgot he was there.

Feb. 8, field notes.

Jorge was sitting at this table (with Charlie,

Clifford and Adam), too. But [he] was silent

throughout the period.

April 1, field notes

Jorge left this group (Adam, Clifford, Charlie,

Renee) and worked alone in the reading comer.

Kim

Kim, like Louise, demanded privacy by a show of anger.

April 15, transcript

Kim is seated with Adam, Charlie, and Renee. They are

seated at the grouping of five desks. Kim is in the most private

spot in this group - on the end.

Jorge is part of this group, too. but he has left to sit in his

usual spot for writing, propped up against pillows in the reading

corner.

I sit down in Jorge's empty seat and begin to discuss

with Kim her book on Moses, "The Ten Commandments".
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Kim - I'm not adding all the details in it, 'cause

it's my own version.

Researcher - Plus which it's a very long story.

You need to have-

Kim - (Looking up and addressing Adam, Charlie,

and Renee. She sounds very irritated.) I

don't like something around here that

people are watching and listening and

doing everything that I'm doing. They look

at me, they look at my book, they listen -

Researcher - Okay. I'll move away. You'll have

time to write. Okay?

Neal

Neal began his "Adventures of Link 11" in February and worked

on it until June when it was published. I frequently sat with him

while he was writing, talking with him about his story, hoping to

help him finish it. Neal didn't object to my presence, but he

protected his story and the speed with which he worked on it

against my questions and suggestions.

April 29, transcript

Researcher - And what will happen when he fights his

shadow? How will it end?

Neal - How will it end?

Researcher - How will it end?

Neal - Depends. Depends on who I want to win.

Researcher -
. . . You want to keep that a secret?

Neal - Yes, I'm going to keep that a secret but they're

going to see - People are going to have to see

when I read the book.

Researcher - Okay. . . . You can get quite a bit

done today, can't you?

Neal "... I'm gonna get some done.
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Not only did Neal set up barriers to protect himself against

unwanted intrusions by me, but he set them up to protect himself

from his peers, as well.

May 13, transcript

Neal, sitting across from Mae, refuses to divulge anything

about his story when Mae questions him.

Mae - What is your story?

Neal - Duh, do you have to know?

Mae - Yeah (laughs a little) I want to know.

Neal - No.

Mae - (after a slight pause) Yes.

Neal - No.

Mae - Yes.

Neal - No.

Mae - Yes.

Neal - No.

Mae - Yes.

Neal - No.

Mae - Yes.

Exchanging no's and yes's became a verbal game which

accelerated in speed while Mae's yes's rose in pitch, her words

pronounced softly and playfully. Neal did not give in and tell her

about his story, however.
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May 27, transcript

Neal gets up from his seat to ask me if he can read his story

to me. I tell him I will sit down with him in ten minutes. On his

way back to his seat he passes Elliott. Neal is just as reluctant to

discuss his story with Elliott as he was with Mae.

Elliott - Neal, excuse me, Neal. How'll you kill Ganon

in this one? Zap him through another dimension?

Neal - Ganon in this one?

Elliott - How'd he kill 'im?

Neal - How'd he kill 'im? Depends. Depends how I want it.

Elliott - Oh, so you haven't finished?

Neal - No, I haven't.

When I sit down with Neal I try to keep him focused on his

story so that he can finish it.

Neal - (sighing) What am I going to put next?

Researcher - What happens next? Tell me what

happens next, Neal.

Neal - (clears throat)

Researcher - Neal, What happens next?

Neal - Depends.

Researcher - Yeah, I know. But you can tell -

you know what happens next.

Neal - Not quite yet. I have to think about it.

Questioning by others created more pressure on Neal than he

could handle. He needed to retreat to give himself room to think

about his story in his own way. Setting a boundary around his work

was his way of buying time. Louise, Diane, Jorge, Kim, and Neal

were all buying time. They were at different levels of writing
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accomplishment, at different levels in the production of their

particular work-in-progress, but they were all trying to get

others to respect the period of gestation needed for their

writing.

Protecting Stories as Physical Property

Although the children varied in how much privacy they

insisted on during writing, they all displayed a desire to

keep track of the physical whereabouts of their stories and

protect their pages from harm.

Charlie

Jan. 21, transcript

Charlie, Mark, Eric, and Adam are seated together. Charlie

is planning to publish his book "Frog and Toad's Car Gets Stolen".

Adam, the first child to have a book published, explains the

process to the others.

Adam - That's what happens when you publish a

story. You have to do the pictures all over

again.

Charlie ... I take it this is gonna be the same

pictures (referring to his own pictures).

Researcher - Remember [Miss C] said you could use

the same pictures. Particularly when you

spend a lot of time on the pictures.

Charlie - I've spent tons of time.
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The children continue in this Jan. 21 writing class to

discuss the possibility of having to draw pictures all over again

to illustrate the published book, but Charlie was more concerned

about being able to keep his first draft than having to draw

new pictures.

Charlie - Will I get to keep this story?

Researcher - I don't know why not.

Charlie - Good. See, I'll draw other - I will draw the

same pictures if I get to keep his book.

Feb. 8, transcript

I asked Charlie if I could copy his story.

Charlie - You want this now?

Researcher - Yeah. . . .

Charlie - Just make sure you get it back to me.

James

Feb. 25, transcript

Although James was very caareless in the way he put

his stories into his folder, often stuffing them in so the pages

folded or ripped, he became distressed when he couldn't locate

a story and worried about what I might do to his work when I

borrowed it.
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Researcher - James, may I copy this?

James - Onto what?

Researcher - Oh just, you know, the way I copied

your story. Okay? Then I'll give it right

back to you.

James - You copied my story? How did you do

that?

Researcher - On the copier in the teacher's

room.

James - Oh sure. As long as it doesn't do any

damage to it.

Yet when the writing period ended, and indoor recess

began James became involved with playing a game on the

computer.

Feb. 25, field notes

I asked [James] again if I might copy the

cmpleted part of his Sherlock Holmes story.

"I can't get it right now," he told me.

Not only did James demonstrate his ownership by

checking to make sure that no harm would come to his

manuscript, but he put boundaries on my assess to his

stories. He did not want to be too compliant by putting

my needs ahead of his own.
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Diane

April. 15, transcript

Diane, unsure of how copy machines work, was also

concerned that the copying process might hurt her book.

Researcher - Can I make a copy of that later?

Diane - Sure. . . .But just don't put anything on it and
get the pictures black and white - (laughs)

'cause'-

Researcher - It won't do that.

Diane - How do you do that, though?

Researcher - You just put it in and push a button.

Diane - Does it take color?

Researcher - But the color doesn't come out.
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CHAPTER 6

RESEARCH FINDINGS: NEGOTIATING OWNERSHIP

The children in Miss C.'s classroom assumed ownership

of their writing until someone challenged it: the teacher, the

researcher, parent helpers, peers. I define ownership not

merely as having one's name attached to a story, but as taking

pride in the writing, being involved with it, feeling free

to reject as well as accept suggestions on the text. Ownership

was enhanced, maintained, or lost in the process of interaction

between individual selves and various others encountered in the

school. This section will explore the negotiation of ownership

when children collaborated on stories, when they conferred

with teacher or researcher, and when peers critiqued a story

in class meetings.

Negotiating Ownership in a Play World

The following episode involved the creation of a play

world and not a literary world. However it demonstrates the
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same issues of ownership which were apparent as the children

constructed imaginary worlds out of words and pictures: the

establishment of rules governing the play, the necessity of

following the rules as a condition of keeping the play running

smoothly, and the precarious social situation of the individual

who questions the integrity of an imaginary world agreed upon

by a group. Examining this play world helps to illuminate

ownership in the literary world.

March 8, transcript

I arrived in the classroom fifteen minutes before the

appointed writing time. Most of the children were busy at

their desks finishing up various work projects. Kim and

Ruth had finished their assigned tasks and were sitting in

the reading corner playing with "pattern blocks". These are

smooth, flat blocks in a variety of geometric shapes and

colors.

Kim - I am making an opera house with the

Phantom of the Opera going on.

Ruth - And I'm making a Eiffel Tower. . . .

Kim - and restaurant because this takes place

in France.
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Ruth -
. . . . I'm going to make a table for two.

(pause) And a table for three.

Kim - Make a table for four.

Ruth - Get out of here.

Kim - So, I have four people in my family. Hey, make
highchairs, make highchairs.

Ruth - Highchairs?

Kim - Well. . . don't kid bears come around? Babies

come around so baby bears come around. It's

not strange.

Ruth - Oh yeah, you're strange. You're very -

Kim - I know. Sometimes I -

Ruth - Bears. That's what we're forgetting.

Kim - Get bears. . . we're gonna need em. Mines going

to be covered with them. Gonna be awful hard to

put all of them on and then be able to keep it on.

Researcher - This is the outside of the opera house,

right?

Kim - No, this is the inside of the opera house.

Ruth - (returning with a small plastic container of

tiny plastic bears in several colors and a small

container of beige colored chips.) Here's some

chips and here are the bears. . . . Not too many
bears.

Kim - Not too many bears. . . . Here's the Phantom and

Christine. Phantom and Christine. Now they're

bears.

Kim and Ruth are constructing their imaginary world in co-

operative play, each contributing in her own distinctive way, but

keeping the boundaries between their work distinct, as they often

worked side by side in writing and art classes on different but

related projects. Although Kim suggests making a four chair table

for the restaurant and adding highchairs, Ruth makes clear that she

will make her restaurant in her own way. Yet they enjoy sharing

with each other the gradual unfolding of their piece of the
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imaginary world. They are willing to share the construction with

others. When Amber comes into the reading comer they invite

her to help:

Ruth - Amber, you want to help us with the city?

Kim - See if you can help -

Without a word. Amber sits down and begins to put bears on

the various levels of Kim's "stage".

Kim - My famous, famous, famous opera house.

Ruth - Yeah. You make it every time you sit down here.

Kim - (directing Amber) You want them to be facing

outwards, like that. I'll put the red ones in

See these ones are already dancing around. These

people are the ones who are - right over here,

Ruth - Park over here. . . . That's the park.

Kim - Why don't you make the sidewalks, Ruth? . . .

We need sidewalks, don't we? And streets?

Ruth - Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Ruth does not make sidewalks and streets. She continues

working on her park and the Eiffel Tower. Amber follows Kim's

direction.

Kim - Now we need to start making the aisles. Bears.

Amber - Do you want to do orange?

Kim - No, it doesn't matter but from - there's an aisle

here. From here to here. So you need to start

like this. Actually, here's the aisle. You can't go

past this red line.

Amber - Okay. That's two greens and yellows.

Kim - No, it doesn't matter. We're using every

different color.

Amber - Okay.
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Amber honors Kim's ownership of the opera house. Kim is

the author of this imaginary invention and therefore the one

entitled to make decisions about its design. But now Leah

approaches. She stands looking at what is going on.

Kim - Ruth, do you need any help over there? Because

I think I have enough help right here. All right,

now start this second line.

Ruth - Yeah, I need a little help.

Kim "... This is France. So you guys help me do

France things. Here's the Eiffel tower. We have

an opera house, we have a restaurant-

Kim asserts herself as "author "of the play. Her special

province is the opera house, but she makes clear that she considers

herself Chief Designer of the imaginary world, others are welcome

to enter in, provided they do so within the boundaries that she has

established and that Ruth and Amber have accepted, Ruth

operating independently within the larger framework. Amber

working compliantly as Kim's assistant. Renee joins the group.

Renee - What can I make?

Kim -
. . . . You can make a cruiser. It's a big boat.

Renee - A cruiser is not yellow.

Kim - You can make them different colors.

Renee sits down on the floor and enters into the play. But

Leah continues to stand, looking down on the others, and

questioning the integrity of what they are doing.
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Leah - The Eiffel Tower doesn't look like that. ... (to

Kim) What's this thing?

Kim - It's an opera house ... a famous opera is going

on called The Phantom of the Opera.

Leah - I still say it doesn't look like the Eiffel Tower.

Ruth - I don't care.

Leah -
. . . .Well you haven't seen it and I have.

Ruth - Oh yeah? Stop your bragging.

Leah - I know, but it doesn't look like that.

Ruth - You think I haven't been in France? I've been to

France one thousand times.

Kim - So we're making our own designs, Leah. It

doesn't have to be exactly the same.

Leah - I know. It's bigger, though.

Kim - It doesn't matter.

Renee - We don't have enough time to make a huge one.

Ruth - It has to be small, else it will go boom.

Leah - It's a bit bigger.

Ruth - I know it's a bit bigger.

Amber - God, Leah.

Renee - Do you have a big problem?

Leah - You're going to have to clean up in three minutes.

Kim - It doesn't matter.

Amber - Do you have a problem or something?

Renee - Get away from us if you're going to bother us.

Kim - Yeah, we don't want to be around somebody

who's crabby.

Leah - I'm not crabby

Kim - Yes you are.

Renee - Leave us alone if you want to be crabby.

Leah - I don't want to be crabby.

Kim - Amber, keep working on this row.

Amber - Okay.

Kim - 'Cause we need more people.

Kim made the rules of the play world very clear to the

other children. Her play world involved making "France things",

yet probably she would have accepted any construction that was
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I

remotely connected to her vision of the play world. But attacking

the validity of the play world as Leah did was unacceptable.

Ownership in Collaborative Writing

Tangram Books with the Fourth Grade

Very few instances of deliberate collaboration took place in

the classroom. One collaborative project, however, in which the

entire class participated was the construction of "tangram" books.

Fourth and second graders worked together writing stories and

designing illustrations from geometric shapes.

March 8, transcript

I ask Miss C. to explain how the laminated tangram books in

the reading corner were made.

Miss C. - We decided that it would be a lot of fun to do . .

joint . . .book[s] between fourth and second. . . they

started by making a story map. Then they wrote

their story. Then they made a dummy book. . .we

typed up the text, . . . glued all the text down onto

their pages and then they illustrated it.

Researcher - . . . . Each one does his own.

Miss C. — With a partner.

Researcher - Two people do it.

Miss C. - A fourth grader and a second grader. . . two

fourth graders [with] Louise.
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Louise - Yeah, I had a hard time because I . . . had

two people to work with and we all had

different ideas.

Miss C. - But she managed - They managed.

But the children managed with difficulty. Although each

pair or threesome produced a book, the process of working with

the fourth graders was difficult.

June 22, field notes

I stayed after school to talk informally with Miss C. As we

worked together taking down displays on bulletin boards, she

reflected on the school year.

Miss C. commented on the second graders'

response to working with the fourth graders to

produce the Tangram books. The second graders did not

like this project, primarily because of the attitude of

the fourth graders, who treated them as inferior, didn't

take their ideas seriously, and used a double standard:

insisting that every idea be checked with them before

being incorporated into the book, although they

did not check their ideas with the second graders.

Art: James and Margery

Working with fourth graders presented problems of

ownership which resulted from differences in age and grade

between the partners, but working inside the second grade
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classroom with peers presented problems, too. These resulted

from differences in style and manner of working.

Jan. 28, field notes.

The writing period was limited to a half hour between 9:30

and 10:00, to allow time for the three second grades to work

together on a social studies project called "Trip Around the World".

James and Margery spent the time working

together on a Mr. Frenzy poster which will be hung in

the school library. Mr Frenzy is a character in a Bill

Peet book called Josephine and Jennifer . James

explained to me that he and Margery did not work

well together. Margery is precise in what she does

and James - though very involved with his work - is not

so intense or concerned with perfection. ... he is so

involved with the ideas that the graphic representation

of them is secondary. James seemed to deal with

Margery by letting her do the coloring on the poster.

They had traced the picture from the book and were

adding color and details to the outlines. . . . Margery

kept saying she hated the picture. Neither James nor

Margery seemed happy about this project.

Stories: Mark and Eric

Style of working was also an issue when Mark and Eric

worked together. They collaborated on two stories: "The Bullets

Game Against the Celtics" and "Fred, The Wacko, Hairy Alien".

When I interviewed them at the end of the year they had very

different views on the process of working together.
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June 7, interview

Researcher - How did you feel about writing with Mark?
Eric - I felt good.

Researcher - Do you prefer writing by yourself, or

writing with somebody else?

Eric - Writing with somebody else. . . .

Researcher - What's different about writing with

somebody or writing by yourself?

Eric - Well you get to discuss things, you get more
ideas. Two brains are better than one.

Mark, however, was not so sure two brains were better than

one.

June 8, interview

Researcher - When you're writing with Eric? Does

that change things?

Mark - Yeah.

Researcher - How does it change things?

Mark - It changes things 'cause they way he likes to

write is not the way I like to write. ... we
just both like some things and so we think of

those things and we do those kinds of things.

Researcher - How do you like to write?

Mark - I like to write funny things and things that

are based on like sports and things like that.

Researcher - How does he like to write that's

different?

Mark -I don't really know. He just likes to write

differently. . . .

Researcher - When you're working together, how do

you figure who does what?

Mark - We just think up a way.
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Researcher - When you did "Fred, the Wacko, Haiiy

Alien" how did you share writing that?

Mark - Well I said, "Why don't we do a story about an

alien?" And Eric said, "How about a wacko alien?"

. . .and then we both say okay and then we just

started writing and we came up with some silly

ideas and stuff like that.

Yet working together was stressful enough so that Mark

worked on his own after the completion of "Fred, the Wacko,

Hairy Alien". Eric found a new partner.

June 7, interview

Eric - I'm working with Adam now and this story - it's

about uh the basketball championships - they're

in the playoffs - The Phoenix Suns and the Bulls.

Adam left his story "The Restaurant Going Out of Business"

unfinished to begin working with Eric. The school year ended

before the basketball story could be completed.

Stories: Ruth and Leah

Ruth and Leah agreed that writing with someone was harder

than working alone. They collaborated on a story called "Camp".

June 8, interview

Researcher - How do you feel about working on that

book about Camp with Ruth?
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Leah. - I liked it.

Researcher - What was it like working with

somebody on a book?

Leah - It was harder because we had to make up

three names ourselves with the characters and

then in the middle of the book she quit.

Researcher - And then you had to do it by yourself?

Leah - Yeah, but it was only one more page long.

Researcher - So what's the difference between writing

by yourself and writing with somebody else?

Leah - It's easier by yourself. . . . Because you can make

all the decisions by yourself and you don't have to

argue with anybody.

Researcher - Were there a lot of arguments with Ruth?

Leah — A few.

Researcher - Which do you prefer, writing by yourself or

Leah - Writing by myself.

Ruth explained that she dropped out of the collaboration

because of the topic choice.

June 3, interview

Researcher - You dropped out [of writing "Camp"

with Leah]? How come?

Ruth - Well, it was sort of, it was getting on to a

bit of a love story (laughs) and I did not want

to be included in that.

Researcher - Whose idea was it in the beginning?

Ruth - Pretty much it was both of ours to work

together. And then we were just stuck there

for about an entire period trying to think up

an idea and Leah came up with that.

Researcher - And then you didn't like that?

Ruth - I sort of agreed to it, but not much.
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Ruth went on to discuss the books she had written on her

own, but when I asked her what was the hardest part of writing,

she returned to the subject of collaboration.

Ruth - When you're working with a friend finding a

good thing that both of you like.

Researcher - You mean like when you worked with

Leah?
Ruth - Yeah. That's the toughest part. When I'm on

my own I can think about "Short Stories". Leah

might not agree with it, but I like it. When I'm on

my own I can do it. When I'm with Leah we both

have to agree to it.

Researcher - So when you're on your own-

Ruth - It gets much, much easier.

Following Directions Passively

Negotiating ownership in a collaborative writing situation

was difficult with peers, but it was much more difficult for the

children when dealing with an adult, particularly an adult, such as

the teacher, who had the power to evaluate their work as failure.

The children developed various negotiating strategies to retain

their sense of ownership, but in some instances they didn't

negotiate at all, they simply passively accepted the teacher's

direction.
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Margery

Although Margery had a strong sense of her own identity as

a writer, she passively accepted some adult directives, even

when they did not seem right to her.

March 1, transcript

Margery read the completed first draft of "Starria" to

me in the reading corner.

Margery - (reading) "She came from goddesses

and gods. Zeus' daughters were Starrla's

real owners, but she loved to run and

jumped and then rested."

Researcher - I don't think you need the "ed" on

that. She loved to run and jump and then rest.

Margery - ... I know, but uh a grownup told me

to put it on. I was told.

Researcher - to run and jump and then rest. But

you don't need "ed".

Margery - I know. I know. I know.

Researcher - Cross it out. It's wrong.

Margery - But she just she just said - Could

you, could you uh cross it out?

Researcher - 1 will and you can tell them you got

it on the highest authority. ... Did Mrs. uh

What's her Name come in and confer with you?

Margery - Yeah. That's what she - that's her

mistake.

Researcher - Yeah. It was a mistake I'm afraid.
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Margery is put in a bind by this situation. She didn't feel

that the parent editor was right, but she didn't fee! she could

object to the parent's direction. When I, another adult, told her

that the first adult was wrong, Margery felt safer letting me take

responsibility for correcting the parent. She was not sure enough

of grammatical construction to risk being put down if she had

ventured to insist on her original construction.

Ruth

A parent, not always the same parent, edited each child's

book, while holding a conference with the child, prior to having

the book typed and bound for publication. Ruth's story, "The Magic

Butterfly", was corrected in this way. Ruth accepted the

corrections, assuming they made her story better. The beginning

of Ruth's story read:

Once there was a girl named Amanda. She had a

sister named Angela. They had a mother, they didn't

have a father. At lunchtime all Amanda's mother and

sister gave her was bread crusts. As time went on

they paid less and less attention to her. Whenever
Amanda said something, they ignored her. Their

mother only helped Angela with her homework. Only

drove Angela to friends' houses.

The editor made changes in the sentences underlined above.

Apparently she felt that Ruth's saying that the girl was given only

bread crusts was unacceptable, in spite of the fact that the
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original Cinderella story, on which this is based, stresses the

severe deprivations that Cinderella had to endure. The sentence

was changed to:

At lunch time Amanda had to malce her own
lunch, but Angela didn't have to.

Ruth's last two sentences were changed to read:

Their mother only helped Angela with her

homework. She only drove Angela to her friends'

houses.

I suspect that the editor was responding to a partial

understanding of the admonition against sentence fragments.

"Only drove Angela to friends' houses" is not a sentence

fragment, since the subject "their mother" is understood. This is

an example of ellipsis, where the reader, having no trouble

understanding the meaning, fills in what is missing. The

sentence could have been changed to read: "Their mother only

helped Angela with her homework, only drove Angela to her

friends' houses." This would have been correct, but not as

effective as Ruth's original construction. Ruth puts "Only" at the

beginning of her sentence, thereby emphasizing it. The grammar

of her sentence is the perfect structure to support her meaning.

Ruth wrote from her instinctive sense of what was

appropriate for her story. Her instincts were sound, yet because

she was only eight years old she, like Margery, was in no position

to question the "authority" who "corrected" her text.
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Mae

Producing a poem for the spring issue of the school literary

magazine was an assignment for each child. Miss C. took her

class outside on a rainy day and again on a sunny day and asked

them to observe the world around them in preparation for writing

the poem. As the children were writing their poems she urged

them to use descriptive adjectives and to "paint a picture". She

spent a long time with Mae, asking questions while Mae gave

short, barely audible answers.

April 12, transcript

Miss C. - Is this the kind of wind you were feeling?

Mae - Just kind of a light wind.

Miss C. - It's a light, gentle - okay. So let's think of

some, some adjectives. The wind goes up

against your face. . . Urn it's blowing. Let's see

how could we describe how it blows? Blowing

which way. You could say blowing - what? Or

gently - let's give it - what's your descriptive

adjective? What's your adjective that you want

to use? What did you say? 1 missed it. I forgot.

Mae - (very softly) The wind is blowing.

Miss C. - Yeah- like

Mae - a

Miss C - gentle? Is it soft? Is it hard? Is it -

Mae - (barely audible) soft.

Miss C. - (after a ten-second pause) an adjective. Is

it hard? Is it strong? Is it soft? Is it gentle?

Mae - Soft.

Miss C. - Softly. So we can say softly? Softly and -
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Mae - Gently?

Miss C. - Gently it - what? What's the sound? How
does it go? Make a sound and I'll try to spell it.

Does it go woooo?

Mae's authorship of this poem is swallowed up by Miss C.'s

insistent questioning. But towards the end of the conference Mae

takes control of a few lines of the poem.

Miss C. - (Reading from the poem) "It is spring, my
favorite season. I can taste the wind. It is

cold." And - is it - the taste, does it remind you

of like something bad? Is it kind of sour and a

bad taste -

y[^Q _ * * * when I open my tongue and the air just

goes back-

Miss C. - And it's cold. Okay. It is cold. Say that

again. I missed that.

Mae - I go outside and I open my mouth and the wind

goes back into my throat and it feels weird.

Miss C. - It feels weird because it's - it's cold, it's

going down-
Mae - It's drying up your throat.

Miss C. - Okay.

Mae - I swallow because it feels dry and I cough and -

Miss C. - Okay, well let's figure out how we can turn

all those words into part of your poem.

Just when Mae develops momentum in reliving the

experience of an early spring day: "I swallow because it feels dry

and I cough and-". Miss C. interrupts her. Instead of leaving Mae

to complete the poem on her own at this point. Miss C. clearly

signals that Mae is getting off the track by saying, "Okay, well

let's figure how we can turn all those words into part of your

poem."
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She continues to work with Mae for several more minutes

during which she is interrupted by comments from Elliott. After

answering him she turns back to Mae's poem.

Miss C. (reading) "I can see a bee collecting honey."

Ooh, paint a picture. What is he doing?

Mae - It shows on the picture on the back.

Miss C. - Okay. How is he - is he sitting on the

flower? Is he flying and kind of hanging around

near the flower?

Mae - He's uh-

Miss C. - Is he zipping from flower to flower?

Mae - He's -

Miss C. - Okay. I can see the bee. 1 can see a bee

collecting honey . . . Um what can we say about

the bee?

Eric comes up to speak with Miss C. and she leaves Mae to

check Eric's work, but not before delivering another round of

instructions.

Miss C. - I'm going to leave you on your own now. What

I'd like you to do - we came up with wonderful

describing adjectives, softly, gently, cold,

weird, whistle of wind. Think -

Mae - ***

Miss C. - But did he really? Think about - we don't

want uh to kind of make it up, we want to make,

we want to paint a picture, pretending that you

had absolutely no pictures to go with it, you

want to paint a picture for the reader to make in

their mind. So you say you see a bee collecting

honey. Is he flying, is he sitting? Is he

waving his wings or is his antenna moving?

What is he doing? Think of a sentence or two

that describes how he's collecting his honey?

Okay? I'm going to let you go, all right? I got to

go check Eric's.
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Miss C leaves . . . Mae sighs and can be heard erasing.

This is Mae's poem as it appeared in the literary magazine:

Spring

Tulip buds are growing.

Birds are singing sweetly.

Softly and gently.

The whistle of wind goes against your face.

Spring my favorite season.

1 can taste the wind.

It is cold.

It makes my throat feel weird.

I see a bee sitting on a rose collecting honey.

And I smell the sweet smell of flowers.

Miss C. believed that when stories don't "have a focus", they

end up "with no direction". Yet her conference with Mae did not

help Mae to focus her poem and give it direction. Another one of

Miss C.'s rules was that stories should make sense.

Oct. 29, field notes

Miss C. told the children to check their stories to see

if they were understandable. "Is there a point in

having a story we don't understand?'

Child - No . . .It's just a bunch of words.

Miss C. - Just a bunch of words.

Yet in conferring with Mae on her poem. Miss C. encouraged

bunches of descriptive words with no clear focus. Bees do not sit

on flowers sipping honey when the wind is cold enough to make

your throat feel weird. Roses were not blooming in early April
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when the children went outside to observe spring. The emphasis

on "painting pictures" and "descriptive phrases" encouraged Mae to

put down a mish mash of conflicting images, vaguely having to do

with spring, but negating the careful personal observation she

began to express in discussing how the wind made her throat feel.

Miss C. felt uncomfortable about this writing session as she

expressed briefly to me after the class was over.

April 12, transcript

Miss C. - Do you think I'm coaching too much on the

poems? I was really tr^'ing to get them to give

similes - like something or other. . . . I've never

really done a lot of poetry.

Adam

Adam's book "The States of North America" was an

initiative that Adam took on his own, growing out of his

fascination with numbers.

June 10, field notes

The day before the second graders had a breakfast for

their parents. The Featured Author bulletin board,

which is in the reading corner, had a display

consisting of a photograph of each child with a short

autobiographical sketch.
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Adam wrote on his autobiography, "I try to do things with

math with almost everything."

"The States of North America" was filled with numbers. No

one else in the room was writing anything resembling it.

March 29, transcript

Adam had a cardboard wheel that could be set to a certain

state and the capital city, population, number of square miles and

other statistical data was revealed in little windows. He also

had a set of cards giving information about the states. Adam set

himself the goal of writing up data on every state in the union.

Each page followed the format he had set up:

Adam - There. I finished about Alabama. Look this is

all about Alabama.

Adam, story, no. 6

The first state I will talk about is Alabama (The Heart

of Dixie). It became a state in 1819. It has 4,125,000

people. It has 50,766 square miles, 81 people per

square mile on average. The state flower is the

camelia. The major city Birmingham has 280,000

people. The highest point is Cheaba Mountain. It is 2,

407 feet above sea level.

March 29, transcript

Some of the information for his story Adam figured out

himself. He is sitting beside Charlie as he works.
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Adam - Okay. Four million, one hundred twenty-five

thousand divided by fifty thousand, seven

hundred and sixty-six.

Charlie - I give up. (laughs)

Adam - 81 people per square mile.

Adam figured out the number of people per square mile in

each state as he came to it. By May 20, he had completed his book

up to and including Oregon. By the time he came to New York, he

had begun to include the percent of the state population that lived

in the major city.

Adam, story, no. 6

The major city is New York City. It has 7,304,300

people. About 41 percent live in New York City.

May 20, transcript

Miss C. was concerned about the time he was taking on the

book.

Miss C. - Adam, are you on your next story or are you

finishing up your state story? Let's try to

finish it up this week so you can get on to

something else.

Adam - (resignedly) I'll take it home.

Miss C. - Okay. Okay.

This marked the end of the state book. Adam took it home

and probably never finished it. In June when I realized that I had
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not copied this book, I asked him repeatedly to bring it back so

that I could copy it. But he did not bring it in. Finally I called his

home and requested the book from his father who happened to be

the one to answer the phone. The next day Adam brought it back

to school. In the letter he wrote me at the end of the year (Miss

C. had all the children write me letters) he said, "I am glad you

liked my states book."

I discussed Adam's book with Miss C. She didn't think that

he got enough out of doing the book to make it worthwhile.

June 6, phone conversation

[Adam] is not a process kind of guy. It's critical that

he's right. He doesn't get any practice in being wrong.

He can't deal with being wrong. The process of writing

doesn't interest him, he is mostly interested in the end

result and he wants that to be right.

What did Adam get out of the States book? ...
What did he leam from that book? He just copied down
the information and maybe got practice in

capitalization and putting the information in his own
words. . . .

I suggested that Adam may have felt safe writing his state

book, since he could check his information and know he was right.

Miss C. conceded that

The state book was fine for a little while, but it

went on too long.

Worried about balance in the writing curriculum. Miss C.

felt that Adam should move on to a more creative topic. He did go
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on to something else, "The Restaurant Going Out of Business" and

the book about the basketball championships with Eric, but

neither was completed. Adam was slowing down on his States

book, for he had set himself a larger task than he realized when

he embarked on it. But I sensed that he took the book home

feeling that his big project was a failure. Miss C. could have

recognized the book while helping him to make it more

manageable. Anxious to get a book by Jorge published, she had

published only the first of the two chapters in "School Days for

Jorge, Jon, James, and Clifford". She could have urged Adam to

prepare a "States of New England" book, thereby giving him

recognition and some sense of completion. Adam began his

project with enthusiasm, owning it completely. He probably

ended it, feeling that it didn't amount to much. Adam may have

learned from his States book experience not to use his interests

for topic choices, but to rely on the teacher's interests instead.

The real problem with Adam's book, as far as Miss C. was

concerned, was that it didn't follow the story format she was

trying to teach. Adam's early Frog and Toad stories demonstrated

that he could structure a story with a beginning, middle, and end.

Adam was experimenting with a different structure in a work of

non-fiction. He began with a topic - numbers - which excited

him, compiled information from two sources and. using those

sources, added information that logically followed. Although

this constitutes the beginning of research, it wasn't what Miss C.

had in mind so she did not validate Adam's ownership of "The

States of North America". Adam didn't negotiate to retain

nr,
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ownership but passively accepted Miss C.'s encouragement to

abandon his project, probably feeling that he had no choice in

the matter.

Resisting Ideas

When the children did not passively accept alterations of

their writing, they kept ownership by warding off unwanted ideas

or interpretations. Their techniques varied depending on the

temperament of the child.

Resisting the Researcher

Jon

Jon insisted on explaining his meaning in his own words,

possibly because he did not understand what I was trying to say.

But by interpreting his own words in his own way he kept

ownership of his text.

Jan. 25, transcript

I drew up a chair beside Jon's desk to help him finish

"Frog and Toad Lost in The Jungle". A section of the text

read:
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And there an avalanche and Toad said there is an

avalanche and there was a log and Frog and Toad

went in the log and all the rocks fall down.

Researcher - Now when I read that I say to

myself, Jon, isn't that clever of them

because if they climb in the log then the

avalanche isn't going to bury them, isn't

going to hurt them because it's going to go

right over them because they're in the log.

Is that what you had in mind or was I just

reading more into it?

Jon - You were reading more into it.

Researcher - What did you have in mind about their

going in the log?

Jon - They went into the log and the rocks go over the

log and they would keep going and then it would

miss them.

Neal

Neal makes clear that "Frog and Toad at the Turkey

Farm" will proceed in the direction he has planned for it.

Jan 11, transcript

I am discussing with Neal how Frog and Toad fight

over which turkey to buy at the farm.

Neal - That's the turkey they're arguing over.

Frog wants the turkey

Researcher - um hum
Neal - Toad doesn't.

Researcher - Okay.

Neal - 'Cause it's too big for him to eat.
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Researcher - (laughs) They could treeze it,

couldn't they?

Neal - They could. But that's not what they want

to do.

Feb. II, transcript

Neal is beginning work on "The Adventures of Link 11".

I sit with him in the reading comer as he is working. He

reads his first sentence to me.

Neal - (reading) "Link starts and so he's

beginning in the swamps."

Researcher - Okay now, wait a minute. Link

starts. . . . I'm not sure what he's starting.

Neal - His adventure. ... It should say that all

on the story map.

Researcher - Yeah, but you see the story map is

for you. This (pointing to the story) is for

the reader who is me right now, so I have

to know what's on your story map. . . .

otherwise I don't know what he's starting.

Maybe it's a car. See what I'm saying?

Neal - See, see, see what I say on the cover?

That's uh The Adventures of Link II. Well

that should tell that he started his

adventure.

Neal begins to explain orally about the adventures of Link

and I press him to include this information in his story.

Researcher - Those are interesting things. T need

to hear that in the story.

Neal - You'll hear, you'll hear about Damon later on

in the story.

Researcher - Good, but I need -

Neal - Trust me.
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March 1 1 , transcript

Neal is still working on "The Adventures of Link 11". During

this writing class he rejects my idea for organizing his story.

Researcher - But if you're going to finish this story -

you could . . . just do that section of the story,

Neal, and then you could go on and finish his

adventure in another book

Neal - No.

Neal views my suggestions as intrusions and he puts up a

wall of resistance to protect his property rights.

Diane

Diane also makes clear that she is in charge of her story.

April 26, transcript

I sit down next to her as she is about to begin the last

chapter of "Just Me and Beethoven".

Researcher - What will it be about?

Diane - It'll be about when I go to bed. We're in

the car. It'll be called -

Researcher - Going home from Grandma's house?

Diane - No, it'll be called In the Car.
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Margery

Margery resisted the ideas of others by soliciting them,

then rejecting them.

Jan. 25, transcript

After the writing period was over, Margery came up to

me with a question.

Margery - Do you think Starria is good?

Researcher - Oh, I think it's wonderful, Margery.

I love it.

Margery - Do you think I should publish it?

Researcher - Oh yes.

Margery - I'm not sure I'm going to do it.

Resisting Peers

Margery

Margery did decide to publish "Starria", but when she was

illustrating the published text she had trouble figuring out how

to draw Zeus. She asked Ruth to help her, but maintained

control of the picture-making by rejecting the help she had

sought.
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April 1, transcript

Ruth - What do you want me to draw?

Margery - Zeus.

Ruth - . . . . Okay, I'll show you. I'll draw Aphrodite.

Margery - No, don't draw Aphrodite. Don't draw

anyone. Just draw Zeus.

Ruth - No, I'll draw Aphrodite lightly and then I'll

draw Zeus.

Margery - I don't need Aphrodite.

Ruth - No, just lightly, so you can see how big he is.

She's a regular sized goddess. This is going to

be a weird Aphrodite. I don't care.

Margery - Very, very light.

Ruth - (erasing what she has drawn) I'll draw it

lighter. . . . I'll just draw a face.

Margery - and Zeus goes off the page.

Ruth - Now Zeus goes -

Margery - No, doesn't fit in his hand.

Ruth - Yeah, I know. Okay, let's get the - there's his

head ***

Margery - No, no.

Ruth - You're right. (Erases again.)

Margery - They're smaller than that. They could live

on ... his hand. Seven of them .... Ruth, that is

the smallest Zeus in the world.

Ruth - Yeah, I know. ... He has sleeves, he has sleeves.

Margery - That doesn't look like a boy.

Ruth - 1 know. It looks weird . . . Why don't you work
on something that you do know how to draw?

Even though she asked Ruth to help her, Margery had an idea,

though it may have been vague, of how she wanted the picture to

look. When Ruth's drawing didn't match her mental picture, she

rejected it. Margery wanted help, but she wasn't willing to

negotiate ownership to get it.
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Mae

Although Mae had a difficult time resisting the teacher's

directions in the writing of her poem, she could resist Kim's

suggestions.

Jan. 7, transcript

Mae is sitting in the reading corner beside Kim writing

"Max Goes to School", a story about the gerbil Kim has brought

to school. Kim is also writing a story about her gerbil,

"Max's Adventures".

Mae - I'd like the brown, please. . . . I'm going to make
him ears.

Kim - His ears are black.

Mae - I'm not making his ears like that.

Kim might own the gerbil, but Mae indicated that she

owned her story and her pictures of Max.

Elliott

Elliott sometimes used advice to make up his own mind

and preserve his ownership. His conversation with me and Neal

about "Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise NCC 1701 -A", the

beginning of which was quoted above under, "Extending the
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Length of Stories", is an example.

April 26, transcript

Elliott "... do you think I should uh do 210 pages?

Researcher - What do you think?

Elliott - I think I'll be kind of tired when I'm done..

Researcher - How can you solve that? That's a big

problem.

Elliott - . . . . Do you have any suggestions? I'm

always open.

Neal - . . .1 think he should stop. You're gonna take all

the. . . writing paper to get 210 pages in a book.

Elliott - I've made my choice.

Researcher - What are you gonna do?

Elliott - 210.

Elliott did not finish the 210 pages. He produced six pages

of this book before abandoning the project. But Neal's suggestion

to stop such an ambitious project seems to have - at least for

awhile - strengthened Elliott's resolve to follow his original plan.

Acting as an Authority

Acting as an authority was another technique used to resist

the ideas of others. It was used only by confident members of the

class, such as Margery and Elliott, who each employed it in a

different way.
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Margery

Margery insisted on her ability to judge some aspects of the

teacher's help, preserving her sense of herself as an evaluator,

not merely one who is evaluated.

Jan. 6, transcript

She called my attention to her drawing of a horse as

an illustration for "Starrla".

Margery - Mrs. Fleming?

Researcher - Wow! Did you do that all by yourself?

That's really wonderful.

Louise - Miss C. helped with the neck.

Margery - No, she helped with the head. She did the

lousiest neck.

April 8, transcript

Margery acted as an authority to maintain control and

ownership of her work in a conference with Miss C.

She is sitting with Miss C. working out the story map of

"Starrla's Family". Miss C. is writing it while Margery gives

the information.

Miss C. - Okay. . . what is the big event going to be?

the problem is that Starrla is lonely. Right?
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Margery - Well yeah . . .The big event is she gets

married, (giggles a little)

Miss C. - Okay.

Margery - and she has children.

Miss C. - That's probably going to be the last, right?

Margery - Yeah. Ah, oh! And you have to write one

more character that I know will be in it -

Moonshine.

Miss C. - Oh, is that the stallion she meets?

Margery - Nope.

Miss C. - No?
Margery - That's her baby.

While Miss C. is interested in writing a logical sequential

outline, Margery races ahead of her, eager to share her fictive

world - but in her own way.

Miss C. - What are the major events that will happen,

that will bring us to the solution of this

problem?
Margery - This . . . isn't really the solution, but this is

how it starts: Starrla rode *** because she's

been too long in tears.

Miss C. - But that's a major happening.

Margery - That's the beginning.

Miss C. - That's the beginning. Okay. Wait, wait.

Stop, stop.

Margery - Then when the goddess of love can't stand it

Miss C. - Stop. Number one is: Starrla - she has a

temper tantrum?

Margery - I'm about to laugh because I'm picturing

what this is going to look like.

Yet, keeping control over the direction of her story does

not mean for Margery that she cannot accept corrections from

Miss C.
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Margery - And the fourth happening is, she has a

little uh mare named Moonshine.
Miss C. - ... no, it's called a filly. Did you know that?

Margery - Yeah, but it's going to be a girl so-

Miss C. - So it's a filly. If it's a boy it's a colt.

Margery, knowing that Miss C. rides horses herself, is

willing to accept her superior knowledge on this point. She even

accepts her help in naming the stallion Starrla falls in love with.

Miss C. - What about some sort of Cloud? Like

Lightning Bolt or-

Margery - I was thinking about that. Something
with black in it, 'cause he's gonna be black.

Miss C. - Could it be Black Thunder Cloud?

Margery - How about that? (laughs)

Miss C. - Do you want that?

Margery - And then - what a good idea.

During this conference Miss C. and Margery have respected

each other's expertise: Miss C.'s technical information about

horses and Margery's knowledge of her imaginary world. This

mutual respect allows them to collaborate on a small point in

Margery's story without Margery's losing ownership.

Elliott

Elliott, more than anyone else in the class, established

ownership by claiming expert knowledge of his topics. He did this

by lecturing anyone who would listen: peers, teacher, researcher.

Since other members of the class had a limited tolerance for

these lectures, and Miss C. was too busy to listen, I was
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frequently targeted as an audience; I not only listened but

sometimes taped what he said. Therefore I rarely left the

classroom without Elliott's delivering a soliloquy on some

subject.

March 8, transcript

Elliott read me his "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" story and I

questioned him on points I didn't understand.

Researcher - What blew up exactly? Not the whole
thing but enough so they had to abandon it?

So . . . this is what blew up? (pointing to

illustration).

Elliott - Right. Now, you know if they didn't abandon
ship, they'd still be doomed. . . .

Researcher - But the point is, they can go in this -

Elliott - No, not really.

Researcher - No? Okay.

Elliott - 'Cause you see, can I tell you something?
Researcher - Yeah.

Elliott - What you see, on Federation technology
Researcher - Um hum.
Elliott - There's something called radiation doors

that would come down to seal off this section.

You know, so yes, they would not have to

abandon ship. But you see as it turns out

Researcher - Yeah.

Elliott - And also, and see how this would connect
right here and you see how that was destroyed.

Also that would suck them out 'cause remember
how you can get sucked out in space and since

this is Kardasian technology - 'cause this used
to be a Kardasian space station . . .

Researcher - Um hum.
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Elliott - So that's why they - so they, the Kardasians.

they don't have any big radiation doors, so ... if

they did, not only would they lose air but they'd

also eventually ... be sucked out. Right?

Feb. 25, transcript

Elliott had drawn a picture of a plane and labeled it

"Meshmdit." Although not sure myself of the spelling of

Messerschmitt, I suggested that it needed an "r".

Elliott - if you were German you would say the "r",

but there's no "r "there . . it just depends on

your accent.

March 1, transcript

I had researched the spelling and reported to Elliott:

Researcher - Elliott, I didn't know how to spell

Messerschmitt and I did a lot of

research on it. I looked at everything in

my house and I couldn't find it. . . So I

called up the Public Library and I think I

remember it correctly. Okay, you've got to

check it. I think it's this. (Writes it on

paper)

Elliott "... by the way this isn't spelled right.

Researcher - Oh, you don't think it's spelled

right?

Elliott - No. I know it's not spelled right.

There's no uh "s" there and uh I'm not sure

if it's double "t" ... so I'll circle that

(second s) and question mark (for the t). So
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Researcher - Check the library. I'll bet they

have -

Elliott - I'm not sure about the double "t", but

I'm positive that there's no double "s".

Elliott, unlike Margery, felt he had to defend his authority

by denying the expertise of someone else.

Ignoring Directions of Peers

Renee

Oct. 26, field notes

Clifford, [sitting next to Renee], told her that

she was supposed to put the date in a different place

on her paper than where she had written it.

"Who cares?" replied Renee, and left the date

where it was.

Eric

Nov. 18, field notes

Eric was sitting with four or five other children [girls and

boys] in the easel area drawing in their art journals after they

had finished painting beads.

They were industriously drawing, but the drawings

were of crayons, rainbows, baseball stars making a

catch. At one point Ruth looked up and said, "Aren't

we supposed to be drawing beads?" Ruth herself had
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drawn beads. Her comments produced a pause and

then Eric said, "Who cares?" Ruth continued to

follow directions, the others did what they

wanted.

Jorge

Jan. 6, field notes

Jorge is sitting next to Ruth [working on relief

sculptures]. She tells him his [relief board] is

too small. He ignores her.

Feb. 10, field notes

Ruth is sitting next to Jorge during an art class.

Ruth noticed that Jorge had cut two pieces

of wall paper and he was putting glue on the design

side of the wall paper. "No, Jorge," you're glueing

the wrong side," she told him. Jorge did not stop

what he was doing. He apparently wanted the

wallpaper pieces to overlap and he continued

doing what he had in mind.

Kim

Feb. 25, field notes

Kim is still working on her story about the

winged horse. Amber at one point questioned

Kim's selection of a color. "You're doing hot

yellow?"

"So what's the matter?" Kim answered

calmly, without changing her choice of color.

J.

!
I

I
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Ignoring Teacher's Direction - Elliott

Directives from peers were easy for the children to ignore,

even when they were repetitions of mles set down by teachers.

But when a child failed to heed an instruction given directly by

the teacher, this was a risky matter. After all, the teacher was

an adult and had power over the child's school life that peers did

not have.

Elliott's insistence on following his story map was

discussed in Chapter 5. In the Jan. 4 transcript Elliott worked

out a way to stick to his story map while also including ideas not

in the original plan. Elliott was able, in this situation, to be the

good student who follows the teacher's instructions, and the good

writer who follows his own creative instincts.

But by the end of January, Elliott was faced with a situation

where the student's role and the writer's role were brought more

seriously into conflict: Miss C. told him to choose another topic.

Jan. 28, field notes

While passing Elliott's desk, on her way to conference with

another child. Miss C. glanced at his work and softly but

distinctly told Elliott

This is your last Star Trek book and then you've

got to jump to something else.
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Elliott was working on "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" at the

time. He ignored Miss C.'s instructions to go to another topic, left

"Deep Space Nine" unfinished, and began thinking about a story

about Mr. Scott, the main engineer in the original Star Trek

episodes. He did not seem to have much invested in this story

because he asked me to make decisions concerning it.

Feb. 11, transcript

Elliott brought his drawings of Mr. Scott's uniforms to

where I was working.

Elliott - Which suit would you like Mr. Scott in?

Researcher -
. . . . You have to decide that, Elliott. . . .

It's your story.

Elliott - That's the thing. ... It really doesn't matter

what place he's in. . . Pick between these two

uniforms because he'll be a main engineer.

Researcher - But you can decide.

Elliott - That's the thing.

Eric - (now looking on) I pick uh . . . this one.

Elliott - Okay. (Goes back to his seat.)

If Elliott wrote the story in which Mr. Scott wore the

uniform Eric selected, I never saw it. But by late February he had

completed a new Star Trek story, "War of Freedom". Momentum

was building in the classroom for publishing because Adam's

"Frog and Toad Lost in Outer Space" had been printed and was

almost ready to be placed in the library corner.
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Feb. 25, transcript

Miss C. came to Elliott's desk where he was finishing the

cover to "War of Freedom".

Miss C. - I want you to choose one of yours to publish.

Elliott - (indicating "War of Freedom") Yup. I think I'm

going to publish this one.

Miss C. - You want to publish this one, you don't want to

do the other ones?

Elliott - No
Miss C. - Okay.

"War of Freedom" was not published, however.

March 4, transcript

Elliott came up to me at the beginning of the writing

period and announced his plans for his Star Trek books.

Elliott - You know the space books I wrote? I'm

combining them into one huge book called "Space

Extra". So all the space stories I've written, I'm

going to turn into one book.

Researcher - Oooh, then each episode can be a chapter?

Elliott - Right.

March 8, transcript

Elliott shows me the cover for his planned Space Extra

series.
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Elliott - This shows pictures of each thing, we got

"Star Search", "Star Trek Deep Space Nine",

"Aliens", "War of Freedom". ... in order, too.

Researcher - Wow. So your published book is going

to be like this?

Elliott - Yes.

Elliott also wrote "Part of the Space Series" on the covers

of his Star Trek books.

April 8, transcript

At the beginning of the writing period, Elliott approached me

with an update on his Space Series.

Elliott - I finished the conclusion of "Deep Space Nine".

Researcher - . . . . You almost ready to publish the

whole series?

Elliott - Um hum.

Later on during this writing class Elliott asked if he could

read me his "Deep Space Nine" book. After he finished reading

he explained how his plans for the series had changed.

Elliott - I'm going to publish the two Deep Space

Nines. ("Star Search" is the other)

Researcher - Um hum.

Elliott - Then after I publish them I'm going to get

the others ready for publishing.

April 15, transcript

Elliott is now working on a Sherlock Holmes story.
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Elliott - Sherlock Holmes. I'm making a new story. . . .

I've read all the Sherlock Holmes books.

Well, almost all.

Researcher - So you finished your Star Trek stories?

Right?

Elliott - Well actually, there's a couple that - Miss C.

said I couldn't write any more Star Trek stories.

(laughs) I mean yes.

Elliott only completed one page of the Sherlock Holmes story.

April 26, transcript

At the beginning of this writing period Miss C. stopped at

Elliott's desk.

Miss C. - Elliott, uh I need for you to work on some
capitals and periods *** You need to publish

it. Star Trek. Okay?

Elliott did not work on capitals and periods, he began his

210 page project, "Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise",

mentioned in Chapter 5.

April 29, transcript

At the end of the writing period Elliott talks to me at

length about the Enterprise.

Elliott - I'd like to ask you a question about the

torpedo bay. Uh, do you think I should mention

the different types of torpedoes that have

been built by the Federation?

Researcher -
. . . . What do you think?
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Elliott -
. . . . It's like- so many things on one deck and-

Researcher - And then there's so many decks.

Elliott - 210. . .That still means 210 pages, (laughs) . . .

I'm gonna be probably working on that til the end

of the year, (laughs)

May 1 7, transcript

Elliott is working on another story.

Elliott - What I am writing is uh I'm calling it "Forty-

two and Oblivion and Other Sea Mysteries" uh

sort of like mysteries of disappearances like

Amelia Earhart. . . . Mystery of Isaac Rock, you

know, two lighthouse keepers, Christmas Eve,

disappear without a trace, what happened to

them?

No sign of this story appeared in Elliott's folder.

May 19, field notes.

Elliott came up to me just before the final

dismissal bell and said, "I want your opinion.

Should I write a Stephen King story?"

"Which Stephen King story?"
"
Pet Semetary III . It'll be scary."

"Very. His stories are wild."

"I think I'll do Pet Semetary III ." he said.

I've read almost all the Stephen King books."

Elliott did not write "Pet Semetary", but started "The Return

of the Sleepwalkers" instead. Although five pages of this was

written, the story was not finished. "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine",

which had been completed in early April, was not typed up and
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bound until June, and Elliott never completed all the illustrations

for it. The other books in his Space Series were not published.

After "War of Freedom", completed in February, Elliott

never finished another story. Yet before that he had completed

four stories, always finishing one before moving on to the next.

The failure to finish stories seemed to be a result of Miss C.'s

prohibition on Star Trek writing. Elliott couldn't turn off his

passion for Star Trek; it was too much a part of him, it spoke to

him too insistently for him to deny it voice. Since Elliott was

basically a cooperative student who wanted to follow the rules

of the classroom, he did not declare war against Miss C, but

engaged in subtle guerrilla tactics: denying her direction,

delaying its final imposition. By not finishing projects, he was

able to keep his Star Trek interests in the classroom. Miss C.

even judged his "Deep Space Nine" book as his best work. But

she had overruled his decision to publish "War of Freedom" and

his plan to publish his "Space Extra Series".

June 15, interview

Miss C. looked over the list of Elliott's work which i had

given her.

I would say "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" fis his best

work] because he really had to work hard on that.

Elliott is - due to his incredible disorganization has

not finished many of these and 1 found them and I

asked him and he said, "I keep losing it, so I start a

new one."
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Much of Elliott's "disorganization" may have been a deliberate

stalling tactic. He refused to turn away from his Star Trek

stories, as Adam had turned away from his States book, preferring

to be disorganized than to abandon ownership. Had he not retained

a strong sense of ownership, he would not have been able to

approach the final editing of "Deep Space Nine" as he did.

Miss C. - When I started typing it ... I had to stop

because I didn't understand. There was a gap in

logic. . . And I read it to him and he said, "Oh, I

see what you mean. I need to say exactly where

these are." ... He was able to turn around and fix

it so that it would be understandable to the

reader . . .he spit out a wonderful paragraph that

set the scene beautifully.

Elliott succeeded in keeping Star Trek on his agenda of

writing activities throughout the year, but at the expense of his

productivity.

Ownership in Spite of Instruction: .lames

While Elliott was faced with the problem of resisting one

large directive: topic choice, James was confronted with

maintaining ownership in spite of many small directions from the

teacher. James was as addicted to mystery stories as Elliott was

to Star Trek stories. Yet Miss C. never told James to change his

topic.
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June 8, interview

Observer - Do you feel you can write anything you
want to?

James - In a way, yeah. But in a way, no. Because, I

mean, of course nobody's going to tell me what
to write, but ... it seems like I'm trapped . . .

and like . . . whatever pencil I touch becomes a

mystery pencil because I can't . . . write anything

but mysteries for some reason.

Writing was very important to James. It gave him a

freedom and sense of power that he did not have in other aspects

of school life. He explained why writing was his favorite class:

June 8, interview

I do like being creative but besides that it's my
favorite period because recess I don't have

anything to do. Because I'm not going to go play

kick ball. I think kick ball is real stupid.

Especially base[ball] now that they've found an

aluminum bat . . . and then they hit the ball,

throw the bat, and hit you in the head, and it

hurts. . . . Soccer there are too many arguments

going on. And so I'm just doing hieroglyphics on

tiles, but you get bored with that after awhile.

But then phonics - everything we learn in

phonics is things I know already and with the

math papers I can get through real fast because I

mean they're real easy. . . writing I can write

whatever I really want to.

The freedom to explore his ideas in his own way, however,

was restrained by Miss C.'s sense of how his stories should be

corrected. Her concern with logic leaps in James' Sherlock
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Holmes story,was discussed in Chapter 4. Although she let

some logic leaps go in "Sherlock Holmes", she had no intention

of ignoring logic leaps permanently. She began to address them

again in James' "Purrfect" stories. At the end of April she read

one of the stories, "The Case of the Mistaken Identity" and told

him:

April 26, transcript

It's got the good bones of a good mystery here.

We've got to add some more meat here. . . . Right now
I didn't have enough information to be able to come to

the conclusion that you drew . . . That's why I want

you to slow down a little bit. It's wonderful that

you're writing so much, but I want you to slow down a

little bit and make sure that the story is making

sense. . . that the reader and the listener will come to

the conclusion on their own.

May 3, transcript

James read one of his Purrfect stories to the class for the

first time. The class assembled in the easel area to listen to him.

Since "Purrfect" contained seven mysteries. Miss C. began by asking

how much of the book he wanted to read.

Miss C. - James, how many books are you reading?

Everything or have you chosen certain portion

to read?

James - I-I think everything might be a little too

much.

Miss C. - I think it would be. Yeah, so do you want to

just start with Purrfect. . . . with the one that

we were working on that I had questions on?

It's like the second one isn't it?
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James - The first one tells - see the first one really

tells . . . who Purrfect is.

Miss C. - Oh well then maybe the first one and then the

second.

James - Okay. The Case of Purrfect the Fake. . . .

"Purrfect was the best detective in the land. He
was also famous for being the best armed robber.

Lost? Here's what I mean. Two nights ago the

latest robbery ever occurred. The bank manager

said he had seen Purrfect sneak in and steal one

thousand pesos. The bank manager was invited to

dinner. He was invited because he was to tell the

facts. With his knife in his left hand and his fork

in his right he said, 'Purrfect stole one thousand

pesos. I saw him. He asked for his money that he

had in his account and then stole all the rest.'

'You might have everyone believing you,'

corrected Purrfect, 'except for one mistake.'

What was his mistake?"

Miss C. - Anybody have an idea?

James maintained control of this sequence by insisting on

choosing which story he would read. Miss C.'s idea that he would

go on to read the second, was lost in the discussion which

followed the reading of "Purrfect the Fake." Most of the children

responded to James' story with puzzled looks. Only Margery,

Louise, and Elliott, three of the most confident members of

the class, made audible comments immediately.

Margery - I don't understand how-

Louise - I don't understand a thing about it.

Elliott - I do. You've got to be a mystery nut.

Miss C. - Well, that's not necessarily true. Uh-

EUiott - I know mysteries very well.
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Miss C. followed her usual format for peer response to

stories by asking the children to tell what they heard. Diane was

the only child to respond to this invitation.

I heard that Purrfect stole - Purrfect asked for all the

money that he had in there ***but he stole the rest of

the money and someone wanted him to give the money
back.

James wanted to respond to this, but Miss C. cut in:

... .If they're not saying what you heard right,

then you know that you must not have said it clearly.

Clifford thought he knew the answer to the mystery.

If it wasn't coins it would be too much to count?

In that little time?

Miss C. used the response time to bring up one of her concerns:

I heard that the bank manager was invited to dinner to

give the facts. I'm not quite sure whose dinner he was

invited to -

No one else raised a hand to tell what was heard. Margery,

however, by persisting, negotiated a second reading of the mystery

and a reading of the solution.

Miss C. - (speaking to the whole class) You can't just

say, I don't understand. That is not going to help

James very much. Okay? What is it that confused

you exactly? Don't look at me, look at James.

Margery - He was reading too quickly and they're asking

kind of -

Miss C. - (a little sharply) He was reading very slowly,

Margery. That's not -
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Margery - I couldn't hear -

Miss C. - Well you know, Margery, we're not so much
concerned-

Margery - I couldn't tell, I couldn't tell what he was

saying very well.

Miss C- Okay. Want me to read it out loud quickly

again, loud and clear, to give them a second

chance?
James - Yes.

After the second reading Miss C. again asked the class to

tell what they didn't understand.

Diane - What time of day was it. when Purrfect

robbed -. . . ?

James - He didn't steal.

Miss C. - Well, when this supposed - do you want to

hear more about the actual robbery?

Diane - Yeah.

Elliott insisted that no more details of the robbery were

needed since too much information would spoil the mystery.

But James was willing to address this concern:

1 can make this a little more obvious, if you'd like it

that way. How he was invited to dinner that night.

Miss C. again asked who invited the bank man to dinner. She

asked the class to raise their hands if they knew that Purrfect

was the detective in the case. No hands were raised.

Miss C. - If you knew that information raise your

hand if that would have made it a little bit

clearer for you.

Louise - Miss C, one thing was confusing me.

Miss C- Tell him, I didn't write it.
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Louise - How could he be the supposed thief and the

detective at the same time?

James - Okay, well uh -

Miss C. -
. . . why would the bank robber go to Purrfect

to help - to have Purrfect solve that case if- I

mean the bank manager go to Purrfect and have

Purrfect solve the case if the bank manager

suspected Purrfect of actually stealing?

While Miss C. has made a point of having questions addressed

to James and not to her, emphasizing that James is the author of

the story, she takes the floor again immediately after Louise's

clear question, not allowing James to finish his explanation before

she has restated the question in a confusing way. She then gave

James a chance to explain:

James - He didn't go to have Purrfect solve the case, he

went to uh - okay - it's kinda like uh what my dad

was talking about earlier - (James' father had

spoken to the class about what lawyers do.)

Miss C. - What?

James - Like kind uh before trial like they are -

Miss C. - Oh, they have the discovery period?. . . .Oh, so

there was perhaps going to be a trial and Purrfect

- Maybe we need some background information?

On this?

James - He wasn't going to trial he was just kinda like .

the discovery period when they find out -

Ruth asked why the story was called "Purrfect the Fake"

James - Well it's kinda like Purrfect was like the best

detective in the land but he was also famous for

being the best armed robber in the land, right?

Miss C. -. . . . So he was being accused -

James -
. . .not like if he was going around robbing

stores you would -
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Miss C. - not hire him anymore?

James - Yeah. It's kinda like he was a fake.

Immediately after this, the class turned to their writing

and Miss C. held a conference with James about his story. This

conference lasted throughout the rest of the writing period,

approximately twenty minutes. Miss C. signaled that the story

was important because she spent so much time with James, she

invited me to participate (the only time she asked for my

participation in a conference), and she sent Jon away when he

wanted to read his story to her:

Miss C. - Jon, James and I have to really figure this

out. Um do you think you can be on your own
today?

At the end of the conference, she again stressed the

significance of the time she was spending with James.

Miss C. - This is very hard. Very hard. Which is why
I wanted to sit down, which is why I'm ignoring

everyone else today and concentrating solely on

you. Okay? Because I think it's wonderful that

you have set such a challenge for yourself. And
I think the kids are really intrigued now because

I think they want to understand it and hear more.

And I think if we work on it you'll be really

pleased with. . . .how much more they'll

understand when you read it again.

Yet her emphasis on the difficulty of the job of revision may

have made it seem daunting to James. She told him it was "a tough

job to tackle", so tough that all the resources of the room would be
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mobilized to help him: "Mrs Fleming and I can work with you." She

also spoke of the job as an enemy to be defeated: "tomorrow when

we have writing we can attack this." (Emphasis mine.) James did

not seem to leave the conference feeling empowered.

James - I'm feeling it's like work, but I'm feeling that

it's a little impossible.

He asked for Miss C.'s directions about what he should do

when he finished his task:

And then do you think I should work on the

rest of the stories?

Miss C. then handed the decision-making back to him: "Up to

you. Up to you."

James tried to keep ownership of his story throughout the

conference, but Miss C. often placed the template of her own vision

for the story over James's ideas for improvement. I suggested that

James needed to add the information that Purrfect was a cat.

James - But where is that-

Miss C. - I think in the beginning when you discuss

Purrfect.

James - Purrfect was -

Miss C - because you're setting

James - a famous cat, the best detective in the land and

Miss C. - He was also famous for being the best armed

robber in the land. Purrfect, a famous cat, (four

second pause) was the best detective in the land.

He was also famous for being the best armed

robber in the land.
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James revised the wording of his first sentence to include

the information that Purrfect was a cat: "Purrfect was a famous

cat, the best detective in the land." Miss C. changed the wording to:

"Purrfect, a famous cat, was the best detective in the land." James

abandoned his own wording to adopt Miss C.'s in the published

version of his story, although her wording was not superior to his.

Miss C.'s goal, as it had been in the revision of Sherlock

Holmes, was the elimination of James's "incredible logic leaps",

and she drew attention to all of them. She brought up the meaning

of "famous" and suggested that Purrfect wasn't "famous" as being

an armed robber. James asserts himself as the expert on grammar:

Miss C. - So instead of saying "also" you could say that

he was also . . . suspected for being or accused for

being.

James - Accused for being? Accused as-

Miss C. - Okay. Accused as being the best armed robber

in the land? Okay.

James won this concession. But Miss C. then spoke at length

about the need for more background information, ending by saying

that the story was too short.

Miss C. - You wanted to keep this a really short . . story.

right?

James - Yeah.

Miss C. Really sort of a snippet. But I think it was

snipped up too much.

James again tried to assert his own ideas, objecting to

answering Diane's wish to hear more about the robbery.
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James - ... I - that's though what I've been thinking

about. Because that is going to be a little bit

hard because I haven't been planning anything

else about the robbery.

Miss C. - Okay.

James - I've been thinking -

Miss C. does not give James a chance to explain what he has

been thinking, but interrupts to speak at length about the possible

location of the bank and how that could provide an important clue

to the reader. James gains the initiative in the dialogue when he

comes up with a new idea:

I was gonna say we could uh we could ask them like

somebody the person who robbed it get in costume

just like Purrfect but then -

Miss C. listens to this idea, responds to his exploration of it,

then starts an outline for the story.

Miss C. - Do you want to state very clearly that

Purrfect was accused therefore Purrfect wanted

to prove his innocence so he investigated this

robbery?
James - I'd like to state that.

Miss C. - All right. So we need to-

James - But -

Miss C. - But what?

James - It -It's not easy for me.

James takes the initiative again when he responds to Miss

C.'s talk about the names of banks:
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James - We also have Baybanks.

Miss C. - We also have Baybanks. But they do have -

they often like the First National Bank of

America. You could say the First National

Bank of France or something.

James - You know what else?

Miss C. - What?
James - If you don't need the bank today -

Miss C. - Um hum.

James - I have a book of French at home and I'll

see if I could find Baybank in French.

Miss C. - (laughs) Okay, perfect. That's a

wonderful idea.

James kept this idea and it became an important clue in

the solution of his mystery, but it could not have empowered

him very much at the moment, at least, because he responded

to Miss C. with one word answers until he complained that

the work ahead seemed impossible.

Commenting to me after class. Miss C. remarked on the

effect of peer response to James's story.

Miss C. - He took it much better from them than he

did from me.

Researcher - Yeah.

Miss C. - You know, that's what I wanted him to see.

Researcher - See he's pushing himself to the -

Miss C. - To max.

Researcher - Yes, yes.

Miss C. - But he's accepting it.

May 10, transcript

Miss C. spent another extended period with James on the

same story, sitting on the rug with him in the easel area
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Miss C. - I thought you were going to give us a little

more about the robbery?

James - I - I
***

Miss C. - You got to slow this down and you got to

fill in all the gaps.

James - Well, I did ***

Miss C. - Okay, but we need a little more about it.

Okay? Greatest robbery ever occurred.

Where? Where was it? You were gonna give

us the name of the bank.

James - I put it up here.

Later in the writing period, she excused James from

coming to the easel area to hear Mark and Eric read the story

they had collaborated on, explaining his absence to the children:

James is going to work because we just got started

organizing. So- And it's very confusing. So he needs

to get going.

James did not spend very long at his desk, sorting out the

details in his story. A few minutes later he quietly sat down on

the nig and joined in the discussion of Mark's and Eric's story.

Miss C. did not comment on this.

At the end of the period James approached Miss C. with a

question about his story. She responds by handing the authorship

back to him.

James - Miss C, do you think I should drop the part

about his knife in his left hand and his fork in

his right?

Miss C. - Depends. Depends on if you need that

information.
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May 13, transcript

During this writing period Miss C. asked James, "Did you

finish "Purrfect"? Can I see it and make sure it's all right?"

Another conference followed. James retained enough confidence

in his authorship to risk making approximations in his text.

Miss C. - What does bon quain mean?

James -
. . . My mom told me-

Miss C. - Bon jour? Bon jour means good day.

James - No, I mean good night.

Miss C. - Bon nuit.

James - Oh, bon nuit.

Miss C. ended this conference by reminding James of the

peer response to his story:

Now the kids wanted to hear a little bit more about. .

this robbery. Are you going to give them a little

more info? (reading from James' text) "But you just

stole the money." Like how did he steal it? Did he

grab it and run? Did the guy hand it over to him?

Remember how the kids wanted to hear more about

the robbery? Okay, think about that.

After recess and the writing period resumed, James came

to Miss C. with a question about his story.

Miss C. - I've spent a lot of time with you lately,

James. How about checking with Mrs.

Fleming?
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Miss C. implies that James is being too demanding of

her time, but she had been cultivating the idea that he needed

to check with her about everything. Her earlier request, "Can I

see it and make sure it's all right?" conveys the idea that

James cannot assess the worth of his story on his own.

I pursue the same kind of persistent questioning of logic

that Miss C. has been following. James defends himself by

drawing my attention to the fictional nature of the story.

Researcher -
. . . Why would they accuse him and not

somebody else, James? That's something I'm

not sure of - I mean there are other

employees, too, right?

James - But he's a famous detective.

Researcher - So would that make him more suspect?

James - Oh, this didn't really happen.

Researcher - I know this didn't really happen. But it's

got to be logical. See?

May 17, transcript

I again conferenced with James about Purrfect, this time

backing off from criticism.

James - So do you have any questions? Any thing you-

Researcher - I think it's just fine.

I think it's just fine the way it is.

Miss C. also held a conference with him that day, but she

continued to ask him questions:
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Is somebody else there? Or is he talking straight to

Purrfect? "You stole a thousand pesos. I saw you. I

was working." What do you think? Is there someone

else there hearing this information?

Later that week James read the story to the class again.

May 20, transcript

Miss C. prepared the class for James' reading.

Miss C. - Do you remember James' story about

Purrfect?

Class - (in unison) Yes.

Miss C. - Do you remember how confused you were?

Class - (in unison) Yes.

Miss C. - James has worked incredibly hard to make

it less confusing. . . . James, do you want me up

there to help figure out which way it all goes?

James - (laughing) Yeah.

Miss C. positioned herself beside James, helping him figure

out how the sentences should be read, since many words and

phrases had been added or deleted. This was unusual procedure

since she usually made a point of sitting as part of the audience

when the stories were being read. Sometimes she sat at a table

behind the child who was reading, taking notes for the reader on

the questions that the children asked. But she sat during this

reading beside James, as if she were co-author of the story.

Four Purrfect stories were published together. Miss C.

credited the intense concentration on the first Purrfect story

with the success of the last three.
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June 15, interview

Miss C. - After we worked so hard on the first Purrfect

he was then able by the last few to really, you
know, have only one comment from me and that

was, I would just need one sentence to give me
the really good clue that would allow me to solve

this case. And, you know, to see him come
along so far in that-

However, the other stories needed less work to begin with.

"The Case of the Quack Quacker", was published exactly as James

had originally written it, with only one word being changed. James

remarked on the process of working on the first story in my

interview with him:

June 8, interview

James - When you read your stories to kids they always
seem to come up with some questions and guess

how many days it took me to work on the Purrfect

book? It was about maybe three paragraphs and it

took me about - I don't know - one month to fix it

up. I mean you get bored with the same
story after awhile.

Researcher - How do you feel about the questions and
comments that the children make?

James -
. . .Some of them I think make a lot of sense.

Some of them I think. "What are these guys,

boneheads or something?" I mean there are some
ones like I mean for instance when I read that

Purrfect story to the class about how the bank
man the first time - well later one, the guys said,

I thought it was crazy, you know what it was?
She said, "Who was Purrfect?" I mean I wrote

that in the first sentence of the story. It said.
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"Purrfect was a cat - a cat detective." And she

says, "Who was Purrfect?" I mean I thought that

was a real crazy question. But some of them I

understand why they ask. But that one was kind

of crazy.

Researcher - Do you feel you have to change the story

the way the kids in the class want you to?

James - Miss C. wants me to. I don't feel like it but

- I don't want to do it but - I have to.

James, confident that he could sort out valuable peer

comments and questions from worthless ones, had no trouble

maintaining his ownership of Purrfect with his classmates, but

he was not so sure of himself with Miss C. She, after all, had the

authority that goes with being a teacher. James could tell that

she valued his work since she spent so much time with him. He

did not, however, appreciate having to spend so much time on such

a small segment of his work, preferring to begin a new story. But

he negotiated his way through the process of publishing his story

by being a cooperative student, trying to fulfill Miss C.'s

requirements, whether he agreed with them or not. Fortunately,

he had such a strong sense of himself as a writer that he did not

lose his involvement with Purrfect in the process of editing it.

Miss C. wanted to help James fulfill his potential. She

seemed to operate under the assumption that James would not

be challenged unless she pushed him. This assumption cost

James time to experiment with the complex cognitive tasks he

set himself.
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Ownership and Lowered Expectations

Jorge

While Miss C. spent a great deal of time helping James with

his writing, she spent little time helping Jorge. She seemed to

feel confident that she knew what James needed and was anxious

to do her best by him. But she was not sure how to assist Jorge.

Both she and I avoided working with him. He spoke very softly

and, since English was not his native language, he spoke it

somewhat brokenly and with Spanish intonations. This made

communication difficult.

Jan. 25, field notes

At the end of the period Miss C. asked me if I would

help Jorge [during the] next writing class. She said

she felt he needed more extra help than anyone else

in the class.

Jan. 28, field notes

I sit down with Jorge as Miss C. has asked me to do, but

working with him was unrewarding.

I asked Jorge to read the page he was
working on to me. His story involves a bed

which is too big because the builders used too
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much wood. Then the bed becomes too small.

Whether a new one is made or not or whether

the bed shrinks in some way, I'm not sure. I

don't know the beginning of the story. It is fairly

long and Jorge did not want to go back to the

beginning. His words on the page do not match
the words he says. He writes the sounds of the

words as he would write them in Spanish. This

means that his invented spelling is very hard to

decipher. I find myself not responding to his

meaning because I have a hard time getting it

because of his spelling and because he speaks

so very softly.

March 10, memo

Miss C. had the same problems working with Jorge that I

had, and she was also discouraged by his sense of story.

[In talking about his story "School Time", she said,]

"His ideas are so general, no details. The kids don't

like to go to school and that's the problem and then

they do like it."

May 13, field notes

Sometimes Jorge dealt with his problems of fitting into

the English speaking classroom by faking or delaying.

Recess began at 10:15 and the children left

for the playground. Jorge did not leave.

Miss C. sat with him and talked very quietly

and earnestly to him about "trying to hide"

what he didn't do and "lying" to her

ill
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about what he was doing. "Because you tried to hide it

and lie and say that it was done, you're going to have

to stay in during recess. . . . English will not go away."

May 20, field notes

Miss C. was anxious to fulfill her goal of publishing at least

one book for each child in the classroom. Since Jorge had not

published any, she told him that she would be working with him

first during this writing period.

When the time came [Miss C] drew my attention

to the fact that Jorge had skipped out to the

bathroom.

Jorge used the names of his classroom friends in his story:

James, Jon, and Clifford. His story focused around the

schoolteacher's request for homework while the boys - until the

very end - deliberately left their work undone because they

preferred to play together, making up excuses to explain why they

didn't do the homework. Miss C. sat beside Jorge in the reading

corner and together they read through the text.

Jorge - (reading) The next day the teacher said to

Jorge, "Why didn't you do your homework?"
"I forgot to do my homework," said Jorge.

"Why didn't you do your homework, Jon?"

Miss C. and Jorge - sighed the teacher.

Jorge - "I was sick, said Jon to the teacher.

The teacher said to James, "Why didn't you do

your homework?"
Miss C. and Jorge - said the teacher.

Jorge - "I couldn't do my homework because it was too

difficult for me."
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"Why didn't you do the homework that I gave to

you," hollered the teacher to Clifford.

"I didn't have time to do it," said Clifford to the

teacher. For you-

Miss C. - just

Jorge - for just one day it's okay to forget your

homework, said the teacher to Jorge, Jon,

James, and Clifford . . .

Jorge's story with its repetitions and simple plot sounds

like a basal reader. It seems inferior when placed beside the

work of James, Louise, Kim, and Elliott. But Jorge is taking

ownership of his writing in an intelligent way. Since English is

his second language, he simplifies his task by depending on

repetitions of familiar phrases to carry his story forward, adding

slight variations with each repetition. So the teacher asks

repeatedly, "Why didn't you do your homework?" but each

character responds with a different answer to the question.

Jorge shows that he is an attentive and cooperative student

for he has varied the verb for "said" as Miss C. has instructed in

several mini-lessons.

In her exchanges with Jorge. Miss C. used fewer words than

when she responded to James' story, and the length of the

conference was shorter, too.

Miss C. - So they finally did their homework the last

day?
Jorge - Yeah.

Miss C. - And then they got to go to third grade?

Jorge - Yeah.

Miss C. - I think that- so what do you need to change

here?
Jorge - The next day I want to change it.
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Miss C. - Okay, but what will you-

Jorge - I'll change everything else.

Miss C. - Okay.

Jorge - The next day it was the last day of school and

Jorge, Jon, and James, and Clifford did their

homework.
Miss C. - That's a good way to change it . . . Good

reading, Jorge. I'm really proud of you. I want

to get that ready for publishing, don't you?

Jorge - Um hum.

Miss C. - Okay, we'll work together with periods and

capitals. You want to work on the other

[chapter]? Why don't you, instead of erasing?

You have this empty page, do it here and then-

what if we get this first one done ready for

publishing and then if we have time we'll get the

second one done. Okay?

Jorge - Okay.

Miss C. - So it will be like two separate stories and if

you want to put them together in the same book I

can do that even when we're done. All right? So

why don't you work on that today and if you have

time go to this part. That's wonderful, Jorge.

Do you want to read it to the kids?

Jorge - Today?

Miss C. - Uh, maybe tomorrow. Or do you want to wait

until it's published?

Jorge - Published.

Miss C. - You want to wait until it's published? Okay,

Jorge.

Miss C. is careful to leave the decision making on the story

to Jorge. She pares the project down to a realistic length by

concentrating on only the first chapter of his book, yet she leaves

open the possibility of publishing Chapter 2 at a later date. After

complimenting Jorge on his effort, she offers him the option of

not reading the story to his classmates until it is complete, and
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in control. By focusing on correcting only a few manageable

errors and not demanding that he work beyond his capability.

Miss C. allowed Jorge to keep the ownership of his writing.

Neal

Miss C. found Neal's problems difficult to deal with, too.

During my interview with her at the end of the year she

expressed her frustration.

June 15, interview

She looks at Neal's name and the list of the stories he

has written.

Neal. (She whispers) God. . . . (Sighs and speaks

very softly) What a trip it's been with him this year.

Neal had trouble focusing on his work, was diagnosed as

having an Attention Deficit, and was taken out of the classroom

at least once a week to work with the Special Needs teacher. He

began his book "The Adventures of Link 11" in February and just

managed to finish it in time to have it published in June. Neal's

story was based on a video game and he had difficulty translating

the game into a story.
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May 20, transcript

Miss C. is anxious for Neal to publish a book so she sits

down with him in the reading corner.

Miss C. - C'mon Neal. Come sit down. Got to get ready

for publishing, pal. . . .

Neal - I'm afraid I might not get this done this week.

I've got a lot of pages to go.

Miss C. - Well, we'll see how we do and maybe I can

help. Do you want me to read or do you want to

read?
Neal - I'll read.

Setting a positive, friendly tone to the conference, and

making clear that she aims to be a facilitator, Miss C. gives Neal

control over his text by allowing him to decide how the reading

will take place. Neal reads his story up to the point where he

stopped writing. Miss C. then encourages him to talk about what

happens next, and summarizes the action:

Miss C. - Link sees a castle, he goes in. It was

dark but he had a lantern. Okay. So what is

Ganon doing meanwhile? Ganon has gone back to

his castle to wait for Link?

Neal - Um hum.

Miss C. - To wait to attack Link?

Neal - Yeah, to attack.

Miss C- So why don't you tell me what we could say?

We can put it here. What?

Neal - Um. Ganon disappears from the tree.

Miss C. - Has Ganon seen that Link has gone into a

castle? Can Ganon see this?

Neal - X-ray vision. Yup.
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Miss C. - So, so we should say this? Ganon-

Neal - Ganon has-

Miss C. - Is he watching?

Neal - Yeah. Ganon has x-ray vision.

Miss C. - (writing) x-ray vision. He-

Neal - He sees Link going into the castle. He
instantly disappears.

Miss C. - Whoa, whoa, whoa. I'm only on "going".

(laughs a little) into a castle. He

Neal - instantly

Miss C. - Ganon or Link?

Neal - Ganon
Miss C. - Ganon

Miss C. and Neal - instantly disappears.

Neal - back into his own castle.

Throughout this exchange Miss C. asks genuine questions,

treating Neal as the expert who is informing her. Her questions

are short and pointed which helps Neal maintain his focus. Miss

C. writes in Neal's book, not on a separate paper, but by acting

as his scribe she keeps the story moving forward. In a few

minutes she leaves to check on the rest of the class and Neal

takes over the writing. When she returns he shows her what

he has accomplished.

Neal - See, I've been working so hard to get this-

Miss C. - I know, Neal, I know you have. (She reads

what Neal has written.) "The white sword

shoots stronger fire balls. It was a better

sword." Link- something? What happens over

here? Link what?
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Miss C. continues to ask short, authentic questions, letting

Neal lead the course of the story until the conference ends at

recess time. However, Neal is still working on his story a week

later.

May 27, transcript

Before Miss C. leaves the room to photocopy other children's

stories, she gives me a progress report and Neal a pep talk.

I'll be back and we are so close to being done with

Link . . So close, Neal, so work on it. I'd like to send it

to the typist next week . . .

Miss C. returns to the room a few minutes later with

stories for Louise, Renee, and Mae ready to be illustrated. "Ta da!"

she says, as she passes out the freshly printed pages.

A momentum toward publishing is developing in the class

room and Neal senses it. Feeling duty bound to fill up every page

that he has stapled into his book, yet wanting to finish, Neal fills

four of his five remaining pages with pictures.

Neal - I'm going to make him going down and break

through the next one and break through the next

one, and break through the next one and then

you're gonna be on the last page. So that will

finish just up.

Neal, story, no 3

On his last page he wrote:
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He finds his shadow waiting for him.

Linlc strikes his shadow,

to be continued

As he finished Neal said, "Bye, Linky baby. Don't forget to

write," and hurried to show his book to Elliott. Pointing out that

his story will be continued Neal said, "Leave them with a riddle."

Miss C. enabled Neal to experience pride in completing his

book and having it published by guiding his writing without

overwhelming him with directions. Completion equaled success

for Neal's book. Therefore, she let him direct its course, only

insisting that the sentences fit together in a sensible way.

Jon

In the last month of school when Miss C. was hurrying to

make sure that every child published at least one book, Jon

produced a second published book. The Dove , and he wrote it

with minimal help.

Miss C. explained Jon's difficulties when I interviewed

her in June.

June 15, interview

Jon has a terrible time sequencing and making a

coherent story. That's one of the most difficult things

for him. . . it goes along with his disabilities. I mean

he's speech and language impaired and . . .has a hard

time with language use in general and writing is a
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very difficult thing for him to do. Just to get the

words down in a sentence to make sense and to be

coherent. Don't make him connect story events and

make him connect them into a coherent sequential

series of events.

Jon's first book, "Frog and Toad Lost in the Jungle", was one

of the first books published and placed in the reading corner.

Miss C. had worked closely with him on it, and Jon was very proud

of his accomplishment. In his first draft Jon set the scene for

his readers this way:

Jon, story no. 2

And Frog and Toad go in a jungle. A wet jungle,

water is driping down fram the trees. There is

parrots tokeing.

When the parent editor went over the story, she corrected

the spelling, capitalized the "w" of "water", left out the "And" in

the first sentence, and changed "There is parrots" to "There are

parrots." She did not make "A wet jungle." into "It was a wet

jungle." The same parent editor who corrected what she

interpreted as a sentence fragment in Ruth's story (discussed

under "Following Directions Passively" ), was not the parent who

corrected Jon's story. I was never able to find out exactly who

did edit the story, but I could not help asking this question: Did

the editor feel that "A wet jungle." should have been corrected,
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but left it thinking that Jon was trying his best and shouldn't be

defeated by too many corrections?

At any rate, Jon worked steadily at his writing and in May

started writing a story about the class dove. The science center

for the school system brought a caged dove into the classroom

late in April. It was named Bret and Miss C. allowed it to fly

free in the classroom. It perched on the wires strung across the

room to hold displays, cooed, and caused no trouble until Miss C,

tried to put it into its cage at the end of the day. when it

resisted being put back into captivity. As Miss C. explained:

June 15, interview

The dove gave [Jon] a perfect story. . . I mean we
went through this ritual every day of catching

the silly thing. And it was so real to him.

Miss C. did not have much time to help him with the story,

however. Jon worked on it during the time that Miss C. was

spending long stretches of time helping James with "Purrfect".

Miss C. had not run off any more story map forms so Jon started

a form on his own, drawing two crude rectangles on a piece of

yellow lined paper. In the top rectangle he wrote: "Characters:

Dove", and in the bottom rectangle: "Setting, in the classroom."
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May 10, transcript

Miss C. has left the room for a few minutes and Jon

approaches me.

Jon- Mrs. Fleming, will you help me on my story?

Researcher - I certainly will, Jon.

Jon- I don't know how to name my story. My story,

(reading from his map) the characters -

Researcher - Oh, this is a new story.

Jon - Yeah. The setting - in the classroom. But
I don't know what to name my story?

Researcher - Well, what happens in the story?

Jon - I don't know.

Researcher- What do you want to tell about the dove?
Jon - Well, uh I'm going to say that Miss C. lets the

dove out.

Researcher - Okay.

Jon - But I don't know what to name it.

Jon is seated next to Enid and three times during the

conversation that unfolds, Enid suggests that Jon call the

story, "The Dove".

Researcher - Just tell me in one word what the story

is about, Jon.

Jon - Uh.

Researcher - Or two words, Jon. It's about the dove,

isn't it? So you could just call it "The Dove"?
Jon is silent and unresponsive.

Researcher - It sounds like you don't want to call it

"The Dove".

Jon - Because I want it - like more, so it will have
more action.

Eventually Jon decided to call his story "The Dove", but the

decision was his. He did not passively accept Enid's suggestion or
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mine, but tried to work out his own idea of a proper title. His

first published story had been called. "Frog and Toad Lost in the

Jungle". The last story he had finished was "Frog and Toad at a

Football Field". These either directly or indirectly imply action.

The fact that Jon was not able to come up with an action title

does not minimize his maintaining control of the naming

process, though he may have accepted our suggestion in the end.

May 13, transcript

I return to the classroom from photocopying stories and Jon

asks me to help him.

Jon - I can't think of anything to do on the second

page. . . I wrote, "Once upon a time we got a

dove and the dove's name was Bret and it was a

bird and Miss C. let him out and he flew around."

Researcher -
. . . . Tell me what else you want to tell

about -

Jon - I'm going to write right now that we had to shut

the door. (He writes this)

Researcher - .... Do you want to explain why you had

to shut the door? . . .

Jon - Yeah. (Consults his story map) Characters - the

dove. Setting - in the classroom. . . . There's

going to be no problem. There's gonna be no

solution. So -

Researcher - You can sometimes have stories, Jon,

that are like descriptions. . . . (There is a four

second pause) Okay, so you want to explain

why you had to shut the door?

Jon - Yeah.

Jon busied himself with writing then read me his sentence.
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Jon - We had to shut the door because then he could

fly up and fly down.

Researcher - Did you ever tell what he looked like?

Should you tell that?

Jon - Yeah. I guess. But first I have something else.

Though Jon politely acknowledges my questions, he makes

clear that he is in charge of the story and is proceeding according

to his own plan. A few minutes later he informs me of what he

wrote.

Jon "... "We have a sign saying we have our bird out."

Jon gets Miss C. to help him figure out what the problem is

for his story. She writes on the map he has started:

Problem: Miss C. can't get Bret back in the cage.

1. Try to stand on a chair and get him off the wire.

Flies to other wire.

2. Stand on desks and try to get him off the other

wire. Then he flies to the easel.

3.

Miss C. leaves number 3 for Jon to fill in.

May 1 7, transcript

Jon sat in the reading corner to write, seating himself

between Jorge and Mark. When I asked Jon if I could help him,

he made very clear that he did not need my help.
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Researcher - Jon. how are you coming? C'mon
over. Let me see.

Jon - I'm doing this for Miss C.

Researcher - . . . You've finished the one about

Jon - No.

Researcher - the bird.

Jon - No.

Researcher -
. . . Can I help you while you're

waiting for Miss C?
Jon - I'm not waiting.

June 3, transcript

Jon approached me, wanting to show me his story map.

He had filled 3 in, adding numbers 4, 5, and the solution.

3. Then he flies to his cage.

4. Then he flies to the movie screen.

5. Then he flies on my arm.

Slosin (sic) - I each him and put him in the cage.

Researcher - That's really true, Jon? (referring to

his putting the bird back in its cage.)

Jon - No, it's not. . . I made it up.

Researcher - But it's really based on truth, isn't it?

Jon - Well some of it is. Miss C. usually tries to

stand on a chair to - well one time she stand on

a desk. He flies to the easel-

Researcher -
. . . . But I like the way you've made

yourself the hero, you know what I mean?

Jon - Yeah . . .1 like making myself the hero.

Jon was not only the hero of the story, but of the

composing process of this story. He kept himself in charge

throughout, asking for help when he needed it, and not

allowing interference when he wanted to work on his own.
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June 15, interview

Miss C. - I helped in the beginning by helping him to

make an outline . . . .then he was completely on

his own.

Researcher - And then he put himself in the end. . . .

Miss C. - ... Because in the beginning he would have

just ended it, you know. And he's getting more

of a connection with how stories work and that

somebody does manage to solve problems. . .

For Jon the story map acted as a scaffold, helping him

to keep track of his ideas. But once the scaffold was built,

Miss C.'s leaving him to work out the writing of the story on

his own gave him ownership of his text.

Ownership in Spite of Peer Response

The children knew that they could count on Miss C. to give a

sympathetic response to their stories. Although she questioned

them, often insistently, even - as with Elliott and Adam -

disapproved their topic choice, this was accomplished in a

caring spirit. They knew she would not ridicule them. They

were not so sure about peers. This made reading stories in

front of the entire class a challenging situation.

Confident children, such as James, Elliott, Margery, Kim,

Louise, Ruth, Matt, and Leah were able to handle the situation

without sacrificing ownership of their work.
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Ruth

Ruth enjoyed reader response and was able to use it

creatively.

June 3, interview

Ruth reported that what she liked best about writing was

"to look at people's faces when I have the published book in the

reading comer." When she read her stories in class

I like the questions. Because that makes me feel -

that makes me know what I'm doing wrong, what

they like, if they need a little bit more information,

that sort of thing.

I asked her if she felt she always had to incorporate in her

revisions the answers to the questions students asked.

It depends. If it's like a story where I really have to

stick tightly to the information then I pretty much
do exactly what they say. But if it's sort of a story

where anything can go in almost any direction I take

what they ask and I turn it around a little bit. And it

becomes sometimes a little bit more fun, sometimes a

little bit more serious. It depends what I'm working

on.

Mark

Mark tried to answer all the questions that his peers asked

but He didn't accept their comments uncritically.
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Researcher - When you read to the class and they give

you suggestions, how do you feel about that?

Mark - Well sometimes if they give me too much
questions, I don't really like it. But if they give

me like six or seven, that's all right. Like for

"Fred, the Wacko, Hairy Alien". I didn't like it

that much; they gave me like 16.

Researcher- Do you feel you have to put in what they

say?
Mark - Uh. not really. I would, well 1 want to make

them feel happy so I do it, but some things I

don't think make that much sense.

Researcher -
. . . . Can you give me an example?

Mark - . . . when Enid asked me the special gas, the

name of the special gas was Special Gas. So she

asked me what's the name of the special gas?

And it was Special Gas.

Leah

Leah took pride in being first to read a story to the class,

and was not afraid to be selective about what the suggestions she

incorporated.

June 8, interview

Researcher - When the kids are talking to you about

what they think about your story, how do you

feel about that? Reading it and having them

comment.
Leah - I don't know. I was the first one to read a book

to the class. Yeah, I was the first one. "Spring"

was the first book ever read to the class.

Researcher - So when the kids tell you things, do you

feel you have to do what they say?

Leah - I took some ideas in "Spring" from James

because he uh said that the TV was in use and it
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Leah - I took some ideas in "Spring" from James

because he uh said that the TV was in use and it

was a good one. [The TV] said that a space ship

was coming to earth and it did. . . . And then in

"Amanda and the Panda" I do stuff from Margery

and Mark. Mark said, "How could the panda just

be there when she went home?" So I . . . said

that she took the panda's picture. So then the

camera was in the window at the house and then

the panda stopped and looked at it and

remembered Amanda. And Margery asked how
could there just be these things about pandas

and I said she went to the library and this is

what she found out.

Ruth, Mark, and Leah maintained ownership of their books

after reading them to the class because they were not afraid to

evaluate the peer response. They seemed to operate on the

assumption that their classmates could sometimes - but not

always - help make their stories better.

Ownership Jeopardized by Peer Response

However, presenting work to the entire class was daunting

to less confident students. Resisting conflicting opinions of a

classmate was not too difficult when the children were working

side by side or in small informal groups, but sitting alone in an

adult sized chair with all the others in the classroom focusing on

you and on your story, could be intimidating.
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Jorge

As discussed under "Ownership Gained Through Lowered

Expectations", Jorge chose to postpone reaading his story to the

class until after his story was published.

Neal

When I asked Neal if he had read "The Adventures of Link IT'

to the class, he was not enthusiastic about the prospect:

June 8, interview

Researcher - Have you read this to the class?

Neal - Not yet. I have to read it to see if they have

any suggestions.

Researcher - Are you looking forward to that?

Neal does not answer.

Renee

Renee talked about what was hardest for her about writing

when I interviewed her in June.

June 8, transcript
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Renee - The hardest? Like if I write something and

then I have to like tell what was it. Like if I

write something but I didn't tell like what it

was, I have to write it again. That's what I hate

about it.

Researcher - You mean when you read it to the kids

and they have questions, is that what you

mean?
Renee - Yeah. I always pray for them not to raise

their hands.

Renee published a book, "Beauregard Dies", about the death

of her Grandmother's dog and then went on to write another story

about a dog dying. "Harold Dies", about the death of her cousins'

dog. It told about how her cousins went on a vacation via cruise

ship to the Bahamas, left Harold at the vets, and when they

returned found Harold dead.

Renee, story no.

7

When they got to the vets they asked the vet for

Harold. Harold was dead because they put poison in

the food and they were very sad. Four days later they

got a new dog called Licorice and it is really cute.

June 10, transcript

When Renee read this story to the class. Miss C. sat behind her

writing down the questions asked, so that Renee could refer to them

when she revised her story. The students had many questions.
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Renee tried her best to field them, but her ownership of the text

seemed to slip away.

Diane - I don't understand . . . why like they all the

time go to the Bahamas and then they just go

swimming there and then they come back. . . I

don't understand why they go down to the

Bahamas just to swim. But the Bahamas are

really a long way from here, so it would be a

waste of time to go down to the Bahamas just to

go swimming.

Renee - They went on a boat and then they got back to -

Diane - I know. But it's a waste of time to go all the

way down to the Bahamas just to go swimming.
Miss C. - So what you're saying is do they do anything

else?

Diane - Yeah.

Miss C. - . . . Okay then, Renee. Then we need to say

that. Other questions for Renee?

Margery - . . . Were your cousins sad when Harold died?

Or did they say, "Oh, Harold's dead, let's go get a

new puppy"?

(Various children in the group laugh)

Margery - Did they have like - I would be sad if my dog

died. Or was it like all of a sudden oh Harold's

dead, let's go get a new puppy. I mean who
cares? He's dead - (laughs).

Miss C. - That's a very good point. We don't hear a lot

about feelings.

Margery - Did they bury him?

Miss C. - Yes, was Harold buried?

Renee - You have to bury him. But I don't know where.

Miss C. - Some hospitals do that, vets will do that.

You can say that. Any other questions about

Harold and things in that story?

James - Why was Licorice named Licorice?

Renee - I don't know.

Miss C. - Okay, let's keep going on questions. ...
Amber - How did Harold die just from a shot?

Miss C. - Why did he get a shot? That was my
question. Why is he given a shot?

Amber - Was he sick or something?
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Margery - My dog, my dog-

Miss C. - Wait a second. Let her go ahead.

Amber - Did he have a disease or something? Was he

sick?

Child - How did he die?

Amber - Why didn't the vet ever come back?

Child - How did they forget him?

Renee - Because the vet didn't write it down.

Renee based her story on what she had heard her family say

about Harold's death. She knew only what she had been told and

that's what she wrote. No wonder she prayed for the children not

to raise their hands to avoid the ordeal of being peppered with

questions, some of them of peripheral concern to the story. The

questioning continued for some time and Neal raised another point

of marginal importance.

Neal - How did the Bahama boat park?. . .

Miss C. - . . . And Neal's asking how the boat parked -

how the boat docked is the right word for it;

cars park, boats dock.

Renee - ... I don't know.

Miss C. - It's hard to write a story about something

that you don't know the information about.

Maybe that's why we're ending up with so many
questions. Let's take three more. Because I

think we're overwhelming Renee at this point.

Miss C. smoothly incorporated a bit of vocabulary

instruction into the questioning, but she did not help the children

understand the main point of Renee's story. Implying that all the

questions were of equal importance and should be addressed in

revision, took ownership away from Renee who obviously wanted
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to focus on the dog dying not on the details of the Bahama

vacation.

Why, if Miss C. felt Renee was overwhelmed, did she allow

three more questions? Renee was forced to say again that she did

not know why the dog was given a shot and to repeat twice again

the only information she knew: the doctor forgot to write down

that he had given the dog a shot.

Renee was not sure enough of herself as a writer to be able

to sift through the responses of her classmates, selecting the

useful ones and discarding those less helpful. Miss C. strongly

implied that all the questions were equally valid. On only one

occasion did I hear her mention the possibility of class comments

being used selectively:

May 13, field notes.

Mae has just finished reading her story "Tarheel's Adventure

in the Attic"

At the end of this session Miss C. told the class that

sometimes authors don't put in some information

because it's not important to the story.

But Miss C. said nothing to this effect after Renee's reading

of "Harold Dies". Many questions from her classmates probably

made Renee feel that she had no choice in revising her story

except to answer each one of the questions the class had raised.
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Enid

Enid did not express the negative feelings about reading her

stories in front of the class that Renee did. But she indicated,

when I interviewed her in June, that she could not trust herself to

assess the worth of her writing, but needed the class to evaluate

for her.

June 7, interview

Researcher - Do you like reading your stories to the

class?

Enid - Well, yes, sometimes. And sometimes it just

doesn't sound right when I read it to the class. . .

After I'm done writing and I think it's right and

then I read it to the class it's not right. So-

sometimes and sometimes I don't.

Researcher - When the kids tell you what they think of

it, how does that make you feel?

Enid - Well it makes me feel good because now I know
. . . what to fix and I know that I can do it better

and I won't make a mistake so when they type it

in, that it won't be a messed up word. Messed up

spelling. It doesn't sound right. I don't want it

to be like that.

This sense that she needed others to define the direction of

her writing was apparent as she worked on her third story, "The

Day Before Christmas".
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Jan. 11, transcript

Enid has written a story about a little girl who receives

no gifts on Christmas because Santa can't get to her house.

Researcher - The elves are going to make [Santa]

something that will let him get to the

little girl's house, right?

Enid - Yeah. . . . Now, I have to write something?

Right here? Do I? Do I? I'm not a good

guessing person. Do I have to write

something else, please? . . .

Enid does not think of writing as an opportunity to make

her own decisions, but as a set of rules established by others

which she is required to follow. I respond to her plea for

answers, by asking for her opinion.

Researcher - What do you think?

Enid - Nope.

Researcher - because it's not my story. It's

your story.

Enid - My teacher thinks yes, but I think n o.

Researcher - What does Miss C. think you should add?

Enid - Same thing you thought I should add.

About right here. About the girl was sad.

Researcher - You can decide how you can make it

clearer to other people.

Even though Enid says she is "not a good guessing person",

she works out a clever solution which she adds to her story:
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Enid, stor\ no. 3

So the elves made a toy that could carry Santa to

the girl's house. When Santa sits on it, it gives

the reindeer more power. And the little girl got

gifts and she was happy.

Enid moved from writing a Christmas story to one entitled

"Valentine's Day", which she published. The first draft began:

Enid, story no. 4

Once upon a time there was love on February 14.

They called it Valentine's Day.

March 29, transcript

After working on the story with Miss C. she read it to

the class for their comments. Miss C. sat behind Enid at a table.

Miss C. - Okay. . . Let me get a piece of paper, Enid,

so that if they have questions and comments

I can write them down for you.

Margery - Who's the they? Where, where, where is

his taking place? What is it? America?

Enid "... Everywhere.

Neal - What were - are they from different states?

Miss C. -
. . . Now, people, are you pleased enough

with that answer? "They" is just people

everywhere? Or do you need, do you feel like

you want to know a little more?

Class - A little more.
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In her conferences with Enid. Miss C. has been trying to get

her to add specific details to her story. She is trying to use this

class to get support for her instructional goals.

Miss C. - Where is this taking place, Enid?

Enid - Urn-

Miss C. - Do you have a special spot for it?

Enid - In America.

Miss C. - In America. Ah, we never heard that. Okay,

so we need to hear about the setting and more

about the characters. Okay. Other things for

her?

Louise - What were they too busy doing so they

forgot about Valentine's Day?

Miss C. - Ooooh.

Enid - Working.

Louise - Working on what?

Enid - Lots of things.

Miss C. - Well, Enid, that's kind of like "people".

They want to know specifics. Not just lots

of things. What were they doing?

Enid - Working on their jobs.

Child - How come you didn't say that?

Miss C. - So Enid that's maybe something you could

add.

Clifford - What are their jobs, though?

Neal -- What are their jobs?

Enid - I mean we have jobs in school here.

Helping Hands. They just have jobs to do.

I don't know what.

Enid had not considered the occupations of the people

important information when she wrote her story. Miss C,

however, had definite notions of how this story could be

improved and the class helped her make them clear to Enid.
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Ruth - What year does this take place? You just say

"once upon a time". We don't really know?
Miss C. - That goes back to setting, doesn't it? The

time and the place. Ruth, could you think of a

way that she could uh- like a sentence, a story

starter sentence that gives you the setting?

Ruth - . . . Once a long time ago in America people

decided that they -

Other children give suggested beginnings for the story, too,

and Miss C. wrote them down. Renee offered a suggestion for the

ending.

Renee - At the end you should tell about the people

asking people over. Because you do have a lot

of pages, you could write that.

Miss C. - . . . . So . . . she could write about a party,

people inviting people over and that's sort of

going to what Neal was asking about how they

celebrated. Right? Okay. All right. Good. I

think that gives [Enid] a lot of suggestions.

Right? You think you have enough?

Enid - Ah, yeah.

Miss C. structured this class tightly because she felt Enid

needed a great deal of help with her stories, as she explained

when I interviewed her.

June 15, interview

Miss C. - Enid . . . tends to ramble and she writes

about very abstract things such as Valentine's

Day and Easter eggs and stuff like that. Finally

with "Me, My Family, and Three Cousins", she got

into a topic which was a little more personal to
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her, but again it was vague. There was no real

problem. It was just sort of talking about the

trip. And I find that when they don't have a

direction, especially with a child like that, it

just, it doesn't have a focus. And the book ends

up with no direction. The story - it makes it

very difficult for them to make sense of it. And
it's a great exercise in writing, . . . just writing

words . . . which Enid needs work on as well, but

as far as creating a story with a logical

sequence of events and a connection, that has

been very hard for her.

However, Enid 's first story "Frog and Toad Meets the Ghosts

and Witches", written in October, showed an ability to write "a

story with a logical sequence and a connection." It also showed a

creative flair by departing from the usual happy ending of Frog

and Toad stories.

Enid, story no. I

One day Frog got out of bed and felt good so he

went to Toad's house. Toad was sleeping in bed. Frog

went in and he woke up Toad and Toad got out of bed.

He got dressed. They walked around until it got dark.

When it got dark they went to the pumpkin patch. They
finally got there. They saw a funny one. It was bright

orange and it had yellow leaves. It was beautiful.

But it was time for the witches and ghosts to

come out. So they came out. Frog and Toad were still

out. They caught Toad and Frog. They eat them for

super. They voted which one tasted best. They all

voted for Frog. He was the best. "Good, but I am
still hungry," said the ghosts and the witches.

Miss C. rated this story as Enid's best.
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June 15, interview

Miss C. -
. . . having a setting and having the

characters and having a problem and then having

the solution and resolution to the problem, that

one really fits the bill very well.

Yet Miss C. insisted that

she's not yet at the capability to completely create

something. It's still got to be something - and it

should be for most, she's like a typical kid, it's got to

be something she knows. . .

Miss C.'s assumption that mature writing consists of "the

capability to completely create something" beyond what you know

is certainly arguable. But if we accept her definition, Enid proved

in her first story that she has the capacity to create a situation

which she has not experienced, even enlivening it with specific

details. But during the school year she seemed to lose

confidence in her abilities. In June I asked End what she liked

best about writing.

June 7, interview

Enid - What part do I like the best? Well . . . the part I

like best ... is probably when I think and then

write and not just write, 'cause then I get mixed

up and then I . . .can't even remember. . .
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what I wrote or stuff like that. I can't even

sound it out so I just erase it and then when I

'member what I supposed to be writing I'm at

a different place again.

This sounds like a child who is not yet competent enough in

writing to have a sense of ownership. Yet when I observed her in

October finishing up her "Frog and Toad Meets the Ghosts and

Witches" I sensed a girl enjoying the composing process.

Oct. 26, field notes

Enid was physically active during the period, getting

up for paper, finding the staple remover. Her removing

the staples from her folder caused a fiurry of interest

from Clifford, Renee, and Eric. . . . Enid seemed to enjoy

this spotlight, doing whatever she could think of to

retain it. She talked to herself rather loudly while

working so that Miss C. said, "Shhhhh." She later made
noises. Clifford laughed. I moved my chair up beside

her so that I could watch what she was doing.

Yet Enid's activity was not merely aimed at getting

attention. She was focused on her story, working steadily

and purposefully.

Enid had asked me how to spell ["voted"]. She spelled

it correctly with no help as I waited. She then began

to draw in pencil.

"I thought you're supposed to draw in crayon,"

said Clifford.

"I am," [she said], (meaning, I think, that she

was going to do that later). She began singing under

her breath.
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By the end of the period her story and illustrations were

complete and Enid seemed proud of them. This early confidence

eroded during the year as Enid became more concerned about

meeting Miss C.'s and the class' expectations.

Story Legitimacy Questioned

Kim

Kim's magic horse story (quoted in "A Literary Model for

Four Girls") was primarily a description of the winged horse,

Singing Star. This story did not follow the design which Miss C.

approved and which was outlined on the story maps, namely that

all stories should have a beginning, middle, and end. The beginning

consisted of the introduction of the characters and a description

of the setting. The middle described the problem, and the end

described how the problem was solved.

Although Kim dutifully filled out a story map, she made

clear on the map that she intended to follow her own plan because

she crossed out the words "problem" and "solution" and under both

words wrote: "Tells about Singing Star's life." Kim was

interested in describing the various colors of Singing Star and

the magic planet, and in creating beautiful illustrations. She had

demonstrated in her first story, "Frog and Toad's Pumpkin", written

in October, that she knew how to create a story with a problem
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that is solved. But her imagination was leading her in another

direction with "Singing Star's Life".

Feb 4, field notes

The last fifteen minutes of the writing period

were devoted to Kim's reading of ["Singing Star's Life"]

and getting reactions from the other children. . . . Kim
seemed quite at ease reading her story and fielding

questions on it. [Miss C] asked for two kinds of

response. First the children were to say what they

heard in the story and then after several children

responded with various bits of information included

in the story, they were allowed to tell what they would

like to hear next or what confused them. Ruth

commented, "Now that we know about [Singing Star]

what did she do?" Miss C. picked up on Ruth's

point, suggesting that Kim had written an

introduction and she should go on and tell about

Singing Star's adventures.

During the reading of this story. Miss C. sat on the floor

with the last row of children, facing Kim, raising her hand to be

called on when she wished to make a comment.

Kim responded to comments that her book was only an

introduction by adding a second chapter to her book:

Kim, story, no. 7

She had only one enemy, the RED BULL. The Red
Bull drives the unicorn (sic) Pegasuses into the sea.

There is only one Red Bull. She gets away from him

by flying away. The Red Bull can not fly.

They eat plants on the magic planet. The plant

is called Columbine. Some kinds of Columbine have

flowers.
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Most of the time she is flying with her friends.

Her favorite thing to do is fly. She also likes to be on

land. She can swim. She likes to swim, too. Her

wings go above water. Singing Star and her friends are

happy on the magic planet. There is enough food and

water, and they can stay away from Red Bull.

Kim was not particularly interested in the Red Bull or the

"problem" that he presented to Singing Star.

March 1, transcript

After Kim read her second chapter to me, I asked her more

about the Red Bull.

Researcher - Are you going to illustrate the Red Bull?

Kim - Um, I think it would be too tricky to do a bull; I

can't even do a cow.

Kim is not interested in drawing the Red Bull, nor does she

care to explore the drama of the bull threatening Singing Star.

What interests her is Singing Star's happy life on the magic

planet. Like the good student she is, Kim provides a "problem"

and "solution" that satisfy Miss C.'s requirements and Kim receives

the satisfaction of having "Singing Star's Life" published. The

problem/solution template doesn't fit comfortably over Kim's

descriptive story, but Miss C. insists that it belongs there since

a story cannot be a real story without it.
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.ouise

The third story in Louise's series about the mare. Moon Beam,

was called "Diamond and Crystal". It tells about Moon Beam's

grandchildren.

Louise, story no. 5

One hot afternoon Wildcat and Moon Beam were

swimming in a pond. Suddenly Thunderbird came
plunging down calling them. He sounded a little

scared. "Starlight just had two fillies and their

names are Crystal and Diamond," he called.

"Oh my." Moon Beam sounded surprised.

When they got there they saw that Diamond and

Crystal were twins. The only way to tell them apart

was that Diamond had a black splotch on her wing.

Starlight and Crystal were still asleep, but

Diamond was up and eating.

"Oh!" said Moon Beam
Starlight, Thunderbird, Diamond, and Crystal

were now a family. Slowly in Starlight's care Crystal

and Diamond grew into beautiful 4-year-olds.

Diamond's black patch grew into a nice design and

Crystal learned that she could stand on her hind legs!

But as they grew older their wings shrank back until

they were gone.

Years later, Crystal had a foal. She named it

Streak because when she ran she looked like a streak.

When their wings disappeared from the magic

wearing out, it left them with another power: that she

(sic) could give birth to a child without a mate.

A month after Crystal had her foal. Diamond had a

colt. She named it Sun Beam. The day before Diamond

gave birth, she went to the beach and got a suntan that

would last her a lifetime.
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I'm sorry to say. this is the end of the series.

There were more of course, but we do not hear about

them. But here's the family tree. I hope you like it.

Louise illustrated this page with a tree on which she drew

and labeled the branches of Moon Beam's family, including Streak's

brother. Blacky, whom "we do not hear about."

May 1 7, transcript

Louise read this story to the class and the children asked

questions that the story raised in their minds.

Renee - What does she do with the babies - the

mothers of the horses?

Louise laughs.

Child - (laughing) - What mother?

Louise - (laughing) Who takes care of what and what

babies are you talking -

Child - There are a lot of mothers?

Miss C. - Listen.

Renee - The horses.

Louise - Starlight? ,

Renee - Yeah. What does she do with her?

Child - Duh.

Louise - She raises her. She's the only one. (laughs)

Miss C. - But you didn't say that, Louise. That's why
Renee is asking. Shhh. You know the children

have some really valid questions. Don't talk over

them. Please. Renee is confused because Louise

didn't give us a lot of information on what

happens with Starlight's children.

Louise - Yeah, but I thought they would be able to

make an inference.
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Louise tries to maintain ownership of her story by belittling

Renee's question as not worthy of consideration. Miss C. comes to

Renee's defense, then Louise counters by defending her story,

applying one of the terms Miss C. has previously explained:

"inference". By demonstrating her understanding of a concept

Miss C. has been trying to teach, Louise establishes herself as a

good student. This allows her to keep control of the questioning

until Miss C. interjects her concern about Louise's story.

Miss C. - Is there a real problem in this story?

Elliott - No.

Neal - That makes it kinda- I think it was kinda dull

because it didn't have a real problem.

Margery - I thought it was a good story.

Miss C. - Well, I don't think Neal means, you don't mean

to hurt Louise's feelings, do you?

Neal - No, no.

Miss C. - You're just saying that sometimes stories

without problems aren't ... as exciting or as

interesting and that's often why when we
started learning to write, Margery, that I

emphasized finding a problem.

Margery and Louise, Miss C. is saying, do not understand

what a real story is. "Crystal and Diamond" is not a "good story",

as Margery claimed, because it contains no conflict. It must have

seemed dull indeed to Neal who wrote about Link fighting his

shadow Ganon with a magic sword, and to Elliott who composed a

tale of aliens crushing Earth's civilization. But for Margery with

her love of horses, the story must have been a delight.
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Miss C. does not allow for divergence of opinion here,

however. She whispers to me that she is grateful for Neal's

statement about the story being dull, and calls for one more

question for Louise.

James - Do you think you wrote the end of the story:

You kind of just - it was really in the middle of

everything. Because I mean. . . that's interesting

the family tree and blah, blah, blah - the page

before it just seemed to just be in the middle of

the story. . . .

Elliott - It's all of a sudden like, they're about to go

and all of a sudden bam! The end.

Miss C. - Well, you know what? You know, I'm going to

bring one other little bit in and this is . . . Louise

is not the only one who has been writing stories

without problems and actually a lot of us have

and it's almost harder to write it without a

problem because when you don't have a problem,

you don't have anything to solve and how do

these stories end?

If Miss C. had only looked at Louise's three story series

"The Last Mare", "Starlight", "Diamond and Crystal" as three

chapters of the same story, she would have seen that Louise had

written a problem/solution story, for which Diamond and Crystal

provides a very happy ending. "The Last Mare", first in the series,

tells of Moon Beam's fear that she will have no descendents, that

she is "the last of her kind." Through the agency of Ms. Wise

Witch, Moon Beam bears a daughter. Starlight. The second book

deals with Starlight's adventures, and in the final story we see

that Moon Beam has many descendents who will presumably have
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more descendents. Moon Beam's problem has been thoroughly and

satisfyingly solved.

Louise has written in this story the kind of final chapter

that many writers use to conclude a novel, providing the reader

with a brief synopsis of what happens to the characters after the

principal events have taken place.

However, Miss C. does not point out the virtues of Louise's

story. Instead she questions the integrity of Louise's literary

world, as Leah did the play world of "France things" that Kim and

Ruth had made (described in "Negotiating Ownership in a Play

World"). Leah told Ruth, "The Eiffel Tower doesn't look like that".

Miss C. told Louise in effect, "A real story doesn't look like that."

In the play world of peers, the "authors" could tell Leah the critic

to "get away from us" . In the school world of teacher and

students, Louise, as author of her literary world, had no such

option. Her role as student demanded that she accept the

teacher's evaluation. She assumed that Miss C. knew more about

writing than she did and since members of the class agreed with

Miss C, Louise was doubly sure that she was wrong and Miss C.

and her classmates were right.

Miss C. passed over the strengths of Louise's story to make

her pitch for a problem/solution story structure. But she might

have mentioned to the class how Louise has used the friendship

between Wildcat and Moonbeam as a connecting link in all three

books. She might have pointed out, too, how Louise dramatized

the birth of Crystal and Diamond by telling how their father,

Thunderbird. "came plunging down" to announce it sounding "a
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little scared". The new grandmother. Moon Beam, who had been

swimming with her friend Wildcat, says in surprise, "Oh my."

Louise seems to understand how big events often catch up with us

in the middle of ordinary occupations and how the bearer of the

good news may be both excited and scared. These are subtle

intuitions for an eight year old and deserving of praise.

Louise presents another memorable moment when she

describes the picture which Moon Beam sees when she goes to look

at the twins: Diamond, distinguishable from her twin by a black

splotch on her wing, standing up and eating while Starlight and

Crystal are still asleep. And grandmother Moon Beam says, "Oh!"

This is not action packed drama of high speed chases and smoking

guns. It is instead the stuff of real life: focusing on small

differences while looking at new babies, and, as one gazes in

wonder, finding no better word to express the miracle than "Oh!"

To dismiss Louise's accomplishment as "boring", is to teach

that following a story-making formula is more important than

exploring the meaning of birth and the continuity of generations.

Louise learned from this that "Diamond and Crystal" was not

her best work.

June 8, interview

When I asked Louise which one of her stories she thought

was best she held up "Starlight" and "The Last Mare".
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Louise - I can't decide between them both, because I

think they're both good.

Researcher - What makes you think they're your best?

Louise - Well partly because, as the whole class is

saying, . . .[Diamond and Crystal] doesn't have a

problem.

Louise's desire to write was not undermined by the

criticism of "Diamond and Crystal".

Researcher - What do you like best about writing?

Louise - I can't put into words why I like writing.

It's hard to understand. There is a reason,

though, 'cause I don't hate it. I know I love it.

I think it's just being able to write stories that

are stuck in your mind sometimes and being able

to put them on paper is fun.

Researcher - What do you plan to work on next?

Louise - Well, I started writing a story here but I

brought it home because I wanted to publish

it during the summer by myself. We have two

cats and one of our cats, my parents found him

as a stray kitten. And I decided I wanted to make
up what his life was like before he met my
parents. And his name is Buster. . . . Actually

I've finished it. And I've started to publish it on

my computer. It has four chapters. . . : A New
Kitten, A Big Pest, A Stray, A Mystery.

Even though "Diamond and Crystal" was criticized. Louise's

confidence as a writer enables her keep the criticism in

perspective and continue to pursue - at least for now - her own

writing agenda.
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The StudentAVriter Role

Students' ability to maintain control of their writing,

once it was displayed either to the teacher or to their

peers, was uncertain at best. Although all children engaged

from time to time in small acts of resistance, only Leah and

Elliott actively resisted the teacher's instructions by

refusing for a time to follow them. Both these children

eventually complied, however, with at least some of her

directions. Only Margery and James were confident enough

of themselves to verbally negotiate with Miss C. and win

some concessions.

As the following charts illustrate, most of the

children assumed the teacher knew what was best and

subordinated their instincts as writers to her directions.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Overview of the Research

This study has focused on identifying the ways children in

a second grade classroom assumed control of their writing. It

has viewed "ownership" as a process occurring in relationship:

child with literary genres, child with child, child with teacher,

child with culture as represented by behavioral norms. These

questions have guided the analysis:

1. What behaviors indicate that children are taking

control of their creative writing?

2. Do children assert authority over texts by

stretching or ignoring rules set by the teacher,

or can authorship be maintained while acting

within teacher-set limitations?

3. Do girls and boys assume control of their writing in

the same way?
4. Is the ability to take control of writing linked to

reading ability?

5. Does the teacher respond to all children's

authorship in the same way?

6. How does the teacher's response affect the

children's sense of "owning" their writing?
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7. In their dual role of student/writer, how do

children negotiate compliance with the teacher's

goals with an active pursuit of their own goals?

8. Is it possible for students to be both compliant

students and active, decision-making writers?

The research has demonstrated the ingenuity of children as

they try to maintain ownership of their writing. Yet it also

demonstrated how the process of sustaining ownership is

interwoven with the power structure of the classroom. While

Miss C. had created a print-rich learning environment to support

a process approach to writing, the manner in which she conducted

her writing class revealed some assumptions more compatible

with teaching writing as product.

Children took charge of their writing in person specific

and gender specific ways, by crossing and extending teacher-set

boundaries, by elaborating within boundaries, and by establishing

their own boundaries. The girls wrote gentle stories of caring

and connection, while the boys wrote about sports and dangerous

adventures. Superior reading ability tended to be associated with

a strong sense of authorship in writing, but this was not always

the case. More than twice as many girls as boys had a strong

sense of themselves as writers.

The dual role of student/writer was difficult for all

students. Only two children, James amd Margery, verbally

negotiated with the teacher about their texts. They were sure of

themselves as people and sure of the value of their mental

creations. Two children, Leah and Elliott, "resisted", refusing to
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follow the teacher's requests for a time, but they eventually

complied with at least some of her suggestions. These

resisters also exhibited a strong sense of self and a strong

sense of themselves as writers, and this seemed to give them

the confidence to oppose the teacher.

Three additional girls, top readers and top writers, did

not negotiate or openly resist the teacher's directions, but

quietly carried out the teacher's requests while continuing to

pursue their own agendas. The rest of the children, numbering

twelve, accepted the teacher's position without question when

she disagreed v/ith their writing choices.

The children's sense of "owning" their stories was

sometimes jeopardized by the teacher's restricted definition

of what constitutes a story, and by the way she structured

the whole-class peer conferences. The children who neither

verbally negotiated nor resisted the teacher's directions,

subordinated the role of writer to the role of student,

concluding that being a good writer was equivalent to being

a compliant student.

One girl and two boys, who were in the lower half of the

class in reading, fared well in this classroom. They accepted

the teacher's directions without question, and worked hard to

fulfill her expectations. The teacher, not expecting too much

from them, gave them limited guidance, allowing them to work

out many problems on their own. The children were rewarded,

not only with the teacher's approval of their efforts, but with a

genuine sense of writing achievement.
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Ownership by Adding Personal Material

All the children in Miss C.'s classroom assumed ownership

of their writing from the first assignment onward. One way they

did this was by incorporating their personal experiences and/or

interests into their writing. Building on personal material was

characteristic of all the children, not dependent on reading

ability, learning style, or gender.

This use of personal material was not a sign of immaturity,

but an indication of the children's becoming actively involved in

their writing. By putting themselves into stories, they were

asserting the value of their experiences and their relevance to

the world beyond themselves. A sign of self-respect, this was

a way of saying, "I matter, I am part of the world."

When writing both assigned and unassigned stories, the

material included was not only person specific, but gender

specific as well. The boys created competitive or dangerous

adventures while most of the girls wrote gentler tales of

activities close to home, in which problems were resolved by

compromise or by someone acting as a helper. Four girls

invented stories involving successive generations, while

none of the boys wrote stories of this type.

The ability to create original fictional characters reveals

literary sophistication, but we cannot conclude that it indicates
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a greater sense of involvement than that exhibited by children

whose fictional themes were derived from other media or real

life. Dismissing the more derivative and factual stories as

inferior, also dismisses the child's involvement in them as

unworthy. Miss C. was uncomfortable, however, when her students

produced a series of stories derived from TV or video games.

A sign of intense involvement with subject matter was the

creation of a series, defined as any group of two or more stories

with common characters. Four boys and five girls were involved

in composing stories which extended beyond a single episode. This

type of ownership was not a byproduct of either superior reading

or writing ability.

Although both girls and boys wrote series stories, the boys'

series were not connected with each other. The two boys who

chose a topic that another boy had selected, did this when they

felt unsure of how to proceed. But when the girls created their

magic horse genre, and two of the girls used this genre to write a

series of connected stories, they were not unsure of themselves.

Each girl put her stamp of individuality on the genre, though the

stories show a common influence. The connectedness of the

stories reveals another incidence of the urge toward affiliation

and cooperation demonstrated by the topics and content of the

girls' stories. No lack of imagination or ability to think for

themselves motivated the magic horse genre, rather. 1 believe it

was a desire to participate in a shared literary conversation, each

girl contributing her part, building on the thoughts of others.
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This mode of operation needs to be differentiated from

copying. The four girls who wrote magic horse stories were not

copying but using each other's ideas to explore the possibilities of

the subject matter. While it is true that only four girls used the

magic horse genre, it is significant that girls, rather than boys,

shared a genre they had invented. The boy authors were interested

in what other boys were writing, but seemed to prefer to keep their

work clearly differentiated.

All the children had a strong urge to express their

individuality in their work, and this made collaboration stressful

for both the girls and the boys who attempted it. Participation in

the magic horse genre was a different kind of joint effort. It

allowed personal expression and sharing at the same time,

freedom and connection; a style particularly congenial to the girls.

The boys had no impulse to share a genre or a theme unless it was

assigned, wanting to invent all aspects of their writing.

Crossing and Extending Boundaries

In taking charge of their writing, assuming ownership, the

children stretched boundaries, crossed boundaries, worked within

boundaries, created their own boundaries. The boundaries were

rules or limits on the writing imposed by the genre, the teacher,

cultural norms, or by the students themselves.

The composing process in this classroom involved a number

of boundaries and the teacher's story map requirement was one of
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the most important. The story map forced children to make

decisions about their story and about the map itself. Dealing

with the map they were indirectly confronting the teacher and her

authority. When the maps were first introduced all the children

filled them out. After the supply of printed maps gave out, a few

children voluntarily made them on their own, finding it a useful

way to structure their thought. But as the year progressed most

children adapted the map to fit their own agendas, rather than

fitting their agendas to the map. Some ignored the map

altogether. Risking second guessing the teacher by changing or

ignoring the map, was an indication of the children's taking charge

of their writing.

Other forms of boundary crossing also involved risk.

Deliberately stepping over the boundary of social propriety by

including "inappropriate" material in their stories was an

attention-getting form of ownership. This was only attempted by

two children (one boy, one girl). The girl giggled in a covert sort

of way about her picture in which the "inappropriate" material

was barely noticeable, but the boy discussed his openly and

proudly, defending it with a sophisticated line of reasoning.

Ownership of writing was discerned not only by stepping

across boundaries, but by stretching boundaries. One boy's

increasing involvement was marked by his physically expanding

his pages to give himself room for details he wanted to include in

his pictures. He and several other children wanted to expand the

time limits of the writing class, to give themselves more time to

write.
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Another boy stretched the boundaries of what seemed

possible for a second grader: trying to construct a complicated

mystery plot, inventing strange characters, juxtaposing contrary

ideas, writing a story in verse, thinking up complicated codes. He

took ownership of his work by extending many aspects of story

writing, from increasing the number of pages composed to

increasing the complexity of the ideas he grappled with. He could,

with little help from his peers, generate new possibilities for

exploration.

Other children, though, stretched the boundaries of their

writing by appropriating ideas generated by others in the

classroom, then developing them in individually distinctive ways.

Such borrowing constitutes assuming control of ideas generated

within the classroom: themes, literary devices, internalizing

questions asked in peer reviews of writing. Taking ownership of a

technique is a small act of daring, barely noticeable, but

significant, like a beginning swimmer's decision to wade into

deeper water.

As the children developed their sense of how writing works,

they made choices "in favor of what offer[ed] greater possibility

for extension and definition" as George Kelly (1963) explained.

The generative expansion of possibilities - practiced by different

children in different ways - seems to have motivated stretching

limits.

It is important to note here some of the boundaries that

were not crossed. Although the children could freely position

themselves in the room for writing, choosing to write at their
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desks, at other desks, in the reading corner, in a carrel, in the

easel area, no one moved his/her writing to the corridor outside

the room. No one did math during writing, no one sneaked pattern

blocks to a desk and played with them during the writing period,

no one wrote a text with crayons or markers or ball point pens

instead of pencils (unless the words were part of an illustration),

no one used paper which had not been designated as writing paper.

When Charlie extended his page, since he wanted more room for

his illustrations, he used drawing paper to extend it, not writing

paper. These rules were not broadcast; they were tacitly

assumed, and accepted by all; breaking them offered few rewards.

The crossed or extended boundaries were ones that gave children

more control over their writing process and product.

Elaborating Within Boundaries

Children in this study also showed they did not always need

to challenge limitations to take charge of their work. In writing

their stories they took advantage of those areas of story writing

that the teacher ignored to make a personal statement. Their

acquaintance with books had taught them that format offered

possibilities for expression. But Miss C. paid no attention to the

format of the children's stories: covers, dedications, tables of

contents, notes to the reader, chapter divisions, elaboration of the

words "the end", and orientation of the pages. This outpouring of

invention on a part of book making that officially didn't count
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shows another application of Clay's "flexibility principle"

exemplified in younger children by their "repositioning or

decorating" standard alphabetic forms (1975, pp. 42-43).

Children, Clay reminds us, rarely copy but invent. The

embellishments in this study, executed not to please the teacher

but themselves, are examples of this urge to experiment and have

fun with the printed page. Surely they reveal the children's

ownership of their work.

Children's Own Boundaries

Protection as well as expansion or elaboration seems to be

part of assuming ownership of writing. The children established

boundaries around their work, as homeowners build fences, to

protect their privacy, to ward off intrusions. They did not always

want to share their work or answer questions about it. Both boys

and girls insisted on privacy during some stage of the writing

process.

The children's valuing of their creations was evident

in their concern that their stories were not lost or damaged

in any way. They were proud of their published stories, but

they also wanted to keep their first drafts on which they

had invested so much time and thought. Charlie didn't mind

reworking his pictures after "Frog and Toad's Car Gets

Stolen" was typed up, but he had no intention of tossing

away his original pages.
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Setting some restriction on writing goals seemed also to be

an important aspect of ownership for some children, simplifying

the writing task to make it more manageable. Thus Jorge, who

was not only learning composition, but a new language, used the

"recurring principle" that Clay (1975) has identified He was able

to generate a long text by repeating both familiar words and

familiar sentence patterns, thereby using his limited knowledge

of English to maximum advantage.

Teacher/Student Conferences

This research confirmed the recommendations for limited

teacher response made by Calkins (1986), Graves (1983), and

Murray (1978). When the teacher restricted her comments during

writing conferences to validating the story and then directing a

child's attention to a single, specific way of improving her writing,

impressive results followed. A guideline without an overwhelming

number of directions, helped structure the children's thought but

left them free to make decisions on specific implementation.

Three children who were in the lower half of the class in

reading (according to the teacher's evaluation) benefited

especially from this approach. The teacher's uncertainty about

how to help these children operated as a valuable heuristic,

prompting her to talk less and listen more when she conferred

with them, and limit the number of conferences. Being out of

the spotlight, these children could direct their writing projects,
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making the decisions, working at their own speed, conferring with

others if and when they needed to. Working on their texts with

little interference, freed them from worrying too much about

mistakes. As project director, they bore the responsibility for

their writing, but they could also claim the credit.

James: a Case Study

While James was readying "Purrfect" for publication, Miss

C. invested a good deal of energy in conferring with him, offering

him extensive direction. She had high expectations for him and

was determined that he work at his full potential. For the

children with learning difficulties her goals were more modest,

hoping merely to publish at least one of their stories. Ironically,

limited attention and direction helped the less accomplished

students, while extraordinary attention frustrated James.

He was very capable of working independently but he

responded to Miss C.'s attention by wondering, much more than he

normally did, if he was doing things the way she wanted them

done. He meant to be cooperative and since she asked so many

questions about "Purrfect the Fake", questions he had not thought

of, he assumed that checking with her frequently was important,

otherwise he might easily get off on the wrong track. Sometimes

Miss C. gave him definite direction: "Okay, but we need a little

more about it. Okay?" Sometimes she tossed the ball back into

his court: "Depends, depends on if you need that information."
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James was thrown off balance by this inconsistency. He did not

know whether to trust his instincts or not. Although he managed

to maintain some control over "Purrfect", the process of editing

it became increasingly a matter of satisfying Miss C. so he could

get her off his back.

Miss C. was right. There were leaps in logic in the story.

But insistent questioning and constant attention, diverted James'

focus from making his own decisions about how to make his story

clearer, to making story decisions which would please Miss C.

This shift of focus is inevitable given the power differential

between teacher and student. If Miss C. had arranged for another

child - perhaps Louise or Adam - someone whom James could not

dismiss as a "bonehead", to work with him on logic leaps, James

might have learned more about the reader's need for clarity.

Working with a single, compatible peer would not have

disempowered James, for the power between the two children

would have been equal and James, spared the need to be

deferential to the authority figure, could have focused more

intently on his story.

Miss C. delighted in James. She felt responsible to him,

didn't want to let him down. That's why she worked so hard. She

was not pressured by his parents, but she was pressured by his

intelligence. A child that bright deserved the best she could

give, and she was determined to give it. This meant challenging

him.

But James was already working at capacity. His plea, when

she was working with him on "Sheriock Holmes". "Well. Miss C,
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you know, it is only a story. It's not real" was not the argument

of a lazy boy. James was not asking for permission to stop

working and stare blankly at the wall. He was asking for

breathing space, for learning room, free from the pressure of

fulfilling expectations that were beyond his developmental

reach at the moment. In writing "A Bomb in the Office Building"

he tried his hand at writing the story in verse. This is hardly the

activity of a child who needs someone else to think up challenges

for him. Yet Miss C. was afraid of letting him slide by, achieving

less than he was capable of.

James' stories in their first draft state were so precocious

that it was tempting to think he could truly perfect them with

just a little more work. Miss C. may have worried that if she

displayed his books with all their promise laced with an eight-

year-old's leaps of logic, she might be criticized for not working

harder with him. James had grasped the basic gestalt of a

Sherlock Holmes story and he was able to communicate it in his

story. But he was not able to fill in the intricate web of details

that make up a fully developed A. Conan Doyle mystery. James

then chose a simpler model, the Encyclopedia Brown stories.

Though he felt more comfortable with a story structure which

was less complex, he missed the quirky bits of humor and

characterization v/hich delighted him in the Conan Doyle stories

(e.g. the man who took out his false teeth and threw them at his

wife). So he invented a character called Walter Cross, who "was

the smellingest man in the world" to spice up the Encyclopedia

Brown model making his story a unique amalgam of A. Conan
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Doyle and Donald Sobol. This is an accomplishment to be

applauded, but it does not mean that the story should be judged by

adult standards, or that James had in any way failed because he

could not yet measure up to them. Nor was Miss C. lax by letting

some errors go.

Unfortunately, progressive writing instruction is still in its

infancy. An understanding of the developmental progression of

the writing of primary grade children has yet to be developed. So

Miss C. read James' text and applied the only standard she knew,

that of an adult reader. She did not even consider placing this

template over Neal's work, or Jon's, or Jorge's because these

children clearly had "problems". Since James had no "problems",

adult criteria seemed appropriate.

But James was not an adult. He was a second grader. That's

what he was trying to tell Miss C. when he said, "it is only a

story. It's not real." I suspect he was trying to say, "I'm only

learning to write stories. I'm not ready to publish them yet.

Please let me explore the process without forcing me to come up

with a perfect product."

Approximations are scary, though. They invite criticism.

That's why the first grade teachers in the school felt the

necessity of attaching a caveat to the bulletin board saying, "Our

writing is under construction. Please be understanding." Miss C.

had no trouble accepting approximations from less accomplished

students. How could she be faulted if their work failed to come

up to a standard recognizable as excellent by adults? Their

"problems" were her defense. But she had no defense with James,
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the literary Mozart of the classroom. This made her try harder to

"succeed" and the harder she tried, the more frustrated James

became.

Peer Review and Ownership

The children read their stories to the class prior to and

after publication. After publication the reading served as an

announcement that the story had been published and was available

in the library corner for children to read by themselves. Before

publication the reading served as a check on reader

comprehension.

When a child read a story to the class. Miss C. counted on

the class to convey to the student flaws which she had tried

unsuccessfully to communicate. She made sure that the class

listened respectfully while a child read her story. No side

conversations were allowed during the reading, and in the

responses no one was permitted to indulge in verbal abuse, nor

was the writer permitted to ridicule a question from her

audience. However, these sessions might have been more

productive if the teacher had used these class readings as

occasions to point out specific virtues of the children's writing.

Instead she saw the readings as a time to proofread the meaning

of a story, locating its incomplete thoughts, its missing

information, and its leaps of logic. In short, to find errors.

Miss C. did not stress that the writer had an option to

ignore some suggestions, mentioning this possibility only once in
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my hearing. Instead she gave the impression that the children in

the audience were collaborators with the writer, their ideas

about what to include in the story equally as important as the

author's. Since Miss C. wrote down the children's questions and

handed them to the author, answering them seemed like a definite

assignment.

Confident writers could take this procedure in stride, using

the questions as a guide, following them when they seemed useful

and changing them when they did not. None of them liked it,

though. Feeling that creative writing is primarily about pleasing

others turns it into an onerous chore, like writing a thank-you

letter for a gift you don't particularly like.

By giving the audience so much power over the children's

stories, Miss C. took ownership away from the author. Dutifully -

and uncritically - following the directions of the class is no

advance over dutifully following the directions of the teacher.

Writing can promote active, critical thinking only if the child is

allowed to weigh advice, choosing to ignore or accept it.

Although the confident writers in the class seemed not to have

been damaged by this negative critique, nor their love of writing

dimmed, what happened to less assured students? Did they learn

how to improve their writing or did they learn to hate writing?

If one goal of writing is communication with others, what

happens to a child's desire to communicate when communication

is greeted with negative response?
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Gender Differences and Ownership

Evidence from this research shows that the teacher

supported a cultural bias against girls' writing. This was

probably unintentional. In her daily interactions with students.

Miss C. showed no favoritism of boys over girls. She spoke with

pride about the "strong women" in her class and encouraged an

interest in the lives and accomplishments of famous women when

the children were writing biographies. However, her insistence

on the problem/resolution concept of story cut off appreciation

of Louise's documentation of the progression of Moon Beam's

descendents. A close analysis of the peer review of "Crystal and

Diamond" (May 17, transcript) reveals the privileging of a male

point of view.

After the story has been read. Miss C. asks, "Is there a real

problem in this story?"

Elliott and Neal both reply that it does not, with Neal

saying, "I think it was kinda dull because it didn't have a real

problem."

Margery then springs to the defense saying, "I thought it

was a good story."

Miss C. assures Louise that Neal did not mean to hurt her

feelings, then underscores her own concept of a good story and

makes sure Margery understands her assessment was wrong:
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stories without problems aren't . . .as exciting or as

interesting and that's often why when we started

learning to write, Margery, that I emphasized finding

a problem.

Although Miss C. gently states her position, her remarks did

not validate Louise's story or other children's stories which did

not fit the standard model. Several children who wrote non-

conforming stories, clearly did not want to squeeze all their

ideas into the conflict/resolution box, though they had

demonstrated their ability to produce this model.

Miss C.'s concentration on problem/solution stories seemed

to favor the boys' who liked to write about conflict and

competition while devaluing the tales of successive generations.

The girls did not doubt the importance of marriage and birth in

the life of a character. Yet a story featuring these pivotal events

was labeled "kinda dull". Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule

(1986) conclude from their study of women's ways of knowing,

that women are empowered through caring for others. If we

accept their conclusion, then caring for others is a legitimate

action for the heroine of a story. In the stereotypical heroic

quest story the hero leaves home, has an adventure, then returns

home. The boys in this study wrote stories that mirrored this

model: Frog and Toad go to the jungle; get lost, narrowly miss

being buried in an avalanche, meet a tiger and a bear; run home.

The girls wrote from an instinctive sense "that the care and

empowerment of others is central to their life's work" (Belenky
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et al p. 48). Yet when this model is not affirmed, girls learn to

distrust their instincts, feel marginalized, lose ownership of

their stories - and their voices.

Can the girls' stories be viewed in light of Gilligan's (1982)

research with teenage girls? Gilligan has shown that the moral

consciousness of girls, centered around preserving relationships,

provides a valuable counterbalance to the more impersonal,

legalistic morality of boys. Isn't it possible to look at girls' topic

choices as positive contributions to the writing classroom that

need to be affirmed? Lindell's (1980) report on gender differences

in verb choice and Kamler's (1993) analysis of gender differences

in syntactic structure, reveal how deeply ingrained a passive

stance is for girls and an aggressive stance is for boys.

Classrooms need to guard against perpetuating societal patterns of

male dominance which relegate women to subordinate positions.

But are girls - or boys - well served by establishing aggressive

male behavior as the standard to which all should conform? Adam

wrote a gentle story (story no. 4) of Frog and Toad arguing over a

Christmas tree in which the argument is settled so that both win.

Yet this story was passed over for publication in favor of the more

dramatic "Frog and Toad Lost in Outer Space" (story no. 2). Adam

was given a clear message: gentle stories do not win the

recognition accorded to tales of dramatic, dangerous adventures.

As Applebee (1978) pointed out, "boys and girls express what

they consider 'exciting fantasies' in different ways". To relegate

celebratory tales of connection and continuity to inferior status is

to shortchange both sexes.
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Resistance

When Miss C. complained that Leah was resistant about

adding details to "Amanda and the Panda", she spoke of Leah's

resistance as a fault that needed to he eradicated. Leah was

being stubborn, she felt, by not accepting correction.

Leah was being stubborn. She "was the mother of her story"

and she treasured it. Her resistance was not a fault, but a sign

that she wanted to maintain control over her text, a positive

indication of her vital engagement with the writing process.

Miss C. thought of resistance negatively, as a lack of

cooperation, a failure to submit to discipline. Certainly, in one

sense, resistance is just that. But it operated in this class as an

attempt to keep ownership of one's work.

Resistance keeps alive the spirit of individuals operating in

situations where they must live by other people's rules. It

nourishes their sense of being more than agreeable automatons,

doing what others tell them to do. In the terms of Erving Goffman

(1961) and Robert Brooke (1987), who applied Goffman's theories

to writing instruction, resistance is a form of "underlife". Leah

was engaging in "contained underlife" to preserve some sense of

control over her writing; resisting some of Miss C.'s attempts to

mold her work, but not openly rebelling against her.

Miss C.'s classroom was not oppressive; she was no dictator

who abused her authority. But as a teacher she possessed
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considerable power and the children were well aware of this. To

protect themselves from being overwhelmed by powerlessness

some children engaged in acts of resistance, through which they

preserved their sense of personal integrity, and tried to keep

control of their writing.

During art classes when the children were drawing in their

art journals, some ignored the teacher's directive to draw a

specific object and instead drew what they felt like drawing. The

children sensed that there was no pressing reason for drawing

exactly what the teacher asked and they knew that no particular

punishment would ensue, so they ignored her instructions. They

never casually disregarded directions when engaged in producing

the art project introduced on a given day; these instructions were

conscientiously followed. But the children made a distinction

between the main part of the lesson and art journal time, which

was clearly designed merely to keep them busy until the end of

the class period.

Children also resisted suggestions from other children

about rules that should be followed. The group of children who

were building "France things" from pattern blocks vehemently

resisted Leah's insistence that their Eiffel Tower should be more

realistic.

But resisting an individual or a small group of peers in a

play setting, or even the art teacher was not nearly so difficult

as standing up to the classroom teacher, who was invested with

much authority. Most children did not resist Miss C.'s writing
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suggestions, accepting them without question, subordinating the

role of writer to the role of student.

Negotiating Student/Writer Roles

A writer must be confident of her abilities in order to

negotiate with the teacher about what details should be included

in a story, or what direction the story line should follow. She

must also be able to "decenter" or shift perspective from her own

to the teacher's, which requires an ability to view one's writing

in a detached way. In addition she must understand what the

teacher is trying to explain. This is a great deal to expect of

eight-year-olds. No wonder so few even attempted negotiation.

Yet another issue is involved. The boundary between

teacher and student was ingrained in these second graders.

Having been taught to respect the teacher's authority, they

viewed control of their writing as contingent on the teacher's

approval of their efforts. To insist on maintaining active control

in a way which was contrary to the teacher's recommendations

seemed like talking back to the teacher, a behavior they knew

would have severe repercussions. Keeping a sense of ownership

may not have seemed worth the price they would have to pay

for it. Therefore the majority of children concluded that being

a good writer meant doing what the teacher told them to do.

James and Margery, however, with a strong sense of

themselves as writers and as persons confident of the worth of
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their ideas, were not afraid to verbally counter Miss C.'s

suggestions. They resisted just as much as Leah resisted changes

in her story, but their resistance took the more sophisticated

form of verbal negotiation. Their literary creations were so much

a part of who they were that they could not lose ownership of

their core ideas, therefore they could afford to bargain over

details. Both James and Margery seemed to consider these

negotiations an annoying but necessary part of being a student.

Louise and Kim, and to a somewhat lesser extent Ruth, were

also strongly attached to their creations. But they protected

their ownership by negotiating not openly with Miss C, but

inwardly with themselves. They were no less confident children

than James and Margery, but they seemed to interpret the student

role differently. Apparently they did not consider discussing

differences of opinion with the teacher appropriate behavior for a

student. Although all three girls were willing to correct Miss C.

on isolated facts, questioning the proper construction of a story

was a different matter. When Miss C. told Kim that "Singing

Star's Life" was not a story but an introduction, urging her to

rewrite the story putting in a problem to be solved, Kim said

nothing. But she wrote a new chapter in which she added an

enemy for Singing Star and then proceeded to describe the

pleasures of Singing Star's life which was what she had wanted

to do in the first place, thus satisfying Miss C. and herself at the

same time.

Ruth's (June 3, interview) description of the mental process

she goes through after receiving advice from her peers reveals
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her ability to respect the opinions of others while maintaining

control of her work:

if it's sort of a story where anything can go in almost

any direction, I take what they ask and I turn it around

a little bit. And it becomes sometimes a little bit

more fun, sometimes a little bit more serious.

Reconciling different viewpoints in the quiet of their minds

allowed these girls to avoid conflict with their peers and with

Miss C, sustaining their sense of authorship while continuing to

be cooperative members of the class.

Less confident children of both sexes, who were not

sustained by the strength of their personalities nor by the strength

of their attachment to their invented worlds, ceded control of their

writing to the teacher. Their vague ideas of what they wanted to

achieve in their writing often melted away under peer or teacher

questioning.

In some cases, though, when children accepted the teacher's

advice without question, the support of her authority acted as an

effective scaffolding for writing growth. When the children were

willing to work hard and Miss C. limited both her directions and the

amount of time spent supervising their work, children regained

decision-making power, resulting in their pride of authorship.

Students who had either a strong inner sense of their own

identity and worth as writers, or who could subordinate their own

goals to those of the teacher could be both successful writers and

successful students. Those who had neither a strong sense of
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themselves as writers nor a willingness to accept the teacher's

instruction were in danger of failing as writers and as students.

A Progressive Classroom

To observe in Miss C.'s classroom is to see how difficult

changing writing paradigms is. Miss C. is a capable, caring

teacher, committed to the well being of her students. Her room is

the kind of print-rich environment that fosters literacy. Gone

are the old trappings of authoritarianism: children sitting still

and silent in desks screwed to the floor while the teacher

lectures. In Miss C.'s room the children move about freely, they

do not always sit in the same desks, they can sharpen pencils, and

get supplies without permission. Their clustered desks encourage

the free exchange of comments with their classmates. The room

is colorful and airy, filled with objects to pique their interest:

live animals, shells, potted plants, a terrarium, a computer, a

large selection of books, puzzles, tapes, film strips, which they

are free to explore when their assigned work is complete.

Miss C. is positive in her correction of misbehavior, neither

belittling nor intimidating children. She listens respectfully to

their comments, sometimes adopting their ideas. The atmosphere

in the room is positive, nurturing, and stimulating. There is

nothing artificial about this. Miss C. created her classroom

environment from genuine concern for the physical, mental, and
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psychological well being of children. The school and the

community support her goals. Creating this kind of educational

space is a great accomplishment, for here positive values of

respect for individuals, the classroom community, and the larger

community beyond are conscientiously fostered.

But here we also see the difficulty of changing paradigms

for the instruction of writing. Beneath the surface of this

progressive classroom are old assumptions. Miss C.'s classroom

shows that a new theory of writing, as outlined by Calkins (1986)

and Graves (1983) can be put into practice without analyzing the

difference between teaching writing as a product and teaching it

as process. What results when new terminology is spread over

old ways of thinking is a curriculum, subverted from within,

contradicting itself.

Miss C.'s classroom is a particularly valuable case study

because so much reform has taken place. Here we can see old

assumptions operating because the usual scapegoats are missing.

Miss C. cannot be faulted as "a poor teacher". She is highly

competent, caring, and hard working; a woman who invests much

thought, time, and energy in her job. We cannot fault the

students for having intractable problems, for the children in this

school are highly educable, and some are precocious. Precisely

because so much is right, areas for improvement stand in relief.
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Old Paradigms in Progressive Dress

Miss C. has instituted many aspects of writing process

instruction. The children write across the curriculum, using

writing as a tool in math, science, social studies, and reading.

Miss C. is convinced of the need to connect reading and writing

and sees the importance of providing the children with excellent

models for their writing. She allots regular blocks of time for

expressive writing, during which the children work independently,

but are free to consult peers. The children are also free to write

stories in collaboration with other students. These stories do not

have to be completed in a specified time, but may be developed

over many weeks. Invented spelling is encouraged for first

drafts. Miss C. holds conferences with each child to assist in

developing the text, which is also developed by questions raised

after the child reads her storj' to the entire class.

One or two stories are chosen for publication out of the

writing the children keep in individual folders. After being

carefully proofread and corrected with the teacher or parent

volunteer, the stories are typed up, bound, and placed with

commercially prepared books in the reading corner of the room.

These are familiar writing process procedures. But beyond

the techniques, what are the underlying assumptions? Evidence

from this classroom indicates that the teacher could not whole
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heartedly endorse the role of writing facilitator. Her behavior

indicated that she believed:

1. Writing is a skill that can be directly taught.

2. Direct correction of error is important.

3. The teacher needs to control aspects of topic

choice.

4. Structuring thought, through the use of story maps,

helps promote writing progress.

5. Extensive teacher intervention can help talented

children perform at peak levels.

Miss C. seemed to hold these assumptions for two reasons:

1. She was an avid reader, but had little experience

with using expressive writing in her own life.

2. Sensitivity to her role as public servant,

accountable to both administration and parents,

compelled her to emphasize product over

process, and determined her decisions regarding

topics.

We need to take a closer look at the way these assumptions

played out in her classroom.

What Does it Mean to Model Writing?

Miss C. had no doubt that reading provided children with

valuable models which informed their writing: "I'm really finding

that as . . .[the children] get older that the tie between literature

and the writing is - I mean it's obvious." Frog and Toad stories,

the literary model she used to introduce her class to expressive

writing, was an effective one. She read all the Frog and Toad
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stories to her class at the beginning of the year so that every

child was thoroughly familiar with the genre. The books remained

in the reading comer as a permanent part of the class library, so

that children could refer to them whenever they wished. Easy-

to-read and filled with humor, the stories were favorites of all

the children. The abundance of books at various levels of

difficulty in the Reading Corner, and the encouragement of

independent reading through a Super Scoops reading program,

provided children with opportunities to sample a wide variety of

literary models. The importance of Stephen Cosgrove's

Shimmeree, as a model for Margery, Kim, Louise, and Mae has been

documented in Chapter 4. The set of Cosgrove books, which was

part of the classroom library, was not provided by the school but

by Miss C. herself, an example of her willingness to contribute

her own resources for the enrichment of the classroom.

Writing process advocates, however, advance the

importance of not only providing literary models for children's

writing, but of the teacher's personally modeling writing herself.

Miss C. modeled writing in two ways, both of them organized

around the elimination of error. First she wrote letters to the

class, discussed by the entire class. The purpose of these letters

was to give proofreading experience; the ability to spot the

absence of capital letters, or punctuation, and the ability to

recognize misspelled words. Since the letters included several

incomplete words, the children were encouraged to supply

meaning by using phonics and context clues. The letters also

served as a review of the day's schedule, and a chance for Miss C.
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to slip in niles for behavior. In her January 6 letter, cited in

Chapter 3, she reminds the class: "Let's have a super day without

a lot of silliness."

Although proofreading letters were written for the class

fairly frequently. Miss C.'s January 1 1 writing of a story (Chapter

3) and her follow-up revision of that story on January 21 were

the only incidents, that I am aware of, where she composed an

original story. The story: "One day we went riding. We rode for

hours. It was fun." was not authentic. Instead of growing from an

expressive impulse, it was an exercise, very similar to the

proofreading letters. A parody of poor student writing, it was

designed to teach the need for adding details to make a story

more vivid and interesting.

While many children in the class left gaps in the

information they provided to readers, no one wrote stories at this

level. The story was essentially authorless, since Miss C. had no

genuine desire to communicate through her words. She was

presenting herself as a teacher not as a person sharing some part

of her life. Miss C. did not own this story because she had risked

nothing in writing it or sharing it. Since she hid her genuine love

of horses and her authentic riding experiences behind her teaching

persona, the tension between author and audience disappeared.

Meaning was negotiated in a superficial way because it was

present only in a superficial way.

Most of the children in the class were involved in writing

stories in which they were invested. Miss C.'s story may have

reminded them of the need for details, but they learned nothing
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about the process of reconciling their readers' need for clarity

with their own inner vision because Miss C. had no inner vision for

her story. The story grew from promptings supplied by the

children. The revision of the story on January 21 became more

authentic than its introduction on January 1 1 because Miss C.

provided information drawn from her ongoing riding experience.

The genuineness of her first-hand knowledge captured the

children's interest.

But this story was not prompted by a desire to share this

knowledge or record it for herself; it was an excuse for teaching a

revising technique. Presumably Miss C. wanted her students to

write stories in which they had some personal investment, yet she

did not model this investment. She modeled a writing exercise, the

type of story without a problem and solution which she wanted the

children to move beyond.

We can reasonably assume that Miss C, though a young

woman, was schooled in classrooms where teacher and student

roles were distinct. Hillocks (1986). and Applebee (1986) remind

us that the tradition of clearly differentiated teacher and student

roles has been widespread throughout the twentieth century. Miss

C.'s writing teachers almost certainly stressed grammatical and

orthographical correctness, and did not model authentic writing.

For Miss C. to jump from the deeply imprinted model of her own

instruction, to the new paradigm where teachers and students both

learn and both teach, and where the teacher writes with her

students and validates many different types of student stories.
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may have been asking her to explore territory for which she had no

guide and no map.

Implications for Further Study

Many questions are raised by this inquiry which suggest

fruitful areas for further research. I have outlined a few of

these below.

The dilemma of the primary grade writer trying to address

her own interests in writing, while reconciling them with the

demands of the teacher should be studied with different

classroom populations. A longitudinal study of the writing

behavior of African-American children bused into suburban

schools from the inner city compared with the writing strategies

of white children living in the host communities could yield

valuable information about cultural differences in dealing with

the writer/student dilemma. Does this behavior change as the

children progress through the grades? How does the response of

white suburban teachers to the writing of African-American

students differ from the response of suburban African-American

teachers to the writing of young African-Americans?

The question of the relationship between the negotiation of

student/writer roles to different pedagogical styles of teaching

could be studied by a comparison of children in different classes

at the same grade level. It could also be studied through

longitudinal studies of the same children as they progress
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through the grades. Longitudinal studies might reveal interesting

developmental data. Do children become more sophisticated and

effective negotiators as they move up the educational ladder or

do they abandon any idea of negotiating and passively give in to

the teacher's demands? Do their ways of balancing the demands

of school with their own interests remain relatively constant?

At what point do students give up on school, developing a

persistently resistant attitude?

The role gender differences play in writing instruction

offers many promising prospects for inquiry. This research

suggests that the teacher's emphasis on the conflict/resolution

story model favored boys' stories over girls', leading to a subtle

silencing of girls' - and gentle boys' - voices. Comparative

studies of teacher response to male and female writing could be

instructive with a focus on:

* Response in primary grades contrasted with middle

grades.
* Response of male teachers contrasted with female

teachers.

Many other gender questions raised in this study deserve

further study:

* Is the interconnectedness between some of the girls'

stories identified in this study a typical

phenomenon found in classrooms across grade

levels?
* Is the tendency of the girls who were highly

invested in their writing to avoid open verbal

negotiations with the teacher over points of

disagreement a common response?
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* Are boys generally more vocal in negotiating

disagreements?

What effect does the answer to these questions have on

students' control over their writing?

Studies often reveal teaching practices which are less than

ideal. But longitudinal ethnographic studies of writing instruction

where students maintain a consistent sense of authorship are badly

needed. These could serve as models for teachers who are not yet

comfortable with some writing process procedures. Generalized

instructions for setting up process writing classrooms abound and

sample lessons are often modeled by visiting experts. But teachers

recognize that classroom success or failure lie in the details of a

situation. Instructional practice could therefore profit by specific

case studies examining over time the successful instruction of

individual student writers of various ability levels.
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Implications for Classroom Practice

This research has demonstrated that student "ownership" of

writing is not merely a matter of allowing children to choose their

own topics. A sense of authorship is sustained - or jeopardized -

in relationship with teacher and peers. Classrooms are political

microcosms and children are acutely sensitive to the power

deferential between themselves and their teacher. Although they

want control over their writing, they know that the teacher holds

veto power over their decisions.

Strong-minded children respond to teacher vetoes with

resistance. This should not be surprising, for if we encourage

students to be the "mothers of their stories", we must anticipate

the attachment that will develop between child and a text in which

time and thought has been invested. Resistance, therefore, is not a

misbehavior to be stamped out, but a decision the child makes to

keep control of her work.

For most children, though, resistance to the teacher's

authority is too risky. They feel that following the teacher's

instructions without question is the surest and safest road to

writing success. Since many children respond to the teacher's

authority by negating their own ability to make decisions, how can

teachers structure interactions so students feel free to explore

their own ideas? This study shows that limiting the amount of

teacher talk during conferences, limiting the number of
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student/teacher conferences, and limiting the number of errors the

student needs to correct when revising have a positive effect on

students' sense of being in charge of their work.

The research implies that limits on the type and number of

responses during peer review of stories would also have helped

some children retain more control. Emphasis on what was right

with stories would have been a more effective instructional

strategy than concentrating on shortcomings, for it would not only

have sustained the child's pride in her writing, but helped to teach

her the language of constructive critique.

Part of this constructive critique could have been a teacher-

led appreciation of the different approaches to topic choice and

story content by boys and girls, leading the class to define "story"

in a variety of ways. Since the heroic home-adventure-home model

privileges the story pattern used frequently by boys, concentration

on that model marginalizes some writing by both girls and boys.

Therefore, introducing the class to a wide assortment of literary

styles - not only through having many books in the Reading Corner

but by pointing out their different approaches during writing

classes - could broaden understanding of writing possibilities and

strengthen gentle, caring voices of both sexes.

As there are many types of stories, so there are many

possible responses to stories. When teachers encourage class

discussions where a variety of constructive responses is

encouraged, young writers may be helped to discover how to

verbally negotiate story content, enlarging their repertoire of

response beyond stubborn resistance or blind compliance.
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Authentic writing demonstrations during which the teacher

grappled with writing which was personally meaningful to her,

might also have helped the students in this study to begin to find a

vocabulary to discuss writing decisions. In Janet Emig's (1969)

research into the writing process, she laments that teachers of

writing, particularly below the college level, do not write.

Twenty-five years later, in spite of the National Writing Project

network which has helped "tens of thousands of teachers" to

experience the process of writing (Daniels and Zemelman, 1985)

many writing classrooms are still led by teachers with little

first-hand knowledge about writing, a fact this research confirms.

The art teacher modeled artistic projects from the

standpoint of a practicing artist, but the classroom teacher's lack

of personal writing experience prevented her from being able to

model more than the superficial aspects of writing. While the

school hired a consultant to conduct several writing workshops for

teachers, this was not enough. A community of writers can only be

created by school policies which encourage frequent writing across

the entire school staff as well as writing across the curriculum.

Once teachers have the courage to risk sharing themselves in

a piece of writing, they begin to understand what taking ownership

of a text means: the fierce pride, the worrying about how it will

measure up to other writing, the anger when readers don't

understand what the writer has struggled so hard to convey.

Recognizing that struggle is part of the writing process for

writers of all ages, teachers can be more sympathetic to student
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writers whose vision of what they want to achieve so often

exceeds their ability.

Donald Graves has consistently advocated teacher modeling

of authentic writing, and practices what he preaches in the writing

workshops he conducts. In a recent interview he defines ownership

in terms of responsibility and shares his latest thinking about the

teacher/ student relationship:

That is, I have responsibilities with this house. I

can't just do anything I want to it. When 1 write, I

have a responsibility to tell the truth and that takes

work. So I'm probing for v/hat truth he's working at

here. And I think we have to crowd kids on these

fronts - and that's what I mean about being more

directive, more confrontational. And actually I think

kids like that (Newkirk, 1994, p.l7).

While children profit by viewing writing as responsible

truth seeking, do they really like more directive, confrontational

teaching? Or is Graves speaking from his male perspective about

what boys prefer, assuming that the same model of writing

instruction fits both sexes? Does it even fit all boys? The words

"crowd", "directive", and "confrontational" hint at bullying.

Miriam Brody (1993) traces the male hegemony in writing

instruction from Quintilian to the present. She suggests that we

"imagine the metaphor of our public conversations as a design

rather than a battle" where we "marshal defenses" and "defeat

the opposition". Extending Brody's metaphor to the writing

classroom, perhaps we should think of the writing teacher as a
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"designer", weaving the strands of classroom discourse into a

harmonious pattern, rather than a director who crowds and

confronts.

Designing a classroom where all children can assume

responsible ownership of their writing, first requires

examining our progressive classrooms for lingering vestiges

of authoritarianism, where teacher and student are locked

into an antagonistic relationship. Discovering the reality

to which both teacher and student belong, as Dewey (1959)

advises, seeing the classroom whole in all its

interconnectedness, challenges us to look at old

assumptions in new ways. One of those assumptions has

been that if the teacher cedes power to the student, she

loses power. But if she uses her authority to support

mutual truth telling, validating stories of connection

and continuity as well as tales of heroic adventure, the

classroom can become a community of writers where

both the teacher and the students experience the power

as well as the problems of authorship.
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Appendix 1.

Schedule of Data Collection

Preliminary observations - notes taken, not taped

October 1992





February

March

April

May

June

Informal visits

26.





Total of 45 hours of observation.

Schedule of Interviews

Interview with Principal June 7
Interviews with children June I, 2, 3, 7,

8, io'
Interview with Miss. C. June 15





Appendix 2.

Brief Sketches of the Children

Adam - Adam is a sturdily built boy with an impish smile who
loves sports. He defines himself as "a major math person", who
tries to include math in everything he does. He tends to be a

perfectionist and takes pride in doing well in school. He is rarely

reprimanded for misbehavior.

Amber - A thin girl with dark hair and glasses. Amber is very

quiet in class. She speaks softly and does nothing to draw attention

to herself. She has friends, but seems to follow the lead of others,

rather than initiating activities herself.

Charlie - Charlie is a tall, heavy set, blond boy who moves and

speaks slowly. He is conscientious, proceeding deliberately but

steadily ahead on his work. He has an easy going temperament and

is liked by everyone. Charlie and Elliott often seek each other out

during indoor recess or in the lunchroom and will roughhouse if

given the opportunity.

Clifford - A tall, slim, serious, red-haired boy, Clifford stands

out during classroom discussions because of his thoughtful

comments and responses. His father is German bom, his mother

American. Clifford wants to measure up to a high standard. This

makes him rule-conscious and tense.

Debra - One of the two African-American girls who live in Boston

and are bused into the community under the auspices of the Metco

program, Debra became steadily more integrated into the social

world of the classroom as the year progressed. Art activities

seemed to be her favorite part of school.

Diane - A slight, dark-haired girl, Diane frequently wore a worried

expression at the beginning of the year. But by June she seemed

more relaxed and confident. Her early worries, however, did not

prevent her from asking questions in class and contributing

responses. She worked conscientiously on everything she did.





Elliott - Elliott is a large boy, friendly, enthusiastic, and full of

good humor. His eyes seem to laugh when he talks and he looks

directly at his listener. Never afraid to ask a question or voice an

opinion, he speaks loudly and with confidence. When the teacher

corrected his behavior, he accepted the criticism with grace and

tried to tame his exuberance. Vitally interested in Star Trek, World
Wars I and II, John F. Kennedy, and the election and inauguration of

President Clinton, he was elected by his classmates to serve on the

school Student Council.

Enid - One of the two Afro-American girls in the class bused in

from Boston by the Metco program, Enid seemed to hold herself

aloof from the class. After Christmas her mother notified the

school that she was withdrawing Enid from the program, then

changed her mind and Enid stayed with the class until the end of the

year. Enid sat beside or near Debra when the class gathered for

group meetings on the rug and did not mix particularly with other

girls in the class during free time.

Eric - A small, dark-haired boy who loves sports, Eric was quiet in

the class. He drew very little attention to himself, speaking softly

and working diligently. When I interviewed him in June, he seemed

very uncomfortable, not looking at me directly, and anxious to leave

as soon as possible.

James - Though he plays on a soccer team, James is not

particularly interested in sports, nor is he interested in rough

housing. Standing in line in the lunch room, or seated at the lunch

tables, he may be surrounded by boys who are pushing or punching,

yet not enter into their rowdiness. In the classroom, he can walk

around in an absent-minded way, yet move into the ongoing activity

with ease, showing that he has been paying attention to everything

that is going on. He cooperates with classroom rules, yet always

questions the parameters of any activity. Never shy about venturing

an opinion or offering a new perspective, James is liked and

respected by his peers for his sense of humor and his interesting

ideas. His father came to the classroom one morning and talked

with the class about his work as a lawyer, inventing a case called

Jack and Jill vs. Farmer Brown.





Jon - A quiet, blond, agreeable boy, Jon is slow in assimilating

information. He worked hard and became increasingly more

assertive in seeking help when he ran into difficulties.

Jorge - A small, dark-haired Mexican boy, Jorge's first language is

Spanish. The family moved back to Mexico at the end of his second

grade year. Jorge often seemed to disappear in the classroom,

rarely volunteering information or comments. He was sober and

quiet, preferring to work in a private space by himself. Often his

peers, the teacher, and myself ignored him; his soft voice and

limited English, spoken with Spanish intonation, made
understanding him difficult. Yet Jorge's creative work established

him as an innovative thinker. During my interview with him in June,

I was amazed how personable he was, directly meeting my gaze,

smiling, and willing to answer all questions. I realized that he was

a sociable boy who had had to discipline himself not to talk.

Kim - Kim has long brown hair and large expressive eyes that look

directly at whomever she is talking to. Although she speaks softly

and does not draw attention to herself, she is not shy. She seems

self possessed and confident. Often she is the innovator of an

activity, with other girls following her lead. She was elected by

her classmates as one of the two Student Council representatives.

Leah - Leah is independent minded, not belligerent, but she follows

her own dictates. The top reader in the class, she took pride in

having ten scoops on her construction paper ice cream cone taped to

the classroom door, each scoop representing 150 pages read. She

devotes a great deal of time and thought to her drawings.

Louise - Tall and quiet, Louise invests much thought and

concentration on her work. She seemed to have a clear sense of

direction whenever she embarked on a project and she did not

welcome comments or attention until she was ready to receive

them. Her art work was very important to her and she executed it

with much attention to detail. She was not afraid to speak up in

class discussions to voice a divergent opinion.





Mae - Slight and dark haired with bangs. Mae speaks very softly,

rarely volunteering information. She seems to want to follow the

rules and not get into trouble. It is easy to forget she is in the

classroom.

Margery - Margery brought her love of horses into everything she

did. She was embarrassed at the beginning of the year by not being

able to read as ably as she wished. A perfectionist, she was also

upset when she could not make her drawings fit the pictures she

had in her mind. Enthusiastic and dramatic in the way she

expressed herself, Margery never hesitated to offer opinions, or ask

for what she needed. She acted as a catalyst who sparked ideas

among several of the girls in the room.

Mark - Good-natured with an easy smile, Mark is well liked by all

his classmates. He loves sports and has a good sense of humor. He
completes his school work quickly, being anxious to get on to the

next activity.

Neal - A large, heavy-set boy who spoke loudly and rather slowly,

Neal was diagnosed as having an Attention Deficit. He was

cooperative in the classroom, trying hard, but having difficulty

organizing his thoughts at times though he had a large vocabulary

and contributed thoughtful suggestions to discussions. He repeated

second grade.

Renee - In the middle of the year, Renee acquired glasses and she

also had to wear a patch over one eye for several weeks. She

decorated the lens over her patch with a bright sticker. Her clothes

were always colorful and frequently she came to school with bright

red polish on her nails. Her pictures were more important to her

than her writing and she brought fancy markers from home to use on

them. She seemed to cover up insecurity with

jokes.

Ruth - A calm, capable girl, Ruth spoke with me as if she were a

colleague rather than a student when I interviewed her. She was

always ready to be of assistance to the teachers or to her peers.

Her parents were very anxious that she excel in school and notified

the teacher that if Ruth did not get A's, to notify them so they could

help her. They reported that they never talked down to her.





Appendix 3.

List of Children's Stories
* stories were published

The dates listed on the children's stories indicate when the stories

were begun. Months in which no story is listed for a particular child

does not mean that the child was doing nothing during this time.

Often the children worked for a long time on their stories,

reworking them for publication. Sometimes they were working on a

new story, while making new illustrations for a book in the process

of being published.

Adam 1. 10-8-92

2.





Clifford 1,

2.

3.

4.

10-8-92
11-3-92
11-23-92

3-93

Frog and Toad in the Olympics

Frog and Toad Lost Upstairs

Frog and Toad Go to A Baseball

Game*
Coolidge in the Pool

Debra

Diane

Elliott

1.





Eric - 1. 10-16-92 Frog and Toad in My House

2. 11-5-92 The Scary Story

3. 12-1-92 Frog and Toad

published as Frog and Toad in Gym*
4. 1-14-93 The First Day of School in Second

Grade

5. 4-93 The Bullets Game Against

The Celtics (with Mark)

5-9 3 Fred, the Wacko, Hairy Alien *

(Counted under Mark's stories)

James - 1. 10-8-92 Summer in the City (Frog and Toad)

2. 10-29-92 Sir and Lancea and La

and the Case of the Invisible

Intruder

3. 11-3-92 Sherlock Holmes a Scene of Murder*

4. 1-9 3 You're the Detective: Solve it

Yourself Mysteries

5. 2-11-93 The Cops and the Pollution Problem

6. 3-4-9 3 The Secret of the Velt (cont. of

Pollution Problem)

7. 3-93 Purrfect*

8. 5-20 A Bomb in the Office Building

Jon - 1. 10-16-92 Frog and Toad: A Soccer Game
2. 10-17-92 Frog and Toad in a Jungle*

Published as Frog and Toad Lost

in the Jungle

3. 11-10-92 The Scary Haunted House

4. 4-93 Frog and Toad at a Football Field

5. 5-3-93 The Dove*





Jorge - 1. 10-16-92 Frog and Toad Lost in the Jungle

2. 10-92 The Great Book

3. 11-3-92 Soccer Game
4. 12-7-92 The Moon Book

5. 1-93 The Bed Book

6. 2-1 1-93 The Funniest Book in the World

7. 3-4-93 School Time for Jorge, Jon,

James, and Clifford* (two

chapters. The first was

published)

8. 6-93 On A Halloween Night

Kim

Leah

1.





Louise

Mae -

Margery

Mark

1.





Neal

2.

3.

10-8-92

1 1-92

2-93
6-93

Frog and Toad (at the Pumpkin
Patch)

Frog and Toad

(at the Turkey Farm)

The Adventure of Link 2"^

The Adventures of Link 3

(only story map completed)

Renee

Ruth -

1.





Appendix 4.

Content of Frog and Toad Stories

Following is a listing of the content of Frog and Toad

stories written by both girls and boys. The numbers in front

of the stories indicate the order in which the stories were

written. If numbers are skipped that indicates that another

story was written between the stories listed.

Boys

Common Experiences RelationshipsAdventures





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Charlie

1. Frog and Toad
going to museum
mistaken as criminals

stuck in elevator

2. Lost while

shopping in New York

3. car stolen and crashed watching TV

Clifford

1.

2. Lost in

mansion

3

Elliott

Frog and Toad
playing Olumpic

basketball

go to baseball game

1. Frog and Toad

visiting Hollywood
Toad thinks violent

scene in filming of

Star Trek VI is real.

Eric

I. Frog and Toad
play basketball

go to Fun and Games
play soccer

eat cookies don't want

to share

but do





Adventures

2.

Sports Common Experiences Relationships

play checkers

3.

Go to gym. Toad
best Toad there.

Toad

doesn't like

scary story

Frog tells.

Frog stops

Toad wins.

Table tips.

Frog wins.

Toad orders

him out of house.

Never sees him

again.

Frog signs up

Toad
for gym. Toad
scared

James

1. Frog goes

to Chicago to find

Toad. Frog hit head

knocked unconscious.

leaving note to tell

someone where you

are.

"Oh Toad, you

can't do this to

me."

He cried of joy!

"I'm coming

home, Toad!"





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Jon

Frog and Toad

play soccer

and win.

2. Go to jungle,

climb mountain,

escape avalanche

and bear.

go home to

rest, eat lunch

play in football

game. Frogs win.

fall asleep

at home.

Jorge

1. Frog and Toad
meet monster in jungle

2. Going to Outer Space

to

asking friends

go with you.

Play soccer with

Jorge, Jon, James

and win.

4. Go to the moon

5. Ship blew up

mountain, made
blizzard.

building bed

the right size

Toad said

"The ship

is going

to hurt

you. Frog."





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Mark

1. Frog and Toad
go to huanted

house.

Neal

1. buying pumpkin

wallc home

Frog and

Toad
argue over

what
pumplcin

to buy

and who
will

carry it.

argue over

which
turkey to

buy,

stop fight,

get

turkey.





Girls

Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Amber

1. buying costumes for

Halloween
Frog and Toad

fight

over

costumes.

2. get lost in woods
find mansion with

jewels and ghost

3.

eat cookies

go out on Halloween

went home for "a

nice cup of tea."

Frog goes swimming,

loses, finds coat.

work out

problems

Debra

1. Lose and

find map to

get home.

Frog and Toad

go to gym.

buying pumpkin Want to include

another

friend.

Want the same
pumpkin.

Toad gets it.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Diane

1.

Enid

l.Frog and Toad
caught in pumpkin
patch by witches

and ghosts and

eaten.

Frog and Toad

go to pet shop

argue over

which dog

to buy.

Finally agree.

Argue over

name. Frog

gives in, lets

Toad name
dog.

Kim

1. Frog and Toad argue over

make jack-o-lantern face for

jack-o-
lantem.

Compromise.

Make part

happy, part

scary.

Toad learns to swim. Frog urges

Toad to

take swimming
lessons.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Leah

1. Frog and Toad

go to space run

out of fuel

Another
ship helps

them.

Louise

1. Visit

Dreamland
Frog and Toad
have sleepover Make

Cloudland
with lots

of people

So they can

live there

Mae

Doing laundry Frog helps Toad
wash his socks.

1. Frog and Toad

get lost in woods
taking walk to store

having tea and cookies

Frog and Toad at school Bully says

he'll

kill them.

Don't

go back to

school.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Margery

1.

Renee

1.

Ruth

1.

buying pumpkin, but

losing it, finding a

better one

Wanting to buy

home, can't afford it.

going to school

deciding what Halloween

costume to wear

Frog and Toad

argue about

what pumpkin to

buy. Finally

decide.

Frog

persuades

Toad to go.

accept

suggestion

of ghost





Appendix 5.

Content of Unassi^ned Stories

Note: The numbers of the stories refer to the order in which the

story was written in the course of the year. For example: Adam's
stories below begin with number 5 because his first 4 were Frog and

Toad stories which have been described above.

Bovs

Adventure Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Adam

5. man in middle

of Nowhere killed

6. (non fiction book on states)

tree lonely

other trees

grow
he's not

lonely

Charlie

man
worried

about

losing job and

being

homeless

4. old, small engine

tries to dig himself

out of blizzard

little engine

tries to warn
others

They won't

listen.

Later apologize

5. men shipwrecked pick up

survivors





Adventure Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Clifford

4. President Coolidge

falling in pool, water

freezes, melts

White House floods

giving a party

Elliott

2. Space ship attacked

3. Earth under attack by
Aliens.

4. U. S. S. Enterprise destroyed

5. Aliens destroy earth

6. A dead body is found

7. Diagrams of decks on Enterprise

8. Sleepwalkers appear

turn mother into a vampire,

boy becomes blood thirsty,

people killed, state becomes
Transylvania

Eric

4. going to

school

went to

principal's

office

hugging

mom
fight with

friend





Adventure Sports Common Experiences Relationships

3.





Adventure Sports Common Experiences Relationships

5. Eric and Mark
are astronaunts

take alien back to

wacko planet

James

2. Sir Lanceala commits
crime, he is chopped into

three pieces

Landed on land No 7777777

777777. It was spooky

3. Woman wants to find out

husband was killed

4. Boatman gives merchant a

cement bath, throws overboard.

Bank robbery

Sherlock how
Holmes
cleverer than

Watson.

Expert

with
superior

brain

helps people

5. & 6. Andy pursued by hungry

alligator. Motorbike crashed.

Andy unconscious for a day.

Man causing pollution,

destroying world. Andy
kills him and alligator.

7. Robberies, deception

8. Bomb in office building





Adventure Sports

Jon

3. Jon and his dad

go to haunted house,

see scary things, jump
out window.

Common Experiences Relationships

Jon puts dove

back in cage at

school.

Jorge

6. singing a song

8. Jon a witch

Jorge a magician

James a monster

Clifford is Dracula

Turn into pigs of

different colors

wanting to play

instead of doing

homework

Mark

2. Matt and Happy
find coach who
helped them win

at sports

expert

helping

novice





Girls

Adventures Sports

Amber

Common Experiences Relationships

4.

S.Jim and Danny meet

master of haunted house

amusement part

goes to pet shop

with Mother to

get dog.

Danny
makes fun

of Jim for

being

scared of

house.

Danny is

scared of

master.

Ji m
laughs at

Danny.

Debra

3. Take train to

North Pole

see Santa

writing letter

to Santa.

Get puppy for

Christmas

4. moving to new
house

5. gerbils in

classroom, get

lost are found





Adventures

Diane

2.

Sports Common Experiences

Diane and toy

dog playing, trying

to stay away from

baby brother

Relationships

toy

like

treated

friend

3.

4.

Takes bunny for

walk, leash gets

tangled, untangled

Going shopping with

Grandma, playing at

Grandma's house with

baby sister and brother,

eating diner, driving

home.

annoyed
with baby

brother,

plays with

little

sister

loves

grandma

5. going to hospital

to have birthmark

removed.

Enid

2. Fox runs

after turkeys

Doesn't catch

them.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Santa delivers





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

3. Kim's pet gerbil

nearly got

pounced on by cat.

Two fairy

friends.

One lives on

land.

One lives in

sea. Land fairy

moves to sea so

they can be

together.

6. Cupid shot arrows

at whole town

Cupid sorry

Turned people

back to normal

7. Magic unicorn lives

on magic planet, sings on

star, changes colors

Red Build is enemy.

8. Gets new gerbil

Plays with

friend, flies

from Red Bull.

Daffodils, rose,

tulips, violet bloom

in spring

10. Moses brought up

Pharaoh's palace.

Climbs Mountain of Spirits,

Brings down
commandments.

Moses falls in in

love with

Pharaoh's

daughter. Since

he is son of

Hebrew slave,

can't marry her.

Moses dies.

Friend is leader.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Leah

2.

3. Mouse King tries

to kill Nutcracker.

Pet guinea pig died.

Soldiers

save him.

5.

Hunter shoots gun,

but does not kill

bird.

Space ship hits moon.

6. Amanda and panda

panda go to China

New girl comes

to camp

Spring comes.

Animals wake up.

going to the zoo

Mark falls in

love with her.

She has another

boyfriend. Girl

punches Mark
when he tries to

kiss her. He
runs away.

Mole cheers up

moon

Amanda and

become friends

Panda has

babies





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Louise

Moonbeam has baby

Wildcat helps

Moonbeam.
Owl helps them

Ms. Wise Witch

helps Moonbeam
have baby so she.

is not last of

kind.

children sick

have temperature

Starlight flies

around world

Starlight marries

Mae

Wildcat

helping

Moonbeam
Ms. Wise Witch

gives medicine.

Makes Starlight

well

Starlight and

Thunderbird have

children who
have children.

3. Brother tries

kill cat, cat

attacks him again

cats gets out

of house

happy that catto

attacked brother





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

4. Little turkey meets

bear in cave.

5. opening presents

on Christmas

singing carols

fight with

older sister

Kim's gerbil

in school

7.

8.

9.

School gerbils

trip to Disney world

makes

friends

with magic

horse.

10. games played

with Margery's

hamsters.

1 1. Cat stuck in

hole in attic

upset at

loss of cat





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

Margery

2. dog ate chicken

broth dad cooking

3. Not enough food

for fairies so

some go to live

in the sea.

4. argument about

who owns horse

Father Zeus puts

stop to it.

5. temper tantrums

Aphrodite finds

out what's

wrong.

Finds mate for

Starrla. They
have many
generations of

descendants.

Renee

3. brother beating

up Renee

4. brother stops

beating up Renee

5. visit Grandma
Her dog dies

6. Visits great

grandma. She

goes into nursing

home.





Adventures Sports Common Experiences Relationships

cousins go on

vacation, their

dog dies at vets

Ruth

2. first day of

school

Principal takes

new children

around school

4.

not able

to do math

gerbil gets loose

cat helps find it

Mother and

older sister

ignore Amanda

Magic butterfly

helps Amanda be

part of her

family.

6. Girl sees objects

in classroom come to life

after teachers have left

school.

new girl at

school Tracey

befriends

blind girl

girl shares

experience

with
daughter who
turns it into

book.





Appendix 6.

Table Showing Use of Format Possihiiities

Abbreviations: Cov. = cover, Ded. = dedication. T of C = table of

contents, Ch Div. = chapter divisions. End = The End. Notes = Notes

to the reader. Orient. = orientation of page.

NE = written but not embellished, E = simply embellished, EE =

elaborately embellished, pub. = published version of the story.

Cov. Ded. T of C Ch Div. End Notes Orient.

NE
Adam





Cov. Ded. T of C Ch Div. End Notes Orient.

Clifford









Cov, Ded. T of C Ch Div. End Notes Orient.

Jorge





Cov. Ded. T of C Ch Div. End Notes Orient.

Mark
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APPENDIX 7.

EXAMPLES OF CHILDREN'S

EMBELLISHMENTS





COVERS DESIGNATED AS NE





Louise - cover for Starlight





iNCdi - cover for Ihe Adventures'of
Link
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COVERS DESIGNATED AS E
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